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PREFACE

The Indonesian languages constitute the western division

of the great Austronesian (or Malayo-Polynesian, or Oceanic)

family of speech, which extends over a vast portion of the

earth's surface, but has an almost entirely insular domain,

reaching as it does from Madagascar, near the coast of Africa,

to Easter Island, an outlying dependency of South America,

and from Formosa and Hawaii in the North to New Zealand

in the South. The whole family is of great interest and im-

portance from the Linguistic point of view and can fairly claim

to rank with the great famihes of speech, such as the Indo-

European, the Semitic, the Ural-Altaic, the Tibeto-Chinese,

etc. Though but a small part of its area falls on the mainland

of Asia, there is no reasonable doubt that it is of genuinely

Asiatic origin, and of late years it has been linked up with

another Asiatic family, which includes a number of the

languages of India and Indo-China {e.g., Munda, Khasi, Mon,

Khmer, Nicobarese, Sakai, etc.). The Indonesian division of

the Austronesian family is the part that has best preserved

the traces of its origin, and it forms therefore an essential clue

to the study of the family as a whole. It has also been more

thoroughly investigated than the other two divisions—viz.,

the Micronesian and Melanesian group and the Polynesian.

The Indonesian languages cover practically the whole area

of Indonesia (otherwise called the Eastern, or Indian, or

Malay, Archipelago, which includes the Phihppines and ex-

tends from the north-western point of Sumatra to New
Guinea), together with the whole of Madagascar, the greater

part of the Malay Peninsula, the Mergui Archipelago ofE the

coast of Tenasserim, some outlying tracts in Eastern Indo-

China (which region there is much ground for regarding as
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the primitive home of the whole family), a considerable portion

of Formosa, and a few island groups lying to the eastward of

the Philippines. Its eastern boundary with the Micro-

jMelanesian division is still somewhat imperfectly ascertained,

but appears to pass east of the Marian Islands and west of the

Carolines to a point somewhere in (or near) the western ex-

tremity of New Guinea. The greater part of that large island

lies outside the Indonesian division, much of its coast-line

falhng into the Melanesian section, while a very considerable

portion is occupied by the entirely ahen Papuan languages,

as is also in all probabihty the greater part of its imperfectly

explored interior. Of the contents of the Indonesian area

some details are given in Essay II, § 3, and need not be re-

peated here.

The scientific study of the Indonesian languages was

initiated over half a century ago by two very eminent Dutch

scholars, the late H. N. van der Tuuk and Professor Kern, to

whom most of the good work that has been done in this field

of research has been due, either directly or indirectly. Before

their time many of the individual languages of the family had

been studied, more or less systematically, but there had been

no really scientific apphcation of the comparative method,

and consequently the conclusions arrived at by the earlier

writers, such as Crawfurd and Logan, were founded on no

solid basis. Many of them, in fact, have proved to be unten-

able and have been superseded by the sounder methods of

the Dutch school. Unfortunately, however, most of the work

of the modern school of Indonesian comparative philology

has taken the form of articles in learned periodicals or notes

in illustration of texts edited from time to time by one scholar

or another; and by far the greater part of it is in Dutch. No
comprehensive work dealing with the subject as a whole exists

as yet in any language, and indeed it may be doubted whether

the time has arrived for such a final synthesis to be made.

There is still much pioneering work to be done in many out-

lying portions of the field.

Dr. Brandstetter, though thoroughly original in the hand-

ling of his materials, and by nationality a Swiss, is in the true
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line of succession of the Dutch school; and his monographis,

of which four have been selected for translation into English,

represent something like a new departure and are an important

step towards the attainment of the ultimate aim. They deal

in a comparative and synoptic manner with some of the lead-

ing branches of the subject, and are couched in a form which

facihtates their use by students. The four Essays contained

in this volume have been selected with an eye to the importance

of the several matters discussed therein respectively, and that

from the different points of view of three classes of students.

I mean, in the first place, those who are interested in com-

parative philology in general (to whom the author's occasional

comparisons of Indonesian with Indo-European phenomena will

be of special interest and value) ; secondly, those whose desire

it is to make a particular study of the comparative philology of

the Indonesian languages, as an end in itself; and, thirdly,

the considerable number of persons who are occupied primarily

with some individual member of the family, but would like

to see it in its proper perspective in relation to the cognate

tongues, and are therefore impelled to give some attention to

the family as a whole. By far the greater number of such

special students are primarily interested in Malay, the best

known cind for practical purposes the most important of the

Indonesuin languages. But this very fact makes it the more

desirable to present to them the results of the comparative

work that has been done. For Malay is in many ways not a

very typical member of the family: its grammar has been

much worn down and simplified, and for various other reasons

it is unfortunate that so many people are tempted to survey

the-whole Indonesian field, with its luxuriant diversity, through

the rather distorting lens of a knowledge of Malay alone.

There has been a very widespread tendency among Malay

scholars to regard Malay as the standard or norm of the

Indonesian family and to attempt to explain the differences

which they noticed in the other languages as deviations

from that standard ; and that is very far from being the true

view.

Further, even for those whose only object it is to master a
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single language, there is some profit in devoting a part of tlieir

energies to an acquaintance with the results of comparative

research. In every language there are words, phrases, and

idioms, which are obscure and cannot be adequately explained,

or indeed even thoroughly understood, by the mere hght of

the language itself, whereas the comparative method often

helps to make them intelhgible. And the moment a person

who has confined his attention to a single language attempts

to explain such things, he is Hable to fall into all manner of

errors, unless he checks his theories by the results of hnguistic

science. It is to be regretted that the excellent work done

by Dutch scholars (and some others) in the field of Indonesian

comparative philology has been neglected by most Enghsh

students of Malay, for the consequences have often been

decidedly unfortunate. Thus a comparatively recent Enghsh

work, of some importance in its own line, quotes extracts from

writings by Crawfurd printed in 1848 as if they represented the

latest hght on the subject, though in fact hardly a single word

in them has stood the test of modern research and almost

every one of the theses they contain has been definitely and

completely disproved. Similarly, another book, somewhat

earlier in date, an admirable piece of scholarship in ahnost

every respect, is disfigured by an appendix on Malay etymology

that entirely ignores the' work of the Dutch school and pro-

pounds various hypotheses which were plainly untenable

at the time they were pubhshed, having regard to the facts

then already made known to the world. And such instances

could easily be multiphed, if it were worth while. It is to be

hoped and expected, as a result of the pubhcation of Dr.

Brandstetter's Essays in Enghsh, that in future such errors

will be avoided.

It is a great merit of Dr. Brandstetter that he incidentally

does much to teach his readers the scientific mode of pro-

cedure in hnguistics. His grasp of the subject is equalled by

the soundness of his method and the perspicuity of his ex-

position. Though strictly scientific, his work is cast into a

form that renders it intelhgible to the average reader as well

as to the speciahst, and while the advanced student will find
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much to learn from it, a beginner of ordinary intelligence and

education can read it with profit and understanding.

In the translation the original has been closely followed,

and such few modifications as have been made in the text

have been carried out in consultation with the author himself

and with his express approval. There are certain obvious

disadvantages incidental to the fact that these Essays were

originally written and issued as separate monographs: a

considerable amount of repetition has been unavoidable, and

it often happens that some point partially dealt with in an

earlier Essay receives completer treatment in a subsequent

one. An attempt has been made in this translation to remedy

such inconveniences to some extent by giving references in

footnotes ; and these and other footnotes added by myself have

been enclosed in square brackets. For the further convenience

of students I have prefixed to each Essay a brief summary

of its contents based mainly on the section headings of the

original. For the sake of symmetry, the main divisions of

Essay II have been numbered. In the Indonesian words and

phrases quoted the author's spelling has been followed. On

the other hand, in geographical names (including the names

of the various languages discussed) and in the titles of works

cited, etc., concessions have been made to ordinary usage and

to the Hunterian system which is generally followed in English

works where Malay words are spelt in the Eoman character.

Quotations appearing in German in the Essays have been

translated; but when the ultimate source was in English the

original words have been reproduced from that source.

My thanks are due to the Committee for Malay Studies of

the Federated Malay States Government for having com-

missioned me to translate the work, to the author for his

cordial consent and his assistance in clearing up doubtful

points, and to the Council of the Royal Asiatic Society for

having sanctioned the publication of the book by the Society.

The author also desires me to express his appreciation of

the recognition thus accorded to his work.

C. 0. B.
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ESSAY I

ROOT AND WORD
IN THE INDONESIAN LANGUAGES

{The original was 'published in 1910.)
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THE THEME.

1. When we open the dictionary of an Indonesian language

we are at once struck by the fact that a very large proportion

of the key-words in it are disyllabic. Thus in the Mai*

vocabulary we find successively: ikal, " curl ", ikan, " fish ",

ikat, " tie ",

But it is not only in the dictionary that we find such di-

syllabic formations, they also occur in actual speech, as wit-

nessed by the following passage from the Old Jav. Adiparwa,

edited by Juynboll, p. 49: liana sira wiku f kapanguh in legal,

ri tepi nin dsrama = " (It) happened (that) a hermit was met

with in the field, at the edge of the hermitage " = " Then (the

king) met in the field a hermit standing near his hermitage "

.

Now these disyllabic words, hana, tepi, etc., may also live

in the language in more extended forms, hana for example

having a derivative kahanan, " existence "; but they do not,

in the actual spoken language, exist in any shorter forms;

therefore it is appropriate to call formations like hana " word-

bases ".J

2. Now in the Old Jav. dictionary we find the following

word-bases: singul, " to push ", angul, " to push away, to fend

ofi ", tang III,
" to defend against ", and finally agul, which is

rendered by the Sanskrit pragalhha and accordingly signifies

" determined, bold ". Here we have a monosyllabic com-

bination of sounds, viz., gul, which, to use Wundt's words,

* For the abbreviations see note on § 10, for tlie transcription § 11.

t iviku, being a loan-word, has no bearing on the present question.

t [The original has " Grundworter," a term for which there is no

thoroughly satisfactory English equivalent. For explanations of the

meaning of the term, and the author's reasons for selecting it, see § 110

and Essay II, §§ 1-13 seqq.)
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can be pur^u^."unch9.nged- through a series of words with

similar meanings. Now such a combination of sounds as this

we style a root.

3. These roots and these word-bases are the theme of the

present dissertation. Our first task will be to extract the root

from the word-base; then we must describe the root; thirdly,

we have to show how word-bases are formed from roots; our

fourth and last duty will be to dehneate the characteristics of

the word-base.

4. IN linguistic formations are less compressed and more

transparent than Indo-European ones; some Hving IN lan-

guages are archaic to a degree far surpassing that of any

modern IE language, even the Lithuanian. The IN languages

which are geographically furthest apart from each other, the

IN dialects of Formosa and the Batan Islands on the one

hand and the dialects of Madagascar on the other, stand in a

much closer relation to one another than Hindustani and Irish.

From all this it follows that we can recognize the root and its

characteristics more clearly and certainly in IN than in IE

research.

Here follows a short comparative table showing how closely

Formosan and Batanese — according to Otto Scheerer's re-

searches—are related in certain particulars to Mlg.
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going on to his comparison. Thus on p. 5 he correlates the

Sanskrit friya with the Common IN 'pilih. The first word

means " beloved, worthy ", the second " to choose, to select

out of a number of things ", in Mkb. also " to hft up from the

ground". Now Bopp says, quite arbitrarily, that filih is

based upon an older form 'plih, an i having been inserted to

facilitate pronunciation: and this flih he then identifies with

the Sanskrit root fn.—By the side of this IN filih, however,

are found Karo kulih, " to appropriate to oneself ", Mai. olih,

" to acquire ", and Old Jav. ulih, " to get ". Now, surely,

pilih, when compared with ulih, olih, and kulih, points to a

nucleus lih, between which and the Sanskrit pn there can of

course be no further possibihty of comparison.



PRELIMINARY QUESTIONS OF METHOD.

6. The f,rst indispensable requirement for the success of a

work like the present is that it should be built up entirely on

the basis of phonetic law. In former monographs the present

writer, instead of appeaHng to phonetic laws, often had re-

course to parallel instances, and that alternative may have

sufficed for those cases. But here he will expressly formulate

all the phonetic laws that may come into question.

This is perhaps a convenient place for stating summarily

the two chief phonetic laws affecting IN vowels and consonants

respectively. They are to be found in fuller form in the

present writer's previous monographs, and the second one in

particular detail in Brandes' " Bijdrage ".

I. The pepet-law. Original IN e remains e in some

languages, as in Old Jav. and Karo ; in others it becomes a, as in

Mak. and Mkb.; in others again e, as in Day.; in others i, as in

Tag. ; and finally in others o, as in Toba and Bis.*

II. The R-law. Original IN had two shades of the r sound.

In several IN languages, for instance in Karo, these have

been unified again into a single kind of r. In others the

differentiation has developed further. Thereby the one kind

of r has become g in certain languages, as in Bis.; in others

it has become h, as in Day.; in others again this h has dis-

appeared, as in Old Jav. The other kind of r sometimes

persists as r, sometimes it appears as I or as d.'\

7. The second indispensable condition consists in this,

that the material should be surveyed in its entirety. That is

the case here, for the present writer has in the course of years

* [See also Essay II, §§ 25-6, Essay III, §§ 28-9, and Essay IV, §§ 5,

121-8.]

t [See also Essay II, § 190, and Essay IV, §§ 99, 129-39.]
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compiled for himself complete root dictionaries in MS. of the

principal IN languages.

8. A third requirement for a work like the present is that

the material should not be merely raked together out of

dictionaries and grammars by the wooden processes of the

amateur, but be vivified by the study of texts. This will be

particularly necessary in Section IV, where we deal with the

functions of the word-base.*

9. Fourthly, it will mean a decided saving of labour if we

determine from the very start which of the numerous IN

languages can render us the best services in our task. Speak-

ing generally, the guiding principle here is that a language will be

the more welcome to us the more archaic it is in its phonetic

system, in the characteristic type of its words (particularly

as regards final sounds), and in its word-store. Therefore

we shall often cite Old Jav., but seldom Modern Jav., oftener

Karo than Achinese, often the written forms of Toba and Mkb.,

but never the spoken forms of these two languages.! However,

in certain cases we shall be able to get help even from languages

that have suffered very serious changes in their character,

as for instance Kissarese.

10. The following are the languages we shall make use of

in general.

In the Phihppines, Tagalog, Bisaya, and Iloko; in Sangir,

Sangirese; in Northern Celebes, Tontemboan and Bulu; in

Middle Celebes, Bareqe; in Southern Celebes, Bugis and

Makassar; in Bali, Balinese; in Madura, Madurese; in Java,

Javanese and Sundanese; in Borneo, Dayak;i in Sumatra,

Minangkabau, Karo, Toba (these two being also commonly

called Batak), Gayo, and Achinese; Mentaway in the island of

that name; in the Malay Peninsula and neighbouring islands,

Malay; in Madagascar, Malagasy, especially the Hova dialect,

* [Cf. Essay III, §§ 1-7.]

t Of course it frequentl}- happens that in these two languages the

written and spoken forms agree.—Similarly Old and ]Modern Jav. are

•often identical.

X [I.e., Hardeland's Olo-Ngaju Dayak.]
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the literary language. — In a few cases some other languages

besides these will also be used*

11. Fiftldy, though not an absolute necessity, it will be a

great convenience for our enquiry if we introduce the idea

of the Original Indonesian mother-tongue as an auxiliary factor.

Of this Original IN two features are of especial importance to

our enquiry, viz., the phonetic system and the general type

of words.

I. The phonetic system of Original IN :f

I e
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11. The word-type of Original IN: In Original IN any . /
^

sound could be the initial of a word, but there could not be '

more than one consonant there. Any sound* could serve as \ '^

a final, except the series cjn; but here too only one consonant

was allowed. In the interior of words, between the two

vowels of disyllabic word-bases, there might be one consonant

or two, the latter in very various combinations (see § 74).

A great part of the living IN languages has undergone

changes in these respects. Some languages tolerate no con-

sonants, or a very limited number of them, as finals; others

admit very few combinations of consonants, for instance only

nasal + cognate explosive, between the two vowels.

The reader will ask: How does the writer know this

phonetic system and word-type of Original IN ? The writer

answers: This knowledge is based on detailed comparative

studies which will be submitted to the reader on some future

occasion.^ Besides, the whole of the present dissertation will-

show that these assertions are correct.

12. When in the modern IN languages a derivative is

formed from a word-base, the formatives used for that purpose

are usually put hefore the word-base, they are prefixes; thus

Sang, possesses nearly a hundred prefixes but only six infixes

and five suffixes, and Day. has only one suffix as against a great

number of prefixes. Now it is to be presumed that in Original

IN, at the time when the monosyllabic roots were used as

nuclei for the formation of disyllabic or polysyllabic word-

bases, the same principle prevailed. That may, sixtMy, serve

us as an indication as to which part of the word-base should

receive our particular attention during our search for the

root, viz. the last part.

This view, put forward here as a presumptive probability,

will be shown by the whole course of our investigation to be

, the true one.

13. SeventJdy, if our investigation were concerned with

the IE languages, accent and quantity would be important

* [But )j and w onlj' in so far as they form part of diphthongs.]

t [See Essa}^ II, especially §§ 54-74.]
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factors in the enquiry. But here in IN they are of secondary

significance. That is because they exhibit so much uniformity

:

e.g., the penultimate syllable is the accentuated one in an ex-

traordinarily large percentage of cases. — The influence of

•accent will be referred to in § 32, II, that of quantity in § 32, 1.*

14. EiglitUy, we will bear in mind what Delbriick (" Grund-

fragen ", pp. 115, 116) teaches us about the investigation

of roots, and accordingly we shall turn our attention not merely

to words of action but also to words denoting things and

mental states.

15. Finally, let it be observed that only genuine IN words,

and never loan-words, can be used for the purposes of the

enquiry. Of course when we quote Old Jav. sentences as

evidence, loan-words cannot be avoided, for the Old Jav.

literature is strongly impregnated wuth Sanskrit w^ords; but

such sentences are used on account of their genuinely IN con-

tents, not on account of the loan-words they may happen to

include.f

* [See also Essay II, §§ 75 seqq., and Essay IV, §§ 67 seqq., 307 seqq.^

t [See also Essay III, § 12, II.]



SECTION I : THE SEARCH FOR THE ROOT.

Seeking the Root in an Individual Language.

16. In addressing ourselves now to the task of detecting

the root in IN word-bases, we will begin by undertaking this

research in connexion with a single language and see what

results we can obtain without comparing it with others. The

language shall be Old Jav. Now we can draw up the follow-

ing series of Old Jav. words showing in each case the root

:

unkab, " to open ", sinhab, " to uncover "
: root kab.

fekul, " to clasp ", rafikul, " to embrace "
: root kid.

ikel, " curly ", rinkel, " twisted "
: root kel.

tankep, " to seize ", sikep, " to seize "
: root kejj.

sanguh, "to consider as ", sunguJi, "truly":

root guh.

inis, " to grin ", taiiis, " to weep "
: root iiis.

tutuk, " mouth ", fatuk, " beak "
: root tuk.

gantun, " to hang ", telun, " to hang down "
: root tun.

itek, " mud ", latek, " mud "
: root tek.

ater, " to accompany ", hanter, " to follow "
: root ter.

indel, " curdled ", kandel, " thick ": root del.

unen, " desire ", senen, " loved ": root neii.

tapis, " small ", pipis, " to pound small ": root pis.

liput, " to cover ", saput, " to cover "
: root put.

umbak, " wave ", linibak, " wave ": root bak.

bubuk, " insect that burrows in wood ", hrebuk, "dry rot "

:

root buk,

bayan, " to rock to and fro ", huyan, " restless "
: root yan.

rerep, " to fall asleep ", sirep, " to lull to sleep "
: root rep.

pulan, " dirt ", welaii, " spotted "
: root laii.

aliJi, " to return ", pulih, " to turn back "
: root lih.

kelem, " to sink in ", silem, " to plunge in "
: root lem.

13
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17. Here then we liave established a series of Old Jav.

roots: kab, kul, kcl, etc. With one single exception the ele-

ments by means of which the root is fashioned into a word-

base stand, as we presumed in § 12, before the root. The ex-

ception is telun, in which we see an infix -el-.

These roots are Old Jav. ; whether they are also Original IN
does not appear from our demonstration; in order to answer

thai question a comparative study would be necessary.

18. Kern's dissertations on the Old Jav. grammar are

excellent, but Van der Tuuk's Old Jav. dictionary is in several

respects an imperfect work. Therefore it is impossible to

obtain such a complete survey of the Old Jav. root material

as is necessary for our purpose, and accordingly we must look

around for another source of information. — In fact the present

writer, in preparing this dissertation, has used that dictionary

very Uttle; most of his material is derived from JuynbolFs

glossary to the Old Jav. Ramayana or from his own reading.

Though it is to be regretted that we cannot make as much use

of Old Jav. as we could have wished, yet we must not overlook

the fact that it has suffered in a marked degree from the

operation of two phonetic laws, which have impaired its

archaic character: The r of the EGH series (§ 6) has dis-

appeared; accordingly Original IN teras, " hard ", which has

been preserved in several languages, e.g. in Mai., has become

teas and finally twas in Old Jav. ; and when in Original IN two

vowels came together, they often suft'ered contraction in Old

Jav. ; thus Mai., Sund., etc., daim, " leaf ", appears in Old Jav.

as ron.

19. So we see that w^e must look for a substitute for Old

Jav. in cases where it is necessary to have a general survey.

Now there are other IN languages which have preserved

an archaic impress in phonetic system and word-type, though

it is true we cannot seize them in their earlier historical phases.

Amongst these Karo is in the first rank. It has undergone

few such changes as w^ould ahenate it from the Original IN.

This appears clearly when we compare it with the better

known and closely related Toba

:
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Original IN e persists in Karo, in Toba it becomes o*

JJ J5 '^ j:> ;j j5 3J j) jj s) "t

}} 35 '^ J> 33 33 33 33 33 3> "-^"^

All these laws are neatly illustrated by the following ex-

ample : Original IN, and also Mai., Gayo, etc., kesah, " to

breathe, to pant ", remains Jcesah in Karo, but appears in Toba

as Jwsa.

20. There are two laws which affect Karo and estrange

it from Original IN, but both these laws comprise only a few

individual cases

:

I. Original IN final diphthongs become simple vowels in

Karo: e.g., uy becomes i; thus Original IN, and Old Jav.,

Formosan, etc., apuy becomes Karo ajn. We need only men-

tion this one case, the change of uy into i, for the rest do not

happen to occur in our monograph.

II. Original IN final media becomes tenuis in Karo.

Original IN lawed, " sea ", Bis. lawod,% is sounded lawet in

Karo.

21. Now follow some series of Karo words, from which in

each case the root can be deduced

:

tiiikaJi, " step ", laiihah, " step "
: root hah.

teguli, " firm ", "panguli, " hard wood "
: root guli.

lingem, " shadow ", agem, " cloudy sky "
: root gem.

riiiut, " wrinkled ", pernut, " curled "
: loot nut.

antar, " to set up ", batar, " a stand "
: root tar.

tutim, " to burn ", gestun, " to blaze up "
: root tun.

dodas, " unlucky in gambling ", radas, " ruined ": root das.

tulpak, '" disappointed ", lefaJc, " to err ": root pak.

tembal, " crossed ", gamhal, " scissors ": root hal.

lembut, " soft ", wnbut, " soft pith "
: root but.

pusin, " to turn round ", gasih, " spinning top "
: root sin.

* The first rule holds good both for written and spoken ffoba; the.

second one for written Toba only, as the Ji may undergo h. further

change in actual pronunciation.

t Only in certain positions, not, for example, as a final.

t The o is in conformity with the law stated m § 25.
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22. Here the writer ends this Hst, for it occurs to him that

the method therein followed might be objected to. A very

severe critic might observe, that the several series of the pre-

ceding paragraph, and also those of § 16, consist of two terms

only; that these coincidences might in some cases at any rate

be determined by mere chance; and that a higher degree of

certainty would be attained if the series comprised a greater

number of terms. — Though the writer does not believe that

these objections are well founded, he will nevertheless take

them into account and will produce series of Karo words con-

taining a larger number of terms

:

igar, segar, tongar, " to splinter ": root gar.

megah, agah, jungah, " proud "
: root gaJi.

anjun, " to raise up ", ujun, " summit ", tanjuii, " hill "
:

root jun.

lintaii, " weal (on the body) ", rintan, " row ", listaii, tintan,

" rectihnear "
: root tan.

idah, ' to see ", dedah, " to look on at ", cidah, " to show ",

pedah, " to teach "
: root dah.

elah, " finished ", alah, " conquered ", telah, " to end a strife

(by intervening) "
: root lah.

sulit, salit, " to peel ", kulit, " skin "
: root lit.

23. The writer could extend this table further, but he

desires that his monographs should not exceed a certain com-

pass. As he is not aiming at the production of a vocabulary of

roots, he cannot reasonably be required to enumerate every

individual case ; he need only produce as many examples as may
be necessary on each occasion to give the reader a true insight

into the matter in hand. Accordingly all the lists in this-

monograj)h will merely represent a selection of specially

characteristic cases.

24. The writer himself must, of course, take a general

survey of the whole of the material, he must at this very point

be in a position to answer the question whether it is possible

to determine all the Karo roots by the process hitherto

followed. The answer is : A great many, but by no means all,

of the Karo roots can be detected in this way. For many of jk
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the Karo word-bases stand entirely isolated, e.g., leceh, " to

ask for ". There is no other Karo word of similar meaning

and analogous sound; none at all, in fact, that ends in cek.

After what has been said we may, no doubt, presume that

lecek can be analyzed into the formative le and the root ceic,

but owing to the isolated position of the word we gain nothing

thereby.

It is certainly interesting and quite legitimate to ascertain

what results we can arrive at if we confine ourselves to the

study of a single language ; but for the solution of our further

problems that method does not suflS.ce, and we must proceed

to the comparison of several languages.

Seeking the Root by means of the Comparison

of Languages.

25. Turning now to the method of comparing several lan-

guages for the purpose of our theme, we will first make the

experiment of comparing two only and will select Karo and

Bis. to work with. The choice is thoroughly justified: The

relationship between Karo and Bis. is one of intermediate

degree, neither very close nor yet quite remote; moreover

Karo in Sumatra, occupying a region which nowhere reaches

the sea, and Bis. in the Philij)pines are absolutely separated

from one another geographically, so that we need have no fear

of any influence of the one language on the other which might

disturb our conclusions.

Before proceeding to this comparison we must mention the

phonetic laws affecting Bis. which come into question, — For

the Karo laws see § 20. In Bis. the r of the RGH series

(§ 6) appears as g ; the r of the RLD series appears under cer-

tain conditions as dl ; Original IN e and m as o ;* final li is not

tolerated.

Now follow Hsts of roots common to Karo and Bis.

I. The roots are absolutely identical in both languages

:

* On this point Bis. and other Philippine dictionaries are incon-
sistent: we find both o and u.

2
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Karo kilkil, " to gnaw ", Bis. hanJcil, " to bite "
: root Jcil.

Karo deiigal, "unchaste", Bis, bogal, "adulterous": root

gal.

Karo hetaf, " slow ", Bis. Jcotat, " slothfulness "
: root tat.

Karo erdan, " stairs ", Bis. hagdan, " stairs ": root dan.

Karo kanam, " joyful ", Bis. hinam, " joyful ": root nam.

Karo hebas, " accustomed ", Bis. basbas, " to accustom "

:

root bas.

II. The roots exhibit phonetic discrepancies, which how-

•ever resolve themselves without difficulty in accordance with

the above-mentioned phonetic laws of Karo and Bis.

:

Karo selkut, Bis. dagkot, " to kindle (a fire) "
: root kut: kot.

Karo a-pi, " fire ", Bis. ajjuy, " erysipelas "
: root pi: puy.

Karo gebuk, " smoky ", Bis. dabok, " to burn straw "
: root

buk : bok.

Karo lemes, " to dissolve in water ", Bis. damos, " to wet "
:

root mes : mos.

Karo ilar, " to shine ", Bis. dilag, " bright "
: root lar : lag.

Karo bestir, Bis. bosog, " satiated "
: root sur : sog.

Karo lawet, Bis. lawod: see § 20.

26. From these Karo-Bis. root-Hsts tw^o conclusions follow

:

I. It was remarked in § 24 that from Karo alone, without the

assistance of a comparison with other languages, only a part

of the Karo roots could be detected. This poi^^ion is at once

considerably augmented when Karo is compared even with

only one other IN language, as here with Bis. Thus the word

betat, " slow ", stands quite alone in Karo, but Bis. provides

a pendant, kotat, " slothfulness ", and from the comparison

of these two word-bases we get the root tat.

II. In § 25 it was shown that direct influence as between

Karo and Bis. is inconceivable. How comes it then that they

have roots in common? Surely, it can only come from the

fact that those roots belonged to Original IN. The Karo-Bis.

lists in § 25 are, therefore, also lists of Original IN roots.

27. The severe critic of § 22 might raise against the final

sentence of the last paragraph the same objection that he
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formerly expressed. Here too the writer will make a concessioi*

to him and will produce more comprehensive series of words.

At this point it will be convenient to mention two Mai. and

two Mak. phonetic laws:

I. Original IN e persists in Mai., save in the final syllable

of a word, where it becomes a. Original IN, and also Old

Jav., teJcen, " staff ", becomes tekan.

Every final media of any other language is represented in i

Mai. by the corresponding tenuis. Bis. olob, " cavity ",

appears in Mai. as ulup, " hawse-hole ".

II. Original IN pepet becomes a in Mak., and if this a is

in the penultimate syllable the next following consonant is

doubled.

When in Original IN a word ends in I, r, or s, then in Mak.

the vowel preceding the liquid or s is repeated after it, and

finally a hamzah is added.—Both these law^s are illustrated

by the example sassalaq from sesel.

28. Now follow as specimens five rather more compre-

hensive series; we shall meet with others later on.

Tag., Bis., Gayo nifis, "thin"; Tontb. a^is, "small",

toni'pis, "sunken (of cheeks)"; Old Jav. taqois, "small",

Mak. nipisiq, " thin "
: root pis.

Tag., Bis. Jiasan; Bulu, Tontb. asah ; Gayo isan ; Mai.

insan, " gills "
: root sail.

Old Jav. ivehis ; Mai., Gayo henis ; written Mkb., Bis.

banis, " angry "
: root nis.

Old Jav. selan, " to take turns "; Mai. selan, " interval ";

Gayo hehelaii, "between"; Karo alan, "middling"; Bis.

alan-alan, " undecided "
: root Ian.

Bal. selsel ; Old Jav. sesel ; Tonsea manesel ; Bis. hasol
,

Mai. sesal ; Mak. sassalaq, " repentance ": root sel.

As in each of these cases the same root appears in strict

phonetic equivalence in so many different languages, we are

entitled to assign these roots to Original IN.

29. In the course of our enquiry hitherto we have taken

little notice of two important members of the IN family of

speech, namely Bug. and Mlg. The reason was this: these
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languages have been affected by the operation of so many
phonetic laws that the root can only be detected in them with

difficulty. The omission shall now be made good and a special

paragraph devoted to each of these two languages.

The Bug. phonetic laws chiefly affect the final of the word-

base ; hence in the Bug. root it is particularly the third sound

that is modified, while the first and second are less liable to be

affected.

Bug. gilin, " to roll "
: root lin.— Mai. giliii, Old Jav. puling

" to roll ". Here no phonetic law has been at work in Bug.

Bug. 'pi'piq, " to pinch": root fit. — Mai. apit, Gayo sepity

"to pinch". — Law: Every IN final explosive appears in

Bug. as hamzah.

Bug. peddeh, "to close the eyes": root dem. — Old Jav.

idem, Karo pedem. — Laws: Every IN final nasal appears

in Bug as n. —• After the j)epet in the penultimate, that is the

accentuated, syllable the consonant is doubled; see alsO'

sesseq below.

Bug. wukaq, " to open, to unfold " (intrans.): root kar. —
Old Jav. wekar, " to open", Bal. sekar, "flower". — Law:

IN final r appears in Bug. as hamzah, but remains unaltered

when a suffix is added, hence Bug. pataqbukaren* " to open
"

( trans.).!

Bug. nipiq, " thin "
: root pis. — Tag. nipis, Tontb. impis^

" thin ". — Law: IN final s appears in Bug. as hamzah, but

remains unaltered when a suffix is added, hence Bug. nipisi^

" to make thin ".f

Bug. sesseq, "repentance": root sel. — Bis. basol, MaL
sesal t.'— Law: IN final I appears in Bug. as hamzah, but

before a suffix takes the form of rr, hence Bug. p)asesserren^

" reproof ".f

30. In Mlg. even more phonetic laws have been at work

than in Bug.
;
just as in Bug., they particularly affect the finals

but they also affect consonants in every position, the vowels

less; therefore the Mlg. root shows modification chiefly in the

* The h is due to the influence of the hamzah.

t [See also Essay IV, § 210.]

J As to the vowels o and a, see §§ 25 and 27.
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first and tliird sound, less often in the middle one. — Tlic Mlg.

phonetic laws have been determined by the present writer in

former works, and also more especially by Ferrand

.

MIg. ambi, "surplus": root bih. — Mai. lebih, "more",

Karo amhiJi, " to build an annexe ". — Law: IN h disappears

in Mlg. in all positions without leaving a trace.*

Mlg. Jiaruna, " basket ": root run. — Old Jav. kurun, " to

enclose", Karo barun, "buffalo pen". — Law: Every IN
final nasal appears in Mlg. as na.-\

Mlg. idina, " to pour out "
: root lih. — Karo ilih, " to pour

into ", Bug. palin, " to pour into another vessel ". — Law:

Before a primitive i (not an i derived from some other sound)

in Mlg., Original IN I aj)pears as d ; this is a special case of the

great RLD-law.

Mlg. ampatra, " stretched out " : root pat. — Karo lapat,

"stretched out", Mai. pepat, "smoothed out". — Law:

Every Original IN final t becomes tra in Mlg.

Mlg. Jiindzaka, " to stamp "
: root jaJc. — Old Jav. ianjak,

" to jump ", Karo anjak, " to trot ". — Law^: Original IN j

after a nasal appears in Mlg. as d-{- z. Every Original IN

final k appears in Mlg. as ka.

Mlg. lefa, " away, done ": root pas. — Mai. lepas, " loose,

free, finished". Tag. Upas, "past". — Laws: Original IN

p becomes/ in Mlg., save after a nasal (see ampatra, above)

and save when final. Original IN final s disappears in Mlg.

but persists before a suffix, hence the imperative passive:

alejasu.%

31. To conclude this Section we must now undertake

another investigation which, as shown amongst others by

Siitterlin ("Das Wesen der sprachhchen Gebilde ", pp. 56

seqq.), is of great Hnguistic interest. If we know, for example,

that a word iluJi, aluh, luha, etc., runs through nearly all the

IN languages with the meanings " to flow, to weep, tear ",

* Where we find an h in ]Mlg. it has a different origin, it arises from

Original IN k—(save that as a final or after a nasal k persists un-

changed).

t [See also Essay IV, § 206.]

:;: [See also Essay IV, §210.]
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and if we are compelled to deduce from it a monosyllabic

formation luTi, is it not then conceivable that this luh might

exist in some language or other as a living word, by itself,

uncombined with other elements? In general terms: Do
the roots exist only as parts of word-bases or are they capable

of existing by themselves ?

32. When we search for monosyllabic words in the IN lan-

guages and succeed in finding some, we must first enquire

whether their monosyllabism might not have arisen out of a

former disyllabism. For that has really happened in many
cases in IN.

I. In several IN languages consonants between the two

vowels of the word-base may disappear in conformity mth
phonetic law, e.g., in Old Jav. the r of the RGH series, in Bug.

h, in Mlg. s. Accordingly Old Jav. wd, " glowing fire ", Bug.

j)dn, " trunk ", Mlg. ju, " heart ", are not roots that have

preserved their monosyllabic character; they are derived from

the forms wara, pohon, pusu, which have a wide distribution

in the IN languages and are to be regarded as Original IN.

The length of the vowel still serves as evidence of the con-

traction.

II. Achinese accentuates the final syllable, and hence it

has in many cases dropped the first, unaccented, syllable

of the originally disyllabic word-base, as Snouck Hurgronje

has shown. Thus in Achinese " leaf " is un, as compared with

the daun of many other IN languages. This un, however,

is not a primitive thing but the final product of a process of

evolution.

III. In Sund., disyllabic words when employed as the first

members of compound expressions are often reduced to mono-

syllables. " Tree " is Jcai (disyllabic), but the " Meraq tree
"

is ki meraq.—
Other phenomena of this sort are to be found in the IN

languages; and the conclusion to be derived from these con-

siderations is : Monosyllabic forms originating in such ways

as these must be avoided in our investigation.
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33. We will now select from IN vocabularies some mono-

syllabic words with regard to the original monosyllabism of

which there is no doubt: Old Jav. luh, " tear ", sih, " pity ",

lin, "to speak" ; Karo pet, "to desire"; Qaryotul, "unable to

get through (a narrow space) ".— Other cases will follow later.

It will now be shown by the quotation of texts that such

words exist not only in the dictionary but in actual speech.

For this purpose we shall select extracts from a dead language,

Old Jav., and a living one, Karo:

I. Old Jav. examples. Mahabharata, edited by JuynboU,

9: mankana lih sah Bhima = "Thus spake Bhima". —
Mahabharata, a, 54: deniii sih n ikan svdna = " Out of pity

for* this dog ". — Ramayana, edited by Kern, VIII, 40, 4:

JiumUi ta lull = " Then {=-ta) flowed tears ".

II. Karo examples. Si Laga Man, edited by Joustra,

p. 7: maka seJcali lit sada bajja ; tubuh anak-na, tapi mate rusur;

jadi anak-na sada igelari-na si Laga Man f , maka % pet man,

nina = " There + was { = lit) once a father; (there) wer? +
born children of + him, but (they) died one + after + another

;

(so it) came -{- to + pass + that of -f (the) + children of +
him one was -|- called by + him (= na) the greedy (in) eating

that (it) might + desire to + eat, said + te " = " There was

once a father who had children that all died one after another
;

so he gave one the name of ' Glutton ', in order that, as he

imagined, it might eat heartily ",

34. The number of roots used as actual words is nowhere

large. § Many languages have, apart from words of form,||

* The construction is a genitive one, as in Latin, n being a genitive

preposition.

t man is a doubtful case, it may be primitive or it may be a contrac-

tion of moan, which is found, e.g., in Gayo.

% maka has very various functions; it can introduce both principal

and subordinate clauses, as in this extract.

§ [See § 71 and Essay II, §§ 51-2.]

II
[In the original, " Forraworter ", the meaning of which term is

illustrated by the examples given here and in § 72. iSee also Essay II,

§§ 81, 84-114. " Words of form " must not be confounded with " for-

matives" (which are not separate words, but mere aflSxes, though they

were often originally independent " words of form "): see Essay II,

§ 80, and Essay III,"§§ 34-5.]
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not a single case; Karo has some five dozen. In the entire

Prasthanikaparwa of the Old Jav. Mahabharata there are,

not counting words of form, four certain cases: sih, " pity ",

duk, " moment of time ", goh, " big ", and lih, " to speak ".

Eoots used as words of form occur in every language, some

having them in greater numbers than others, e.g., Mai. only a

few, Tontb. a fairly large number. A Tontb. sentence with

such monosyllabic words of form : Story of Kerisen, edited by

Schwarz, end: taniqtuo si sisil an doroq i Cerisen'^ ^ " Thus

(runs) the story about Kerisen ".

35. It can be shown that the Original IN possessed a greater

number of independently existing roots than any Hvihg IN

language does. This is indicated by the fact that in Modern

Jav. several words exist only in disyllabic form which in Old

Jav. still lived in monosyllabic shape; accordingly as we go

back in time the number of monosyllables increases. One

of these cases is the Modern Jav. dnduh, Old Jav. duh, " liquid ".

But § 91 forbids us to assume that Original IN spoke entirely

in monosyllabic words.

36. The existence of mere roots, not made up into word-

bases, can serve us as a touchstone to test the correctness of

the principles which we have developed above for the analysis

of the word-bases. There is a widespread IN word-base

hasih, " pity " ; according to our principles we have to analyze

it into ka + sih ; and the sih cited in § 33 confirms the correct-

ness of the analysis.

It happens particularly frequently that a monosyllabic root

survives in Toba while the closely related Karo only has a

disyllabic word-base formed from it. Here, therefore, Toba

offers us the desired guarantee. Examples

:

Toba gas, " to break ", shows that Karo tegas, " to tear " =
te -f- gas.

Toba gan, " to stand on end ", shows that Karo tegan,

" erection " =^te-\- gan.

* c for k in conformity vnth the law stated in § 74. [i is the article;

as to the use of articles before proper names, see Essay II, §§ 85, 91

(and footnote).]
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Toba das, " announced (of a message) ", shows tliat Karo

landas, " evident " = Ian -\- das.

Toba nal, " too tight, short of breath ", shows that Karo

donal, " disheartened " = do -{- nal.

37. It has been shown, particularly by the researches of

W. Schmidt, tha^t the Austroasiatic languages on the mainland

of Asia are in some way related to the IN languages. And as

the former possess many monosyllabic word-bases, the view

has been expressed that light could be thrown from that

quarter on the nature of the IN roots. That may be, but the

IN material has become so extremely abundant, particularly

through the classifying work of Dutch scholars, that IN re-

search needs no such assistance. Further, the present writer

knows that students of the Austroasiatic languages, such as

Cabaton, Aymonier, Blagden, and Skeat, favour caution in

proceeding along this line of comparative enquiry.

Such caution, however, will above all else imply that we

must first study each of the two groups, the Austroasiatic and

the IN, exhaustively by itself before we proceed to a com-

parison of the two. Further, Austroasiatic and Austronesian

parted from one another, in some remote prehistoric age. In

each of these two fields of research we must, therefore, first

endeavour with the help of phonetic laws to work back to the

primitive forms and then compare these with each other.

Several -scholars, particularly Kern, have also established

some very interesting points of relationship between Indonesian

and Polynesian. Nevertheless, as Wulii justly observed in

his critique of the present writer's " Matahari ", w^e can and

may jDursue IN studies without introducing the Polynesian

languages into our sphere of research.



SECTION II: THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE ROOT.

Preliminary Observations.

38. The IN root has six characteristic points requiring to

be discussed: (1) The fact that it consists of three sounds,

(2) variation, (3) determination, (4) metathesis, (5) homophony^

and (6) its meaning. It is not to be inferred that all these

phenomena need necessarily occur in connexion with every

root.

The Three Sounds of a Root.

39. The most striking characteristic of the root, obvious

at once even on a cursory inspection, is the fact that it consists

of three sounds, arranged thus: consonant + vowel + con-

sonant. All the roots which we have thus far become ac-

quainted with have three sounds.

40. We must, however, raise the question whether there are

not in IN other roots of a type different from the norm set up

in the preceding paragraph.

Let us first enquire after roots of two sounds. This investi-

gation demands special care. For if in some language or other

we happen to come across a root that apparently has two

sounds, we must reckon with the possibility that it may have

lost one of its component parts through the operation of

phonetic laws. If we find in Tontb. a word reqmba, " to fall ",

we must not at once set up a root with two sounds, viz. ba
;

to be sure, Tontb. only drops one final consonant, namely h,

but might not that just be the case here ? In actual fact it

is the case, for other IN languages, which have no objection

to final 7i, here have the form bah: Old Jav. and Mai. rebah,

2r>
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" to fall ", Karo tabah, " to fell ". If therefore, in what
follows, series of words are set out from which roots of two

sounds are to be inferred in each case, the languages comprised

in such series must include some that do not drop any sound

whatsoever.

41. Here follow the series in question:

Old Jav. ipi, Bug. nifi, Mai. mimpi, Day. nupi, Tontb..

impi, " to dream "
: root pi.

Old Jav. well, Bug. elli, Mak. balli *, Mai. beli, Sund. boli,

" to buy "
: root ^i.

Old Jav. tuju, " to hit, to aim ", Mai. tuju, " to pursue a

certain course ", Sund. tuju, " course ", Karo tinju, " to cuf? "

:

root ju.

Old Jav., Mlg. isi, Mak. assi f , Sund. osi, " contents "
: root

si.

42. Here then we have four roots of two sounds arranged

in the order; consonant + vowel. All four roots run in perfect

phonetic concordance through many languages, and can

therefore be assigned to Original IN.

43. Roots formed otherwise than of three sounds or two,

like those in the preceding paragraph, are quite exceptional

and occur only in individual languages. Thus in the Philip-

pine languages we meet with a sort of extension and sub-

division of the vowel resulting in the production of roots of

four sounds, with two interior vowels. The IN languages have

a root gem, '' to shut, to clench the fist, to seize "; in Jav. it

exists as a monosyllabic word-base gem, Karo has singem,.

" to fit closely ", but Bis. has goom %,
" to shut the mouth ".

— In Sund. and Gayo there are interjections beginning with

a mute and a hquid, e.g. Sund. drel, an interjection used of

the ratthng of musketry fire. At a pinch one might regard

the -r- as the infix discussed in § 86, in which case the root

* The doubling of the I in Bug. and Mak. is in conformity with the

laws stated in §§ 27 and 29.

t The doubling of the s follows the same laws, as the a is not a

primitive a.

X The o is in conformity with the law stated in § 25.
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would only liave three sounds, but the r seems to us so essential

to the symbolical representation of the sound of rattling that

we must decline on this occasion to take it for an infix. Here

then we have another root of four sounds. Interjections

of this type may conceivably have been Original IN, and in

that case the remark in § 11 about the Original IN initial

would require modification accordingly.

Variation.

44. The concept of root-variation. In Day. the word

tuli means " to land " and talian is " a landing place "
; in

Karo the expression " to roll " can be rendered by guluii

and gulaii. Viewing the matter quite superficially, we find

in both languages the same process, an interchange between

a and u. But if we look closer we notice great differences.

In Day. the change of m to a occurs frequently, it is bound up

with a certain condition — namely that a suffix containing

an a is annexed to the word — and it occurs with the strictest

regularity and necessity every time that condition is fulfilled.

Besides which it is to be observed that in Day. this phenomenon

affects the first vowel of the word-base, and the meaning

suffers no change. — In Karo we find this kind of vowel change

in some other cases besides that of guluii and gulaii, to be

sure, but yet only in a limited number, forming no sort of

groups or series. Nor can we detect any condition determin-

ing the occurrence of the vowel change.* Moreover, the

phenomenon takes place in the second part of the word-base,

that is to say in the root, and is often accompanied by a

modification in meaning ; thus in this very case, guluii signi-

fies "to roll up", gulaii "to roll down". — This pheno-

menon, which we observe in the two Karo words gulun,

gulaii, we call root-variation. It affects the consonants of the

root as well as the vowel and it occurs in all the IN languages

without exception.

* See however § 48.
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45. Examples of root-variation in several IN languages:

I. In Karo:

a. Variation of the vowel

:

gegeh, " strength ", tec/uh, " firm ".

ripas, " away ! ", lepus, " to escape ".

/3. Variation of a consonant

:

erlap, '' to shine ", kilat, " to shine ".

haiikir, " to break ", lukis, " to carve (with a.

chisel) ".

7, Variation of both vowel and consonants

:

pedeh, " to stand fast ".

tandek, " to stand on ".

pajek, " to ram {e.g., posts into the ground) ". ^

perjak, " to set foot on ".

II. In other languages: Old Jav. gantun, "to hang ",^

tatin, " to hang down "; inder, inter, " to turn ". — Achinese

ulak, halik, '' to turn back ". — Tontb. kompeii, kumpeq,
" low ".

Variation of both vowel and consonant

:

Old Jav. sasak, pasuk, susup, " to enter, to penetrate ".

46. There are also cases of variation which affect more

than one language and run through several. We cite two

such cases, the one with change of vowel and the other with

change of consonant:



rit
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ployed a larger number of roots as word-bases than is the case

nowadays. — Other examples

:

Karo: Jcemkem, " to shut in ", jerneni, " to clutch ".

Toutb. : atep, " to cover ", enep, " to conceal ".

Mai. : pusin, " to turn round ", penin, " to feel giddy ".

Sund. : bahuk, " to smite violently ", amuJc, " to attack

furiously".

II. In onomatopoeic roots the variation of the interior

vowel may be symbolical: Mai. ris stands for a higher, rus

for a deeper, " rustling " sound. This phenomenon is ex-

tremely common.

III. Some IN languages have sentence-sandhi. Thus

in Mentaway a final nasal interchanges regularly with the

corresponding tenuis, according to the initial of the following

word, e.g., uran with urat, " rain ". The same change is found

in Masaretese, but there it does duty in the formation of

words: sefen, " angry ", epsefet, " anger ".

Now according to § 47 there are variations in the final of

the root which exhibit the hke change, so here again we have

fossihzed relics of a former Hnguistic vitahty. Examples

:

Karo: gebuk, " cloud of dust ", ahun, " ash ".

- Old Jav. : pepef, " to cover ", simpen, " to conceal ".

Tontb.: ronkap, " to feel (an object) ", ronkatn, " to touch

(an object) ".

49. Besides the ordinary style of speech several languages

also possess a higher one, specially appropriated to poUteness,

sacred things, etc. In these gradations of style root-variation

is also employed. Thus in Modern Jav. tepiiii is the usual,

tepan the pohte, word for " to unite ". In the Day. dirge

Augh Olo Bahan Hapa Tiwah, p. 215, we find: Jiasambalut

tatekan = "mixed with that which is cut off"; this tatekan

is explained by tapekan, so the variant tek denotes the rehgious,

pek the common, form of speech.

50. Root-variation is a complex subject in IN research and

will yet afford matter for many an academic thesis. But

. at the same time there is no other field of study that holds out

such alluring temptations to the constructive fancy as this
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one does, and the utmost caution is therefore to be observed in

approaching it. An identification has been suggested between

the roots of the Old Jav. words Jcelem, " to sink ", and sump,
" to become submerged ", so that rup and lem would be

variants of one another. The present writer formerly agreed

with this view, but has since had doubts on the subject. For

there is also a Karo word heneii, " to sink "; and why should

we not be allowed to identify this neii also with lem ? That,

however, inevitably leads to the identification of neii and rwp ;

and then there would be an end to all serious research.

51. In raising the question of the universal validity of

phonetic law in IN, one must not use the phenomena of

root-variation as evidence against such validity. There is

a phonetic law of interchange of vowels as between Karo and

Toba (§ 19), whereby every Karo e is represented in Toba by

o, and thus Karo mem, " six ", is onoyn in Toba. Now the

pendant to the Karo ikel, " to laugh ", is not eiikol in Toba

but enkel. But we have no right whatever to assert that this

is an exception to the law; on the contrary, the matter stands

thus: there was originally a root for "to laugh" with two

variants, kel and kd, whereof the first has been preserved in

Karo, the other in Toba.*

Determination.

52. In § 41 we were introduced to roots of two sounds,

such as ju, " to aim, to have a certain direction ", li, " to

buy". Now alongside of these roots of two sounds there

always run roots of three, which have therefore another con-

sonant after the vowel. Beside the above-mentioned root

li Karo has a root lih, " to appropriate to oneself "
; beside

ju Sund. has jul in tujul, " to point, to direct a letter to some-

one "; beside jd in Old Jav. ipi, " to sleep ", there is pit in

ipit, " to talk in one's sleep ". Through many languages

there runs a root kas alongside of ka, " to open, to release ",

and the like

:

* [See also Essay IV, § 348.]
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Common IN ina

Day. ara

Day. olo

Jav. isi

Tettum inan,

Jav. aran,

Mlg. uluna*

Masaretese isin.

" mother
"

" name "

" man "

" contents ".f

Tontb.
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and finally wallia; alas, " forest", alah and finally alJia, etc.

The number of instances recognized by the present writer does

not sufiice to decide whether these cases of metathesis in Kis-

sarese are isolated phenomena, Hke those under I. above, or

whether they form a group subject to a phonetic law.

III. The two sounds in roots of two sounds change places.

This phenomenon occurs quite regularly in Kupangese, in a

consecutive context, apparently * when certain conditions

are fulfilled. Thus "to go " is, according to these circum-

stances, sometimes lako and sometimes /ao^; "to be able",

bole and boel, etc. The etymological forms are lako and bole,

as is shown by Old Jav. laku and Mai. boleh. — This kind of

metathesis is found in quite isolated instances in various IN
languages, e.g. Tontb. pair as CQm23ared with Common IN
pari, " ray " (a species of fish)."j"

Homophony.

56. The concept of homophony:

In Old Jav. there is a word ater, " to accompany ", and

another, Jianfer, " to follow "
; from these we infer a root ter.

further. Old Jav. has a word keter, " to tremble ", and also

getiter, "to quake"; w^hence also follows a root ter. Both

roots have absolutely the same sound, but their meanings do

not admit of any identification whatever. This phenomenon

we style homophony of the root.

57. Examples from Karo:

First root lin: alin, saliii, " to hint at ".

Second root lin: tuhgalin, "to fall", lihlin, "to have a

steep descent ".

Third root lin : balifi, "to turn ", gilin, " to rub in a mortar".

-

Fourth root Uii: kelalin, " to float in the air ", palih, " to

blow away ".

Fifth root hn: tolin, "to hold aslant", ilin, "to ponr
out".

* There is no Kupangese grammar, but Jonker has issued a Kupang-

ese text in Bijdragen 1904, p. 252.

t [See also Essay IV, §§ 23(3-41.]
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58. Such homoplionies frequently extend through several

languages. Example

:

First root lih, " to fmrn "
: Old Jav. fulin, " to roll ", Karo

haliii, " to turn ", Mai., Gayo (jilih, " to roll ", Bis. (jaliii, " to

spin ".

Second root lih, "to look": Old Jav. delm, "to look",

Bis. hUih, " to look carefully at ", Mai. kerlih, " to give a side-

long glance ",

Third root liii, " word, sound "
: Old Jav. lih, welin, " to

speak ", Gayo lin, " word, sound ", Karo aliliii, " echo ".

Homophonies that run through so many languages may be

ascribed to Original IN.

59. An homophony deserving of particular notice is to be

found among the words of form, to wit that one and the same

word is at once a demonstrative pronoun (or, if weakened, an

article) and a locative preposition.* Examples:

i: demonstrative or article in many languages.

i: preposition in many languages.

a: demonstrative or article in several languages.

t: preposition in Mlg. : nusi, "island", a-nusi, "on the

island".

cu: demonstrative in Bug. and as part of itu (in accordance

with the phenomenon discussed in § 80) in several languages.

tu: preposition in Toba.

ka: demonstrative, as part of ika (§ 80) in Old Jav.

ka: preposition in many languages.

Very probably, however, these are cases of something more

than a merely superficial homophony.

60. This homophony of the root, a phenomenon of very

frequent occurrence in all IN languages, has repeatedly been

used as evidence to prove the inferiority of the Indonesian

race as compared with the white one. It has been urged that

it argues " a confused and clouded mental apparatus ". Such

an assertion, however, merely proves the scientific inferiority

and the inhumanity of its authors. This homophony by no

* [See also Essay II, §§ 84 seqq., especially § 96.]
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means leads to "confused and clouded" thinking: IN pos-

sesses sufl&cient linguistic means to avoid any such defect. It

is true, for example, that the root i in Toba is both a prepo-

sition and also a demonstrative, but as a preposition it fre-

cedes the word with which it is in relation, and is prochtic with

a weak stress, e.g., na i dahha* = "those on the boughs",

while as a demonstrative it folloivs the word with which it is

in relation, and has more stress than it, e.g., pidoh i = " this

bird ".

The Meaning of the Root.

61. In connexion with this theme we have to put two ques-

tions : What shades of meaning can a root have, and which is

the primary one among such shades of meaning ? On tins

occasion we will deal with the matter by considering two

instructive cases.

The root lut occurs in many IN languages. In Gayo we

find as derivatives of it the words halut, " to wind, to twist ",

beiut, " eel ", and kalut, " mental confusion ". One and the

same root, therefore, yields a word-base denoting an action,

another word-base denoting a concrete thing, and a third one

denoting a psychical event.— Should anyone throw doubt on

the relationship of these three words, we would draw his

attention to the fact that precisely the same phenomenon is

repeated in connexion with the Tontb. root seij: Tontb.

Msey means "to wind" (intrans.), Jcosey, "eel", and pesei/,

"doubt".

62. Now which of the three shades of meaning of the root

lut is the original one ?

This root has in many languages the meaning of " to twist,

to entangle ", e.g. Karo ulut, " to twist", Mai. bulut, " to wrap

up hastily ", written Mkb. hilut, " irregularly shaped ",

Besemah balot, " to wrap round", etc.; but only in quite a

few languages does it mean " eel " or " mental confusion ";

hence the first-named shade of meaning will probably be the

original one.

* To be pronounced dakka.
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To explain the o of Besemah halot a phonetic law must be

mentioned, which affects the distribution of u and o in the

final syllable of the word-base: In the final syllable of Bese-

mah words u occurs as an absolute final and o before a final

consonant, no matter how these vowels may be distributed

in Original IN or in other languages; thus beside the Mai.

fasu, '' pot ", there is also a Besemah word jmsu, but fasun,
" stocks ", is represented in Besemah by 'pasoii.

The second case referred to in § 61 is given in § 90.



SECTION III: THE FORMATION OF THE WORD-
BASE FROM THE ROOT.

Preliminary Observations.

63. The word-base may be formed from the root in five

different ways: first, the root itself may be a word-base; or,

secondly, the redupheated root; or, thirdly, two or more roots

are combined; or, fourthly, formatives are added to the

root; or, fifthly, a meaningless pepet is prefixed to the root.

The Root as Word-base.

64. Among the roots that can serve as word-bases we will

proceed from the obscure formations of the emotional impulses

to the clearer ones of the reason, thus mentioning first the in-

terjections and ending with the words of form.*

65. The IN languages possess, to begin with, such interjec-

tions as are evoked by internal psychological processes, e.g.,

ah used as an expression of mental anguish, etc., etc.
,

66. In the second place, there are the interjections that are

elicited by some external event:

I. The interjection directly imitates by its sound the ex-

ternal event. Of such cases, which are numerous in most of

the IN languages, let two be adduced as specimens:

a. Toba: sar, " a rushing sound ".

Mai.: sar, sir, sur, " a rushing sound ".

Day.: sar, "rustling", sur, "hissing".

Jav. : ser, " whirring ".

Besemah: sar, " hissing, as when water falls on fire ".

Gayo: sur, exclamation when one sees a suddenly

appearing ray of light.

Sund. : ser, exclamation of sudden anger.

* [See also Essay II, §§ 81 seg-g.]

39
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The following examples illustrate the use of these interjec-

tions in the sentence:

Day. : sindd mamaiikih, sar hasila = " (When one) but

once deals a cut (at it), 'sar' (the wood) is split". Gayo;

sur itegudne luju e = " ' Sur \ he pulled out his {= e) knife ".

/S. Gayo: hah, " raven ".

Day.: huron hah, " raven ".

Toba: si-gah, " the raven ".

Nabaloi: uah, " raven ".

II. The external event has the characteristic of being

sudden or momentary, but it can scarcely be maintained that

the form of the interjection is an imitation of the event. These

cases are particularly numerous in Jav. and Sund. Examples

from Sund.: hes, interjection used of diving; hral, at depait-

ing; hray, when it grows light; jlog, at a sudden arrival.

III. The external event lacks the characteristic of sudden-

ness. Sund. examples: red, interjection when binding; tret,

when writing.

—

Obviously these groups are not sharply differentiated from

one another. Gayo sur and Sund. ser, which owing to their

sound have been included under I., might equally well have

been put under II.

67. Thirdly, the interjection expresses a complete judg-

ment. Examples: Gayo cup, "that is against the rules!",

but the same ciq) in Jav. :
" Yes, that is so !"

68. The second category is that of the words for calling,

jrightening away, and urging on. Examples: Mad. yuh in-

cites dogs; Jav. cih calls dogs; Karo cin calls cats, etc.

Through many languages there runs the call hur, which is

used for calUng fowls and summoning back the departing vital

spirit of persons in a faint, etc. In Mai., Gayo, Jav., and

written Mkb. it has the form hur; Besemah, in accordance

with the law stated in § 62, has hor.

69. The third category is that of the " suchling " words of

children's speech, or, as Paul in his " Prinzipien der Sprach-
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geschichte " calls it, " wet-nurse language ". These all con-

tain the consonant m, for vowel they rnostly have a; they

signify: "to suck, breast, to drink, to eat, mother, father".

Some are used as imperatives and thus form a link with the

preceding category. Examples: Mai. rnam, "to suck";

Lampong niah, "breast"; Achinese mo7n, "breast"; Sund.

«m and 7nam, " eat !
"

; Sund. ?na, " mothet "
; Mentaway mam

or mai, " father "
; Mad. maq, " father ".

70. Fourth category: forms of address.

I. Single instances : Besemah be, an expression used in ad-

dressing j)ersons younger than the speaker; Besemah cih, used

in addressing young girls; Sund. nun, " child !

"

II. Through several languages, though not with a phoneti-

cally concordant final, runs the root represented by Sund. ka,

Mad. kaq, Jav. kan, " elder brother ".

III. Often there is a disyllabic form alongside of the mono-

syllabic one: Sund. bi and e7nbi, " aunt "
; Mad. naq and anaq,

" child "; Mad. ca and kanca, " friend ". — In such cases the

monosyllabic form is generally the one used for the vocative,

while the disyllabic one performs the other functions. Some

lexicographers are of opinion that the monosyllabic forms

represent abbreviations of the disyllabic ones ; that assumption

is unnecessary, for the instances under I. show that such mono-

syllabic formations are capable of existitig by themselves.*

71. Fifth category: words of substance. As stated in § 3-1,

roots playing the part of w^ords of substance are not numer-

ous in any IN language.

I. Examples from a single language, viz. Karo: buk,

" hair ", dah, " clay ", kem, " impartial ", reh, " to come ".

II. Examples running through two languages. — As in the

following Gayo is often referred to, the principal phonetic law

of that language must be stated here. It runs : Original IN a

appears in Gayo as a or as o in accordance with very compli-

cated rules; thus Original IN, Old Jav., Mai., etc., ikan, " fish ",

appears in Gayo as ikon; but Old Jav., Mai., etc., kuran, " de-

* [But see Essay IV, § 276.]
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ficiency ", remains kurah in Gayo. The chief rule, which in-

chides the majority of the individual cases, runs: a remains a

before final h, as in the above-mentioned huran; exceptions:

hoh, " a species of plantain '\ and roii, " elderly ". Now follow

the examples

:

Karo and Gayo: tul, " unable to get through ".

Karo and Gayo: dali, " clay ".

Mai. andBal.: Ian, "kite".

Old Jav. and Dairi: 'pu, " master ".

Old Jav. ha-p, " very ", Gayo hop, " brave ".

Old Jav. duk, " to push ", Mentaway duk, " to stamp ".

Old Jav. 2)et, " to seek ", Karo pet,* " to desire

keenly".

III. Examples running through three languages

:

Old Jav., Bal., Gayo: luh, " tear ".

Old Jav., Toba, Gayo: lin, " word, sound ".

Magindanao, Tontb., Mentaway: kan, " food ".f

72. Sixth category: words ofform. There is a considerable

number of monosyllabic words of form in the IN languages.

Some of them run in unchanged shape through so many IN
languages that we must ascribe them to Original IN. These

include

:

n: genitive preposition.

i: locative preposition.

ka: the preposition " until, to, for ".

ku : possessive pronoun of the first person.

a: particle of uncertain judgment, hence in Bug. meaning
" or ", in Old Jav. " to be comj)ared with ", in Bis. " what sort

of ? ".

The following examples exhibit the distribution of some of

these monosyllabic words of form, and at the same time

illustrate their appHcation:

I. The genitive preposition n:
'^

Mlg. : ra n usi, " blood of a goat ".

Gayo: geral n guru, " name of the teacher ".

* With root-variation.

t [See also Essay II, §§ 51-2, 1 15.]
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Mentaway: tana n abah, "house of boats" = "boat-
house ".

Sangirese: tinara su soa n Leiden, " printed in (the) town of

Leydeu ".

Day. : hutna n papan, " house for planks ".

II. The locative preposition i:

Old Jav. : Arjuna-Wiwaha, edited by Kern, II, 19, c: tan

madoJi i sor, " not far at bottom " = " down there ".

Tag. : i habaw, " on the surface ".

Bug.: i liweh, " at the side ".

Gayo: i umaJi, " in the house ".

Mlg. : i masu, " before the eyes ".*

The Reduplicated Root as Word-base.

73. The second method of fashioning word-bases from roots

consists in the reduphcation of the root. This reduphcation

may be of three kinds

:

74. First type : the root is set down twice, every sound of it.

a. Examples from Karo, which possesses a very large num-

ber of such formations

:

Root kap : kapkap, " kite ". —
• Beside tankap, " to seize ".

Root ger : gerger, " to cook ". — Beside tanger, " to cook ".

• Root kel : kelkel, " to overcome all obstacles ". — Beside

doiikel, " obstacle ".

Root his : hishis, " pus ", etc.

/3. Examples from Tontb., which also exhibits very many

cases. — For the understanding of these examples it is neces-

sary to mention three Tontb. laws, as formulated by the two

Adriani's.

First law: Original IN final h is dropped; see the example

reqmba, § 40.

Second law: k becomes c whenever an i precedes. From

the root koq, " to push ", are formed both seqkoq, " impact (of

collision)'/', and sicoq, " knock, blow ".

* [See also Essay II, §§ 96 seqq.]

.
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Third law: between the two vowels of the word-base only a

few of the Original IN combinations of consonants are now
tolerated, in most cases the first consonant has to become q.

The following examples particularly illustrate this third law:

Root hal : kaqkal, "to stamp". — Beside tanJcal, "to
knock ".

Root tas : taqtas, "to cut through". — Beside wontas,
" notch ".

Root las : laqlas, " past ". — Beside telas, " left over ".

Root let : leqlet, " to penetrate ". — Beside selet, " be-

tween ".

7. Examj)les running through several languages

:

Karo, Mad., Tag., Bis. kankan, " to sprawl ".

Old Jav., Karo, Iloko laklak, Tontb. laqlak, " to peel ".

Karo, Iloko kwpkwp, Tontb. kuqkwp, Bis. koqkop, " to shut ".

This mode of forming the word-base by doubhng the root,

and hkewise the actual cases cited under 7, may be ascribed to

Original IN.

75. Second type : the root is doubled and between the two

roots the root vowel is inserted. This type occurs very fre-

quently in Iloko :

Root bat : hatabat, " to check ". — Beside albat, " to

hinder ".

Root sim : simisim, "to spy out". — Beside simsiiii,

"test".

Root 'jmk : pakapak,'' foliage". — Beside palakpak,
" leaf ".

Root 7nuk (§ 48): mokomok, " gold dust ".

In other languages this formation is rarer. Examjoles from

Bis.: bisibis beside bisbis, "to pour out"; hisiJiis, "to trail

along the ground ", beside Old Jav. his, " to stream ".

76. Third type: only the first two sounds of the root are

reduphcated, as in Mai. kikis, " to scratch ".

a. In many languages, and precisely in Mai., it is difficult to

recognize this formation. It is indeed by no means certain

that Mai. kikis is really a case of partial reduphcation; in fact,
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the word might be explained in three ways. First, it might

be a partial reduplication. Secondly, it might be the final

result of an originally complete doubling : Original IN kiskis

would have to become kikis in Mai., for Mai. no longer admits

the combination s -\- k. Thirdly, it is conceivable that ki-

may not be a reduplication at all, but one of the formatives

(hke those given in § 87), as it is in Mai. ki'pas, " fan ", as com-

pared with Toba alpas, " to wag ", and Karo gurjms, " to

shake the wings ". — Precisely the same possibilities, for

similar reasons, hold good in the case of the Day. lalak, " to

strip bare of leaves ".

/3. There are, however, means of determining whether it is

a case of reduplication or of a formative. As an Original IN
laklak has been established in § 74, it is surely simplest to re-

gard Day. lalak as a product of this laklak ; and further, since

a word kiskis occurs in many IN languages, we shall assert

that this reduplication also accounts for the first syllable of

Mai. kikis.

J. Mad. possesses many striking cases of forms transitional

between full and partial reduplication, as the following table

shows

:

Mad. Mad. second form Modern Jav.

sepsep sessep sesep, " to suck out ".

teptep tettep tetep, " firm ".

seksek sessek sesek, " narrow ".

8. The writer has, however, no means at hand of deciding

the question whether every case of partial reduplication of the

root in IN languages has proceeded from an Original IN com-

plete reduplication or whether partial reduplication existed

in Original IN side by side with the complete form.*

77. The question now presents itself, whether reduplication

of the root entails a definite modification of meaning. Now
we actually do observe that an intensification of the idea of the

root can be expressed by reduplication, as is shown by the

following table of Karo words:

* [See also Essay II, §§ 57-9, ancLEssay IV, §§ 195-6, 198.]
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JcesJces, " to bind tightly
"

binkes, " to pack ".

parpar, " to fling down "
ampar, " to lie on the

floor".

gakgak, "to keep one's gaze fixed jurgak, " to look up-

upwards "
wards ".

kelkel, " to overcome all obsta- donkel, " obstacle ".

cles
"

larlar, " very extended
"

welar,^ " broad, wide ".

We find similar phenomena in other languages as well.

Thus, in Tontb., the precise meaning of leqlet, from letlet, is

" to force oneself into ", whereas selet merely means " be-

tween". Further peqpet, from petpet, means "to flatten",

while kumpet signifies " to cover ". There are similar cases

in Mad. and elsewhere.

78. The further question arises, whether this intensifica-

tion of meaning is a regular concomitant of reduplication.

Since the present writer, as stated in § 7, has taken a general

survey of the whole store of simple and redupHcated roots in

many languages, he is in a position to answer this question

also. And the answer is: no. In the majority of the cases

reduplication does not, after all, import any specific shade of

meaning; that is shown by the following comparisons, here

given as samples:

Karo
taptap, " to wash clothes " lifap, " wet clothes ".

datdat, " slow
"

kedat, " lazy ".

Madurese

ranran, '^seldom
"

jaran, " seldom ".

jhekjhek, " firm
"

ajhek, " to stamp firm ".

terter or: eter, " to sow in a row ".

79. In the cases of complete reduplication hitherto men-

tioned the root was set down twice, sound for sound. But we
also find cases of reduplication with variation of the vowel.

This phenomenon occurs in many languages, but the varia-

tion is nowhere found in manifold diversity, and the number

of individual cases is nowhere great.

* Not Karo, but found in several other languages.
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I. Toba has hardly any other type than the variation u :

a, and the instances denote a noise or a discordance : iiumhamy
" not harmonious", sunsan, " inverted ", Iwnlam, " confused ",

juljal, " to contradict oneself ".

II. Mad. shows no preference for any particular kind of

variation ; the meaning is again discordance : cekcoJc, " non-

sensical ", cokcak, " strife ", salsul, " mistaken for something

else".

III. Day. does not employ complete reduphcation at all,

excejit in onomatopoeic words. The reduplication with the

same vowel often denotes a mere repetition of the event, the

one with a varying vowel a happening in many different places :

jakjak. " to hiss often
"

jikjak, " to hiss everywhere".

geiujeh, " to resound often " goiujeii, " to resound every-

where ".

The most frequently occurring variation is i : a, irrespective

of whether the simple root has * or a .•

laj), "to sip noisily
"

redupHcated: liplap,

kis, " to sneeze

"

,, kiskas.

We can observe such phenomena in several other languages

besides, but, as Toba, Mad., and Day. have sufficed to show,

the various languages diverge to a very marked extent, so

that there is no possibility here of drawing any conclusions as

to Original IN conditions.

Combination of Roots to form the Word-base.

80. First type of combination of two or more roots to form

the word-base: roots serving as words of form are combined.

This is a very common phenomenon. Words of form, though

very short, can nevertheless often be analysed, e.g. the three

cases at the beginning of the Old Jav. inscription of the Saka

year 1272, edited by Kern in Bijdragen 1905: irika diwasa ni

kamoktan Pdduka Bhatdra, san lumah ri Siwabuddha = '' This

(is the) time of the demise of His Majesty who rests in the

Sivabuddha sanctuary ". Here ni is divisible into n -{ i.
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sail into sa + ii, aud ri into r + % ai^d all these roots of one

sound exist by themselves in Old Jav. or in other languages.

Old Jav., for instance, welds the two locative roots i and r

into ri, and even then it can prefix another i, thus producing

iri. Examples :

Mahabharata, 42: sail hyaii Indra umujar i sira = "The
god Indra spake to them ".

Mahabharata, 46: majar ta sail Arjjuna ri wwaiisdnak nira

kabeJi — " Then spake Arjjuna to his brothers all " {nira =
"his").

Mahabharata, a, 13: wuwusan iri kita = " Words to you ".

Similarly Old Jav. ika, " this ", consist of the two demon-

strative elements i and ka. Mlg. tsia, " no ", as compared

with tsi, " not ", contains an intensifying particle a, which in

the form of ah also follows negatives in Day. : dia, " no ", dia

ah, " not at all !
" The Bug. kuwaetojja, " just so ", is com-

posed of five parts, all of which also occur separately in Bug.,

viz. ku -\- a -\~ e -\- to -j- pa.

We find in many languages the combination of the genitive

preposition n (which we have repeatedly mentioned) with an

*, which is a locative preposition, but may also perhaps be

regarded as an article in certain cases. The resulting form ni

is used as a genitive preposition. Examples

:

Magindanao: su ivalay ni Pedro, " the house of Pedro ".

Toba: isi ni huta, " inhabitants of the village ".

Old Jav.: ajiak ni iihulun, " children of mine ".

81. That a genitive and a locative preposition should

coalesce is nothing remarkable. In IE also, as is well known,

these two relations run into one another; Brugmann (" Kurze,

vergleichende Grammatik ", § 539) cites the Vedic siire

duhitd, " daughter of the sun", where of course sure is a

locative. Moreover, there are IN languages which employ i

directly as a genitive particle, e.g. Tontb. and Mlg. Tontb.

example, Sisil 82, edited by Schwarz, p. 177: siituoka sera

mareiiomoiie an teruii i apoq era = " Then they (= sera) went

back to the northward to the hut of their master " (lit. " t"

the hut of master their "). Mlg. example, from the text N}-
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Vazimba in Julien's grammar : ani andrefana misi fuku witsi-

witsi, izay milaza, azi hu taranaM i ni * Wazimba = " In the

West there are several clans ( =fuJcu) which say that they are

descendants of the Wazimba ".

82. The combination of the genitive particle with the

article in Old Jav. and Tag. deserves particular notice

:

' Old Jav. " the foe " n musuh.
" of the foe " nin musuh.

Tag. " the man " an tawo.

" of the man " nan tawo.

The formula for Old Jav., therefore, is {n -\- i) -{- h, since ni

consists oin -{- i; the Tag. formula is 7i-\- {a -\- n), since ait is

composed of two articles, the a mentioned in § 59 and the h

which occurs in the Old Jav. The view that Tag. naii consists

of ni + an raises phonetic difficulties, nor is it necessary seeing

that in § 72 we showed the existence of a preposition n with-

out a vowel.

An illustration of Old Jav. niii, Kunjarakarna, edited by

Kern, p. 60, 1. 2: kumucah banu nin sdgara = " The water oi

the sea moaned ".

83. Second type : combination of two roots of substance.

Examples

:

Sund. hek, " to beat
"

g^^^_ ^^.^.^^.^.
.
^^ ^^^ ^^^^ „_

Sund. seh, " to fall down dead
"

Old Jav. ruh, " to destroy
"

Sund. ruksak, " to destroy ".

Old Jav. sak, " to devastate
"

Mentaway rok, " in a straight line
"

Mentaway rokdan, " in a straight line ".

Karo ledan, " in a straight line ".

84. Third type : combination of a root of substance with a

root of form. The latter in these cases is the article a.

Old Jav. luh, " tear
" Bagobo luha, " tear

"

Old Jav. huii, " shoot
" Common IN huiia^ "flower".

Toba pus, call to frighten

away cats Day. pusa, " cat ".

* ni is an article in IVIlg.
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Coalescence of Formatives with the Root to form the

Word-base.

85. The most important linguistic means whereby word-

bases are fashioned from roots consists in the indissoluble union

of a formative with the root, so that they solidify into a new

entity. These formatives are put before, into, or after the

root; they are prefixes, infixes, or suffixes.

86. As already observed, the number and importance of

the infixes and suffixes are much less considerable than those

of the prefixes. So far as infixes and sufiixes are concerned

the following remarks will suffice for our purposes

:

I. Formatives serving as suffixes are: -an, otherwise -en

or -n, and -*'. Examples: Old Jav. gahan, "renowned",

beside Gdijo gali, "renown"; Karo huni, "to hide", beside

Karo hunbun, to cover ".

II. As infixes we find: -er-, -el-, -um-, -in-. Examples:

Mai. keriii, "dry", beside Old Jav. kin, "dry"; Old Jav.

telun, " to hang ", beside Old Jav. gantun, " to hang "; Day.

human, "to eat", beside Magindanao kan, "food"; Tontb.

tinep, " to dive ", beside Tontb. tegteiJ, " to sink in ".

III. Examples of infixes that run through several lan-

guages: human, " to eat ", is not only Day. but also Sampit,

Tonsea, and Bulu; Mai. keras, "hard" — beside Old Jav.

has, " hard " — is also Old Jav, and Gayo, and in conformity

with the laws stated in § 19 the Toba lioras is identical with it.

IV. All the six formatives mentioned under I. and II. have

other functions as well. They occur, the one in one language,

another in another, as means for forming out of word-bases

a.ctual living derivatives, mostly in great numbers, e.g., -um-

in Old Jav. serves to form the aorist. — Compare herewith

the quite different conditions mentioned in § 95 in relation to

the prefixes,

87. The use of prefixes in fashioning the word-base out of

the root is far commoner than that of infixes and suffixes.

The number of prefixes is very large and the investigation of
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them could supply material for many a dissertation. In con-

formity with § 23 we shall here confine our enquiry to the main

features of the subject.

Our first duty will simply be to recognize the existence of

such prefixes, beginning our enquiry with the examination of

a single language. Now here Sund. can be of very good

service to us. It possesses a considerable number of mono-

syllabic roots which actually live in the language, nearly all

being interjections, and it also possesses many word-bases

derived from those roots. Karo, which we have often cited

on other occasions, would be less useful to us here ; it also has

a good many living monosyllabic roots, but in most cases no

derivatives from them. We need only subtract the roots

from the respective Sund. word-bases, and the formatives will

appear. This is shown by the following list:

cZe^, interjection of touching adek, "to touch": for-

mative a.

hat, interjection of stretching enibat, " facings "
: forma-

tive em.

sed, interjection of pushing ised, " to push to "
: for-

mative i.

red, interjection of binding ured, " to bind fast "
:

formative u.

bur, interjection of jerking away hibur, " to flee "
: forma-

tive ka.

gen, interjection of setting down tagen, "to put upon some-
thing "

: formative ta.

coh, interjection of picking pacok, " to pick "
: for-

mative 'pa.

ges, interjection of breaking regas,* " brittle "
: forma-

tive n'.

bar, interjection of spreading out sebar, " to sow ": forma-

tive se.

Here then we have ascertained that the prefixes a-, em- or

en- or en-, i-, u-, ka-, ta-, fa-, re-, and se- are employed in

Sund. for forming word-bases.

Now when we look through the various IN dictionaries, e.g.

those of Old Jav., Karo, Mai., etc., we are at once struck by

* With variation of the root.
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the number of words we meet with that begin with these nine

syllables. Likewise we have also come across them very often

in the analyses we have previously undertaken. Therefore

these nine prefixes are amongst the most widely distributed

and commonly employed formatives used for the formation

of word-bases.

88. Up to now we have usually spoken of the IN word-

base as being disyllabic, consisting of the root and one forma-

tive. That is really the case of most frequent occurrence, but

a root may also be combined with more than one formative at

a time. In Tontb. the root pan forms fotn + pan, " hole in

the ground ", but also pa -\- im -\- pan, " hole in a tree ". The

nmnber of such combinations of formatives is exceedingly

large. Some of them run through many languages, e.g., ke -j-

re

Old Jav.
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90. We will now illustrate by a single case how a number
of different formatives may combine with one and the same

root in various IN languages. The root selected for the pur-

pose is suh, which means " to enter, to bring into ".

Old Jav.: pasuk, " to enter "; asuJc, " to bring into, to put

on"; ransuJc, "clothing"; rasiik, "fighting dress"; susuk,

" to penetrate ", isiik, " morning ", i.e. " entry of day ".

Mai. : masuq (for masuh), " to enter, to be on a person's

side", esuq (for esuh), " morrow ".*

Karo: pasuk, " to knock in, to penetrate "; seluk, " to put

on ".

Achinese: rasuk, "peg".
Day.: masuk, " to enter, to become ".

Toba: pasuk, susuk, " to make into something, to found ".

Mlg. : isuka, " to become engaged ".f

Sund. : tusuk, " to stick into "
; tisiik, " to stab ".

Tag.: tosok,% " to make a hole ".

Bis. : dasok, " to stuff into "
; osok, " peg "

; bogsok, " stake ".

Nabaloi: usokan, " entrance ".

Tiruray: suku, " sharp stake for stabbing ".§

91. A considerable number of word-bases recur in very

many IN languages with absolute phonetic concordance, that

is to say with the same root and the same formative. — At this

juncture we must interpolate a phonetic law of Iloko: Orig-

inal IN e appears in Iloko as e, and when this e is in the pen-

ultimate syllable, the next following consonant is doubled.

Accordingly Original IN, and also Karo, etc., enem,, " six ",

appears in Iloko as ennem. — Now follow the examples:

Meaning: "to enclose, cage". — Type: Old Jav., Mai.,

Karo, Gayo, Mak. kurun; Tag. kolon, by the RLD-law. —
Root run, whence also comes Karo karuh, " sack ".

Meaning: "past, away". — Type: Old Jav., Mai, Sund.

lepas; Toba lopas, by the law given in § 19; Mlg. leja, in con-

* [Malay pronounces Original IN final ^- as (j- : see Essay IV, § 150, 1.]

t Cf. Mai. " to be on a person's side."

% As to the o in Philippine languages, see the note to § 25.

§ [See also Essay II, § 116.]
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formity with the laws of § 30; Iloko leppas, by the law stated

above. — Root pas, from which also is formed Karo ripas,

" away !

"

Meaning: " black ". — Type: Original IN item', Tag. itiin'.

Bis. itom; Magindanao *Ve;>«. ; Mkb. itam; Mlg. dialect *Yma, —
Root tern, whence also Bis. agtom, " blacking ". — The vowels

correspond with the utmost accuracy to the requirements of

the pepet-law.

Meaning: " wave ". — Type: Old Jav., Mai, Achinese, Mkb.

almi; Bis. alon; Mlg. aluna, by the law given in § 30. — Root

lun, whence also Old Jav. welun, " to whirl ".

Meaning: " skin ". — Type: Old Jav., Mai., Sund., Gayo,

written Mkb., Ponosakan, Sampit kulit; Mlg. huditra, by the

laws of § 30. — Root lit, whence also Karo salit, " to peel ",

Such word-bases as these we may ascribe in their disyllabic

form to Original IN.*

92. When a formative is prefixed to the root we often ob-

serve that the two syllables of the resulting word-base have

similar vowels. There is an IN root with the meaning " to

turn ", wdiich occurs in three variants: Ian, lin, lun, and we
find in many IN languages word-bases such as galaii, gilin,

gulun, that is to say, with vowel harmony; but alongside of

these there are also such forms as gilan, galun, etc., that is,

with dissonance of the vowels. So the harmony in the above

cases is merely fortuitous. Still, there are also certain

cases where we can clearly perceive a law. The -following

phenomenon appears in Tontb. : when to any root there is pre-

fixed the formative i -\- nasal and to this again some other

formative (no matter which) is prefixed, then the last-named

formative always has the same vowel as the root. This law

includes thirty-three individual cases, and is hardly subject to

a single exception. Examples: ivuinibun, " to knock all of a

heap ", from the root hun, which also appears, e.g., in

Karo ambuh, "to throw"; waiynhaii, "to throw away",

from a variant of the root huii; leinden, "mist"; see also

§ 88.

* [See also Essay II, §§ 118-9.]
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93. The question now suggests itself, what is the meaning,

what the function, of each of these formatives that fashion

word-bases out of roots ? This subject is enormously complex

and will also furnish material for many a dissertation. As in

some other cases, the present writer wishes merely to throw

some light on this matter by the mention of a particular in-

stance: in many IN dictionaries there is a not inconsiderable

number of word-bases beginning with de-. When we survey

all the cases, the conclusion follows that this de- forms verbal

word-bases from interjections:

Mai.: ciii, " jingle
"

decin, " to jingle ".

Karo: kuh, " cry of a quail " dekun, " to cry hke a quail ".

Gayo: buk, " bump !

"
debuk, ".to fall with a thud ".

Sund. : nek, " shrill tone " denek, " to yell ".

Bulu :
* detup, " to bang (like a shot) "

.

Iloko: * dessoor* " to rustle ".

We may ascribe this formative de, with the meaning assigned

to it, to Original IN.

94. The further question arises, whether the formatives

were not originally independent words. In actual fact this

can, with considerable probability, be argued of many of them.

Toba has word-bases like tulin, " to fall over, to be knocked

over ", tulak, " to be turned back ", tulus, " to be realized, to

come to pass "
; these have passive or intransitive meanings.

Now in Toba we also find that by means of the preposition

tu, " to ", and word-bases, phrases are formed which are pre-

cisely equivalent to passive verbs : thus gadis is the word-base

for " sale " and tu gadis means " to be sold ". Now it is quite

credible that this preposition is also inherent in the above-

named tulak, etc. In that case, however, we have here what

are really combinations of two roots after the fashion men-

tioned in § 84.

* The Bulu and Iloko dictionaries do not give the corresponding

interjections, but hip occurs in Gayo and Mai. has sur, which by the law

of § 43 corresponds with an Iloko soar.—Iloko e has been dealt with in

§91.
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95. Many of the formatives that serve to make word-bases

may also perform other functions in the economy of language.

Thus in several languages the above-named prefix ka- forms

the passive.* Thereby it may happen that one and the same

root carries two Z;o-'s, the one forming the word-base and the

other the j)assive. So from the root sut, w^hich occurs, e.g.,

in Old Jav. kusut, " to move oneself to and fro ", there is also

formed an Old Jav. hasut, " to shake ", and the passive thereto

is JcaJcasut. — But most of the formatives that serve to make

word-bases are, in fact, confined to that function; thus the

prefix lis-, wherever it occurs, only creates word-bases, and is

nowhere employed in inflexion, etc. Examples:

Karo: listan, " vertical ", root tan, whence also Karo rintaii,

" in a (straight) line ".

Iloko: lisdak, "to liquefy", root dak, whence also Karo

medak, " Uquid ".

96. In the languages that possess a higher style (see § 49)

the latter is often formed by adding to the root a different for-

mative from the one used in the common style. " Paunchy "

in Day. is haknai in ordinary speech, haknai in the language of

rehgion; and in precisely the same way Sund. expresses the

idea of "to rise out of the water " by hanjat in the common
style and hanjat in polite language.

Prefixing the Pepet.

97. In some languages which possess monosyllabic roots

used as word-bases, these roots also often appear with a pepet

prefixed. Thus " kite " in Mai. is laii or elaii, " bend " is luii

or Euh, etc. — Common IN duri, ruri, etc., " thorn ", appears

in Old Jav. as rwi, from an older rui from which the second r

has disappeared in accordance with the law in § 18; Modern

Jav. turns the word into ri, and alongside of that we find a

form eri. — This pepet is also added to monosyllabic loan-

words, thus the Dutch faal, " a certain measure of length ",

ajDpears in Mai. either as/pal or as epal.

* [See Essay III, § 65.]
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This pepet, as Poensen rightly asserts, is a meaningless

initial syllable. It owes its existence only to the impulse to

achieve a disyllabic form in the word-base.

The addition of such a pepet must, however, in some cases

have taken place at a fairly remote epoch, for in Toba it has

followed the pepet-law. Thus by the side of Mai. lat, elat,

" interval ", Toba has the word olat, " bomidary ", and beside

gun, egun, " gong ", a form ogun, etc.*

* [See also Essay IV, §§226.se<7g.]



SECTION IV: THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE WORD-BASE.

Preliminary Observations.

98. This Section deals in [the first place with the structure

of the word-base ; but as that follows from the account already

given above of the manner in which the word-base is formed

from the root, there will be no scope here for more than a brief

recapitulation. The second point is the homophony of the

word-base; the third, the function in a continuous context of

the simple word-base, uncompounded with any further for-

matives; the fourth subsection deals with the reduplication of

the word-base; the fifth, with the extension of the word-base

for the formation of derivative words and for inflexion.

Structure.

99. It has been shown in Section III that the IN word-

base is either identical with the root; or with the reduplicated

root; or that it consists of two or more roots welded together;

or that in it the root is indissolubly combined with one or more

formatives, which are mostly prefixed, more rarely infixed or

sufiixed; or, lastly, that a pepet is prefixed to the bare root.

The commonest of these several modes of formation is the

fourth, and within this mode the commonest case is that of the

root combining with 07ie prefix, so that the word-base appears

as a disyllabic.

Several IN languages have an objection to final consonants,

and therefore either discard them or else add on a vowel to

them. The latter occurs in Mlg. and Mak. Thus Original IN

and Old Jav., etc., anaJc, Mai. anaq*^ " child ", appears

in Mlg. as anaha. Accordingly, the dictionaries of such lan-

guages contain many trisyllabic word-bases.

* [See Essay IV, § 150, L]

5S
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Homophony.

100. Homophony is as rare in the complete word -base as

it is common in the root. That is due to the fact that the for-

matives which create word-bases from roots are very numerous.

Example of homophony in Old Jav. : ulih = (1) to get,

(2) to deliberate, (3) to return.

Example of homophony running through many languages:.
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103. In the case of substantival word-bases there are prob-

ably no limitations whatsoever.*

104. In regard to adjectival word-bases there is much diver-

gence betAveen the different IN languages. In manj^ languages,

e.g. Mai., Gayo, and Tettum, we find no sort of limitation in

this matter either. In other languages, however, the adjec-

tival word-base, in order to fit it for use in a sentence, has to un-

dergo some extension, which mostly consists in the prefixing of

the formative ma-, as Humboldt (" Kawisprache,'' II, 77 seqq.)

rightly showed. In Mlg. a minority of the adjectives needs

no such extension, but the majority requires 7)ia- ; in Toba 7na-

€an be added or omitted, but in the latter case the accent is

thrown on to the final syllable; " this tree is high " is accord-

ingly expressed by matimbo hau on f or timbo Jiau on.—And
similarly in other languages.

Examples of adjectival word-bases used in the sentence

without any further formative: Mai., Hang Tuah, edited by

Niemann, p. 49: bendahara manteri yah tuiva, baran sembah-

naharus-lah diturut = " The Bendahara ( = chief minister) is a

councillor who (is) aged, every word of his (therefore) should

be comphed with ".—Mlg., the text Ny Fambara in JuHen's

grammar, p. 158: nisi kusa natauni-huefambara sua = " There

were also good omens, so-called ".J—Mak., Jayalangkara,

1 : barah bajik aq aqbaine maraen = " (It were) perhaps well

{that) I marry another (one) ".§

105. In many IN languages the verbal word-base is an im-

perative :

Old Jav. laku word-base for " going ".

lumaku indicative.

laku

!

imperative.

Day. tiroh word-base for " sleeping ".

hatiroh indicative.

tiroJi / imperative.

* [See also Essay II, § 162.]

t The order is: " High (is) tree this ".

J The order is: " So-called omens good ".

§ [See also Essay II, §§ 168 seqq., 185.]
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In the Old Jav. Wrttasancaya, Wasantatilaka, verse 3,

there are several such imperative word-bases in succession:

'priJi ! 'pet ! raraJi / = " Exert yourself ! seek ! search out !

"

—Mai. example, Hang Tuah, p. 10: kata-na, hay anaq-ku,

segera-lah naiq Jcaatas keday ini = "She said: '0 my ( = ku)

child, quickly mount on this ( = ini) booth !
" *

106. At the same time, many IN languages possess a

definite number of verbal word-bases, often denoting a mode

of motion, which do duty as indicatives. Mai. has a good

many such, Mlg. very few. Examples: Bug., Paupau Rika-

dong, p. 7: lao pole, naessoiwi riolo bola na puwanna = " They

went (and) returned (and) laid (the rice) in the sun before

( = riolo) the house of their mistress ".—Mlg., the text

Ny Vazimba in JuHen's grammar: karazan'' uluna awi ani

iwelani ni Huwa = " A race of men come from abroad (are)

the Hovas ".f—Mai., Ken Tambuhan, edited by Khnkert,

p. 72, verse 31 : sail nata pun duduq dekat anakanda = " The

monarch sat next to his princely son ".—Old Jav., Maha-

bharata, 34: Jietu nira pejah tan-pasesa = "(The) consequence

thereof (was, that they) all died ( = pe,jah).%

107. The simple substantival word-base, neither extended

by any formative nor qualified by any word of form, is in many

languages plural. Examples: Old Jav., Mahabharata, a, 36:

tikus jnaiiigit kuku mwaii ramhut = " Mice nibbled (at their),

nails and hair".—Day., Augh Olo Bahan, p. 286: nalaya

tolan rumpan, iialden uhat leso = " Give the weary bones a

rest, brace up the slack sinews ".§—Mlg., the text Ny Fahafa-

tesana, in Julien's grammar, p. 115: ni\\ fati dia ^ mifunu

anati lamba mena marumaru ** = " The corpses are shrouded

in several red cloths ".

* [See also Essay II, § 159, and Essay III, §§ 75 seqq.]

t karazan' , by eiision iov karazana. The meaning is :
" The Hovas

are a race, etc."

J [See also Essay III, especially §§ 17 seqq.]

§ [The order is: " Rest bones weary, brace-up sinews slack."]

II
ni is the article for both singular and plural.

^ dia is an untranslatable particle.

** The order is: " cloths red several ".
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108. Word-bases whicli denote a quality, state or process,

are very often substantives in the IN languages. Accordingly

such substantival word-bases need no further formative; but

the verbs and adjectives thereto belonging do. Thus in Day.

handan is " redness "
;
" red " is hahandan ; and " to make red

"

is pahandan. In Mlg. lemi is " mildness ", nialemi, " mild ".

In Old Jav. lara is "sickness", malara, "sick"; Old Jav.

example, Wrttasancaya, edited by Kern, strophe 45, 3 :

sail nitya maweh lara-unen * = " Who always causes love-

sickness ".

As these word-bases are substantives, they of course require

the substantival construction. As mentioned in § 72, w is a

genitive preposition, and thus in Mlg. " mildness of temper
"

is lemi nJanaJd, which by reason of the sandhi-Iaws has to be

pronounced: lemi m panaJii.

In this respect the IN conditions are mostly the opposite

of the IE, Thus in the French rouge : rouyeur it is the substan-

tive that carries the formative, in Day. handan : hahandan,

the adjective; and the same relation obtains between Mlg.

lemi : malemi and the Latin lenitudo : lenis.

109. Word-bases in the IN languages often have more

than one function:

I. A definite, but not large, number of Old Jav. word-

bases, including teka, are used in threefold fashion: as substan-

tives, teka mu, " thy coming ", as indicatives, teka ko, " thou

comest ", and as imperatives, teka, " come !

"

.II. In Day. a definite, very large, number of word-bases,

including tiroh, have a double function: as substantives,

manat tiroh ku, " sound (was) my sleep '", and as imperatives,

tiroh, " sleep !
"

; the indicative is hatiroh.

III. In Mlg. such words have only one function, viz. as

substantives: turi, " sleep ". The indicative is maturi and the

imperative maturia.
^

110. The IN word-base resembles the IE stem. The

;structure of Karo abat, " obstacle ", from the root hat, from

* 111 pronunciation a+u are contracted to o.
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which also comes rebat, " barred, blocked ", is quite similar

to that of the Latin Juga from the root jug; the fact that in

the one case the formative a precedes while in the other it

follows, affects the matter but little.

There is, however, a difference between the IN word-base

and the IE stem. The IN word-base, as stated in § 101, is at

the same time a word, that is to say, it is a formation

ready for use in speech. But the IE stem is not, or at least

only excciDtionally, e.g. in the vocative; " the IE word com-

jDrises three parts, root, suffix and termination ", as Meillet-

Printz ("Einfiihrung", p. 82) says. That is the reason why

the present writer adheres to the term " word-base " and does

not replace it by the expression " stem ".

It is true that there are also some cases in which a word-

base appears only in the vocabulary, and stands in need of a

formative in order to be employed in actual speech. Thus

the Mlg. word-base itsu, " green ", only exists in the diction-

ary; the actual language (in accordance with the principle

stated in § lO-I) can only say ynaitsu. In such cases one would,

no doubt, be justified in speaking of a " stem " instead of a

" word-base ".

Reduplication.*

111. As in the case of the root, so also in that of the word-

base we find the phenomenon of redupHcation. Either the

whole word or merely some part of it may be repeated, and

thus several very different types of reduplication result

:

I. Complete reduplication: Mai. nimah, " house ", rumah-

rumah, " various houses ".—This type may be modified by

variation, which gives rise to a great multiphcity of forms;

Mai. bohkar, " to overthrow ", hohkar-bankir, " to throw every-

thing into confusion ".

II. The final consonant of the first word is omitted: Old

Jav., Mahabharata, a, 41 : mawela-welas ta manah nira =
" His ( = nira) heart then felt deep pity ", from welas, " pity ".

—^In Sanskrit loan-words often more than one sound is omitted

:

* [See also Essay II, §§ 174 sejg^.]
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Mahabharata, 2: prati-pratita sira kabeh = " They all rejoiced

exceedingly ".

111. The first syllable of the first word is omitted: Mad.

soiiay, " river ", hay-sonayan, " ditch ".

IV. Of the first word only the first two sounds are used:

Tontb. gorit, " to saw ", gogorit, " saw ".

V. The word-base has only one consonant between the

two vowels, and that consonant is then doubled: Iloko ama,
" father ", amma, " fathers ".

The various significations expressed by reduplication of

the word-base have been discussed with subtle insight by

Misteh (" Charakteristik ", p. 235).

Extension.

112. I. Word-formation and inflexion take place in IN
either by the reduphcation of the word-base, discussed in the

preceding paragraph, or by the addition of formatives, mostly

prefixes, to the word-base, or else by means of independent

words of form.

II. The formatives which combine indissolubly with the

root to form the word-base and those which, together with

the word-base, create hving derivatives, are in part identical

(see § 86).

III. Word-formation and inflexion are generally explained

clearly and in detail in the several IN grammars ; and Kern in

particular has done a great deal for the comparative treatment

of the subject. Nevertheless there still remains quite a wide

field open for research here, especially as fresh IN languages

are constantly being made available by the creation of dic-

tionaries and grammars.—In this place the writer will merely

touch the fringe of the subject by means of a few examples:

a. Word-formation, example from Mlg.

:

hira, word-base for " singing ".

mihira, " to sing ".

mpihira, " singer ".

fihirana, " song ".
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13. Declension, plurals with formatives containing an r:

Tiruray: Antonio, " Anthony ", re-Antonio, " Anthonyland
his peop le ".

Siind.: budaJc, " child ", harudak, " children ".

Masaretese: huma, " house ", humaro, " houses ".

7. Conjugation, formation of the past tense with n:

Magindanao Sangirese Malagasy

Pres. mageda mebebera })iatahutra.*

Past nageda nebera natahutra.

Fut. mageda-bii mebera hatahutra.'^

* The three word-bases signify: " to go on board ", " to spsak ", and
" to fear ", respectively.

t [See also Essay II, especially §§ 143-76, and Essay III, especially

§§ 26 seqq. and 93 seqq.l
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INTRODUCTION.

1. In the Tagalog language of the Philippines the word
for " sky " is lanit, and it has also the same form in the Tontem-
boan of Celebes, the Dayak of Borneo, the Javanese of Java,

the Gayo of Sumatra, the Malay of the Malay Peninsula, the

language of the Mentaway Islands (which lie to the south-west

of Sumatra), and in many other Indonesian languages besides

these. It is true that in the language of the Batan Islands,

northward of the Philippines, we find ganit, in the Bimanese

of Sumbawa, an island lying towards New Guinea, laiii, and in

the Hova of Madagascar lanitra ; but it can be proved by means
of strict phonetic laws that these three tongues, in an earlier

stage of their development, also used the form lahit.—We
have, therefore, in many IN { = Indonesian) languages one

and the same expression for " sky ", viz. lanit.

Note.—The accentuation of IN words, including therefore

lanit, is dealt with in § 75.

2. Such IN Hnguistic material as recurs in many different

languages either unchanged or modified only in accordance

with strict phonetic laws, we style Common Indonesian. We
say, therefore, that there is a Common IN name for the sky,

viz. laiiit.

3. The wider the distribution of an IN linguistic j^heno-

menon, the more positively shall we be entitled to pronounce

it to be Common IN. Our right to do so will be parti-

cularly strong when the phenomenon manifests itself at the

most difierent points of the IN linguistic area: i.e., to put the

matter concretely, in the seven great insular regions and the

three border districts.

Note I.—The seven great insular regions are: the Philip-

pines, Celebes, Borneo, Java with Madura and Bah, Sumatra,
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the Malay Peninsula with the adjacent islands, and lastly

Madagascar.— The three border districts are : in the North,

the Batan Islands and Formosa; in the East, the islands from

Lombok towards New Guinea, of whose languages the best

known to us are Bimanese, Kamberese, Sawunese, Rottinese,

Tettum, and Masaretese; in the South-West, the row of islands

behind Sumatra: Simalur, Nias and Mentaway.— Another

border district, viz. Hahnahera* and the adjacent islands,

cannot be included in our survey because there is a doubt

whether it really belongs to the IN linguistic area: see Van
Hinloopen Labberton, " Handboek van Insulinde ", p. 88.

Note II.—It is of course not to be expected, and indeed it

will seldom happen, that we shall be able to demonstrate the

existence of one and the same linguistic phenomenon in all

these ten areas of distribution; the Malay Peninsula area in

particular, with its impoverished vernacular, will often fail

us. Our normal standard will be nine, eight, or it may be

only seven areas: if the number is less than that, it will -be

only with diffidence, if at all, that we shall pronounce a lin-

guistic phenomenon to be Common IN.

4. When we confront together languages thus diversely

situated in geographical position, we are at the same time

comparing languages that are related in the most various

degrees of relationship. It will hapj^en, for instance, that we

shall compare the Malay of the Peninsula, the Minangkabau,

of Sumatra, the Javanese, and the Masaretese of the eastern

'

border. Now the Minangkabau is closely allied to the Malay,

'

the Javanese is more distantly connected, the Masaretese still

more distantly; and the same sort of thing will occur in all our

comparisons. Now if we find one and the same linguistic

phenomenon occurring in several forms of speech which are

related to one another in the most various degrees, that is to

say, even in such as in other respects are most distant relatives,

then we can with perfect confidence regard such a phenomenon

as being Common IN.

* [This applies in particular to the northern part of Halmahera:

see Huetuig's article in Bijdr. 1907-8, pp. 370 seqqJ]
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5. The word for "cloud " in the Pampanga of the PhiUppines

is higa, in the Bugis of Celebes ellun, in the Malay of the Pen-

insula awan : in short, one might almost say that each IN lan-

guage has its own special word for " cloud ". We therefore

say: there is no Common IN expression for " cloud ".

6. Now the Common IN linguistic phenomena form the

subject of the first of the two prmcipal -parts into which our

monograph is divided.

7. Let us now take stock of the chief j)rinciples of method

which must serve as our lodestars in this first part. Herein

we must first of all realize that our delineation of the Common
IN element must have two facets, a positive and a negative

side. If we establish the fact that there are Common IN ex-

pressions for " sky ", "to weave", and " ten ", we must also

•at once add that for the concepts " cloud ", " to spin ", and
" eleven " there are no Common IN designations. If we gave

the reader only the positive results, our sketch would be one-

sided, partial, and too favourable.

8. Further, we must build up our demonstrations entirely

upon the basis of phonetic laws. That is really self-evident,

bat it must nevertheless be particularly insisted on here,

because this first part of the monograph has to yield us a

thoroughly sound foundation for the second part, which is

of a more hypothetical nature, and therefore less certain.

We must not therefore content ourselves with maintaining,

for example, that Bimanese lani and Hova lanitra are de-

rived from an original form lanit : we must formulate the laws

in accordance with which lani and lanitra have come into

being. These laws are as follows: " In Bimanese and Saw-

unese all Common IN final consonants disappear ", therefore

lani <^ lanit.* — " Every Common IN n becomes n in Hova,

except before a velar " ;
" every Common IN final t appears in

Hova as -tra "
; therefore lanitra <^ lanit. — As to Batanese

ganit, see § 9.

* [The symbol < means " (is) derived from ", and similarly the

symbol > signifies " (which) changes into ". In both cases the more

archaic form is at the diverging end of the symbol, the more modern form

at the converging end.]
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9. Besides having recourse to phonetic laws we shall find

references to parallel cases of great service. In Mentaway

laiiit no longer means " sky ", as it does in Common IN, but

" the red tint of dawn and sunset ". This transition in

meaning would hardly, I imagine, disconcert us: instead of

the sky we have a phenomenon in the sky. But our confidence

will be even greater when we observe that a parallel case occurs

in a dialect of Formosa, where araiiit <^ laiiit means " cloud "

:

here, too. instead of the sky we have a phenomenon in the sky.

It is, however, not only in our researches into the varying

significations of words, that this method of reference to par-

allel cases will assist us: we shall also occasionally apply it

instead of the appeal to phonetic laws. As stated in § 1,

Common IN laiiit, " sky ", appears in Batanese under the form

ganit. Now the hitherto published Batanese material includes

barely a hundred words, and among these there are only three

cases in which n represents Common IN ii. Three cases are,

however, too few to enable a phonetic law to be formulated

with safety. Here, therefore, we take refuge in a parallel and

say : In Batanese ganit <^ laiiit, n represents Common IN ii, as

in anin <^ Common IN aiiin, " wind ".—^Further, among those

hundred words, the number of cases in which Batanese g re-

presents Common IN I is somewhat larger, there are ten safe

cases ; but even that number seems to me too small to enable a

phonetic law to be formulated on the strength of it; I therefore

again ajDply the method of reference to a parallel and say:

In Bat. gaiiit <^ laidt, g represents Common IN I as in hugan

<^ Common IN bnlan, " moon ".

10. We shall exhibit the Common IN hnguistic phenomena

i'l'om the following points of view: phonetic system, synthesis

of sounds into words, word-accent, formal analysis of words,

iormation of derived words, reduplication of words, and syn-

thesis of words into sentences {i.e. syntax).

11. The second jmncipal fart of the monograph will have

for its subject the Original Indonesian language. We style

Original IN the fundamental form of speech from which the

individual IN languages are descended.
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12. The basis upon which we shall reconstruct the Original

IN is the Common IN as delineated in the first part.

13. Whereas in the first part we shall deal altogether with

real facts, the second part will only yield results of hypo-

thetical value.

14. The contents of this monograph are my own, both as

regards substance and method. It is true that here and there

in the writings of other scholars I have come across the remark

that this or that Knguistic phenomenon is to be regarded as

being Common IN ; but such observations are only to be fomid

sparsely, in no great numbers, and often unsupported by the

necessary evidence.

Note.—^As it is my wish that my monographs should not

exceed a moderate size, I shall not mention everything that I

have recognized as being Common IN; but I shall include

everything that seems to me specially important.

15. The following abbreviations will be used:
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16. The Formosan material is derived from the notices of

Happart and Van der Vhs, and from 0, Scheerer's " The
Batan Dialect"; the Inivatan material, from a MS. vocab-
ulary most kindly presented to me by 0. Scheerer ; the

Smnbawarese, from a text pubhshed by Jonker in Bijdr. 1904,

pp. 273 seqq.



PART I

COMMON INDONESIAN

SECTION I: PHONETIC SYSTEM.

17. We have to recognize as belonging to Common IN the

six vowels : a, i, u, e, e, and o.

18. The vowel a. We meet with this vowel in the Common
IN word kayu, " tree ". That kayu is a Common IN word is

proved by the following table

:

Tree. Phihppines, Ibanag: kayu — Celebes, Tonsea: kayu

— Borneo, Day. : kayu— Java, Jav. : kayu— Smnatra, Mkb.

:

kayu — Malay Peninsula, Mai.: kayu — Madagascar, Hova:

hazu — Northern Border, Form. : caiou — South-Western

Border, Simalurese: ayu-ayu.

Note I.—The spelhng in Happart and Van der VKs' Form,

vocabularies is very awkward; we need have no hesitation in

interpreting caiou as = kayu.

Note II.—Hova hazu <^ kayu In accordance with the two

following phonetic laws: " Common IN k becomes h in Hova,

except after the velar nasal or as a final ".— " Common IN

y appears in Hova as s ".

Note III.—The disappearance of k in Simalurese ayu-ayu

is supported by the parallel case of iuq as compared with the

widespread Common IN ikur, " tail ".

Note IV.—The word kayu appears in a number of other IN

languages besides the above, e.g. in Sumatra in Besemah,

Lampong, Karo, and Gayo, as well as in Mkb., and everywhere

unchanged in sound. But it will suffice if in each case we

select one language out of each of the ten areas of distribution.
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19. We have, therefore, demonstrated the existence of a

Common IN word kayu, which contains the vowel a. We also

became acquainted in § 1 with a Common IN lanit, "sky",

and later on we shall meet with the Common IN words a'puy,

"fixe", ama, "father", ina, "mother", ratus, "hmidred".

and a, " the ", as well as the Common IN formatives ha-,

ta-, and -an. All these forms agree in containing the vowel a.

The amomit. of this material is so large that we may without

hesitation pronounce the vowel a to be Common IN.

20. The vowel i. This vowel is proved to be Common IN

by the word aiiin, " wind ", in accordance with the following

table

:

Wind. Phihppines, Iloko : aiiin — Celebes, Bug. : ahiii —
Borneo, Sampit: aiiin — Java, Sund.: aiiin — Sumatra,

Toba: aiiin — Malay Peninsula, Mai.: aiiin — Madagascar,

Hova : anina —• Eastern Border, Bim. : aiii— South-Western

Border, Simalurese: aiiin.

Note I.—Phonetic laws: " Bug. and Mak. unify all Common
IN final nasals into ii ", hence Bug. aiiiii <^ aiiin.— " Hova
unifies all Common IN final nasals into -na ", hence anina <^

aiiin.

Note II.—The law in accordance with which Common IN

ii has become ?i in Hova, as in anina <^ aiiin, and the law in

accordance with which final consonants disappear in Bim.,

as in aid <^ aiiin, have already been given. We assume that

the reader will make a mental note of all such laws, and we

therefore mention each of them only once.

21. We have become acquainted with a Common IN word

aiiin, " wind ", which contains the vowel i. In the course of

our enquiry we shall meet with many other Common IN
words containing the same vowel. But we will content our-

selves with specifying this one instance, the word aiiin ; the

reader will, of course, notice the other cases ; and in the sequel

we shall pursue the same method. We therefore pronounce

the vowel i to be Common IN.

22. The vowel w. This is proved to be Common IN by

the word kayu, dealt with in § 18.
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23. The vowel e, an indeterminate, rapidly pronounced

sound often called by its Jav. name feyet. This vowel

estabhshes its claim to be styled Common IN by the evidence

of the word tmah, " half, some ".

HalJ. Celebes, Bug. : teiina — Borneo, Bol, : teiiah — Java,

Sund.: teiiah — Sumatra, Karo: teiiah — Malay Peninsula,

Mai.: teiiah — Eastern Border, Sawunese: teiia — South-

western Border, Simalurese: teiiah.

Note.—The phonetic laws are: " Common IN final h dis-

appears in Bug., Mak., and several other IN languages ".

—

" When in Common IN e, of a non-final syllable, is followed by

a single consonant, that consonant appears doubled in Bug."

—Both these laws are exemphfied by Bug. teiiiia.

24. The number of areas in which we have met with e

amounts only to seven ; according to the principles enunciated

in § 3 we ought therefore to have some hesitation in declaring

it to be Common IN. Whereas a, i, and u are j)resent every-

where, the jDepet is wanting in some IN languages, which in-

stead of it use another vowel: e.g. Day. does not say teiiah, but

teiiah, Bis. says toiia. But in several of these languages the

pepet has left tangible traces of its former existence. In Mak.

of Celebes the pepet appears as a; Mak. therefore possesses

two etymologically distinct a's, the one corresponding to the

Common IN a, the other to the Common IN e. But the

second a causes certain consonants which follow it to be

doubled, the first one does not affect them. So Common IN
anu, " someone "

(§ 135), appears in Mak. as anu, but Common
IN enem, " six ", as annaii, and Common IN teken, " staff ",

as takkaii. In this matter Bug. exhibits the intermediate

stage, for it also doubles the consonant but it retains the pepet

:

Common IN teken

Old and Modern Jav. teken

Bug. tekkeii

Mak. takkaii

In precisely the same way Iloko in the Philippines, w^hich has

replaced e by e, doubles the consonant and accordingly says
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tel-l-en.—Further, in the Hova of Madagascar the pepet appears

in an accentuated syllable as e but in an unaccented one as i;

accordingly Common IN enem appears in Hova as enina.

Hova therefore has two etymologically distinct *'s, the one

being Common IN and the other derived from the pepet. Now
before the first of these i's Common IN I becomes d in Hova,

but before the second it remains unchanged. For Common
IN lima, " five ", Hova has dimi, but for alem, " night ",

alina.

Note.—In the final of Hova dimi we have a third i, originat-

ing from a, in accordance with the following law: " A Common
IN final a is assimilated in Hova to an % of the preceding

syllable". Analogous cases of assimilation have been dis-

cussed by Conant in Anthropos 1911, pp. 143 seqq.

25. We have shown in the preceding paragraph that in

Iloko and Hova the formerly existing pepet is still traceable

to-day; we therefore add the Philippines and Madagascar to

the number of the regions mentioned in § 23, and are thereby

entitled to style the pepet a Common IN feature.*

26. The vowels e and o. In contrast to the pepet these

vowels have, one might almost say, a universal distribution;

though it is true that Hova has no o and Mentaway very few

words that contain an e. But e and o have in many cases

originated out of other sounds, e.g. in Mad. 'pote, which stands

by the side of Common IN futih, " white ". And secondly,

words containing an original e or o can as a rule be traced only

through a very limited number of languages. Perhaps the

most widely distributed are the two words tela, '" companion,

avenger, to share the same fate", and sor, "above" or

" below ". The e and o in these words are original; at least

I know of no indication whatever that they are derived from

any other sounds.

To share the same fate. Celebes, Mak. : hela — Java, Jav.

:

hela— Sumatra, Gayo : hela — Malay Peninsula, Mai. : hela —
Eastern Border, Bim. : hela.

- * [See also Essay IV, § 5.]
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Above, below. Philippines, Tag. : anor, " to Hft up,.to carry
"

— Celebes, Tontb.: sosor, "to go up" — Java, Old Jav.

:

sor, "below" — Sumatra, Lampong: ansor, "to diminish"

— Northern Border, Form.: masor, " to exceed ".

Note I.—Tag. anor with n for s is formed in accordance with

the principles illustrated in § 149.

Note II.—The phenomenon that one and the same word

means both " above " and " below " finds a parallel in the

Rottinese demak, which signifies both " high " and " deep ".

For other cases see Kern, " Fidjitaal ", p. 211.

27. In view of what has been said in the preceding para-

graph, it is only with some hesitation that we can venture to

style e and o Common IN vowels.

28. We must concede to Common IN the three diphtJiongs

uy, ay, au (which I prefer to write aw) .* These appear only

as finals. In the interior of words, as in Mai. laut, the two

vowels belong to different syllables.

29. The diphthong uy. This is shown to be Common IN

by means of the Common IN word ayuy, " fire ".

Fire. Philippines, Inv.: apuy — Celebes, West Mori: apuy

— Borneo, Tar. : apuy — Java, Old Jav. : apuy — Sumatra,

Achinese: apuy — Northern Border, Bat.: apuy — South-

western Border, Simalurese: ahoy.

Note.—In Simalurese alioy we find oy <^ uy in accordance

with the parallel lanoy, " to swim ", as compared with Old

Jav. lanhuy. — The p has disappeared as in the parallel ulaw,

" island ", beside the very widespread pulaw; the h is to^be

regarded as the last remnant of the vanishing p.

30. The diphthong uy becomes u in Hova, so we find afu

<i apuy, walu, " to change, to turn back", beside Old Jav.

waluy. But when a suffix is appended to such word-bases

^s these, the y is no longer a final and therefore need not dis-

* [In Romanized Malay these diphthongs are commonly written

ui, ai, and au, respectively. For the reason why it is preferable (at

any rate in works like the present) to adopt the author's spelling, see-

Essay IV, § 158.]

6
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appear: it then becomes z in accordance with the law stated

in § 18. Now in Old Jav. beside the indicative waluy there is

a conjunctive ivaluya, and with this there corresponds in

Hova, according to § 108, the imperative mi-waluza. This

formation mi-waluza <^ mi-waluya therefore proves to us the

former existence of the diphthong uy in Madagascar.

31. In view of the evidence set out in §§ 29 and 30 we may
pronounce the diphthong uy to be Common IN.

32. The diphthongs ay and aw. About as widely distri-

buted as the Common IN a'puy are also patay, " dead ", and

paraw, " hoarse ". These two words therefore warrant us

in regarding the two diphthongs ay and aw as Common IN.

33. The semi-vowels y and w. The former is sho^ai to be

Common IN by kaiju (§ 18), the latter by means of the word

walu, " eight ".

^iglit. Philippines, Magindanao : walu— Celebes, Tondano

:

walu— Borneo, Tar. : walu — Java, Old Jav. : ivwalu— Sum-

atra, Gayo: waluh — Madagascar, Hova: ivalu — Northern

Border, Form, dialects: walu — Eastern Border, Tettum:

walu — South-Western Border, Mentaway: balu.

Note I.—The pronunciation of the w is not uniform every-

where; it appears to be chiefly bilabial, the Philipj)ine text-

l)Ooks often write it u or even o, thus ualu, oalo.

Note II.—Phonetic law: " Common IN w aj^pears in Ment-

away as 6 ", hence balu <^ walu.

Note III.—Old Jav. wwalu <^ walu in accordance with the

j)arallel wwara, "' to exist ", as compared with wara elsewhere

(see § 188).

Note IV.—Gayo waluh has got its h through the influence

of neighbouring numerals which really possess a genuinely

primitive one, such as tujuh, " seven ". Analogous changes

in numerals are mentioned in § 141.

34. We must admit as Common IN the velars k, g, ii.*

* [See Essay I, § 11, 1, footnotes.]
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35. The velar k is evidenced by the word kayu (§ 18); the

velar w by ahin (§ 20) ; the velar g by the word dagan, " stranger,

trader ".

Stranger. Philippines, Tag. : dagan — Celebes, Bolaang-

Mongondou: dagaii — Borneo, Day.: dagan — Java, Sund.:

dagaii — Sumatra, Toba: dagan — Malay Peninsula, Mai.:

dagaii — Eastern Border, Bini. : daga.

36. We must concede to Common IN the palatals c,* j, n*
But the ]3ronunciation of this series of sounds is not C[uite

identical everywhere : in several languages they are palatalized

dentals, in Bont. the two explosives are " frequently near ds

and ts ", as Seidenadel says.

37. The tenuis c. This is shown to be Common IN by the

word racun, " poison ".

Poison. Celebes, Bug.: racim — Borneo, Sanipit: racun —
Java, Jav. : racun — Sumatra, Karo: racun — Malay Penin-

sula, Mai. : racun — Eastern Border, Bim. : racu.

38. The media j. This is proved to be Common IN by
means of the word jalan, " path ".,,^j

Path. Philippines, Bont. : jalan— Celebes, Bareqe : jaya —
Borneo, Sampit: jalan — Java, Sund.: jalan — Sumatra,

Besemah: jalan —• Malay Peninsula, Mai.: jalan — Eastern

Border, Sawunese: jara.

Note, I.—Phonetic law: " Bareqe, like Bim. and Sa^vunese,

tolerates no final consonants ", hence jaya <^ jalan.

Note II.—Parallels: Bareqe jaya with y <^l as, in huyu,
" mountain ", beside Bug., etc., buluq.— Sawunese jara with

r <^l as in mara, " exhausted ", beside Mai., etc., malas.

39. The nasal n. This is shown to be Common IN by the

word anud, " to drift ".

To drift. Philippines, Pamp.: ailud — Celebes, Mak.:

aiiiiq — Borneo, Day. : hanut — Java, Old Jav. : anud— Sum-

atra, Besemah : aiiot — Malay Peninsula, Mai. : hanut.

Note I.—Phonetic laws: "Day., Mai., Besemah and other

languages, particularly of Borneo and Sumatra, change

* [See Essay I, § 11, I, footnotes.]
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Common IN final media into tenuis ", hence Day., IMal. hanut.

— ' Bug. and Mak. change Common IN explosive final into

q ", hence Mak. anuq.—" Besemah renders Common IN
ending u -\- consonant by o -\- consonant ", hence anot.

Note II.—The h in Day. and Mai. Jtanut is a petrified for-

mative: Day., for instance, uses ha-, or Ji-, to form verbs from

word-bases.

40. If we survey once more the area of distribution of the

series c, j, ii, we are compelled to admit that it is not extensive

enough to justify us in declaring without hesitation that this

series is Common IN. However, we find in Madagascar, in

Old Mlg., a further piece of evidence, at any rate for /, in the

speUing dz, which we meet with occasionally in Flacourt and

may compare with Seidenadel's t^s in § 3G. Thus Flacourt

mentions a word idzin, " dark "
: see Ferrand's edition, p. 103.

But this idzin coincides phonetically with Jav. ijetn, in accord-

ance with the phonetic law: " Common IN and also Old and

Modern Jav. final -em becomes -ina in Mlg.; but the older

sources often represent it by -m". See also alina <^ alem,

§ 24.—It is true that idzin means " dark " and ijem " green ",

but we find in IN more than one parallel for the shift of mean-

mg from " green " to " dark ". In Madagascar itself maitsu

signifies " green " in some of the dialects and " black " in

others; Mai. liijau means " green " and is also used to describe

the glint of black hair.— In the Mlg. of to-day z, i.e. the

sonant sibilant, is used for Flacourt's dz, that is, for Conunon

IN j.

Note.—It is remarkable what a number of Day. words con-

taining i occur also in Hova, including some that are peculiar

to these two languages. Examples : Day. jara, " punishment "

= Hova zara, " lot, luck " — jera, " to frighten away by

beating " = zera, " to beat " — jawoh, '' negligent " = zawu-

z i^'u, " to behave carelessly " — joho, " wantonness of spirif

"

= zu " fame ", etc.—I am of opinion that Hova, or Mlg.,

finds its nearest relative among the IN languages in this very

Day. Besides the circumstance I have just mentioned there

are a number of other observed facts that have led me to that
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opinion, sucli as their common possession of the passive in

huah, their pecuhar adverbial use of the numerals (§ 172), etc.

— Porzeziuski's contention with regard to the relationship

•of Mlg. to other languages (Porzezinski-Boehme, p. 77) is

untenable.

41. We must attribute to Common IN the dentals t, d, n.

The tenuis is evidenced by lafiit (§ 1), the media by dagah (§ 35)

and the.nasal by anin (§ 20).

42. We must attribute to Common IN the labials p, b, in.

The tenuis has been shown to be Common IN by the word apuy

(§ 29).

43. The media h. This can be shown to be C'Oramon IN

by means of the word buna, " flower ".

Flower. Philippines, Pamp.: buna — Celebes, Mak.: buiia

— Borneo, Bol. : buna — Near Java, Mad.: buna — Sumatra,

Toba : buna— Malay Peninsula, Mai. : buna— Eastern Border,

Bim. : buna — South-Western Border, Nias: buna.

Note.—-Pamp. buna does not mean " flower " but " fruit ",

and Mad. buna means " seed-bud ". Compare the parallel

case that in Mentaway bua— which, by the way, has no ety-

mological connexion with buna—means "flower" as well as

"fruit".

44. The nasal m. This is shown to be Common IN by

means of the word a)na, " father ".

Father. Philippines, Inv. : ama — Celebes, Bolaang-

Mongondou: ania — Borneo, Bol.: taina — Java, Sund.: ama
or rama— Sumatra, Gayo: ama-— Madagascar, Mlg. dialects:

zama— Northern Border, Form, dialects : ama, rama, tama —

•

Eastern Border, Masaretese : ama — South-Western Border,

Siberutese: ama.

Note I.—In rama, tama and zama the articles ra, ta ai»d i

have coalesced with the word ama: see §§ 93 and 187.—Mlg.

zama has undergone the following development : zama <^ yama,

in accordance with § 18, <^iama = article i -\- ama. A parallel

thereto is Mlg. zahu, beside aim, " I "» <^ article i + aku. The
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intermediate form yahu is preserved in Day.: compare what

has been said in § 40.

Note II.—Mlg. zama does not mean " father " but " uncle ".

A parallel thereto is the Gayo ama, which signifies both

"father "and "uncle".

45. We must attribute to Common IN the liquids r and I.

The sound I is evidenced by the Common IN laiiit (§1); the

sound r by karaii, "rock, dry ground, reef, coral". § 190

deals with the pronunciation of the r.

Rock. Philippines, Iloko: A;aZaw— Celebes, Mak. : karaii —
Borneo, Day. : karan— Java, Sund. : karaii— Sumatra, Gayo

:

karaii — Malay Peninsula, Mai. : karaii — Madagascar, Hova r

harana —• South-Western Border, Nias: kara.

Note.—Iloko I for r in accordance with the RLD-law (§ 190).

— A phonetic law of Nias: " No final consonant is tolerated

in Nias ".

46. We must attribute to Common IN the sibilant s. This

is evidenced by the word susu, " breast, to suck ".

Breast. Philij)pines, Inv. : susu — Celebes, Tontb. : susu —
Borneo, Bob: susu — Java, Sund.: susu — Sumatra, Lam-

pong: susu — Malay Peninsula, Mai.: susu — Northern

Border, Bat. : susu —• Eastern Border, Tettum: susu — South-

western Border, Nias: susu.

47. We must concede to Common IN the aspirate h. This

is evidenced by the word tahan, " to hold fast, to retain ".

To retain. Philippines, Tag. : tahan — Celebes, Ponosakan

:

mo-taliaii — Borneo, Day.: tahan — Java, Sund.: tahan —
Sumatra, Lampong: tahan — Malay Peninsula, Mai. : tahan.

Note.—It must be admitted that the distribution of h is of

such a nature that we have some hesitation in pronouncing it

to be Common IN.

48. We meet with other sounds besides these in the IN
languages : thus in § 30 we became acquainted with an / in the

Hova word aju, " fire ", and in § 44 with a z in the Hova zahu,

" I " ; and Bug. and Mak. have the glottal explosive q,^' etc.

* [See also Essay I, § 11, 1, footnotes.]
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But on the one hand these sounds are not very widely distri-

buted, and on the other they are demonstrably of a second-

ary kind. Thus the Hova / originated in accordance with a

phonetic law from the Common IN p, as is proved by the com-

parison of afu with Common IN ajpuy; and the law is:

" Common IN p becomes / in Mlg., save after a labial or when

final". On such sounds as these we cannot confer the title

"Common IN."

49. Common IN, therefore, has the following phonetic

system, though it must be admitted that some of the sounds

have not been evidenced with absolute certainty :
*

a i u e e o

k g n-f

c-f j fit

t d n

p b m
y r I w
s

h

* [See also Essay IV, especially §§ 39 seqq.]

t [SeeEssay I, § 11, I, footnotes.]



SECTION II: SYNTHESIS OF SOUNDS
INTO WORDS.

50. Apart from interjections and words of form, ttie words

of the IN languages, as we meet tliem when we open the dic-

tionaries (i.e. in the shape which is more accurately called

the " word-base "), are mostly disyllabic. We may say, there-

fore, that as a general rule the primary synthesis of sounds

is into a disyllabic structure. Thus in the Mai. version of

the Ramayana, where the story is told of how Hanuman was

sent to Langkapura, there is the sentence: " Now Hanuman
was sitting under a maja tree " = Hanuman pun duduq-lah di

bawaJi foJion maja. Here we have four disyllabic word-bases

in succession.

Note.—Mai. lah here serves to emphasize the predicate. —
di hawah literally means " at (the) bottom (of) ".

51. Monosyllabic words of substance, i.e. verbs and nouns,

are rare; some languages possess none at all; Old Jav. has the

largest number. And we never find one and the same mono-

syllabic word of substance running through very many differ-

ent languages. Probably the one that is most widely dis-

tributed is kati, " food ".

Food. Phihppines, Magindanao: kan — Celebes, Tontb.

:

Jean — Sumatra, Pabian dialect of Lampong: Jean — Eastern

Border, Masaretese : Jca — South-Western Border, Mentaway

:

kan.

Note I.—It must not be imagined that this monosyllabic

kan merely figures in the dictionary: it really exists in living

speech. We find in the Mentaway story Aga-mu-la-laibi the

phrase: " There is no food " = tata kan, and that is a complete

sentence. Again, in the Mentaway legend of the origin of

the race we read: "There were plantains for food" = aiat

kan bago; and that, too, is a complete sentence.^
88
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Note II.—-In other languages kan is found as a radical con-

stituent of disyllabic words of substance, as for instance in

the Old Jav. 'pahan, " food ", where h has become n in con-

formity with the principles of § 149. Thus in Jonker's Book

of Laws, Art. 15, there is the sentence: " If he is a minor

lodging with another person, he is liable for his board " =
" If is child under-age living with a man, owes food " = yen

hana rare alit, aiiherhlier in won, ahutan faiian.

52. If kan, which only apjoears in five areas of distribution,

is the most widely spread monosyllabic word of substance,

we must declare that we are unable to style any single mono-

syllabic word of substance " Common IN ".

53. There are also trisyllabic word-bases, but these, too,

.are not numerous, and we seldom find any one of them running

through a number of languages. Perhaps the most widely

distributed one is the word banua, " district, inhabited place ".

District. Philipj^ines, Pamp.: banua — Celebes, Bareqe:

banuwa— Java, Old Jav. : waniva— Sumatra, Toba : banua—
Malay Peninsula, Mai.: benuwa — South-Western Border,

Nias: banua.

Note I.—Old Jav. -w for b as in the parallel ivuiia, " flower ",

ior Common IN buiia (§ 43).

Note II.—Between the u and the a some of the languages

iave developed the transitional sound w, hence Bareqe ban-

nwa ; in Old Jav. the u before the a has become a consonant,

ience wanwa. An exact parallel hereto is afforded by Common
IN buah, " fruit "

:

Without transitional sound : Nias banua, bua.

With transitional sound: Mai. benuwa, buwah.

V turned consonant: Old Jav. wanwa, wwah.

Note III.—In Mai. a full vowel preceding the accent is

weakened into the pepet. Parallel : the loan-word serdadu <^

soldado, " soldier ".

Note IV.—Pamp. banua means "sky". We have a par-

allel to this transference of meaning in Bis., wherein banoa
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denotes both a region of the earth and a region of the sky.

Li icewise in Toba banua ginjan = " U23per banua " = " slcy ",

while banua fona on = " this middle banua " == " the earth ".

54. The initial of words. Every sound of the phonetic

scheme set out in § 49 can serve as the initial of a Common IN
word. Evidence in support of this is superfluous. But there

cannot be more than one consonant at the beginning of a word.

Initials of two consonants appear in quite isolated cases;

thus Gayo has contracted Common IN beli, " to buy ", into

bli*

55. The iyiterior of words, or more precisely, the conson-

antal element between the two vowels of disyllabic words.

In this position every individual IN language admits one or

two consonants, but not more.

56. The commonest case of the combination of two con-

sonants is that of a nasal + a cognate explosive, e.g., n + ^

in Tonsea duiihud, "to speak ironically". This case occurs

in every individual IN language, and can straightway be

styled Common IN.f

57. Another common case of the combination of two con-

sonants in the interior of a word arises from the reduplication

of the root, which is one of the methods of forming words out

of roots. Thus in Old Jav. from the root kab, " to move to

and fro ", which does not occur in actual speech, we find the

derivative formations uhkab and, with reduplication, kabkab.

Here we have the combination b -\- k.

58. Now some of the IN languages only tolerate the first

of the two above-mentioned cases : nasal + cognate explosive.

Others also admit the second one, e.g. certain languages of

the Philippines, Java, Sumatra, and the Northern and South-

western Borders. Thus Bis. in the Philippines says kapkap

for " to touch ", but Day. in Borneo says kakap, and cannot

say otherwise.

59. But we find certain indications which render it prob-

able that the languages with the kakap type of combination

* [See Essay IV, §§ 187 seqq.] j [See Essay IV, §§ 193 seqq.]
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(lid in a previous stage of their development possess the kap-

kap type instead of it.

The most important of these indications is based on such

phenomena as are set out in the following table

:

Mad. taptap Mad. Jcapkap

Mad. dialect tattap Mad. dialect kaJckap

Sund. tatap Day. kaJcap

Note.—(apfap means " to strike with the flat of the hand ",.

and the like; kapkap), " to scratch, to touch ", and the like..

We have, therefore, in particular dialects of Mad. a tran-

sitional form, produced by assimilation, and accordingly think

it credible that the languages which now only possess the

kakap type have evolved it out of a pre-existing kapkap type.*

60. The result of the considerations in §§ 55-59 is:

—

Common IN tolerates one or two consonants in the interior

of a word; in the latter case we find, on the one hand, the com-

bination of nasal + cognate explosive, and on the other the

kapkap type of combination.

61. The final of words. In Common IN any of the vowels

may serve as a final; evidence in support of this is superfluous.

Secondly, the diphthongs uy, ay and aw, as was shown in § 28

seqq. The investigation of the consonantal finals is a more

,
complicated matter.|

62. From this investigation we must first exclude the

palatals. The consonants of that series are incapable of

doing duty as finals in any IN language, and accordingly

it must be declared that Common IN does not tolerate final

palatals. — Tontb. has a few words with final c, e.g., paliqpic,

" a certain part of the roof ". But this c is a secondary for-

mation originating from k in accordance with the Tontb. law

formulated by the two Adriani's: " In Tontb., k after i be-

comes c ". The original form with k, palikpik, occurs in Ton-

sea, a language closely related to Tontb.

* [See also Essay I, §§ 73 seqq., and Essay IV, §§ 195-6 198.]

t [See Essay IV, §§ 200 seg^z.]
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Note.—The first k of palikpik appears in Tontb. as q in

accordance with the following law, also formulated by the two

Adriani's: " In the case of a Common IN combination of con-

sonants, other than nasal + cognate explosive, the first of

the two consonants becomes q in Tontb."

63. Setting the palatals aside, we find in the individual

IN languages very various possibihties of consonantal endings,

which the following three typical extracts from texts will at

once serve to illustrate:

I. Seraway sentence, out of the xlnday-Anday Ringan

Sedayu: " The king had a son and a daughter " = King had

son had daughter = rajaw heranaq hujah heranaq gadis.

II. Nias sentence, out of the heroic song edited by Lage-

mann: " He is fallen into the broad sea " = Finished fallen

lie into sea broad = no aex^ii* ia ha nasi seholo.

III. Mak. sentence, out of the Jayalangkara, p. 101 :
" He

did obeisance, bowing his head down to the ground " =^ He
did obeisance, bowing head his down to earth the = na

aqnomba, sujuq ulu-nna nauh ri butta ya.

In the first sentence all the words end in consonants, even

the loan-word raja, which elsewhere ahvays terminates in a

vowel, has acquired a final iv in conformity with the phonetic

law: " Final a of other languages appears in Seraway as aw ".
f

In the second sentence none of the words ends in a con-

sonant. In the third sentence consonantal endings are in the

minority.

Now among the various individual IN languages we notice

three principal types of consonantal ending: Some languages

tolerate no final consonants at all, or only very few, Bug. for

instance, two, viz. q and ii ; other languages admit all the con-

sonants, except the mediae; others, again, allow all the con-

sonants, including the medise, to serve as finals.

* According to Sundermann, the Nias sound x> which he writes ch,

is pronounced like the German ch in " wachen ".

[]\Iuch the same as the ch in Scotch " loch ", therefore.]

t [The Seraway vocabularj^ gives no indication as to the force of this

final IV, but it may be assumed that it forms a diphthong with the

preceding vowel, wherein (it must be remembered) the second member
is not a full vowel, but partakes of a consonantal nature.]
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64. The -first groiq), which tolerates no consonants, or very

few of them, as final sounds — Bug., Bim., Nias, Hova, etc.,

languages which, by the way, are not closely related together

— does not represent the Common IN condition. For it can

frequently be proved that in these languages final consonants

have become mute, i.e. they existed in a former stage of the

evolution of the language; this can be shown by the evidence

of derivative words built up from word-bases by means of

sufiixes. Common IN nipis, "thin", appears in Hova as

nifi, having lost its s. From nifi is formed a verb nianifl, " to

make thin ", and this forms its imperative with the suffix -a,

as in § 30, but that imperative is not ma-nifi-a: it is ma-nifis-a,

because here the s, having shifted into the interior of the word,

is no longer liable to be affected by the laws that govern final

consonants. Here, then, we have evidence that Hova also

originally said nifis <^ nipis. And cases of this kind can be

adduced in considerable numbers. But I have failed to dis-

cover in these languages any evidence of the former presence

of final medise.

Note.—Progressive restriction in the choice of consonants

serving as finals in the case of an Austroasiatic language has

been illustrated by Blagden in JA, 1910, p. 498.

65. The second group includes languages which tolerate as

finals all the consonants, with the exception of the mediae.

Where the languages of the third groujJ exhibit mediae, those

of the second have tenues; thus Bis. bokid, " hill ", is repre-

sented by Mai. hukit, and lawod, " sea ", by laut. To this

group belong in particular certain languages of Borneo,

Sumatra, and the Malay Peninsula, languages, therefore,

whose territories lie near to one another, and, furthermore,

languages which are at any rate in part somewhat closely

connected together. Nevertheless, in contrast with the lan-

guages of the first group, we are here in a position to show

that these languages of the second group originally also pos-

sessed final mediae. Only we cannot for this purpose use the

evidence which served us in dealing with the first group,

namely the extension of disyllabic word-bases by means of

suffixes. Even when the above-mentioned word laut, " sea ",.
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receives a sufl&x, e.g., -an, the tenuis remains and no media

appears, tlie result is lautan, " ocean ", and similarly in all

the other cases. The evidence to which we must now have

recourse is furnished by the formative process that has created

disyllabic word-bases out of monosyllabic roots. We find in

Old Jav. a root rug, which is used by itself without any further

extension {i.e. after the fashion of kan in § 51) as a word,

with the meaning of " devastated ". Mai. also possesses this

root, though not as an indejoendent word, but only as a con-

stituent embodied in disyllabic word-bases. When it is com-

bined with a prefixed element, the media g' is a final, and must

therefore change into the tenuis ; but if the root is linked with

a sufiixed element, the media appears in the interior of the

word and is preserved. Thus we get, on the one hand, Mai.

huruk <^ hu -\- rug, " to fall to bits ", and on the other, rugi

<^ rug + i, "to damage".* •— Other Mai. examples: sigi,

" to dig with the fingers ", beside Old Jav. sisig, '* to rub with

the fingers ", tuhi, " to persevere in a thing ", beside the Old

Jav. tuh, which has the same meaning. — These word-bases

rugi, sigi and tuhi, therefore, tell us that the Mai. of the Malay

Peninsula in an earlier phase of its development tolerated

the mediae at the end of words.

Note.—The element -i, which occurs in rugi, is a very

common phenomenon; it serves both to form word-bases out

of roots, and also to give a further extension to word-bases

(see § 156). The element hu- only serves to make word-

bases out of roots, and it is of rarer occurrence; therefore we

will add a parallel: From the root way, '" to rock to and fro ",

Old Jav. forms a-way, " to wave ", and Tag. has hu-way,
" to see-saw ".

66. The same kind of evidence as has been given for Mai.

can also be produced in the case of certain languages of Sum-

atra, e.g. Karo, Toba and Mkb.' Old Jav., for instance, has

a word-base anteg, " to arrive at ", with a root teg; Toba has

* In Mai., rugi perhaps suggests rather a substantival sense, but in

Gayo it is commonly used verbally, e.g., aku rugi, " I have sufi'ered

loss ".
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togi <^ tog + i, " to conduct to a place ", with, o for e in con-

formity with the law: " Common IN pepet appears in Toba as

o ".—For Borneo, too, we have similar evidence: we merely

add that rugi also exists in Day.

Note.—It will be seen in § 156 that the formative element

-* serves to make transitive verbs, and it accords with this

principle that the word togi is transitive, whereas anteg is

intransitive.

67. The conclusion to be drawn from the facts set out in

§§ 65 and 66 is: The languages of Borneo, Sumatra and the

Malay Peninsula in an earlier stage of their development also

used the mediae as finals.

68. The third group comprises the languages which tolerate

all the consonants as finals, including the mediae. To this

group belong languages of the Philippines, Celebes, Java, and

the Northern and South-Western Borders. But even in these

the use of the mediae as finals is not of very frequent occur-

rence, so we shall not rest content with asking the reader to

glance at the dictionaries, but will give a few actual details of

the matter.

69. We meet with final medias more frequently in Old

Jav. and the Philippine languages than elsewhere. Ex-

amj^les

:

" To manage, to take pains over "
: Old JSiv.kejmg, Bis. kojjog.

" Model, pattern "
: Old Jav. tulad, Pamp. tulad.

" To conceal "
: Old Jav. kuhkuh, Pamp. kuhkub.

Note.—Phonetic law: " Common IN e and Common IN u

become o in Bis." , hence kopog.

70. Examples from the languages of Celebes:

Ponosakan howog <^ bobog, beside Jav. bog, " to strike ".

Tonsea tuud, beside Old Jav. tuwed, " stump of a tree ".

Tonsawang kokob, beside Old Jav. kubkub, " to conceal ".

Note.—For the correspondence of u and we in tuud: tuwed

wc have a parallel in Mai. laut: Karo lawet, " sea ". It must
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be admitted, however, that the parallel is not very con-

clusive, inasmuch as it does not occur in the same two

languages*

71. Examples from the Northern Border. The Form,

dialects are rich in cases of final mediae, but there is often a

difficulty in finding parallels for them in other IN languages

aad thus correlating them with IN. The cases for which no

such analogues can be discovered might, after all, be loan-

words from non-IN forms of speech. Therefore it has

seemed advisable to give a somewhat longer list in this con-

nexion :

Form, dobdoh : Tag. clobdob, " to poke the fire ".

Form, lauh : Bis. laob, " to roast ".

Form, soah : Old Jav. suwab, " to yawn ".

Form, ahad : Pamp. hahad, " to become damp ".

Form, utod : Bis. ofod, " crippled ".

72. Examples from the South -Western Border. The

Mentaway dictionary registers more than a dozen words with

final medife, e.g., fud-jud, " high water ", which is etymo-

logically related to the anud of § 39, and bdb, " to hit (the

goal) ", which is identical with the Achinese beb, " to fall

upon "
{cf. Snouck Hurgronje, " Studien ", p. 62).

73. To sum up the results of this discussion on the final

mediae (§§ 65-72), we have succeeded in showing that in the

Philippines, Celebes, Borneo, Java, Sumatra, the Malay Pen-

insula, and on the Northern and South-Western Borders, that

is in eight of our regions, there are languages which admit

all sounds as finals, including the medige, or else formerly

admitted them. Hence the conclusion: In Common IN any

sound can be a final, always excepting the palatal con-

sonants, f

74. Let us now just recapitulate the propositions estab-

lished in the present Section, " Synthesis of Sounds into

Words"; The Common IN word, apart from interjections

* [See Essay IV, § 126, II.]

t [See also Essay IV, §§ 200 seqq.]
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and words of form, is usually disyllabic. It may begin with

any sound in the Common IN phonetic system. In the

interior of it, between the two vowels, there may be one con-

sonant, or two consonants, and in the latter case we find nasal

+ cognate explosive or else the manifold combinations of the

kapkap type. At the end any sound can occur, excepting

the palatals.



SECTION III : ACCENT.

75. The great majority of the IN languages accentuate

their words, whether they be word-bases or extensions there-

'

of, on the penultimate syllable. This must be regarded as

the Common IN condition.*

76. Accentuation of the final syllable is found in three

cases in the various individual IN languages:

77. The first case : The languages which still possess the

pepet usually accentuate the final syllable when the pen-

ultimate contains a pepet, e.g., lepds, " free "."j"

78. TJie second case : When a monosyllabic word-base is

extended by means of a prefix, the accent in many IN lan-

guages remains on the final syllable, i.e. on the word-base.J

Accentuation of the word-base. Celebes, Bug.: maqnoq, "to

descend " <; formative maq + word-base noq — Java, Jav.:

uwos, " rice " <^ u + wos, see Poensen, Jav. Gr., p. iZ —
Sumatra, Toba: mandoJc, "to speak", word-base dok— Mada-

gascar, Hova: wuald, " denied ", word-base la— Eastern Bor-

der, Bini.: kamhe, "to bleat", word-base i)ibe—South-Western

Border, Mentaway: patok, " to draw ", word-base tok.

79. The third case : In many IN languages the vocative is

accentuated on the final syllable.

Vocative accentuation. Sangir group, Sangirese: amdn, "o
father!" beside anian, "father" — Celebes, Gorontalese:

nana, " o mother !
" — Near Java, Mad. : pateq, " thou dog !

"

— Sumatra, Toba: amdn, "o father! " — Eastern Border,

Bim.: ind, " o mother I
" — South-Western Border, Nias: itid,

" o mother !

"

Note I.—Example of a sentence with vocative accentuation,

from Breukink's Gorontalese dialogues :
" Mother, come

here I
" = nana poolo.

* [But see Essay IV, §§ 307 segg.] f [SeealsoEssay IV, § 311, 1 ]

+ [See also Essay IV, § 319.]
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Note II.—It must be admitted that the second and third

cases of the accentuation of the final syllable are not so widely

distributed as to entitle us unhesitatingly to style them
Common IN. On the other hand, it must be borne in mind
that in many grammars this very question of accentuation

has received the most inadequate treatment. Thus Harde-

land says: " The accent remains on the final syllable of such

few monosyllabic words as there are, even when they are

extended into disyllables or polysyllables by means of pre-

fixes ", and this would sufiice to estabhsh the case of the

accentuation of the final for Borneo as well; but the instances

he proceeds to give are dubious: hdi, whence kahdl, and the

hke must surely be disyllabic forms.—Again, Kruyt's Bareqe

Grammar says nothing about the accentuation of the voca-

tive, yet Adriani in Ts. Lid. 1. 1. vk., 1910, p. 211, quotes voca-

tives of that kind, e.g., ohgd, '' friend !
" (addressed to a

woman).

80. Words of form often lean proclitically or enclitically

on the words which they accompany, and hence they are

often written continuously with them in texts in the native

alphabets. Thus we read in the Mak. epic Maqdi, towards

the end: " And the burial service was read over his head " =
na nibaca mo talakkin a ri ulu-nna. The words of i'orm are:

na, " and ", 7no, emphatic particle, a, article, ri, " over ",

nna, " his ". But in the original (Mak. Chrestomathy, p. 426)

this sentence is written in three " complexes " or con-

glomerations, viz. {n -\- n -^ i -\- h -\- c -\- m -\- o) — {t^l-\-k

-j- * + ^) — (^ + * + ^ + ^ + u + n) .* Hence, also, it is not

uncommon for words of form to coalesce with the words they

accompany, as illustrated by rama, tama and zama in § 44,

and other cases which we shall meet with later on. And it

is in this way that words of form have in some instances be-

come formatives: the passive formative ka- is really the j)re-

position ka, and Bug. kacalla, '" to be accursed ", properly

means " (to come) into a curse ".|

* [See also Essay IV, § 35, II.]

t [See also Essay III, §§ 35, I, 37, IL]



SECTION IV : FORMAL ANALYSIS OF WORDS.

Preliminary Observations.

81. Regarded from the point of view of their formal struc-

ture, the words of the IN languages fall into five classes:

interjections, words of form, words of substance, pronomis^

and numerals.

Interjections.

82. The interjections found in the several IN languages

are mostly monosyllabic formations, incapable of being ana-

lysed further. They can end either in a vowel or a consonant.

Example: the Tontb. Dirge for a Dead Mother begins: "Alas^

mother, o mother, o mother !
" = o inaq, e inaq, e inaq. They

often appear in reduphcated form, e.g. Sund. boho beside bo,.

a word used in mild reproof; and the reduplication may be

accompanied by vowel change, particularly in cases where

the word is intended to imitate a sound (onomatopoeia).

e.g. Day. pikpak beside pak, " smack ! poj) !

"

83. We will take a closer view of one single interjection^

one that we are in a position to style Common IN. It is the

interjection of affirmation, and its form is a, or when redujjli-

cated aa, or ia.

Yes. Philippines, Iloko : a —• Borneo, Day.: ia — Near

Java, Bal. : a — Sumatra, Gayo: a — Malay Peninsula, Mai.:

iya — Madagascar, Tangkaranese : ia — Eastern Border,.

Kamberese: a or aa.

Words of Form.

84. Like the interjections, the w^ords of form are mostly

monosyllables incapable of further analysis. They often

consist of two sounds, and in that case usually end with the

vowel. This characteristic is illustrated, for example, by the

words of form contained in the folio^ving sentence from the

100
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Old Jav. Sakuntala :
" He felt as if the mainstay of liis heart

were being cut off " = It was as if was being cut of¥ now
stalk of heart his = Jcadi hiniris ta nclla ni hati nira.

Note.—kadi, " it was as if ".— hiniris, passive of hiris, " to

cut ". — The use of 7iala in this sense may be compared with

the Malay tankay (hati).

In contrast with the interjections, the words of form are

seldom reduplicated; one of the rare cases being the doubling

of the negative ta to form tata in Mentaway. On the other

hand they are capable of entering into the most manifold

combinations with one another. Thus the two articles i and

tu occur combined in Hova as itu, in Taimuruna as tui, and

in Tontb. as iitu. These composite articles do duty as de-

monstrative pronouns.— Amongst the words of form we shall

consider the articles, the prepositions, the a dubitativura,

and the negative.

85. The article i. Philippines, Tiruray: /awtoc?, "earth",

i fantad, "the earth" — Celebes, Bug.: i Diyo, "Madam
Diyo " * — Borneo, Tar.: i amaq, "the father" — Java,

Old Jav.: i bapa, " the father" — Sumatra, Toba: pidoh i,

"the bird" — Madagascar, Hova: i Butu, "the (young

man) Butu"* — Eastern Border, Kamberese: i ama, "the

father" — South-Western Border, Mentaway: ka i iuan, " to

the master ".

Note I.—The position of the article in Toba, in pidoh i,

finds its parallel in another article, viz. the article e, which

in Bug. is put after the noun, whereas in Nabaloi it precedes

" The house " is bola e in Bug., but e holey in Nabaloi.

Note II.—The i in Toba is more accentuated, and is there-

fore a demonstrative, but when we look through a Toba text,

such as the Mula ni debata idup in Meerwaldt, we see that it

occurs extremely frequently, and does, after all, perform the

functions of an article.

86. As already remarked in § 84, the article * also occurs

as a component part of the demonstrative pronoun itu, and

* [As to the use of articles before xjroper names, see the footnote to

§91.]
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this is also Mai.; it is likewise a constituent of the demonstra-

tive ai, and this is Form. So Ave may now add the Malay

Peninsula and Foi-mosa [i.e. the Northern Border) to the

eight areas of distribution set out in § 85. We therefore pro-

nounce the article i to be Common IN.

Note.—Specimen sentence with the article i : Tarakan, from

the Story of the Tailed Man: "He ordered his wife to go

to Silimbatu " = It was ordered the wife his to go to Sihm-

batu = sinusub i andu na niakaw da Silimbatu.

87. The article a. Philippines, Ibanag : tolay a ma'pia,

" man a good " = " a good man " — Celebes, Mak.: jaraii a,

"the horse" — Sumatra, Gayo: anak bujaii a, "boy big

the " = " the youth " — Northern Border, Form. : kairi a

rima, " left the hand " = " the left hand " — Eastern Border,,

Kottinese: nau a, " the grass ".

88. The article a is also a component of the Old Jav.

article an <C a + ii, which is used pretty interchangeably with

the simple ii: e.g., an anak or ii anak, "the child". Simi-

larly it is a comj)onent of the pronoun anu, " somebody "

(§ 135), which occurs in nearly all the IN languages.

89. Like the article i (§ 44), the article a often becomes

indissolubly attached to substantives. Thus beside the Old

Jav. huii, " sprig ", there is the Common IN buna, " sprig,

floww, fruit "
(§ 43); beside Old Jav. lull, " tear ", the Bagobo

luha. A particularly characteristic case is that of jnis, " cat ",

in Mad., which in that language serves only as a vocative,

whereas ^i/sa in Day. does duty in all syntactical relations.

90. From what has been said in §§ 87-89 it follows that we
must attribute the article a to Common IN.

91. The article ra. This occurs as a living element of

speech in a few languages only: Java, Old Jav.: ra Jiyaii,

" the deity " — Madagascar, Hova : ra Be, " Mr. Big ". *• _
* [The original rendering here is: " der (Herr) Gross ", which illus-

trates better than the English translation the use of the article with
a proper name (such as Be is in this context). Like German and Greek,
but unlike English, Hova and some other IN languages admit ths
definite article before proper names of persons.]
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92. The article ra (as was first shown by Kern, " Fidji-

taal ", p. 163) has coalesced with the Common IN word tu,

" master, lord ", to form ratu, and this word ralu occurs in

very many IN languages.

93. Further, the article ra is found with particular fre-

quency in inseparable combination with words of relation-

ship, especially ama and ma, wherewith it forms rama and

rena, which have been discussed in particular by Kern on

several occasions. The word rena is found in Java, in Old

Jav. ; in Madagascar, in Hova, under the form reni ; and on

the Northern Border, in Form.

tJote.—Hova raij, " father ", is ra + ayah, reni, " mother ",

is ra + ina, raJia, " brother ", is ra + fl^'«- -^^^c^ is Common
IN, ayah is Simalurese, etc., and aka, " brother ", Sund., etc.

— The phonetic characteristics of reni are explained in § 24

ad fin., those of raha follow from the law given in § 18, and

those of ray from the following law :
" Common 11^ a -\- y -\- a,

ox a -\- y -\- a ^ consonant, appear in Hova as ay ". Another

instance is the Hova word lay <^ Common IN layar,

" sail ". This law involves a Hmitation of the y-\a\x of § 18.

94. From what has been said in §§ 91-93 it is plain that we

may style the article ra a Common IN word.

95. The article i is in most languages a personal article,

and as such it j^recedes personal names, words of relationship,

and personal pronouns; the article a usually accompanies

names of things; the article ra is an honorific particle. — These

characteristics may be regarded as being Common IN.

96. The prepositions. PreUminary observation. Article

and preposition are in a certain measure identical in IN.

That which in one language is an article serves in another as

a preposition; thus the two articles i and a, which we have

just discussed, are prepositions in Hova, which language

possesses the article ni: e.g., a luha, "in front", i niasu,

" before (the) eyes ". Indeed, even in one and the same

language it may haj)pen that a word is both an article and a

preposition: e.g. Bug. i Diyo, "Madam Diyo ", i liwen, "on
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the other side ". — From §§ 86 and 97 it follows that we must

recognize in the double function of i, as both article and pre-

position, a Common IN feature; but in the case of ra, on the

other hand, only one function appears to be Common IN,

viz. its use as an article.

The articles can also serve as unemphatic pronouns of the

third person: e.g. Bug. soroq i, "he recedes"; Mak., from

the Zamenspraken (dialogues), p. 35 : lino i, " it is calm

(weather) ".

Note.—If the article in Mlg. is ni, why does it not appear

in the above-mentioned a luha and i masu 1 The answer is : In

phrases of the nature of formulas the article can be omitted.

97. The 'preposition i. Philippines, Tag. : i baha, " at the

bottom " — Celebes, Bug.: i liiveu,
'' on the (other) side " —

Borneo, Day.: i wa, "at the bottom" — Java, Old Jav.

:

i sira, " by him " — Sumatra, Gayo: i Gayo, " in the Gayo

country " — Madagascar, Hova: i masu, " before the eyes ".

Note.—In Tag. and Bug. the preposition i is no longer a

really living element of speech, it is only found in certain

formulas; but from the point of view of our monograph that

is immaterial.

98. Kamberese possesses a preposition la, "at, by ", with

a secondary form lai. This lai is the preposition la -\- the

preposition i. — Herewith we have a piece of evidence for

the existence of i on the Eastern Border also.

Note.—That we have rightly explained lai by la + i, is

proved by the following parallel: Old Jav. combines its two

prepositions i and ri into iri, and all three forms have pretty

much the same meaning, viz. " at, to ". See also Hazeu,

Gayo Vocabulary, p. 532.

99. The preposition i also does duty as a word-base for

verbal forms. The one we meet with most frequently is ma-i,

" to go (to) ", with the formative ma-, for which see § liS.

This verb is found in many languages, from Form, on the

Northern Border to Simalurese on the South-Western one. So

now we have evidence for i in two more areas of distribution.
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Note.—That our explanation of the verb mai is the right

one is proved by the parallel matu <^ ma + preposition tu,

"to". This verb signifies "to set about (doing a thing)";

in Bug. it indicates the future.

100. The facts set out in §§ 97-99 justify us in pronouncing

the preposition i to be Common IN.

101. Specimen sentence with the preposition i: Old Jav.,

^ang hyang Kamahayanikan, a 49: " The space between the

lower and the upper row of teeth " = Space of the teeth, in the

lower part, in the upper part = sela ni n huntu i sor i rukur.

102. The preposition n. Philippines, Tag.: an tawo, " the

man ", n an taivo, " of the man " — Near Celebes, Talautese,

the Cursing of the Fowl, third sentence from the end: laia n

awaqa, " heat of the body " — Borneo, Day. : hau n andaw,

" face of the sky ", i.e. " cloud " — Java, Old Jav.: tanaija

n tani, "people of the district" — Sumatra, Gayo: geral n

guru, "name of the teacher" — Madagascar, Hova: ra n

usi, " blood of goats " — Northern Border, Bat. : cJiinaman-

anak '^ ni santa Maria, " born of the blessed Mary " — South-

Western Border, Mentaway : iima n abak, " house for boats ".

On the strength of this evidence we may pronounce the

preposition qi to be Common IN.

103. TJie preposition hi. PhilijDpines, Bagobo: ka kuda,

" to the horse " — Borneo, Day. : ka Sampit, " to (the place

called) Sampit" — Java, Sund.: ka Bandun, " to (the place

called) Bandung" — Sumatra, Toba: ha duru, "on to the

side " — Malay Peninsula, Mai. : ka darat, " to the mainland
"

— Madagascar, Hova: ha tratra, " up to the breast " — South-

western Border, Mentaway: ka lagay, " into the village ".

Note.—-Phonetic law: " Toba changes Common IN k into

h, save after a nasal or when final, in which cases k persists ",

hence ha <^ Common IN ka.

* The writer has no information as to the force of the ch in this word,

or in Batanese in general.

[Perhaps, lilie ch in Xabaloi, it is the sound rendered by c in these

Essays: see Essaj' III, § 162, footnote.]
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104. The preposition ha is also used as a conjimction^

meaning "in order to, until"; Mkb. example: "Rice to be

eaten " = nasi ka dimakan. In some other languages a verb

maka has been formed from it, after the fashion of mai in § 99,

with the meaning "to have an object, or a task". Mak.

example: " Has he the task of reading it ? " = Has task he,

to read it ? == maka iya lamhaca i. Thereby ka is shown to

exist in Celebes also; and see § 80 for additional evidence.

105. From the facts set out in §§ 103 and 104 we acquire

the right to pronounce ka to be a Common IN preposition.

106. As is shown by the examples in §§ 97-104, the pre-

position * as a rule indicates the j)lace where, the preposi-

tion n the place whence, the genitive, and the preposition

ka the place whither. This usage may be regarded as

Common IN.

107. The a dubitativum, a word of form used conjmic-

tively, dubitatively, interrogatively, to weaken the force of a

proposition, comparatively, and disjunctively.

The a dubitativum. Philippines, Bis.: " \Vhat manner of

snake is this ? " = Which snake what this ? = onsan halas a

kana — Celebes, Bug. :
" Is this a slave or a freedman ?

" =
Slave + interrogative particle g for ga + this or freedman

= ata-g-iro a maradeka — Java, Old Jav. :
" Like a tongue

"

= Tongue as = Hat a — Sumatra, Mkb.: " Whatever it may
be " = Something, whatever == baran a — Eastern Border,

Kamberese: " Only a little " = hakudu a.

108. Besides the dubitative there is also an imperative

a: Northern Border, Form.: madis-a, " Hasten ! ", from the

word-base madis, " quick " — Madagascar, Hova: mi-waluza,

discussed in § 30. We may assume that the imj^erative use

has grown out of the dubitative one dehneated in the pre-

ceding paragraph. We are justified in doing so when we note

the fact that whereas in Old Jav. a, besides indicating com-

parison, also forms the conjunctive, in Modern Jav. it forms

the conjunctive and the imperative, and in Hova the impera-

tive alone. — If we now add the imperative a of the Northern
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Border and Madagascar to the dubitative a of the preceding

paragraph, we may pronounce this particle to be Common IN.

109. Specimen sentence with an a dubitativmn, used con-

jmictively : Old Jav., Mahabharata, Asramawasanaparwa,

13 :
'' It is not seemly that thou shouldst come with us " = Not

seemly, thou shouldst-come-with with us=: tan yogya kita 7nilwa

n knmi. — The indicative is ynilu, the conjunctive milwa <^

mUu ~\- a. — An a dubitativum, used to limit the force of the

verb : Kamberese, from the Story of the Civetcat :
" Come here,

we wish to deliberate a httle !
" = Come thou, we deliberate

a little only ! = mai haw, ta hatah hakudu a.

110. The negative. Among the negatives of the several

IN languages, di, either standing by itself or used as the

nucleus of a word, has the widest distribution; we therefore

style di Common IN.

The negative di, "not". PhiUppines, Tag.: di —-Celebes,

Bolaang-Mongondou : diya — Borneo, Day. : dia — Near

Java, Mad. : enjaq — Sumatra, Seraway : endiaq — Malay

Peninsula, Mai. : janan—Madagascar, Hova : cZ^a-Awe, "not so".

111. Here we have a Common IN nucleus di, which is

mostly accompanied by a formative a, hence Day. dia, Bont.

(idi. For this attendant a we have many parallels in IN. In

several languages there is also a negative ti (which, by the

way, does not result by phonetic law from di), as well as

another negative ta; and beside these short forms we find in

Bulu a form tiya <^ ti + a, and in Mentaway a form ata <^

a + ta.

This attendant a is the article a; that appears from the

following parallel: The Bug. negative is deq, but the Wajorese

dialect of Bug. says deq-sa, and sa is a weak demonstrative

in Bug.

112. In Mai. janan <^ di + aiian and in Mad. enjaq <C

en + di + aq, as the Seraway still says, the i before the vowel

a was first weakened into the consonantal^ as in Day. yaku <^

i + ahi (§ 4i), and then d -\- y became /. — How the q in

Seraway endiaq and Mad. enjaq, beside Day. dia, is to be
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interpreted, I cannot say: I can only point to the parallel fact

that Bng. ajaq, " lest ", also has a q, while Old Jav. a'ja has not*

113. Specimen sentence with a negative: Bont., Rolling,

near the end: " Come thou down, that we may eat ! Then

came he not " = Down, thou, that eat we; then not = hanad

hi fa uianan faJco ; isaed adi.

114. Among the conjunctions we can hardly discover a

case that we may venture to call Common IN. Though the

conjunction fa is very widely distributed, it has such very

different meanings in the several languages that the matter

becomes quite uncertain.

Words of Substance.

115. Words of substance — verbs, substantives and adjec-

tives •— are mostly disyllabic. They contain a monosyllabic

material nucleus, which we call the root, and a formative ele-

ment ; or else they are formed by the reduphcation of the root,

or by the union of two different roots. It seldom happens

that the monosyllabic root by itself does duty as a word of

substance, like han in § 51.

116. We will now, in the first place, take an individual

joot and show that it is Common IN, choosing for that purpose

the root suh, " to enter, to force oneself into, to strike into ",

and the hke.

Root suh. Phihppines, Pamp.: tusuJc, " to pierce through
'

— Celebes, Mak. : usuq <^ usuk, " to pierce with a needle
"

— Borneo, Day.: masoh, "to enter, to become". — Java,

Old Jav. : asuh, "to bring into" — Sumatra, Karo: pasuk,

"to knock in" — Malay Peninsula, Mai.: tnasuq, "to

enter, to take sides with a party, to be on a person's side " —
Madagascar, various dialects: isuka, " to become engaged ".•[

117. In accordance with the method dehneated in -the

Introduction, we may pronounce the following roots, amongst

others, to be Common IN : kan, root for word-bases signifying

* [See also Essay IV, § 144.]

t [See also Essay I, § 90 (and footnote).]
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" food, to eat, to give food to " —
• kit, " pain, to pain, to

])unish " — his, " to file " —
• nis, " to howl " — tiih, " to

Iviuock " — tun, " to hang " — tut, " flatulence " — num,
" to drink " — fas, " free, loose " — huk, " dry rot, worm
that burrows in wood " — hah, " to revere, to pray to " —
raw, " sun, day " — run, " beak, nose, handle " —

• lah, " to

wind, to twist " — lik, " to turn back " — lit, " skin, to peel
"

— lent, " to dive, evening " — sili, " pity, love, to love ". —
For the concept " to live " there is no Common IN root.

118. It may happen that only the root itself runs through a

number of different languages, while the elements that ac-

company it vary, as in the case of the root suk in § 116. Or

both parts, the root and the formative element, may extend

through a number of languages. From the root lit mentioned

in § 117, there is formed the verb salit, " to peel ", which only

occurs in a few languages; but, on the other hand, the same

root also goes to form kulit, "skin" (and also ''to peel"),

which we must class as Common IN.*

Skin. Phihppines, Iloko: kulit — Celebes, Tontb.: kulit —

•

Borneo, Sampit: kulit — Java, Sund. : kulit — Sumatra,

Lampong : kulik — Malay Peninsula, Mai. : kulit — Madagas-

car, Hova : huditra —• Eastern Border, Tettum : kulit — South-

western Border, Mentaway: kidit.

Note.—^Lampong kulik beside Common IN kulit in con-

formity with the parallel : lanik beside Common IN lanit.

119. In accordance with our method, the following words

of substance, amongst others, can be shown to be Common
IN, in their complete disyllabic form, sound for sound: lanif,

"sky", bulan, "moon"; but not "sun" — apuy, "fire",

tunu, " to burn ", anin, " wind " ; but not " warm " or " cold
"

— buluh, " bamboo "; but not " plant " — lintah, " leech ";

but not " animal " — ulu, " head ", mata, " eye ", kulit,

" skin "; but not " foot " — ina, " mother ", ama, " father ",

anak, "child"; but not "step-" (mother, etc.) — takut,

" fear "
; but not " joy " — pilih, " to choose "

; but not " to

wish " — tenun, " to weave "; but not " to spin " — tekeiL

* [See also Essay I, § 91.]
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" staft" ", tali, " cord ", sidiii, " fife "
; but not " hammer " —

putih, "white"; but not "red" — tehah, "half"; but not

" whole ".

120. The following Karo sentence from Si Laga Man:
" Then they saw the half of the stone dug out, and now they

apphed the hfting pole to it " = engo me si tenah hatu idah

ihuruk, e maka iohkil na : contains five words of substance, of

which two, tehah, " half ", and hatu, " stone ", are Common
IN, and precisely in that identical form; but the other three,

idah, " to see ", kuruh, " to dig ", ohkil, " to apply a hfting

pole "j are not.

Pronouns.*

121. The pronomis are very often disyllabic; they are

mostly combinations of a specifically pronominal nucleus

with formatives, which are mostly articles. Thus, as Seiden-

adel has shown, the Bont. pronoun sika, " thou ", consists of

the article si and the nucleus ka.

122. The monosyllabic nuclei also have an independent

existence, in one language or another, but as a rule they aie

not very widely distributed. The disyllabic anu (§ 135) is

Common IN, while the monosyllabic nu is found in a few

languages only, e.g. in Sund. The monosyllabic forms of

the personal pronouns have recently been discussed in ex-

emplary fashion by Jonker.

123. Specimen sentences with long and short forms.

Bug. letter Nomoroq 13, in Matthes: " I have nothing of the

kind at home " = But not anything thus I have =^ nae deqsa

anu maqkuwa u taro. — Sund., Nyai Sumur Bandung, p. 66:

" We will tell now of her who dwells m Bitung Wulung " =
It is told, who dwells in place Bitung Wulung = kacarios nu

calik di nagara Bitun Wulun.

124. The ijersonal pronouns. The following forms can be

shown to be Common iN: aku, '" I ", kaw, " thou ", ia, " he ",

,ka7ni, "we", kama, ""you"; in the pronoun of the thijd

*
i As to the use of the personal pronouns, see Essay III, §§ IIS seqqj]
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person plural only the nucleus ra is Common IN, the at-

tendant articles vary, they are chiefly i or si, thus forming

ira or sira.

125. The pronoun " / ". Philippines, Bis, : aJco— Celebes,

Tontb.: aku — Borneo, Day.: ahu— Java, Old Jav. : aha —
Sumatra, Gayo: aku — Malay Peninsula, Mai.: aku — Mada-

gascar, Hova: ahu and zahu <C,i ^ aku (§ 44) — Northern

Border, Bat. : ako — Eastern Border, Masaretese: yako <I
*
' +

ako — South- We-stern Border, Mentaway: aku.

126. The pronoun " thou^\ Philippines, Bis.: ikao <^ i

+ kaw — Celebes, Mak. : kaw — Borneo, Day. : ikaw— Java,

Old Jav.: ko — Sumatra, Mkb.: kaw — Malay Peninsula,

Mai.: kaw and enkaw — Eastern Border, Sumbawarese: kaw.

Note.—Old Jav. ko for kaw in accordance with the parallel

:

lod <^ lawd <^ laud.

127. The pronoun ''he". Philippines, Ibanag: ya —
Celebes, Mak.: iya — Borneo, Sampit: iyae — Near Java,

Bal. : iya — Sumatra, Angkola : ia — Malay Peninsula, Mai.

:

iya — Madagascar, Hova: izi <^ iya (§§ 18 and 24) — Eastern

Border, Sumbawarese : ia — South-Western Border, Nias : ia.

128. The pronoun ''we". Philippines, Inv. : kauii —
Celebes, Tontb. : kami — Borneo, Bol. : kami — Java, Old

Jav. : kami — Sumatra, Gayo : kami— Malay Peninsula, Mai.

:

kami — Eastern Border, Masaretese : kami.

129. The pronoun" you". Philippines, Ibanag: kamu —
Celebes, Tontb. : kamu — Java, Old Jav. : kamu —Sumatra,

Karo, in certain districts: kamu — Malay Peninsula, Mai.:

kamu.

Note.—Of all the above-mentioned personal pronouns kamu
has the most restricted distribution, and accordingly we have

some hesitation in pronouncing it to be Common IN.

130. The pronoun ''they". Philippines, Ibanag: ira —
Celebes, Bareqe: sira — Borneo, BoL: sida — Java, Old Jav.:

sira— Sumatra, Toba : nasida— Eastern Border, Masaretese:

sira — South-Western Border, Nias : ira.
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Note I.—In sida, d stands for r in accordance with the RLD-
law (see § 190).

Note II.—Nias ira and ia (§ 127) only occur in certain syn-

tactical combinations.

Note III.—Old Jav. sira is also singular.

131. The jjlural pronoun ra and the honorific particle ra

(§§ 91 seqq.) are identical. We have a parallel in the Karo

pronoun kena. This is the pronoun of the second person

plural, " you ", without any nuance of pohteness, but it can

also be used in addressing a single person, and then it is pohte.

132. The demonstrative 'pronoun. Amongst the numerous

demonstrative pronouns of the several individual IN lan-

guages we may pronounce itu, " this "*, to be Common IN.

It is a combination of the two articles i and tu.

The pronoun '"'' tMs''\ Phihppines, Bis.: ito — Celebes,

Tontb.: itu — Borneo, Bol. : itu — Java, Sund.: itu — Sum-

atra, Besemah: itu — Malay Peninsula, Mai.: itu — Mada-

gascar, Hova: itu — Northern Border, Form.: ixo.

Note.—Form, ^%o with ;3^,| as in the parallel: maxa, "eye",

spelt magcha, beside Common IN mata; for other examples

see § 151 ad fin.

133. The interrogative pronoun. The Common IN form is

apa, " what ", which consists of the article a and the nucleus

pa.

The pronoun " what ". Phihppines, Pamp. : apa — Celebes,

Mak. : apa — Java, Old Jav.: apa — Sumatra, Karo: apa,

"anything", apai, "which" — Malay Peninsula, Mai.: apa

— Eastern Border, Laoranese : apa — South-Western Border,

Mentaway: apa.

Note.—Pamp. apa serves only as a word-base for forming

verbal derivatives, which mean " to go and see how (or what)

a thing is ", e.g., manajM. Hereto we have the parallel case

* Or ' that "
: the force varies m the different languages, e.g. in Bol.

and Hova it means " this ", in Mai. " that ".

t The Formosan sound written ch is most probably the velar sjiirant

resembling the ch in the German " wachen," commonly rendered by x-
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that Bis. onsa, " what ", forms derivatives which are trans-

lated by " buscar, querer " ("to seek ") and the Hke.

134. The pronoun " who " has a number of equivalents in

the IN languages, but none of them can be held to be Common
IN.

135. TJie indepiite fronoan. The Common IN form of

this is anil.

The "pronoun ''^somebody, something ''\ Philippines, Bis.:

ano — Celebes, Tontb.: anu — Borneo, Sampit : yanu —
Java, Sund. : anu — Sumatra, Gayo : anu — Malay Penin-

sula, Mai.: anu— Madagascar, Hova : anuna— South-Western

Border, Mentaway: anu.

Note.—111 Old Jav. anu has to be accompanied by the article

h in certain syntactical combinations, and to this anu + ii

the Hova anuna corresponds. Thus in the Hova anuna an

article has got inseparably attached at the end of the word,

while in the Sampit yanu <^i -\- anu another article has at-

tached itself to the beginning.

Numerals.

136. The numerals are almost exclusively disyllabic for-

mations; their analysis and the positive explanation of their

component parts present great difficulties.

137. The numerals " one, ten, hundred, thousand " are

Common IN in the forms sa, 'puluh, ratus, and ribu.

138. The 7iumeral ''one". Philippines, Tag.: isa —
Celebes, Tontb.: sa, esa — Borneo, Tar.: isa — Java, Sund.:

S'l — Sumatra, Gayo : sa, sara — Malay Peninsula, Mai. : sa —
Madagascar, Hova: isa — Northern Border, Form., Puyuma

dialect: sa — Eastern Border, Sumbawarese: sa — South-

Western Border, Nias: sa, sara.

139. The numeral ''ten". Philippines, Bis.: j^olo —
Celebes, Tontb.: puluq — Borneo, Tar.: puloh — Java, Old

Jav. : puluh— Sumatra, written Mkb. : puluh — Malay Penin-

sula, Mai.: puluh — Madagascar, Hova: fulu — Northern
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Border, Form., various dialects : jmlo — Eastern Border.,

Sumbanese : Jcemhuluh — South-Western Border, Mentaway

:

fiilu.

Note.—Several IN languages, joarticularly in tlie Philijj-

pines, tolerate no h as a final. — Hova fulu follows the law

:

" Common IN j) appears in Hova as /, save after labials or

when final ". — I do not know how to explain the final q in

Tontb. puluq*

140. TJie numeral " hundred ". Phihppines, Bis.: gatos —
Celebes, Bug.: ratuq — Borneo, Tar.: ratus — Java, Sund.:

ratus, Old Jav. atus — Sumatra, Gayo: ratus — Malay Penin-

sula, Mai.: ratus — Madagascar, Hova: zatu — Eastern

Border, Bim. : ratu.

Note.—The initial of gatos and that of zatu follow the RGH-
law, for which see Conant, JAOS, XXXI, I, pp. 70 seqq. The

final of ratuq follows the law: " Common IN final consonants,

except nasals, become q in Bug.".

141. The numeral " thousand ''\ Philippines, Iloko: rihu

— Celebes, Tonsawang: mo-rihu — Borneo, Tar.: rihu -—
Java, Old Jav. : iwu — Sumatra, Gayo : ribu — Malay Penin-

sula, Mai.: ribu — Madagascar, Hova: a-riivu — Eastern

Border, Bim.: riwu.

Note.—In Old Jav. iwu the r ought not to have disappeared,

for it was originally an r of a different shade from the one in

ratus, where the r has rightly disappeared in strict accordance

with the R-laws in Old Jav. (see § 190). The r in iwu <^ rihu

ought, according to phonetic law, to have persisted, as the

following table shows:

Mai.
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has influenced the word for " thousand ", and so both rs,

that of ratus and that of ribu, have been dropped. — For anal-

ogous modifications of numerals through the influence of

other numerals, see §§ 33 and 183, where nonm has acquired

its u from pitu.

142. There is no Common IN type for the formation of

the numerals 11-19.



SECTION V: EXTENSION OF THE WORD-BASE.

Preliminary Observations.

143. In the preceding Section, §§ 81-142, we have been

discussing word-bases. The term " word-base " * is thor-

oughly appropriate and legitimate. For, in the first place,

the word-bases are the shortest, and so the most fundamental,

forms that have a real Hving existence in actual speech ; and,

secondly, they serve as a basis or foundation for the further

formation of derivatives.

144. Word-bases may either do duty- in a sentence just as

they are, without any addition, or else they may require cer-

tain extensions to enable them to perform that task. In the

Kupangese text communicated by Jonker we find the sen-

tence: " I shall go to-morrow " = To-morrow then I go = ola

kam auk laho. Here the Kupangese word-base laho is used as

a predicate without any change whatsoever. In Juanmarti's

Magindanao dialogues we read: " I too am well " = tnikapia

aku den. Here the word-base fia, " good ", has had to under-

go an extension in order to fit it for serving as a predicate.

145. In works on the IN languages one often meets with

the technical term " stem " (German '"Stamm"): see Misteh,
" Charakteristik ", pp. 229 seqq., and Finck, " Haupttj'pen ",

pp. 8-I seqq. But I notice that some scholars when they speak

of the " stem " refer to the word-base, while others thereby

denote the forms produced by extension of the word-base.

And, after all, either usage can be justified, for (as has already

been remarked in § 65) the elements that are used for forming

the word-base from the root and those that are used in extend-

ing the latter, are in a great measure identically the same. I

* [In the original, " CTi-undwort ": see Essay I, § 1, footnote.]

116
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therefore avoid the term " stem " and speak of the word-base

on the one hand and its extensions on the other.

146. As was observed in § 80, a considerable number of

the formatives used in these extensions are identical with

words of form. And it often happens that one and the same

formative serves in the formation of both verb and substan-

tive, and so on. Here are two problems which we cannot

pursue further in the present monograph.*

The Verb.f

147. Among the verbal formatives that we find in the

various individual IN languages, we can show the following

to be Common IN: four active formatives: ma-, mail-, ha-,

-um-; three passive formatives : ka-, ta-, -in-; one transitive

formative: -^; and one causative formative : fa-.

148. The active formative ma-. Phihppines, Magindanao:

mauliig, "to fall", word-base ulug — Celebes, Tontb.: uia-

sowat, " to answer" — Borneo, Day.: marahit, " to tear " —
Java, Old Jav. : matuhar, " to contend, to light " — Sumatra,

Toba: madabu, " to fall" — Malay Peninsula, Mai.: mahan,

"to eat", word-base han, "food" — Madagascar, Hova:

mahita, "to see" — Northern Border, Form.: inakairi, "to

work left-handed" — Eastern Border, Bim.: malampa, "to

go " •— South-Western Border, Nias: maliwa, " to move (one-

self) ".

149. The active formative man-. In most of the IN lan-

guages the final n of the formative is assimilated to the initial

of the word-base, so that n persists only before velars and

before vowels; and when the initial consonant of the word-

base is a surd, that initial disappears. Accordingly in Old Jav.

mangetem, " to pinch ", <^ man -)- getem, the final of the pre-

fix and the initial of the word-base have remained unaffected

;

whereas in Tag. mamokot, " to fish ", <^ mail + polcot, an m has

* [See Essay III, §§ 35, 138.]

t [On this subject see Essay III, particularly §§ 43-117.]
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appeared in place of n -\- 'p. — These processes also occur in

the case of other prefixes, see e.g., pahan from the word-base

kan (§ 51).

The active formative 7nah-. Philijjpines, Tag.: mamoliot,

word-base i^ohot — Celebes, Tontb.: mamonhor, "to fish",

word-base foiikor — Borneo, Day.: iuanaput, "to darken",

word-base kaput — Java, Old Jav. : manurun, " to descend ",

word-base turun — Sumatra, Toba: manurat, "to write",

word-base sural — Madagascar, Hova: manasa, " to wash",

word-base sasa— South-Western Border, Simalurese : manasaiy

" to wash ", word-base sasa ; as to the -i see § 156.

150. The active for7native ha-. Phihppines, Bis.: haigad,

"to stroke", the word-base thereto being found in Iloko,

viz. igad, " to stroke " — Celebes, Bug. : baluka, " to be loose,

to be free " — Borneo, Day.: badaha, " to bleed " — Java,

Smid. : haganti, "to interchange" — Sumatra, Lampong:

baguna, " to be useful " — Madagascar, Hova: tvaiventi, " to

be bulky, to be massive" — Eastern Border, Sumbawarese:

basiiiin, " to bear a name, to be called " — South-Western

Border, Mentaway: haliyu, " to fill ", word-base in Mak., viz.

liiju, " filled ".

Note I.—Hova wa <^ ha follows the law: " Common IN h

appears in Hova as w except after m ".

Note II.—In Lampong baguna the word-base guna is, of

course, a loan-word from the Sanskrit ; but the example is cited

on account of the ha- and not on account of the guna.

Note III.—In Bis. and in Mentaway, formations with ba-

are not numerous, so that ha- is no longer felt to be a forma-

tive, but is rather regarded as part of the word-base; that

fact, however, is immaterial here, having regard to the purpose

of our monograph. The disyllabic word-bases corresponding

to Bis. haigad and Mentaway haliyu are no longer to be found

in these two languages. We have therefore had to seek them

in other languages, and analogous cases occur injra.

151. The activeformative -urn-. Philippines, Inv. : kuman,
" to eat ", word-base kan (see § 51) — Celebes, Tontb.: kuman
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— Borneo, Day.: human — Java, Old Jav. : lumahlan, "to

roam about", word-base laiilan —-Sumatra, Toba: sumuruf,

"to recede", word-base surut — Malay Peninsula, Mai.:

gumilah, "to glitter", word-base gilan — Madagascar, Hova:

humana <^ human — Northern Border, Form. : ;i^Mmme, " to

evacuate excrement ", word-base ;^e, " dung " — Soutb-

Western Border, Simalurese: lumanoy, "to swim", word-

base laiioy.

Note I.—We remarked in § 18 that the spelling of Form,

words in Vhs and Happart was defective, but the striking

doubhng of the m in -umm-, e.g. in ')(umme, is consistently

carried out by them.

Note II.—Form. %e, " dung ", stands in the same relation

to Common IN tai as in the parallel case of ')(0,
" man ", be-

side the widely distributed tau.

152. The passive formative ha-. Philippines, Bont.: ha-

lano, "dried up", word-base laho — Celebes, Bug.: hacalla,

" accursed " — Borneo, Tar. : hasuhah, " opened " — Java,

Old Jav.: haton, "seen", word-base ton — Sumatra, Lam-

pong: hadehi, "heard" — Madagascar, Hova: hadinu, "for-

gotten", word-base in Pamp., viz. lihao, "forgetful" —
Eastern Border, Kamberese: hahira, " torn ".

Note.—Hova hadinu has been affected by the operation

of four different phonetic laws, three of which have already

been quoted; the fourth is: " Common IN final atv— for which

Pamp. has ao — appears in Hova as m ".

153. The passive formative ta-. Philippines, Bis.: tahilin,

" to incline ", word-base hilin — Celebes, Tontb.: talicur, " to

turn the back towards " — Borneo, Day. : tabinhis, "to be

banished" — Java, Sund.: talanhe, " hesitating ", word-base

in Old Jav., viz. lehke, "slow" — Sumatra, Toba: falentes,

" to stand open" — Madagascar, Hova: faburuaha, "bored

through ", word-base buruaha, " hole " — Eastern Border,

Kamberese: tabimgahu, "opened", word-base buhgahu, "to

open" — South-Western Border, Mentaway: taico, "to be-

come visible ".
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154. The passive formative -in-. Philippines, Tag. : tina-

ivag, "called", word-base tatvag — Celebes, Bulu: icinwnu,

" killed ", word-base wunu— Borneo, Day. : kinan, " eaten ",

word-base han — Java, Old Jav. : ginego, " held fast ", word-

base gego— Sumatra, Toba: tinogu, " led ", word-base togn —
Madagascar, Hova: tinapaka, "broken", word-base tapaka

— Northern Border, Bat.: hinohun, "buried"; a cognate,

though not etymologicallj identical, word-base hereto is Day.

himibon, " to conceal under something " — South-Western

Border, Mentaway: tiniho, " exposed to the action of

smoke ".

155. The signification of the active and passive formatives.

We have translated the above-mentioned active and passive

forms in a convenient but rough and inadequate way by in-

finitives and participles. In reahty these formatives indicate

a number of finer shades of meaning, some in one language,

others, it may be, in another. And the number of these is

so large that we cannot pronounce any one of them to be

Common IN. The most widely spread case is the force of

the formative -ujn- in forming the aorist.

156; The verbal formative -i. This is added to word-bases

or to extensions of word-bases and makes them transitive.

The transitive formative -i. Phihppines, Tag.: gaway, "to

bewitch " <^ word-base gawa -{- i-—• Celebes, Bug. : joppai, " to

tread on ", word-base joppa, " to tread " — Borneo, Tidung:

tankuhi, " to cover " — Java, Jav.: nulis, " to write ", nulisi,

" to write upon, to cover {e.g. a sheet of jDaper) with writing
"

— Sumatra, Mkb.: manaiiih, "to weep", mananihi, "to

bewail" — Malay Peninsula, Mai.: menanis, "to weep",

menanisi, " to bewail " — Madagascar, Old Mlg. : ame, " to

give presents to " (see Note) — South-Western Border, Ment-

away: gagabai, " to seek ", word-base gaha or gagaba.

Note I.—Tag. gaway <^ gawa + i signifies " to bewitch ",

the word-base gawa means " to make ". For this we have a

parallel in Jav., where gawe <^ gawa + i means " to make ",

but ma-gawe " to produce an effect by witchcraft ".
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Note II.—Old Jav. has a verb amah, " to hand over, to

give, to give rise to an emotion ". Now the above Old Mlg.

ame (which is given by Houtman) is for amah + i, with e for

« + (fi) + i like reni <^ra -[- ina (§§ 24 and 93), to which is

superadded the operation of the Mlg. phonetic law: " An h of

other languages is not represented in Mlg.". Beside Old Mlg.

ayne Modern Mlg. (Hova) exhibits an ume, " to give, to give

rise to an emotion ", which we have to explain as umah + i.

It is true that neither in Old Jav. nor elsewhere, so far as I

know, is there any such word as umah, but such a form is

possible, as is shown by the parallel that in Old Jav. ajar, " to

impart to ", is accompanied by a synonymous ujar. — As a

consequence of its contraction iime is accentuated on the final

syllable.

Note III.—Houtman's editors in the " Collection des ouv-

rages anciens concernant Madagascar " are of opinion that

Old Mlg. ame is merely misspelt, the " orthographic vraie
"

being ume. But Ave have shown that the form ame is a possible

one, and the word occurs in Houtman eight times in all, and

each time spelt with an a. It would really be strange if that

author had made precisely the same mistake in spelling eight

times over, and in doing so had managed to hit on something

sensible as well.

157. The causative formative pa-. Phihppines, Nabaloi:

pabunu, " to cause to be killed ", word-base hunu — Celebes,

Bug. : jjadara, " to allow to bleed " — Borneo, Tar. : pakalap,

" to make possible " — Java, Sund.: pasih, " to give ", word-

base sih, "favour "— Sumatra, Angkola : pauli, "' to beautify
"

— Northern Border, Form.: pakiol, " to sharpen " — Eastern

Border, Laoranese: padeta, "to elevate" — South-Western

Border, Mentaway : pakom, " to give food to ", word-base kom,

" to eat ".

158. The case also occurs of one and the same word-base

joined to the same formative running through many languages,

so that one can declare the whole formation to be Common
IN: Such a case is minum, from the word-base inum, "to

drink ".
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"To drink' \ verb with formative. Philippines, Tag.: minum
— Celebes, Bug. : niinun— Java, Old Jav. : minum— Sumatra,

Toba : minum — Malay Peninsula, Mai. : minum — Madagas-

car, Hova: ininuna — South-Western Border, Nias: minu.

159. In many IN languages the verbal word-base unaccom-

panied by any formative is imperative, and this usage must be

regarded as Common IN.*

Word-hase as imperative. Philippines, Magindanao: sulat,

" write !
" — Celebes, Mak.: lampa, " go !

'' — Borneo, Day.:

firoh, " sleep !
" — Java, Old Jav.: laku, " go !

"—Sumatra,

Toba: buwat, "take!" — Malay Peninsula, Mai.: pangil,

" call !
" — Madagascar, Rovsi-.fuha, " wake up !

" — Eastern

Border, Kamberese: laku, "go!" — South-Western Border,

Mentaway: ala, " take !

"

Note.—Hova has -a as a regular imperative formative (see

§ 30), but Richardson expressly states that fuha is also used

as an imperative: the regular imperative alongside of it is

fuha-z-a.

160. Specimen sentence with a word-base as an imperative

:

Kamberese, from the Story of the Civetcat: " Wait till we kill

you !
" = Wait, (we) kill you ! == 7iapa, mapameti hau.

161. The languages of the Philippines, North Celebes,

Madagascar, and some other islands also have formatives for

the formation of tenses, but the distribution of these forma-

tives is not wide enough to entitle us to call them Common IN.

The most widely spread case is that of n-, as a sign of the past

tense,f

The Substantive.

162. Substantives occur much more frequently without

extension than verbs do. In the Banggaya sentence from the

text communicated byRiedel: " We were going to the village

of Seasea " = ikami ambakon do ilipu Seasea: the verb amba-

hon has a formative, but the substantive lipu, " village ", has

not.

* [See Essay III, § 77.] t [See Essay III, §§ 93 seqq.l
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163. Among the substantival format!ves the prefix ha-, i

the infix -an- and the suffix -an can be shown to be Common
IN. The formative ka- forms abstract nouns, -an- mostly

indicates concrete things, -an denotes place.

164. The substantival fortnative ha-. Philippines, Magin-

danao: haputi, "whiteness", word-base j)'^^'^' "— Celebes,

Tontb.: hawelar, " breadth " — Borneo, Day.: kagogop, " care,

sorrow", word-base gogop, "worried, troubled" — Java,

(Sund.: hanaho, "knowledge" — Sumatra, Toba: Jialinu,

"image j^roduced by reflection in a mirror or in water",

word-base in Old Bug., viz. lino, " to mirror oneself " —
Madagascar, Hova: hatsara, "goodness".

165. The substantival formative -an-. Philippines, Bis.:

tanoptop, "sound from afar", from the widely distributed

root tup, which denotes various kinds of noises — Celebes,

Bug.: kanuhu, "talon", beside Common IN kuhu — Near

Java, Mad.: sanolap, "jugglery", word-base in Jav., viz.

sulap, " to juggle " — Sumatra, Toba: hanapa, " involucre ",

word-base in Kawi Jav., viz. hapa, " covering " — Northern

Border, Form.: halonkon, "talon", word-base in Iloko, viz.

honhon, "to scratch" — Eastern Border, Kamberese: tanai,

"intestines", beside Common IN tai, "dung" — South-

western Border, Mentaway: tanai, " dung ".

Note.—Form. I for n in halonhon in accordance with the

parallel alah, " child ", beside Common IN anah.

166. The substantival formative -an. Phihppines, Magin-

danao: niugan, " coconut grove ", word-base niug, "coconut

palm" — Celebes, Bug.: labuwan, "anchorage" — Borneo,

Day.: hayuan, "forest" -— Java, Sund.: tanjahan, "rising

ground" — Sumatra, Toba: hundulan, "place to sit on" —
Malay Peninsula, Mai: labuhan, "anchorage" — Madagas-

car, Hova: sampanana, "bifurcation", word-base sajw/^ana,

" to bifurcate "— South-Western Border, Simalurese: hubanan,

" pool where buffaloes wallow ", word-base in Mai., viz. huban,

" to wallow in the mire ".
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167. lu several languages we find a formative pa- used for

indicating the agent, but it competes with mpa-, par-, pan-,

etc., which are of course related to it, but are not identical

with it; hence we cannot infer any Common IN factor here.

The Adjective.*

168. The Common IN formative for the formation of ad-

jectives is ma-. In the Tag. riddle about the five fingers, in

Starr, " Fihpino Riddles " :
" Five coconut trees, one is

high (= higher than the others) " = liman puno naii niog, isa

i malayog: malayog is an adjective, formed by means of 7na-

from the word-base layog.

169. The adjectival formative ma-. Phihppines, Inv.:

mapia, " good ", word-base pia, " goodness "' — Celebes,

Ponosakan: mapiJia, "good" —
• Borneo, Day.: manis,

"sweet" <^ ma -\- anis, "sweetness" — Java, Old Jav.

:

maputih, "white" — Sumatra, Toba: matiriibo, "high" —
Madagascar, Hova: malutu, "dirty" — Northern Border,

Form.: mataJcot, "timid" — Eastern Border, Kamberese:

malinu, "useful" — South-Western Border, Mentaway:

mabatu, " stony ".

170. Several IN languages possess a formative for the

comparative, usually -an or -en, but it is not distributed widely

enough to enable us to call it Common IN.

The Adverb.

171. In the IN languages the adverb is mostly identical

with the adjective, or it is a prepositional construction, or a

substantive may be used adverbially without a preposition,

and the hke. Example : In Ranawaluna's Book of Laws,

Article II, we find: " Theft of rice, by mowing it by night in

the field " = The mowing rice (by) night there in the field''^:

ni midzindza wari alina ani an tsaha. In this Hova sentence

the substantive alina, " night ", is used without change or

addition as an adverb.

* [See also § 18.5.]
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172. But there are also formatives for the forming of

adverbs, and among them ka-, which makes adverbs of time,

is to be regarded as Common IN,

The adverbial formative ka-. Phihppines, Tag. : kagabi,

" yesterday ", word-base gabi, " night " — Sangir Group,

Sangirese: kahebi, " yesterday " — Celebes, Tontb. : kaawiqi,

" yesterday " — Borneo, Day. : katelo, " for {i.e. during,

lasting for) three days ", word-base telo, " three " — Sumatra,

Mkb.: kapatan, "yesterday", word-base patan, "evening";,

kini, " now " <^ ^a + ini, word-base ini, " this " — Mada-

gascar, Hova: halina, " last night " <^ ka + alina — Eastern

Border, Bim.: ka-sa-nai, " on one day ".

Note.—The Day. formula katelo, " for three days ", has its

pendant in the Mlg. harua, " for two days ", word-base may.

"two".

The Numeral.

173. For the ordinals there is a Common IN formative,

namely ka-. The midtiplicatives and distributives also have

their special formatives in the various individual IN languages,

but none of them can be shown to be Common IN.

The formation of the ordinals. Philippines, Bagobo : ka-tlo,

"the third" — Celebes, Tontb.: ka-telu — Borneo, Tar.:

katalu — Java, Sund.: katilu — Sumatra, Lampong: katelu —

-

Malay Peninsula, Mai.: ka-tiga, "the third" — Eastern

Border, Laoranese: kalima, " the fifth ".



SECTION VI : REDUPLICATION OF THE
WORD-BASE,

174. There are, to begin with, two methods of doubHng

words. According to the first one the whole word is set down

twice over. Thus in the Mak. children's song Daeng Cammn-
muq there is the sentence: "Slowly, slowly swallow (the

food) down your (^ -nu) throat !
" = -palemeq-lemeq namaq-

naun ri kallon-nu. Here the whole word-base lemeq is redupli-

cated. The second case is: First the word is set down as far

as the second vowel, inclusively, and then it is set down in

its entirety. Thus the Day. dirge Augh Olo Balian Hapa
Tiwah begins with the words: " Flee, soul of (the) dead !

" =
Xila-lilah liau matdy. Here Ulan is reduplicated according to

the second method. The omission of the final consonant is

not the result of any sandhi-laws of the several languages;

that phenomenon is an ancient heritage. A third kind of

reduplication merely repeats the first two sounds of the word-

base, e.g. Bont. nonoan, " toy buffalo ", beside noan " real

bufialo ."

The first two kinds of reduplication convey an intensifica-

tion of the fundamental meaning, or, occasionally, the oppo-

site, a weakening of it. The third kind indicates a thing,

mostly a tool.

175. Reduplication to the second vowel. Philippines,

Ibanag: sinnu-sinnun, " garments ", word-base sinnun, '" gar-

ment " — Celebes, Tontb.: londe-londey,
" all sorts of ships

'

— Borneo, Day.: himio-hunion, " somewhat stupid " — Java,

Old Jav. : sulu-sulun, "to swarm pell-mell" — Madagascar,

Hova: tingi-tingina, "to sit at the edge of" — Northern

Border, Form.: darra-darrab, "to hue clothes thickly" —
South-Western Border, Mentaway: boli-bolit, " to twist one-

self about ".
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176. Reduplication of the first two sounds. Philippines,

Bont.: nonoan, " toy buffalo " — Celebes, Bulu: tutura, " pole

for pushing", word-base tura, "to push" — Borneo, Day.:

gagada, " vane ", beside the synonymous Mai. gada-gada —
Java, Jav. : wewedi, " scarecrow ", word-base ivedi, " timid

"

— Northern Border, Form.: wavmrighig, " borer ", word-base

warigbig, "to bore" — Eastern Border, Rottinese: sisilo,

" gun ", word-base silo, " to shoot " — South-Western Border,

Mentaway: tutura, " pole for pushing ".

Note.—The first kind of reduplication, the doubling of the

entire word-base, is so very widely distributed that examples

are superfluous.

Synthesis of Words into Sentences.

177. As already announced elsewhere, I shall publish a

special monograph on this subject.*

* [The monograph here referred to appeared in 1914 under the

title " Indonesisch und Indogermanisch im Satzbau ".]
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ORIGINAL INDONESIAN

178. We saw in § 1 that tlie word lanit, either unchanged

or modified only in conformity with strict phonetic law, rmis

through a number of IN languages. How do we account for

that fact ? By the assumption that there was once a uniform

original IN language, which possessed the word lanit, and from

which its offshoots, when they parted away from it, took the

word with them.

179. Having in § 2 styled the word lanit " Common IN ",

we now call it " Original Indonesian ", and we also apply this

epithet to all the linguistic phenomena which in Part I have

been pronounced to be Common IN.

180. It is self-evident that this Original Indonesian also

went through a process of evolution: when we speak of the

Original IN mother-tongue in this monograph we are referring

to its last phase, immediately before its subdivision.

181. Indo-European research also speaks of an original

mother-tongue, though with more reserve nowadays than

formerly: see Meillet-Printz, p. 17, and compare therewith

Porzezinski-Boehme, p. 198.

182. In the field of IN research the conditions are more

favourable to the hypothesis of a common original mother-

tongue. That, surely, has been proved by the whole of our

dissertation on Common IN. But we will single out a few

particularly striking points.

183. The several IN languages, although they exteiid over

such an enormous area, are more closely related together

than the Indo-European ones. We may illustrate that fact,

for example, by the case of the numerals. We give here the

numerals 1-10 of the four most outlying regions.

128
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I. In both languages some word-bases, without the addi-

tion of any formative, may serve as adjectives: Kamb. hoknl,

"big";HovaM*, "smaU".

II. In both languages ma- is the chief adjectival formative:

Kamb. maliiiu, " useful "; Hova malutu, " dirty ".

III. Both languages also use the formatives ha-, pa-, ta-,

before vowels k-, p-, t-, in order to form a Hmited number of

adjectives: Kamb. kajjatan, "dark", word-base in Mai., viz.

petan, " evening "
; Hova hetri <Cika -\- etri, " growing slowly ",

word-base etri, " to diminish " — Kamb. tahana, " full "

;

Hova taburi, "round" — Kamb. paita, "visible"; Hova

fvlaka <i pa -{- ulaka, " folded, bent ", word-base ulaka,

"bend".

IV. Neither language possesses any adjectives denoting

the material of which a thing consists. The substantival

name of the material is simply put after the word that is to

be qualified. A " stone house " is "house + stone": Kamb.
uma watu; Hova tranu wdtu.

V. Both languages can turn the adjective into a substan-

tive by means of the article: Kamb. na mahamu, " the good

(thing) "
; Hova ni marina, " the right (thing) ".

VI. After adjectives which express a state of mind the

word for " mind " is added without any connecting word of

form: Kamb. mahamu eti = "good + heart" = "good-

hearted " ; Hova afa-pu, by sandhi from afaka ju = " free +
ieart " = " contented ".

186. There is one IN language, and one only, that has a

history, viz. Jav. The oldest phase of it is what we call Old

Jav. Now it is a reasonable assumption that this Old Jav.

would be particularly closely related to the Original IN. And
that is really the case. By far the greater number of the phe-

nomena which we have shown to be Common IN, and now call

Original IN, are to be found in Old Jav.* It is true that in

the section deahng with Common IN we did not always

* This disposes of the hasty and j)remature observation in my
" Prodromus ", § 8, ad fin.
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adduce the Old Jav. as evidence, but that was merely because

we wished to let the other languages of the Javanese region,

which includes Bah and Madura as well, have their say too.

Let us just make special mention of one item in the general

agreement between Old Jav. and Common IN, or Original IN,

viz. the phonetic type of the word. Old Jav. possesses the

live common vowels and in addition to them the pepet; in

the interior of a word it tolerates the kapkap type of con-

sonantal combination; at the end of a word it admits any

consonant save the palatals, thus tolerating the mediae: and

these are also the chief characteristics of the Original IN type

of word.* — Modern Jav. has departed much further from

Original IN. For example, it has turned part of its pepets

into another sound, it has given up the sulu-siduh type of

reduphcation, its passive with the formative -in- is in the act

of dying out, etc.

187. Of the earlier phases of Mlg. and Bug. there are also

documentary records available, though they are far less im-

portant than the Old Jav. ones. Here too we observe that

the earlier phases approach more closely to the Original IN

than do the modern forms of these languages. Thus in § 44

we worked back from the modern Mlg. zama to iama, and the

latter form really occurs in Houtman, p. 360. And in the

Old Bug. epic La-Galigo there is an expression, no longer in

use nowadays, viz. amesoren, " a place where one can lie

down ". In § 26 we had occasion to regret that the word sor

runs through only a few languages; in Old Bug. amesoren <^

a + me + sor + en we have a fresh piece of evidence in sujDjJort

of it.

188. The sum total of the linguistic facts which we have

shown to be Common IN and now call Original IN is quite a

considerable cjuantity. It is true that beside these there are

a good many hnguistic phenomena which we could only style

Common IN with hesitation, or not at all. But that is not to

say that they cannot be Original IN. Bim. on the Eastern

Border has a word wara, " to be, to be found somewhere ",

* [See also Essay IV, §§ 3, 6, 8.]
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which recurs in Nabaloi in the PhiKppines as guara, in Old

Jav. in Java as wwara, and in Mentaway, on the South-Western

Border, as bara.. The original form is wara, with a w ; the other

initials follow in strict accordance with phonetic law from

that w. Now this word only appears in four areas of distri-

bution, the Philippines, Java, the Eastern Border, and the

South-Western Border; on our principles we cannot possibly

pronounce it to be Common IN. Yet how shall we explain

the fact that it occurs at these four widely separated points ?

Has each of these languages created it by itself ? That would

indeed be a remarkable coincidence, particularly in view of

the perfect phonetic agreement. Has the word migrated ?

Words with that kind of meaning are not much in the habit

of migrating from one language to another; and how could it

have skipped so many intervening territories ? There will

be no alternative left but to pronounce ivara to be an Original

IN word Hke so many others.

iVofe.—Nabaloi guara <^ wara in conformity with the pho-

netic law: "Initial w appears in Nabaloi as gu'\ hence also

gualo, " eight " <^ ivalu. The phonetic laws which have pro-

duced Old Jav. wwara and Mentaway bara have already been

mentioned.

189. The Original IN did not differ esseyitially from the

modern hving IN languages. One important point of differ-

ence may be said to consist in the fact that it used more

monosyllabic words of substance than the modern languages

do. Modern Jav. has a considerable number of disyllabic

words of substance which in Old Jav. were still monosyllabic

:

thus Old Jav. said duh, " gravy ", but Modern Jav. says

duduh. Accordingly, as we go back from Modern Jav. to

Old Jav. the number of monosyllabic words of substance

increases; and when we go back from Old Jav. to Original IN

it is to be expected that there would be a further increase.

190. The Original IN jyhonetic system had two distinct r's;

in several of the modern languages the two rs have become

iused into one; in others, again, the one r has turned into g

or h, and the other r into I or d. These vicissitudes of the r
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sound, particularly the E.GH series, have been studied in con-

siderable detail by Dutch scholars, e.g. quite recently by

Talens an J Adriani for the dialects of the Talaut Archipelago;

and also by Conant for the Phihppine languages.*

191. In morpJwlogij some of the IN languages, e.g. Sang-

irese, exhibit great luxuriance, others, e.g. Bim., a shghter

development, while Old Jav. occupies an intermediate position

in this respect. And some such intermediate position, it may
be inferred from the data set out in §§ 143-173, was also occu-

pied by the Original IN.

* [See also Essay IV, §§ 40, II, 99, 129 seqq.]
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SECTION I : METHOD AND SOURCES.

1. I have observed that comparative philologists, whether

they happen to operate in the Indo-European, Indonesian, or

any other branch of the subject, seem, for the most part, tO'

diverge along two different hnes. The one school delves

deeply into the texts of the several literatures that bear upon

the subject, the other is incHned to depend more on manuals

and vocabularies. The second method, though it may not

give perfect satisfaction, certainly has the advantage of greater

faciUty and rapidity; but as the special character of the pre-

sent IN (= Indonesian) monograph compels me to follow in

the footsteps of the first school, I will endeavour to justify

my procedure in the eyes of those who pursue other methods.

2. There are, to be sure, a large number of IN grammars

and vocabularies, and amongst them we meet with not a few

that deserve to be styled " exemplary ". Still, numerous

as these are, there are quite as many languages that are repre-

sented only by inadequate manuals, or none at all. — More-

over, the point of view of the grammarian dealing with a single

language is not the same as that of the comparative philolo-

gist. The grammarian will fail to observe some things

which are of interest to the comparative philologist, or even

if he does observe them, he may perhaps omit to include

them in his delineation. For example: we shall have to deal

later on with a causative formative jtaka- which occurs e.(j.

in Bugis (in Southern Celebes), in which language we find

e.g. the form paJcatanre, " to heighten ", derived from the

WB (= word-base) tanre, " high ". In the language of Nias

(an island at the back of Sumatra), in conformity with its

phonetic laws, as to which more will be said hereafter, this

paka- has to become faqa-. Now the formative faqa- is not

mentioned in the Nias grammar, but we find it in the texts.

139
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Illustration: in the story of " Samagowaulu in the South"

is the sentence: '' Do let me go, Father !
" = Let-go me only

yet, father = faqamoi do mano sa, ama. Here we have the

causative faqamoi, "to let go ", derived from the WB moi,

"to go".

3. The literatures of the IN nations are rich, particularly

in popular productions which are most welcome material, not

only for the folklorist, but also for the student of comparative

philology. And fortunately such texts have been pubhshed

in plenty, thanks to the zeal of Dutch scholars especially,

who, in this department, headed by Kern, have done admir-

able work. In a good many cases we have got texts of lan-

guages for w^hich there are at present no manuals, and that

happens just to apply to some languages which are parti-

cularly im]3ortant to the comparative student, as for instance

Kupangese. — It is only in the special department of Phihp-

pine studies that the texts pubhshed up to now are deficient

in number. It would, therefore, be a fruitful task for such

scholars as Scheerer, Conant and Seidenadel to remedy this

defect.

4. There is one scientific operation that is practicable only

on the basis of a study of texts, viz. enumeration. I do not

by any means regard enumeration as a species of child's play

:

it is, amongst other things, a matter of scientific importance

to know Jiow often a hnguistic phenomenon occurs. — Speci-

men enumeration: as Section IX shows, IN, hke other lan-

guages, have reflexive verbs; Malay has an expression parallel

to the German "sich begeben " ("to betake oneself"),

Bugis a parallel to the French " se repentir ". Now an

analysis of the Malay popular historical romance Hang Tuah

yields a dozen reflexive verbs in 112 printed pages. A German
or French text of the Hke compass would exhibit more of them.

The result of the enumeration, therefore, is: Malay has re-

flexive verbs as German and French have, but they are less

numerous in Malay than in these two languages. Moreover,

we shall find on more than one occasion that an enumeration

actually decides a doubtful question.
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5. Even those scholars who merely wish to study com-

jjarative phonology, must not think that this limitation of

their aims dispenses them from the study of texts. I will

emphasize that point by means of an example: one pheno-

menon of very frequent occurrence in IN is metathesis. Thus

the Common IX* word pari, " ray " (a species of fish), appears

in Tontemboan, of Northern Celebes, under the form pair.

Such metatheses are inexphcable without the aid of a study

of Kupangese texts. In Kupangese, a language spoken in

Timor (an island lying near New Guinea), metathesis appears

quite regularly in certain contexts. Common IN laku, " to

go", and kali, "to dig", are lako and kali in KujDangese;

but the sentence " Then I went and dug a hole ", in the

Story of the Fool (hterally " then I went (to) dig hole ") is

mo auk laok kail bolo. — Or, to give another example of the

importance of texts even for the phonologist : in Minangkabau

(in Sumatra) pronunciation and spelhng diverge to a marked

degree, and as a rule the spelhng represents an older phase

of pronunciation ; hence the written language is of importance

for comparative phonology. Now the grammar, with its

practical tendency, only gives the spoken forms of words, not

the written ; and even the very carefully compiled vocabulary

occasionally gives merely the spoken form. In such a case

we can find the form which for us is the more important one

only in texts printed in the native character. The word for

'' generation ", for instance, appears in the vocabulary only

under the form sunduiq; but in the texts I find sundut, and

that this find may be rehed on, i.e. that this spelhng really

embodies the older pronunciation of the word, is proved by the

fact that Karo, anotherSumatran language, actually says sundut.

Here then we have a phonetic phenomenon which only a text

could reveal, both grammar and vocabulary having failed us.

Illustration: in the Minangkabau popular story entitled

Manjau Ari, in the third line from the beginning, we find the

words " from generation to generation ", which in the spoken

language are sunduiq basunduiq, written s + m + n +
d -\- u -\- t b -^r r -\- s -\- u ^ n -{- d -\- u + t.

* Common IN= occurring in all or at any rate most IN language >

rSee Essay II, especially §§ 2-4.]
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6. Lastly, I have not infrequently met with discrepancies

as between texts and manuals, and in such cases it was always

the text that was in the right. The Makassar grammar says

that the auxiliary word of form la is " generally " employed

in order to indicate future time. So I said to myself: If that

is the case, I shall meet with the particle indicating the future

particularly frequently in the two prophecies contained in

the romance Jayalangkara, for there the predicates refer to

future events. But in the first proj)hecy, among a dozen

predicates, the sign of the future only figures three times, and

in the second one not at all. And the same projDortion is

exhibited, apart from the j)rophecies,, by the whole text of

the romance. So the grammar oucrht to have formulated

the rule thus: " Makassar possesses the capacity of expressing

the future; but usually, when future time is intended, it simply

uses the general form of the verb, which does not imj)ly any

time in jDarticular."

7. The present monograph treats of the IN verb. It is

based upon a detailed analysis of IN texts. I do not say

that I owe nothing at all to grammars, but I do say that for

me the analysis of texts has everywhere been the primary

factor, and has formed the groundwork of my edifice. And
in all cases, where I have consulted a grammar, I have verified

its assertions by the help of texts. All the illustrations occur-

ring in this monograph have been collected by myself out of

the texts mentioned in § 11 (or the other texts referred to in

§ 14) ; should any of the illustrations also figure in some manual,

it would be a coincidence that has escaped my notice.

8. A monograph should have something of an artistic

form. Now there is no art in raking things together into a

heap. Art involves selection and limitation, lucidit}^ of struc-

ture, and intelligible exposition. Particularly selection and

hmitation; I shall therefore by no means submit to the

reader every one of the observations I have made, but only

such as appear to me to be especially characteristic and in-

teresting. By " characteristic " I mean in relation to the IN

.structure, and when I say " interesting ". I have in mind.
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above all, the interests of Indo-European and general linguistic

study. I will explain that by an example. The IN languages

of the Philippines have a copula, which links the subject with

the predicate, and has the form ay, or i, or ya. So the passage

near the beginning of the Tagalog version of " Wilhelm Tell "

:

" The boy fell asleep ": reads aii hata i naidlip. There are,

however, certain cases in which the copula is omitted, e.g.

where Tell says to Johannes Parricida: "Stand up!" =
Stand -j- up you = tumindig kayo. Now the appearance of

the copula is a linguistic phenomenon which is characteristic

from the point of view of IN and interesting for the Indo-

European student, and therefore I shall speak of it in Section

IX ; but the limitations of its use are of much less importance,

and accordingly I shall say nothing about them.

If it should appear that any part of this monograph has been

expressed too concisely, the defect can easily be remedied : I shall

simply expand such portion into an additional monograph.

9. Amongst the numerous IN languages I have chosen the

following for the basis of my delineation

:

Philippines: 1. Bontok. — 2. Tagalog.

Northern Celebes: 3. Tontemboan.

Central Celebes: 4. Bareqe.

Southern Celebes: 5. Makassar. — 6. Bugis.

Borneo: 7. Dayak.* — 8. Basa Sangiang.

Java: 9. Old Javanese. — 10. Modern Javanese.

Islands towards New Guinea: 11. Kamberese. — 12. Kup-

angese. — 13. Bottinese. — 14. Masaretese.

Sumatra: 15. Minangkabau. — 1(3. Toba. — 17. Karo.

—

18. Gayo. — 19. Achinese.

Islands at the back of Sumatra: 20. Mentaway. — 21. Nias.

Malay Peninsula : 22. Malay.

Madagascar: 23. Hova. — 24. Old Malagasy, i.e. the more

archaic dialect of Ferrand's texts, which is indeed related to

Ilova but nevertheless independent of it.

10. Justification of the choice of these twenty-four lan-

guages. — The reason why I selected just these languages

* [See Essay I, § 10, footnote.]
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consists merely in this, that they appeared to me to be the

most fruitful for my theme. It is only the inclusion of the

Basa Sangiang that demands a more detailed explanation.

The name Basa Sangiang means "language of the spirits",

the genitive " of the spirits " being indicated merely by posi-

tion, without any sj)ecial formative. It is the liturgipal lan-

guage of the Dayaks. It differs from the Dayak proper in

vocabulary and morphology. Thus in the last of the Songs

of the Dead we find the sentence: " She has for cradle a

spider's web " = Has + cradle spider's + web " = batuyan

lawa. Here by means of the formative ha- is derived from the

WB tuyaii, " cradle ", the verb batuyan, " to have a cradle ";

ordinary Dayak says hatuyan. However the Basa Sangiang

may have originated, its formatives are strictly IN. Thus

one of the formatives which it specially affects, viz. na-, or

nam-, occurs in another language of Borneo, namely in

Tidung

:

Tidung: nalikut, " to bind ", from WB likut.

nampuki, " to abuse ", from WB fuki.

Basa Sangiang: nalayan, "to rest", from WB layan.

nampdek, "to interrupt", from WB pdek.

In a similar way all the special features of the verb in the

Basa Sangiang can be shown to be genuine IN; therefore

I am justified in including it among the twenty-four lan-

guages.

11. Now follows a list of the texts of the twenty-four lan-

guages selected as a basis for my investigations and dehnea-

tions

:

1. Bontok: mythical stories, accounts of battles, head-

hunters' ceremonies, working songs.

2. Tagalog: Guillermo Tell ni Schiller.

3. Tontemboan: mythical stories, descriptions of sacri-

fices, prayers at sacrifices, legends, ghost stories, tales.

4. Bareqe: stories about animals, funny stories, popular

songs, riddles.

5. Makassar: the war epic Maqdi, the romance Jayalang-

kara, elegies, children's songs.
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6. Bugis: the edifying tale of King Injilai with the three

moral tales of the executioners interwoven therewith, love

songs, epigrams against cowardice, letters.

7. Dayak: popular stories.

8. Basa Sangiang: the songs at the festival of the dead.

9. Old Javanese: the published portions of the Mahabha-

rata, the philosophical legend Kunjarakarna, the philosophical

work Kamahayauikan, Jonker's Book of Laws, Mpu Tanakung's

Prosody ( = Wrttasancaya ) with a sentimental tale interwoven

therewith.

10. Modern Javanese : the history of the kingdom of

Kediri, the historical drama Prabu Dewa Sukma.

11. Kamberese: stories about animals, dancing songs, har-

vest songs, songs at house-building.

12. Kupangese: the Story of the Fool.

13. Rottinese: the play "Cock and Ape", wherein the

characters are animals.

14. Masaretese: stories about animals, historical legends,

forms of oaths.

15. Minangkabau: the popular tale Manjau Ari.

16. Toba: the Contest of Sangmaima for the spear that

was an heirloom.

17. Karo: the Story of the Glutton.

18. Gayo: the Legend of the Blue Princess. Small vig-

nettes illustrating social life.

19. Achinese: the Story of the Pehcan.

I 20. Mentaway: love dialogues, polite dialogues, conversa-

tions about the priepthood, medicine, custom, and law.

21. Nias: popular tales, wedding songs, proverbs, the

great heroic hymn of Lagemann.

22. Malay: the famihar epic Bidasari, the historical

romance Hang Tuah, Abdullah's Journey to Kelantan, etc.

23. Hova: the ethical Testament of Umbiasa, the old

funeral oration of Imerina, Rahidy's fables.

24. Old Malagasy: Muhammadan sermons and prayers.

12. Justification of the choice of these texts. — By far the

greater number of the selected texts are of an original and
10
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popular kind; they are therefore precisely such as a student

of language desires. The exceptions are the Tag., Old Jav.

and Old Mlg.* texts, whose inclusion must accordingly be

justified.

I. The Tag. translation of Tell is by Eizal. To every-

one who knows the name of Rizal the idea will at once suggest

itself that this translation must contain the purest and most

genuine Tag.

II. The Old Jav. literature, or so much of it as has been

published up to the present time, is in the highest sense

a product of conscious art, dependent in a great measure on

the ancient Indian hterature. This relation of dependence is

reflected by the word-store of Old Jav., which displays a

large percentage of ancient Indian loan-words. The Rama-

yana begins with a characterization of considerable length,

wherein the '' epitheta ornantia " are for the most part

Sanskrit words, the native ones being pretty w^ell confined to

rehon, " renowned ", dumilah, " brilHant ", and mdsih, " kind-

hearted". — But this alien element has only affected the

vocabulary; morphology and syntax, and therefore also the

character of the verb, have hardly been modified in the

slightest. The same is true of the foreign element in other

IN languages, as the researches on that subject, e.g. those of

Van Ronkel, have shown. — Accordingly we shall not only

use the Old Javanese texts without scruples, but shall also

find them to be the most fruitful of all Lexts for our purpose.

III. The Old Mlg. texts display much the same char-

acter as the Old Jav.; they contain a fairly considerable

quantity of Arabic loan-words, but for the rest their inclusion

may be justified by the same argmnents as have been used

concerning the Old Jav. texts.

13. Some IN dictionaries give such lengthy illustrative

quotations in support of the words they explain, that they

may be said to amount to complete, though short, texts.

This may be seen, for examj)le, in Aymonier and Cabaton's

* [As to the abbreviations, see Essay II, § 15.]
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Cham dictionary or in Hazeu's dictionary of Gayo. The
" small vignettes illustrating social life ", mentioned in my
list of sources, consist of such lengthy quotations in Hazeu's

dictionary.

14. The texts enumerated in § 11 vary in compass and

contents, but in almost every instance these sufl&ced for the

requirements of the present monograph. Where that was not

the case, I have drawn upon additional texts. An example:

in Hova we meet with an interesting imperative fulia, " wake

up ! ", a form which constitutes an exception .to the regular

modes of formation. But this fuIia occurs neither in Umbi-

asa's Testament, nor in the funeral oration, nor in the fables;

but it does figure in the oracular formulas of Auuirunkay and

Vunizungu; in treating of the imperative I shall therefore

have to quote from these formulas. — Just as I shall occasion-

ally make use of other texts besides those mentioned in § 11,

so too it will occasionally happen that other languages besides

those enumerated in § 9 will be called upon to give evidence.

15. The majority of the texts mentioned in § 11 are accom-

panied by translations. The comparative philologist prefers

such translations as, without being woodenly literal, do not

depart widely from the wording of the original. I consider as

a model in this respect the style and manner in which Kern,

the two Adriani's, and Blagden do translations. Of the two

versions of the Sangmaima, the more elegant one by Pleyte

is more convenient for the student of Hterature, the more

Uteral one by Schreiber more suitable for the student of lan-

guage. Van der Toorn's translation of the Manjau Ari is in

places too free for the requirements of the Hnguistic student.

For instance, in the description of the character of the Banda-

haro, there is a sentence: " He used to slay and pay no wer-

gild, he wounded and paid no fine " = Killed, not paid + wer-

gild, wounded, not paid -|- fine = mambunuah indaq mam-
hatbun, mancancan indaq jnamanipeJi. This he renders by " He
disposed freely over the life and death of his subjects". -
In my translations, which constituted the beginning of my
IN studies and a preparation for my work in comparative
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philology, I have taken several difterent lines. My Hang
Tuah and Paupau Rikadong may serve both for the student of

literature and the comparative philologist ; the Jayalangkara is

a decided abridgment of a somewhat diffuse original, so the

student of language would do well not to tackle it; on the other

hand, the translation of the Injilai has been specially designed to

meet the requirements of the hnguistic student, and even the

beginner. Parts that were more than usually troublesome

to read have been transliterated in the footnotes and every

passage that offers any sort of difficulty is literally translated

and explained. I did this because in my opinion an accurate

knowledge of Bug. is indispensable to IN comparative philo-

logists. — The requirements of students are met even more

fully by Snouck Hurgronje's translation of the Blue Princess

or Jonker's Kupangese translation : the former translates

word for word, the latter gives a double version, an interhnear

one and a free one.

16. My monograph has been preceded by five works, all

of great value, deahng with some parts of its theme. Kern

has written several essays on the Old Jav. verb; Jonker

has described the ways in which the IN verb indicates person;

Brandes has dealt with the infix -in- ; Van Ophuijsen has dis-

cussed certain phenomena of the Mai. Verb; Adriani has

scattered in his manuals many acute observations. — It has

been my endeavour to find something new to say even on

these subjects.



SECTION II : THE VERBAL WORD-BASE.

17. In relation to the objects of our monograpli we can

divide IN words into two classes: word-bases and words de-

rived from word-bases by means of formatives. The latter

may be called " derived " words, for short. The WB, w^hich

is mostly a disyllable, occasionally a monosyllable or a tri-

syllable, is the shortest formation actually existing in Kving

speech; the fact that it is possible to analyse the WB further

theoretically does not concern us in this monograph. In the

Nias verse from the heroic hymn of Lagemann: " He went and

clasped the shaft of the spear " = W. cl. sh. sp. = moi muraqu

dotoa liulayo, the word moi, " to go ", is a WB, muraqu, " to

clasp ", is a derived word, formed from the WB raqu. So

here there are both kinds, a WB and a derived word, used in

living speech, in the sentence.

18. WB's that denote action, or it may be suffering, or a

state, we style verbal WB's. In the fourth canto of the Malay

epic Bidasari there is a verse: "Day by day he sat there

sorrowing " = Every every d. sat sor. = tirjaj) fiyap liari

duduq bercinta. Here diiduq is a verbal WB, it means " to

sit "; and everywhere, wherever it occurs, it means '' to sit ",

not " seat ", for that is kaduduJcan.

19. There are not a few verbal AVB's which, either quite

unchanged or modified only in strict conformity with phonetic

law, run through so many IN languages that we have to call

them Common IN. Such a word is takut, otherwise tal-ot, etc.,

*' to fear, to be afraid ". — Illustrations: In the Tagalog Tell

where Friesshardt says: " And we are not afraid of the waters

of the Alps " = And not are + afraid of the w. of the A. =
at di natatakot sa mana Hog nan Alpes. In the Bugis History

-of the Founding of Luwuq we find :
" His servants Avere afraid

"

149
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= Feared s. his == metauqna afa na. In the Malay work

Hang Tiiah, Hang Jebat says: " I am not afraid to die " =
Not I fear to die = tiyada aku taJcut akan mati. In the Hova
Fable of the Donkey we find: " There was no one who did not

fear him " = Not was, not feared him — tsi nisi tsi nafa-

hutra azi.

Note.—In support of the assertion that tahut is Common IN
I have only given illustrations from four areas of distribution,

viz. the Phihppines, Celebes, the Malay Peninsula, and Mada-

gascar. Strictly speaking, I ought to give illustrations from

all the twenty-four languages, or at any rate from a majority

of them, in order to convince the reader that tahut really is

Common IN. But that procedure would involve such an

accumulation of ballast as to deprive my monograph of the

character which, as stated in § 8, I wish it to have. Accord-

ingly both here and in the following I confine myself to men-

tioning merely three or four of the illustrations I have col-

lected; but in doing so I always strictly observe the precau-

tion of quoting from languages which in each case are most

remote from one another both from the point of view of

relationship and also geographically, as in the present instance

of Tag., Bug., Mai. and Hova.

20. We have seen above that both simple WB verbs and

derived verbs can do duty as the predicate of a sentence. In

most IN languages the derived verbs bulk much more largely

than the others, and yet we always find alongside of them a

minority of simple WB verbs. This state of things must be

regarded as Common IN. Only in the languages spoken near

New Guinea, e.g. in Masaretese, do I observe the reverse,

viz. that the simple verbs predominate in the texts. — This

statement shall be emphasized by an enumeration. In the

part of the Tag. Tell, where Baumgarten relates Wolfen-

schiess' suggestions, all the verbs are derivative; in the pass-

age " The castellan lies in my house " the idea of lying is re-

placed by that of being {i.e. being present in) and is not ex-

pressed verbally, for reasons which will be dealt with here-

after. In the Tontemboan Storv of the Defeat of the Ante]-
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ope by the Water Snail there are hardly any but derived verbs

in 23 hnes of print. On the other hand, in the Masaretese

Story of the Ghost with Seven Cords we find in 39 Hnes of

print only 5 derived verbs: eptea <^ formative ey + WB tea,

" to set ", ephafak, " to sacrifice ", danewen <Ci da -{- newen,

" to live ", damata, " to die ", and epmata, " to kill ",

21. Having learnt that verbal WB's, without any forma-

tives, are capable of being used in the sentence, if we now pro-

ceed to enquire whether any particular categories of verbs are

used in that way, we get the following result from an analysis

of the texts: the WB's most commonly thus used as predi-

cates are those which have a passive or neutral sense; more

rarely the dative ones, i.e. such as link themselves with the

object by means of a preposition; and very seldom accusative *

ones, which take an object without a preposition. — Illus-

trations: Day., from the Story of Sangumang: "He wishes

to be addressed " = blaku tinak. Kamberese, from the Riddle

about Maize: "He stands up" = na hadah. Old Jav.,

from the Adiparwa: "To be versed in the spiritual life"

= weruh ri amheJc. Mai., from the Hang Tuah: " To have

breeding " = Know speech == tahu bahasa. — Here then we

have the passive AVB Hhak, " to be spoken to ", the neutral

hadan, "to stand", the dative weruh, "to be versed in", and

the accusative tahu, " to know ", used in sentences.

That the passive WB's are really passive in their nature, is

proved by the circumstance that they can be accompanied by

an agent linked with them by means of the same preposition

as in the case of a derived passive, e.g. in Mai. by means of

oleh, " by ". — Illustration from the Sejarah Melayii: " This

king was defeated by King Alexander " = Was + defeated k.

this by K. A. = {maka) alah (lah) raja itu oleh raja Iskan-

der.

Note.—The IN languages are rich in particles. Such part-

icles often merely serve the purpose of beginning the sentence,

hke the above maka, or laying stress on some part of it, like

* [I.e. what are commonly called transitive verbs, the others (so

far as they are active) being intransitive.]
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the7above lali, or marking an antithesis, and then they are

untranslatable. For the greater convenience of the reader I

put^^them between parentheses: let the reader simply pass

them by.

22. In practically all the IN languages the verb " to be
"

— not our copula " to be " but " to be " in the sense of "'to

exist, to occur somewhere " — is devoid of a formative; this

phenomenon must be styled Common IN. -— Illustrations:

Magindanao, from the collection of dialogues in Juanmarti's

work: " There is someone there " = Is someone = aden saka-

tau. Mad., from the story Paman Manceng: " There was

once a man " = Was one man male = hada setton oren

laJceq. Seraway, from the story Ringan Sedayu: " There was

once a king " = Formerly w. a k. = bemidaw adaiv suqatii

rajaw.

23. Enumerations bearing on §§ 21 and 22.

I. In the Old Jav. story of the evil serpent Takshaka

in the Adiparwa of the Mahabharata we find many neutral,

some passive, some dative, and one accusative verbal WB,
viz. tungan, " to sit on ". — Illustration: " It sat on the hill

"

= tungan parwata.

II. In the part of the Mai. Hang Tuah which relates

the early history of the hero we meet with the same state

of things as in Old Jav. Amidst many neutral WB's there

are a few passive and dative ones, and a single accusa-

tive one, taJiu, " to know ". — Illustration: '" To have breed-

ing " = tahu haJiasa.

III. In the Day. story Asang Baratih the proportion is

again similar, only there we come across more accusative

WB's, namely such as denote motion, vrhich will be dealt

with hereafter.

IV. In the collection of Hova fables by Rahidy the neutral

and passive WB's are in the majority, the dative ones are

represented by a single case: " to say to (a person) " = hui;

accusative ones are wanting. But in contrast with the Old
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Jav. (see I. above) the relation between the neutral and

passive WB's is that the latter, e.g., hita, "to be seen",

balance the former.

24. Now when it is desired to use derived verbs and not

simply verbal WB's, the language is able to fashion them out

of the most diverse materials, from any part of speech and

even from " complexes " or agglomerations of words.

I. Derived verb formed from a WB which in itself is

already of a verbal nature. In Old Jav., at the beginning

of the episode of the death of Abhimanyu in the Bharata-

Yuddha: " The son of Dharma was dismayed " = sail dharm-

masuta ategeg, we have a derived verb ategeg, formed from

the WB tegeg, " to be dismayed ", w^hich in itself is also

verbal,

II. Derivatives from substantival WB's. Example: Old

Bug. fajuh, " royal jaarasol ", maqpajun, " to wield the royal

parasol". —-Illustration from the History of the Founding of

Luwuq: " They went to him who wielded the royal parasol

"

= Went to r. + p. + wielding the = menreq ri maqpajun e.

III. Derivatives from other parts of speech. From the

interrogative pronoun apa Old Jav. forms the verb anapa,

" to do what, to desire what ? "; from the word en, "yes",

in Tontemboan comes meti <^ ma -\- en, " to say ' yes '
",

the past tense of which is nimen; from the interjection

of clearing the throat, ehem, Day. forms the verb naiiehem,

"to clear the throat, to say ' h'm ' ". — Illustrations: Old

Jav., from the Mausalaparwa : "What ailed the Brahmans

that they cursed ?
" = W. + a. the B. c. ? = anapa {ta)

sira hrdhiiana sumdpa. Tontb., from the Story of the Python

:

" The youngest, she said ' yes ' " = si caakaran isia (ka)

nimen. Day., from the Story about saying H'm: "He cleared

his throc^t ' h'm ' " = id naiiehem eheeliem.

IV. Derivatives from conglomerates or " complexes ". In

Mak., "to ask" is palaq and "help" is tuluii, but "to

ask for help " is papalaqtuluiii. In this case a verb has been

formed by means of the two formatives pa- and -i out of the
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conglomerate 'palaq tuluii. — Illustration, from the Jayalang-

kara: " None other can we ask to help save only the serpent
"

= Not other can we ask + for + help except serpent the only

= taena maraen maka kiq papalaqtuluni fasanalmna naga

ya ji.

25. Concluding observation of Section II: Delimitation

of the verb as against the substantive and the adjective.

I. Verb and substantive. There are verbal WB's and

there are substantival ones. The Mai. WB duduq means " to

sit ", and not " seat ", the Bug. WB api signifies " fire ",

and not " to burn "; in Mai. " seat " is expressed by kaduduk-

an, in Bug. " to burn " by tunu. It is true that the vocabu-

laries speak of certain WB's as being both verbs and sub-

stantives; but in very many cases the texts tell us that that

is merely aj^parently the case. In all Mai. dictionaries we
find the statement that tidor means " sleep " and " to sleep "

;

but tidor, " sleep ", when used in a context, requires different

pronouns from tidor, " to sleep ". " He sleeps" is tidor iya,

" his sleep " on the other hand is tidor na. So verb and sub-

stantive are at least distinguished by the construction. Again

another case: Toba pintu means both " door" and " shut";

but pintu, " door ", has the accent in the usual Common IN
fashion on the i, while pintu, " shut ", has it on the «. — It

often happens that the same formatives are used to form

both verbs and substantives; Bug. -en serves both purposes.

But here too the language knows how to guard itself from

confusion. Bug. WB's often have two or three forms, differ-

ing from one another in the final, a subject discussed by me
in a former monograph.* Thus gaiiq, the WB for the idea

" to make ", also occurs in the variants gauk and gaur. And
the variant gauk is used by the language to form the sub-

stantive: gaukeh, "thing", while from the variant gaur it

creates the verb: gaureh, " to make ".

II. Verb and adjective. In the department of the adjec-

iive we also find the phenomenon that formatives --are used

* [" Sprachvergleichendes Charakterbild eiiies indonesischen

Idiomes", especially §§ 46 seqq.'\
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which do duty for the verb as well. Thus in Hova tna- forms

both verbs and adjectives, but still it hardly ever happens

that this ma- is employed with one and the same WB to form

a verb and an adjective. Fro'm the WB tewina, " thick ",

the language does, it is true, make the adjective matewina,

but for the verb it employs another mode of formation:

manatewina, " to make thick ".



SECTION III: THE FORMATIVES OF THE VERB.

26. We have already learnt that the verbal WB may do

duty as a predicate either with or without the addition of

other Hnguistic elements. In the Nias proverb: "You need

not close your hand when you have no tobacco in it " =
Not shut h. when not t. = hoi go^oi dana, 7ia lo hago, the word

goxoi is an unmodified WB and acts as a predicate. In the

passage from the Masaretese oath formula: " He will die in

•eight days' time " = In days eight die he = la heto etruwa

damata di, the WB mata has taken on another Hnguistic

element, the formative da-, in order to play the part of a pre-

dicate.

27. Now of such linguistic elements there are two kinds.

Either they are syllables which unite with the WB to make a

new formation, which is a unit and is governed by a single

accent. Or they are independent words, which, though they

attach themselves to the WB, do not coalesce with it. The

first are called formatives, the latter auxihary words of form.

In the phrase from a Bug, love-song :
" Indifierence changes

into passion " ^ I. the becomes p. = lebha e mancaji senerren,

the syllable man- in mancaji is a formative. But in another

Bug. love-song: "He has deceived " = Has he d. = pura na

belle, the word pura, which really means " done " but here

indicates the past, is an auxiliary word of form. — In the

course of the present Section we shall only concern ourselves

with the formatives; the auxihary words of form will be dis-

cussed hereafter.

28. As phonetic law constitutes the basis of comparative

philology, we must now, after the introductory observations

of the two preceding paragraphs, concern ourselves with the

phonetic conditions of the IN verbal formatives. But not

156
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all the twenty-four languages call for special notice under this

head.

I. Bontok. Common IN jDepet, that is to say the rapidly

pronounced, indifierent vowel e, becomes e in Bont.; hence

the Common IN formative -en appears in Bont. as -en.

II. Tagalog. Common IN e becomes i in Tag., hence

the same formative becomes -in <^ -en.— Some of the Common
IN r's appear in Tag. as g, by the RGH-law ; hence the Tag.

formative mag- <^ mar-. Thus beside Toba mar-somha there is

a Tag. mag-simha, " to worship ".

III. Bugis. A Common IN consonant, other than a nasal,

immediately preceding another consonant becomes q in Bug.

;

thus beside Toba martaru there is a Bug. form maqtaro <^

mar + taro, " to put ". By analogy this maq- can also be

put before a vowel, as in maqeneq, " to shine ", from the WB
eneq. — All Common IN final nasals are unified into n in Bug.,

which therefore has -eii and -an for Common IN -en and -ati.

IV. Makassar. Mak. shares the laws which under III.

above have been ascribed to its near relative Bugis, and adds

to them the following: Common IN e is represented in

Makassar by a, hence Bug. -en and -an both appear as -an in

Mak.

V. Toba. Common IN e appears in Toba as o, hence the

Toba -on <^ -en. That is the reason why in I. above we found

Toba marsomha corresponding with Tag. magsimba, both

being from an original marsembah.

VI. Hova. Common IN initial b becomes w in Hova,

hence the formative wa- <^ ba-.— Unaccentuated Common IN
e is represented in Hova by i; a Common IN final nasal of

every kind by -na; hence the repeatedly mentioned formative

-en appears in Hova as -ina. —• Common IN k becomes a.

spirant in Hova, hence it has hu-, as compared with the Karo

ku-.

29. The phonetic laws of the above-named languages have

all been dealt with by me in previous monographs, so I need

only state them here,~without giving any evidence in support
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•of them. It is otherwise with Nias. No one has as yet said

anything about the phonetic laws of Nias, and therefore I

must be more discursive on that matter.

I. Common IN e becomes o in Nias.* Hence:

Common IN ewem, " six
"

Common IN telen, " to swallow

Common IN kena, " hit
"

Nias ono

Nias tolo

Nias gona.

II. Common IN final consonant disappears in Nias.f

Hence

:

Common IN enem, " six
"

Common IN telen, " to swallow
"

Common IN taJciit, " to fear
"

Nias ono

Nias tolo

Nias taqu.

III. Common IN initial k appears in Nias as g.^ Hence:

Common IN kaka, " elder brother"

Common IN kima, " shell-fish
"

Common IN kena, " hit
"

Nias gaqa

Nias ginia

Nias gona.

IV. Common IN k in the interior of a word turns into q.^

Jlence

:

Common IN takut, " to fear
"

Common IN huku, " knot, joint
"

Common IN kaka, " elder brother
"

Nias taqu

Nias huqu

Nias gaqa.

V. Common IN initial ^ becomes a spirant.
II

Hence:

Common IN 'pitu, " seven
"

: Nias f,tu

Common IN jtun, " behind
"

: Nias/wn

Common IN panaJi, '' shooting

weapon" : 'Nias fana.

VI. In conformity with these phonetic laws the formatives

show the following changes:

Common IN -en

Common IN ka-

Common IN paka-

Nias-'O' --

Nias ga-

Nias /a^a-.

* [See also Essay IV, § 5, IV.] f [See Essay IV, § 205.]

+ [But see Essay IV, § 349, II.] § [See also Essay IV, § 143.]

1 [See also Essay IV, § 112, II.]
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30. Particular attention should be paid to the phonetic

processes which take place in the various IN languages in con-

nexion with the prefixing of the formative n :

I. There is a Common IN formative ii-, about which we

shall have a good deal more to say. Thus from the WB atta

Bugis forms the verb iiatta, "to be ready ", from the WB
golek Modern Javanese makes the verb iigolek, " to seek ".

II. Now IN very rarely tolerates two consonants together

at the beginning of a word. Consequently the addition of

the formative a- to WB's beginning with a consonant has led

to a variety of compromises. The most important are the

following, which may be styled Common IN

:

ii ~\- k'^ h

ii + ^ ^ n

n + p ^ m.

Examples from Modern Javanese:

n + WB kiri»t ^ iiirim, " to send
"

ii -\- WB tumbas ^ numhas, "' to buy "

ii + WB pakah ^ makaJi, " to ramify ".

III. Now it often happens, as we shall explain in detail

later on, that several verbal formatives together become

attached to the verbal WB. Thus it is a Common IN pheno-

menon for the formative M to combine with the formative ma-,

as ma -\- h; somewhat rarer are the combinations a- -\- n,

ar- -\- n, and mar- + n. The agglutination of these additional

formatives entails no change in the function or meaning of

the n-. Alongside of the above-mentioned ngolek Modern

Jav. also says angolek, and both mean the same thing.

—

Here, in subsection III, the n occurs under other conditions

than in II. ; it is in the interior of the word. Accordingly the

phonetic phenomena that manifest themselves here are of a

different nature, they are mostly simple assimilations; thus

in Dayak ma + w + tarik^ mantarik, " to throw ".

IV. So we find, quite naturally, a different treatment of

the case when the formative occurs in the middle of a word

irom that which it receives when the formative is initial.
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Nevertheless a number of compromises have been made, con-

sisting substantially in this, that the phenomena applicable

to the case of the formative as initial have imposed themselves

on the cases where it is medial. Thus in Day., n -\- taluson,

" torch " ^ naluson, " to make torches "
; ma + n + taluson,

should, in conformity with III., become mantaluson, but in

fact it is manaluson. — Compromises of this kind are to be

found in so many IN languages that we are compelled to style

them Common IN.

V. As these compromises occur even in the interior of

words, we can understand how it happens that there are

sometimes alternative forms, an indication that the compro-

mise is not yet a perfect one. Thus from the WB haldli,

" to requite ", Day. forms both mamhaldh and mamaldh.

31. In the last few paragraphs we have been discussing

such phonetic phenomena affecting the formatives as we can

grasp and comprehend from the point of view of phonetic law.

But we also meet with a minority of phonetic phenomena

which do not admit of that possibility at present. Beside

the Common IN formative ta-, which forms a passive, the

Sund. displays a ti-. Now a Common IN a is represented

in Sund., without exception, by a; so the Smid. ti- is

not a regular phonetic equivalent of the Common IN ta-.

How then shall we explain the relation of ti- to ta- ? Shall

we simply declare that they have nothing to do with each

other ? That will hardly do, for after all the consonant is

the same, and the meaning is identical. So we cherish the

hope that the progress of research will throw light on this

point, and we call phenomena hke this ta : ti by the provi-

sional name of " variation".

32. There are, however, cases of variation that can be

tackled more effectually; we will mention a few of them here.

I. Day. has a formative me-, which fashions verbs from

onomatopoeic words. Thus from the interjections kap !,

bus /, rok !, are formed the verbs mekap, mebus, merok ; but

nil, " tinkle ! ", produces mirin, " to tinkle "; so here appar-
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ently, we have a variation me : mi. If however we look

into the matter more closely, it becomes plain to us that the

interjections with the vowel i take the formative mi-, as we

also find mi-tip, mi-sir. Here, therefore, the variation is a

product of assimilation.

II. Alongside of the Common IN, or at any rate widely

distributed, formatives ma-, mail- <^7na -\- n, oar-, tar-, Mai.

has me-, men-, her-, ter-. Now Mai. has the tendency to weaken

into e the vowel (whatever it may be in Common IN) that

precedes the accentuated syllable; examples: Common IN

banmva, " country " ^ Mai. benuwa, Common IN hulilin,

" around " ^ kelilin; and the two loan-words perihsa, " en-

quiry ", and serdadu, "soldier", also illustrate the same process.

Now the above-mentioned formatives also invariably precede

the accentuated syllable, and therefore they too have under-

gone this weakening, and so me-, etc., are secondary forms of

the more original ma-, etc.

An exception to this principle is the formative le- which

fashions verbs out of onomatopoeic interjections, e.g., letak,

" to tap " <^le + talc. Here the equivalent of the e in other

languages is not a, but e.g. in Day. e, as in legop <^le -\- gop,

" to tap ", and in Toba o, as in lohin <^lo -\~ iiih, " to make
a shrill sound". But where the vowels correspond to one

another in that way, the e, as Mai. has it, represents the

original condition, in conformity with the pepet-law.

33. To conclude our considerations on the phonetic char-

acteristics of the formatives, we will make some remarks on

infixes. One of the Common IN verbal infixes is -um-, e.g.

in Old Jav. lumaku, "to go", from the WB laku. In

place of this infix -um- we find in some other languages, e.g.

Mentaway and Nias, a prefix ynu-. Thus from the WB hede

Nias forms the verb muliede, " to speak ". But the texts

show that the mu -|- he in muliede can be replaced by Im -' - me,

according to individual taste and fancy. In the Wedding

Song we find the sentence: " Thus spake the old chieftain
"

— liulo muhede lafaiduo; but in the Story of the Captain:

" WTiy don't you speak? " = Why not s, you ? = hanaiva lo

11
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humede o. Here then a perfectly arbitrary metathesis is per-

mitted; and as it seems to us more natural to assume that

prefixes are the more primitive type of formative, we infer

from this instance that infixes originated from prefixes

through metathesis.

34. We have now dealt with the i^honetic asj)ects of the

formatives and turn to the further consideration of these

verb-forming syllables. At the beginning of this Section we

drew a distinction between formatives and auxihary words

of form. We will now supplement what we said on that sub-

ject by adding that the limits of the two concepts are often

somewhat vague, inasmuch as the word of form can turn into

a formative. By means of the word huah, " hit ", Day.

fashions a passive formula, which is used when it is necessary

to speak of pain, disadvantage, and the like; example: buah

rugi, "to be damaged", really "to be hit (by) damage".

Here huah is still felt to be an independent word, and there-

fore it is not joined to the substantive, in this instance rugi.

But in Hova, where in conformity with phonetic law buah

appears as wua, its use is no longer confined to words that

denote damage, disadvantage, or the hke; one can also say.

for example, wuasuratra, " written " ; so the root-meaning

has faded, and wua is now felt to be a formative, and is written

together with the WB, in this instance suratra. — Illustration

from the Testament of Umbiasa: " Written in this book here
"

= W. in this b. this = wuasuratra amin iti taratasi iti.

35. From what has been said in the preceding paragraph

it also follows that it is sometimes possible to explain the origin

of the IN verbal formatives. I will give several such cases

here:

I. Many formatives were originally prepositions. Thus

a whole series of prepositions meaning " to, towards ", in

Latin " ad, versus ", are used to form the future. In Mkl5.

Jca, in Mai. ahan (an extension of ka), in Hova hu <[ ku

(a variant of Jca), in Mak. la, in Bont. ad. In the Bont.

sentence from the Story of the Stars: "Then their mother

flies up to the sky " = Then flies the m. their to sky ~
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keceii twnayaiv nan ina ca ad caya, the word ad is a pre-

position; in the sentence from the Battle of Kaloqokan:
" They will appear " = Will a. they = ad-umali ca, it is the

feign of the future. In Mak. la is no longer a preposition,

but only the sign of the future, while in the languages of the

islands that lie over against New Guinea it is still a preposi-

tion. That is shown by the following Kamberese sentence

from the Dirge of the Crocodile for his Dead Friend: "Let us

go to the deep water " = We go to w. d. = ta laku la ivai

mamanjolun. In Sawunese we meet with a use of this la

which represents a striking transition from the preposition

to the sign of the future: la is only used w^hen the idea of

direction " thither " is combined with the idea of futurity.

Thus in the text Bale ri ane there is a sentence: " It was an

order that one should buy rice " = Order, that " la " buy

rice = li ta la weli lailudu. That means: "The order was

given to go and buy rice ". Had the meaning been " The

order was given to come here and buy rice ", la would not

have been used.

II. Other formatives were originally articles. Thus the

Nias active participle consists of the indicative verb and the

agglutinated article si. In the Story of Buruti: "Didn't

you see any man passing just now ?
" = Not was + seen by

+ you just + now man passing ? = ^o niila u tnege niJia

sanoro, the form sanoro consists of the verb anoro and the

article s <^si.

Similarly the formative n, discussed above, was originally

none other than the widely distributed article h. Originally,

therefore, the Modern Jav. ida iiuntal, " the snake swal-

lows ", was ula n untal, " the snake (is) the swallowing (crea-

ture) ". It is true that the fundamental meaning has gener-

ally faded away, but there are plenty of cases in which it can

still be perceived. , The sentence out of the Bol. dialogues

in Beech: " He abused me " = saq ham'puki da-aJcu, can also,

without doing violence to the meaning, be taken as " He (is

the one) that abused me " = saq h ampuki da-aku. — This

phenomenon, of the formative n being really an article, has

.another IN parallel, which will occupy us in Section VII.
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Just as they say " The snake is the swallowing creature ", so

they also say, as we shall there see :
" The snake, it is sleeping ".

Here, too, the fundamental meaning has generally faded away,

and the whole thing means no more than: "The snake is

sleeping ".

III. We have already met with a verbal WB, hiaih, which

has become a formative. Later on we shall come across an

adjective or adverb, ])i(ra, that has had the same fate. The

causative formative pa- is identical with the causal conjunc-

tion pa. And so on.

36. The IN verb j)ossesses formatives to express, above

all, the three genera, active, causative and passive; and that

condition of things must be styled Common IN. In the

Bis. Riddle about the Ship, in Starr's Collection of Riddles:

" It runs with its back " = Runs goes -]- on -f its + back ^=

nagalakat nagahayan, naga- is an active formative. In the

Tarakan Story of the Tailed Man :
" You made me go " = You

made + go me = dudu palakaw daka, pa- is a causative forma-

tive. In the Talautese Cursing of the Fowl: "It shall be

I'orne in mind " ^= papaghiana, -ana is a passive formative.

37. It happens not infrequently that verbal formatives

iiave different meanings in different languages. AVe will

mention some of these cases

:

I, The j)refix 77ia- sometimes forms causative, sometimes

accusative,* sometimes neutral, and sometimes passive, verbs.

Examples

:

Day. : ma-Tiahan, " to make sick
"

Day.: ma-haga, " to guard
"

Day. : ma-lelak, " to bloom "

Bont. : ma-oto, " to be cooked ".

The WB's are haban, " sick ", lelak, " flower ", etc. — We
can comprehend these shiftings of meaning, if we assume

that the neutral signification, as in malelak, " to bloom '",

was the original one. One can very well understand a transi-

ti(jn from the neutral meaning to the active and causative

* [I.e. transitive.]
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on the one hand , a nd to the passive on the other. And there

are languages in which ma- is exchisively neutral. Similarly

we ofteii^nd uses that fluctuate between the one type and the

other, as in the sentence from the Mentaway Fishermen's

Stories: " The fat fish is now hemmed in " = Fat + fish is

+ hemmed -|- in = mohnok mai'pit.

II. The formative ha, originally, as shown above, a pre-

position, does duty in some languages as the sign of the future

active, in others as the sign of the passive without any impli-

cation of tense. Thus the Minangkabau Jcatinga, " to be about

to stay", is future; the Bug. kacalla, "to be accursed", is

passive. Here, too, we can give a rational account of the

double evolution of the meaning. We shall see later on that

in the IN sentence verbs of motion can often be omitted alto-

gether, so that one may simply say: " I into the forest ", "I

out of the town ". Now if we think of sentences like " I

(am going) to (= ka) dinner ", we can well understand that a

future in ka- might be evolved out of them ;* but it is equally

comprehensible that a passive in ka- might grow out of sen-

tences like " I (get) into (= ka) the curse ". — Illustrations:

Minangkabau, from the Manjau Ari: " You will stay, I shall

go " = anku ka-tinga, den ka-pai. Sundanese, from the

Story of Nyai Sumur Bandung: " The story is told, how
Rangga Wayang reached the centre of the town " == It is

told, R. W. reaching to c. t. = ka-carios Raiiga Wayah siunpin

ka hulu dayoh.

III. Common IN has a formative -en for forming the im-

perative passive. Alongside of this there is a formative -en

that has an accusative or causative force ; in accordance with

the phonetic laws set forth above it appears in Bug. as -eh,,

in Nias as -o, e.g. in Mas balio, " to transform ", beside bali,

" to turn back, to return." — Now here, in the case of these

two -ens, the imperative passive and the causative active

one, I can think of no connecting link, nor have I found any-

* [The analogy of the English " 1 am gomg to dine " is so close that

the author would doubtless have mentioned it if he had been writing

in English or for English readers.]
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where anything that looked Kke an intermediate stage between

them.

38. The IN verbal formatives have as a rule three func-

tions : a single IN verbal form represents, first, the infinitive,

secondly, the participle, and, thirdly, the finite verb, of Indo-

European languages. This state of things is to be styled

Common IN, although we have, as above in Nias, found ex-

ceptions to it, and shall meet with others hereafter. Thus

the Old Jav. atukar <^ a + WB tukar, according to the con-

text, must sometimes be rendered by " to brawl ", sometimes

by "brawling", or by " (I) brawl, (you) brawl", etc. The

same thing applies to the Hova milefa, " to flee ", the Bug.

maqrola, " to prosecute ", etc., etc. — Illustrations:

I. Old Jav., Jonker's Book of Laws, from the sections

about brawling: " Struck by the keris of the brawlers " = S.

through the k. of the brawding (persons) = kasuduk deni n

keris i n atukar. " If he begins to brawl " = yen ambakalana

atukar.

II. Hova, Book of the Laws of Ranawaluna, from the

sections about fugitive slaves: " A fleeing slave, if he steals
"

= A si. f., if st. = ni andewu milefa, raJia mangalatra. " The

slave of a soldier, if he flees " = ni andewu n ni miaramila,

raJia milefa.

III. Bug., Book of Laws of Amanna Gappa, from the sec-

tions about judicial procedure: " The prosecutor speaks first
"

= Person prosecuting the first speaks = to maqrola e riyolo

maqtuqtu.

39. The addition of formatives to a WB not infrequently

entails modifications, either slight or more pronounced, in the

meaning of the word. In some languages, e.g. Day., this is

less marked than in others, e.g. Bug. or Mak. Example.:

I. Dayak.

WBsala "wrong"
hasala " to be in the wrong, to do wrong "

manala " to accuse, to act wrongly ".



II.
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plurality, intensification, and the like. The following are

selected cases of specifically verbal reduplication ; none of them

can be called Common IN.

I. Mentaway has a tJireefold ov fourfold repetition, wherein

the final consonant is omitted except at the very end, when
the WB appears for the last time. Illustration from the

Fishermen's Stories: "He goes, wanders continually, comes

to his mother " = Goes he, w. c, c. to m. his = konat na,

toro-toro-toro-torot, saga ha ina ina.

Note.—Initial s in Mentaway, as in mgd, sounds pretty much
like sch in the German " schon ".*

II. Bug. has a threefold repetition, with the formative

Tea- or si- interpolated in between. — Illustrations, from the

Injilai: "He went hither and thither" = na lao na ka-lao-

lao. " He wej^t continually " = terri si-terri-terri na.

Note.—The first na, the one before lao, means " he "; the

other two are j)articles of emphasis.

III. Mak. has a twofold repetition, with interpolation of

the word of form sanga or sange. — Illustration, from the Epic

Maqdi: " Then were urgently summoned the four pillars of

the state " = nikiyoq-m-i-sanga-kiyoq toqdoq appak a.

Note A.—The m <^ 7no is the particle of emphasis, and *

means " they ", appak, " four ", a, " the ".

Note B.—This Mak. type of reduplication is not common.
An analysis of the whole of the Maqdi only yields one case,

viz. the one quoted above. In the whole of the Epic Datu
Museng there are two cases : kiyoq-sange-kiyoq and kajje-sange-

kape, " to beckon repeatedly ".

IV. In several of the PhiHppine languages, which have a

real system of moods and tenses, reduphcation plays a great

part, whereof we shall have to speak hereafter.

* [In English " sh ", as in " shine ".] " " -«-



SECTION IV: THE THREE GENERA, THE
PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTIC OF THE

INDONESIAN VERB.

43. The great majority of IN languages possess the capa-

city of forming the three genera of the verb: the active, the

causative, and the passive. This phenomenon, therefore, is

Common IN. It is the chief characteristic of the IN verb.

44. We have learnt that the languages of the East are very

poor morphologically. So it is striking that even there we

still find languages that possess the three genera, as, for ex-

ample, Kamberese. Illustrations:

I. Active, formative ma-. From the Song at House-

building: " Marapu, who created men" ^= na Mara-pu na

mawulu tan.

II. Causative, formative pa-. From the Harvest Song:

" Let this arrive at the to]3 ! "' = L. -|- a. this to top = patoama

na la pinu.

III. Passive, formative ka-. From the Song against the

Son-in-law: " She runs around, as though maddened " = na

laku binu Jcatoaba.

45. We have seen above that there are WB's that can do

duty in the sentence as active or passive verbs, without the

help of any formative. But the usual rule is that the language

requires formatives. I have never come across causatives

without a formative.

46. The Active. The Common IN formatives for forming

the active are:

ma-

n-, or in place thereof man- <^ ma -\- n

w)i-, or -um-.

109
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The formative um is a prefix with words having an initial

vowel, an infix where they have an initial consonant.

47. The active formative ma-. Proof that it is Common
IN:

Formosa, Form, dialect: matagga, " to bleed ".

Philippines, Bont.

:

inasuyep, " to sleep ".

Celebes, Bungku: jnahaJci, " to be sick ".

Borneo, Basa Sangiang: mahampan, " to have a border ".

Near Java, Bal.

:

Islands near New Gninea,

Kamberese

:

Sumatra, Lamj)ong:

Islands at the back of

Sumatra, Mentaway:

Madagascar, Sakalava

:

mahumah, " to dwell ".

malala, " to cook ".

mabarsog, " to speak through the

nose ".

maloto, "to be afraid ".

mataotra, " to fear ".

48. The active formative ii-, or its substitute mail-.

that it is Common IN:

Proof

managni, " to dance ".

nanro, " to ask ".

ninum, " to drink ".

nujan, " to rain ".

nutus, " to send ".

Philippines, Bont.

:

Celebes, Bug.

:

Togian Islands, Bajo:

Borneo, Basa Sangiang:

Java, Modern Jav.

:

Islands near New Guinea,

Sumbawarese

:

Sumatra, Karo

:

Islands at the back of

Sumatra, Mentaway:

Madagascar, Old Mlg.

:

Note A.—The WB's of these verbs are: sagni, kanro, inum,

ujan, utus, aji, apit, karay, and ilu. The phonetic processes

here displayed, e.g. by nanro, have been discussed above. Old

Mlg. nilu is for nilu, in strict conformity with phonetic law.

Note B.—Hova and the Mlg. of Ferrand's texts usually have

the longer form of the prefix: 7nan- <^ mail-, nilu is one of

the few examj)les known to me of the shorter form; it occurs

at the beginning of the sermon Tonih Zanahary.

Tiaji, " to teach ".

iiapit, " to pinch ".

maiiaray, " to climb ".

nilu, " to shine ".
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49. The active formative um- or -um-. Proof that it is-

Common IN:

Formosa, Form, dialect: comma, " to speak ".

Phihppines, Bont.

:

umimtm, " to drink ".

Celebes, Tontb.: kuman, " to eat ".

Borneo, Day.: kuman, " to eat ".

Java, Old Jav.: kumemit, " to watch ".

Sumatra, Toba: sumurun, " to improve ".

Islands at the back of

Sumatra, Simalurese: lumaiioy, " to swim ".

Malay Peninsula,' Mai.: gumilaii, " to shine ".

Madagascar, Hova: Jiumana, " to eat ".

Note A.—The WB's are ka, inum,, kan, kemit, etc.

NoteB.—The number of cases in which this formation occurs

in Day. and Hova is small.

Note C.—The Form, comma has been left unaltered in its

clumsy spelling ; it corresponds with the Tontb. kuma, WB ka.

50. Illustrations of the three active formatives. Old

Jav., from the Kunjarakama: " Others ran away" = ivaneh

malayu; from the Sakuntala: "He then saw a woman" =
S. t. he w. = ano7i ta sira sfn; from the Kamahayanikan

:

" To penetrate into the holy mystery " = tumama ri sail liyan

faramarahasya. Modern Jav., from Meijer Ranneft's Collec-

tion of Eiddles: "A snake swallows a mountain" = ula

nuntal gunuh.

Note.—anon is a + ii -\- WB ton.

51. Specific signification of the three active formatives.

In several languages ma- is intransitive, it- or man- transitive;

but in other languages the active formatives apparently only

serve to form the active, without any other shade of meaning.

The formative -urn- usually plays the part of an aorist, inchoa-

tive, or future, and that state of things may perhaps be styled

Common IN. — Illustrations of this force of the formative

-um-. Bont., from the Head-hunters' Ceremonies: "They
start for the settlement " = Start they to t. s. = sumaa ca

is nan fohfuy. Tontemboan, from the Story of the Demon.
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that haunts women at childbirth :

'' She came quickly, in order

to clutch them " = sia melaqu-laqus {omai) iumahkaq isera.

Old Jav. from Mpu Tanakung's Prosody: "Startled by the

birds bathing (they—the gaudily-coloured fish— ) flashed

upwards " = S. by the birds b., flashed-up = kagyat deni it

paksi madyus kumelab.

52. Alongside of the three principal active formatives,

ma-, -ii, -um-, there are secondary formatives. I call them so

because they are less widely distributed. I would mention

the following as being the most interesting of them

:

I. The formative r-, which can also unite with the forma-

tive a- to form ar-, and with ma- to form mar-. Here, too, as

between r- and juar- we have the same relation as in the case of

n- and 7nah-. This r-, just like n-, was originally an article, in

Old Jav. it is an unemjohatic pronoun of the third person.

The shorter form r- is rare, it is found in Karo, e.g., relbich, " to

call " -^ * + WB elbuJi. The longer form is spread over

Sumatra, Java, Celebes, Borneo, and the Philippines. In

Bug. and Mak. the formative is maq- or aq-, in Tag. mag-, in

conformity with the phonetic laws already explained. — Illus-

trations of the active formatives r- and 7nar-. Karo, from

the Story of the Glutton: " There is somebody calling from

down below " = Calls from below hither = relbuJi i teruh nari.

Bug., from a letter of Lasiri's to Matthes, wherein he complains

that the police arrest him when he is going about by night to

make enquiries for Matthes about rare Bug. words: "If it is

possible, (give me a letter of attestation) " = If possible + is

it = bara maqkulle i. Mak., from the anonymous collection

of Mak. Dialogues: " Do not shoot so hastily !

"' = Not you

hastily shoot = teya ko karo-karo aqmaqdiliq.

II. The formative ba-, which can also combine with the

formative r- into bar-, without change of meaning. This

formative is widely distributed. But as a living formative if

only exists in a few languages, for example in Day., which

has both ba- and bar-, and in that Sumbawarese dialect which

is known to us only by the Story of the Dog's Dung. This

text only contains 27 lines, and yet there are to be found in it
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5 distinct cases of verbs in ba-, such as ba-lahan, " to go ",

ba-rari, " to run away "; but when we find in 27 lines 5 cases

of verbs formed with ba-, we are entitled to regard'^that "for-

mative as a living one. The Day. ba- forms ikitransitive verbs,

and such too are the 5 Sumbawarese ones. — Apart from this

there are isolated cases in many IN languages of verbs formed

with ba.

PhilijDpines, Bis.: baigad, " to scrape ".

Celebes, Mak.: baloliq, " to roll up ".

Java, Sund.

:

bagenah, " to be happy ".

Islands at the back of Sumatra,

Mentaway: baliyu, " to fill ".

Madagascar, Hova: wawenti, " to be massive ".

Note.—The WB of Bis. baigad, viz. igad, does not exist in

Bis. itself, but is found in Iloko; similarly, the WB of Men-

taway baliyu occurs in Mak.

53. Besides these active formatives there are very many
others that occur occasionally in one language or another,

e.g. Old Jav. a-, which alternates with ma-; Bug. ^eg'-, 'which

denotes possession; Day. me- or mi-, which has been discussed

above, etc., etc.

54. Now of all these active formatives one language will

possess a larger stock, another a smaller one. By way of

example, let us enumerate all the living active formatives that

are found in Toba:

Formative tna- maribak, " to be torn ".

man- mananto, " to pay attention ".

viar- marhosa, " to breathe ".

masi- masihoda, " to buy horses ".

marsi- marsibuni, " to hide oneself ".

marha- tnarhapili, "to be biassed ".

marliu- marhuraja, " to beseech ".

mahin- manintubu, " to beget ".

, maiiun- manwwsawffe, " to, lean against ".

fatu- patuiiosnos, " to clench the teeth (with

-urn- humordit, '' to shivev". pain)".

-ar- or -al- dumarede, " to trickle ".
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55. Now there are also cases in which the same WB and

the same active formative run together through so many lan-

guages, that one is compelled to style the whole formation a

Common IN one. Such a case is manali, " to bind " <^ man
-{-tali, " cord ".

Philippines, Tag.: manali

Borneo, Day.

:

?nanali

Java, Old Jav.

:

manali

Sumatra, Toba: manali

Islands at the back of Sumatra,
Nias

:

manali

Madagascar, Hova: manadi <^ manali.

56. The Causative. There is one Common IN causative

formative, namely 'pa-. Proof that it is Common IN:

Formosa, Form, dialect: paita, " to let see ".

Philippines, Nabaloi: pahunu, " to cause to kill ".

Celebes, Bug.

:

papole, " to cause to come ".

Borneo, Tar.

:

paaJcan, " to let eat ".

Java, Sund.: pasak, " to make well done {i.e.

comj)letely cooked) ".

Islands near New Guinea,

Kamberese: palaJcu, '' to let go ".

Sumatra, Angkola: pauli, " to make beautiful ".

Islands behind Sumatra,

Mentaway: pakom, '' to let eat ".

Madagascar, Hova: mam-paturi, " to let sleep ".

57. Illustrations of the causative: Bont., from the Story of

the Stars: '' The mother made the brother fly" = Made +
f. m. b. ^inpatayaw ina kawwaan. Bug., from the Injilai:

" He made them go aboard his vessel " = He made + mount
them in ship his = na panoq i ri lopi na. Mentaway, frorft.

the Dialogues about the Priesthood: " They make them

healthy " = Make -f healthy = padru.

Note.—In inpatayiiv the in- is the sign of the j^ast tense.

The WB of pa7wq is 7ioq, " to mount up into ".
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58. In several languages the causative formative fa- takes

one or other of the active formatives in front of it, without

any modification of meaning; thus in Day. we find by the side

of "pa- a form mam/pa-, and it is a point not to be overlooked

that Hova also has manipa-, whence the above mampaturi,

" to let sleep ".

59. Alongside of pa-, the chief formative of the causative,

there is the less widely distributed secondary form paka-. We
find it in the Philippines, Celebes, Java, and the islands at the

back of Sumatra, e.g. in Nias under the iormfaqa-. — Illustra-

tion of this causative formative: Bareqe, from the Story of

the Deer and the Water-Snail: " Pay particular attention !

"

= You let + be + alive ears yours = ni pahanaa talma mi.

The WB is naa.

60. Besides the above-named formatives there are a con-

siderable number of others forming the causative that occur

more occasionally, in one language or another, e.g., pe-, pu-,

and in Bug. -eii, with which (as we already know) Nias -o is

identical, etc.

61. As in the case of the active, so here too in that of the

causative we will enumerate all the formatives that occur in a

particular language. In this instance we select Bug., the

examples are all from the Injilai:

Formative pa- panoq, '' to let mount".

maqpa- maqpatetton, " to erect ".

po- poivata, " to make a slave of ".

paka- pakeda <^ paka + eda, " to let speak ".

-eh leppesseh, " to set free ".

62. As in the case of the active, we will give an instance

here of the same WB and the same causative formative

running together through a number of languages. The WB is

iram, which also appears under the forms idam, injam, etc.,

according to the phonetic peculiarities of the several languages.

The WB means " loan ", the causative, therefore, " to effect

a loan ", which expression is used sometimes for " borrowing
"

and sometimes for " lending ".
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Philippines. Tag.

:

magpaJdram

Celebes, Mak.

:

painran

Borneo, Bol.: painjam

Near Java, Mad.

:

apaenjham

Madagascar, Hova: mampindrana.

63. The passive. There are two passive formatives that

we can call Common IN : ta- and in. The latter, like the active

formative um, is a prefix before words that begin with a vowel

and almost always an infix in those that begin with a

consonant. Proof that the passive formative ta- is Common
IN:

Philippines, Bis.:

Celebes, Bmigku:

Borneo, Tar.:

Java, Old Jav.

:

Islands near New Guinea,

Sawunese

:

Sumatra, Toba:

Islands at the back of Sum-

atra, 'Mentaway

:

Madagascar, Hova:

takilid, " to be inclined ".

tapeha, " to be broken ".

tadagu, " to be spoken ".

taivurag, "to be scattered".

tabolo, " to be submerged ".

talentes, " to be opened ".

taico, " to be seen ".

tahuruaka, "to be j)ierced ".

64. The second passive formative is in. Proof that it is

Common IN:

Philippines, Tag.:

Celebes, Bulu:

Borneo, Bol.:

Java, Old Jav.

:

Islands near New Guinea,

Kupangese

:

Sumatra, Lampong:

Islands at the back of Sum-

atra, Mentaway:

Madagascar, Hova

:

tinawag, " to be called ".

ivinunu, " to be killed ".

jinawal, " to be lost "'.

inamhali, " to be trodden on

iyihi, " to be eaten ".

tinahor, " to be strewn ".

tinibo, " to be dried ".

tinapaka, " to be broken ".

65. Other important passive formatives that are fairly

widely distributed are, above all, ka-, next far-, for which Bug.

and Mak. have tag-, further -an, etc.
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66. Illustrations of the passive formatives. Mak., from

the Jayalangkara :
" (Jayalangkara saw the snake), then he

was frightened " = Was + frightened J. = taq-banka {mi)

Jayalaiikara. Old Malagasy, from the sermon Tonih Zana-

hary :
" Noah was saved alive "= The N. was + saved + alive

= ra Nuhu winelun. Basa Sangiang, from the 14th Dirge

:

" Supported by the sheath of a sword " = S. sword-sheath =
kanokah kumpan. Modern Jav., from the drama Prabu Dewa

Sukma, 8th Act: " It is not known whether the corpse has

been hacked to pieces or burnt " = Not + know, hacked +
to + pieces, burnt = tanibuh cinacah kabesmi.

67. Shades of meaning conveyed by the passive formatives.

Of the two chief passive formatives, in and ta-, or tar-, the first

generally forms a pure passive, the other often involves a sug-

gestion of unintentional action, chance happening, or possi-

bility. — Illustrations. Mak., from the third Elegy: "(I

would keep her) in a casket that could not be opened " = In

c. not to + be + opened that = ri 'patti ta taqsunke ya. Mkb.,

from the Manjau Ari: "Innumerable is the number of the

prawns " = Not to + be + counted number prawns = tidaq

tabado bailaq udan.

68. As in the cases of the active and causative, we will

here enumerate all the passive formatives that are to be

found in a particular language; in this instance we select

Day.:

Formative ba- bakunci, " to be locked ".

i- iagah, " to be led ".

ta- talenten, " to be lopped ".

tar- tarajar, " to be teachable ".

tapa- tapaisd, " to be counted ".

Note.—The Day. formative tapa- also appears, as tafa-, in

Hova, a point not to be overlooked.

69. As in the cases of the active and causative, so here too

in connexion with the passive we will give an instance of the

same WB and the same formative running together through a

12
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number of languages. The WB is hunu, " to kill ", also " to

fight ", or in other forms wunic, bono, etc.

Philipj)ines, Tag. : hinono '

Celebes, Bulu: winunu

Java, Old Jav. : winunuh

Sumatra, Toba: binunu

Madagascar, Hova: wununu.

Note.—In the Hova form the i of the infix has become assim-

ilated to the u of"the WB. In Section III we met with an

analogous assimilation in Day., a point that is not to be over-

looked.

70. Correlation of the passive"'with the active.

I. It very often happens that certain passive formations are

closely connected with certain active ones. Old Jav. -vm-

forms actives with an aorist sense, and the like shade of mean-

ing is indicated by the passive ka-; hence the active in -um-

and the passive in ka- are correlated together.

II. But just as often no such close connexion exists be-

tween active and passive forms respectively. Old Jav. has

an active formative 7na-, which mostly forms intransitive

verbs, but also transitive ones : thus in the Sakuntala there is

the sentence: " No one did evil " = Not was man did evil =
tdtan liana wwaii Jiiagawe hala. This active in ma- in Old Jav.

has no specific j)assive correlative.

III. In Bug. there is a passive derived from the WB gauq,

" blue ", viz. rigauq, "' to be coloured blue ", but there is no

corresponding active. — Alongside of the Hova manduka, " to

throw a spear", from the WB luka, there are two passives:

aluka, " to be thrown ", said of the spear, and lukana, '' to be

hit ", said of the person.

IV. In certain IN languages it has become a regular

oustom for the transitive active to be accompanied by two

passives. The Mlg. grammar calls one of them simply " the

passive ", the other " the relative ".

71. Use of the passive. The passive is used much more

frequently in IN than it is in the better-known Indo-European
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languages. And this phenomenon is so widespread that we

must style it Common IN. Proof:

I. By the evidence of translations. The expression in the

Sanskrit original of the Prasthanikaparwa : phalam prdpnoti is

in the Old Jav. recension rendered by : phala pinangih.'* The

frdpnoti of the original is active, pinangih on the other hand

is a passive, formed with the infix -in-. — The passage in Tell,

where Stiissi says: "He is now gone to fetch the bride at

Imisee ", is rendered by Rizal by the passive construction:

" The bride at Imisee is now being fetched (= susunduin) by

him".

II. By the evidence of enumerations. In the Day. story

of the Chopper and the Buffaloes there are upwards of 24

passives in something under 100 lines. — The short episode

I)eginning " serta ditikamna " in the battle of the five friends

with the pirates in the Hang Tuah contains 9 actives and G

passives. — In the detailed account of the battle in the Old

Jav. Mausalaparwa the number of actives and passives is

approximately equal; e.g. the following passage occurs:

" Reeds were pulled up, they were used as weapons, for they

turned into clubs wherewith blows were dealt on the adver-

saries ".

72. The frequency of the passive is to be ex]3lained as

follows : In all the IN languages it is a matter of great moment

to emphasize by linguistic means that element of the sentence

which is considered the most important one. These means

include: intonation, unusual syntactical order, particles of

emphasis, and also the choice between the active and the

passive construction. If the subject is to be put into the fore-

ground, the active is chosen ; if it be desired to lay stress on the

object, recourse is had to the passive construction, i.e. the

object is made the subject. In the Toba Sangmaima, there-

iore, the construction is not as might have been expected:

" The mother went to cook and killed a fowl for the dinner ",

but: " and a fowl was killed by her " ; for the point of import-

ance is not that she killed, but rather what it was that she killed.

* I.e., " to get one's due ".
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73. The verbal systems.

I. We have learnt that the IN languages often have several

formatives that perform jDrecisely the same function. If, for

example, we analyse the Hova descriptive piece " Fiana-

kaviana " in Julien, we see that the two formatives mi and

inan <^ ma + n occur in it particularly frequently. It contains

6 verbs in mati- and 7 in mi-. In all the 13 cases the formative

simply creates an active transitive verb, without any. special

shade of meaning; manasa lamha means " to wash clothes ",

but mitutu wari " to pound rice". — In Old Jav. the two

active formatives a- and 7na- can be used for one another at

pleasure, and the same applies to the Bug. aq- and maq-.

If we analyse the Prasthanikaparwa from that point of view,

we see that e.g. "he made" is represented on some occasions by

sira agawe and on others by sira magawe. The meaning is

absolutely the same, and so is the situation : in both cases the

word that precedes the verb ends in -a.

II. On the basis of the condition sketched in I. above,

several of the IN languages have elaborated a series of verbal

systems running parallel and side by side with one another,

much like the Latin conjugations in a and e. As a specimen

I here exhibit the two systems of Mentaway

:

Active

ma-loto, " to be

afraid
"

Active

mu-Jiom, " to eat
"

The a- System.

Causative

pa-dru, " to make
healthy

"

The u- System.

Causative

fu-jinin, " to cause

to sound "

Passive

ta-ico, " to be

seen
"

Passive

tu-hdtdk, "to be

bent (as a bow)"

The fullest development of this principle is the elaboration

of the Bug. verbal systems in a and e, which I have dealt with

in a former monograph.*

* [" Sprachvergleichendes Charakterbild eines indonesischen Idi-

omes", §§ 84-99.]
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74. Among the moods the imperative is the one that is

most elaborated in IN; it displays the greatest number of

formatives. The conjunctive is much more scantily equipped.

The modal shades of meaning represented by " can, may,

must, shall, and will " are mostly expressed with the aid of

auxiliary words of form, though the conjunctive can also per-

form those functions. The same applies to the irrealis. And it

often happens that the sentence contains no linguistic element

at all, apart from intonation, whereby we can recognize the

mood.

75. The imperative. Nearly all the IN languages possess

imperative WB's, i.e. WB's that exist only as imperatives.

Examples: Nias aine, "come!", Karo ota, "let us go!".

Day. hua, " attention !
" — Illustration, Karo, from the Story

of the Glutton: " Let us go home !
" = ota ku rumah.

It is deserving of particular notice that practically all the

IN languages have an imperative word for the idea " lo !
",

" behold ! ", though each language has a different one: Bont.

naif, Nias hiza, Hova indru, etc. — Illustrations. Nias, from

the Consecration Song on the gold ornament: " Finished is the

jewel, behold ! perfected is the glittering of the gold " =
noaway ganaqa, hiza ! nomaulu zaquso. Hova, from the Tes-

tament of Umbiasa: " Behold, (my) son, the counsels" = indru

anaka ni anatra.

76. Apart from these imperative WB's, the active impera-

tive is formed, in the f,rst place, by omitting the formatives, or

to express it more accurately, by uttering the WB in a tone of

command, request, entreaty, and the like, so as to express this

mood. Thus in the Day. Story about saying " H'm " we find

the sentence: " Fetch the sirih-vessel and bring it here !
" =

F. V. s., b. h. = duan sarahan sipa, imbit katoh. The indi-

181
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catives of these imperatives are manduan<C mail + duan and

mimhit <^ ma -\- imhit. This kind of imperative formation is

found in all the IN languages, and is accordingly Common IN;

even languages that generally employ some other method

always exhibit a few cases of the one just described. In Hova

I know only the one instance: fuha, " wake up ! ", the indi-

cative of which is'?nifuha.— Illustrations. Old Jav., from the

Kuiiiarakarna: " Go, then, into the underworld !
" = laku la

march Yamaloha. Modern Jav., from the drama Prabu Dewa
Sukma, Act I.: " And, elder brother, hasten !

" = Ian, kakaii,

gu])uh. Bug., from the Epigrams against Cowardice: "Re-

tire, you cowards !
" == E,. y. c. the = esaq ko kelow e. Hova,

from the Oracular Formulas of Amurunkay :
" Awake, oracle !"

= fuha sikidi. Achinese, from the Story of the Wise Judge:
" Speak the truth !

" = S. with truth = kehen hak tepat.

77. Secondly, a very widespread mode of forming the im-

perative is to use the indicative as imperative without any

change save in intonation. Of all the Mentaway texts the

second Story of the Great Bear contains the greatest number
of imperatives: therein we find formations like: " You, fish !"

= dkdw manuha. This maniiba <^ mail + tuha is also indica-

tive. Alongside of it there are formations like pana, " shoot
!"

This pana is also indicative, so here there is nothing omitted

in the imperative, as there was in the Day. duayi above. — In

Matthij sen's Tettum dialogues there is a passage: "Where
shall I lay them ? Lay them here !" = Shall lay where ?

Lay here ! = atu tau hasa ? tau banee. Here the same word

tau is both indicative and imperative, it is a simple, underived

verb. — In the Tontb. Sacrificial Prayer there is a sentence
" Drink there, you gods !" = tnelep aiie, e kasuruan ; and in

the Dirge for the Dead Mother we find: " It is not yet time to

drink " = Not + yet time drink = raqipeq tow melep. Here

the same form mUep is both indicative and imperative, and it

is a derived verb, formed from the WB elep.

78. A third mode of forming the imperative consists in

the use of specific imperative formatives differing from those

of the indicative and conjunctive.
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I. A fairly widely distributed formative is pa-, which in

this case has, of course, no causative meaning. It is found

in the Phihppines, in Magindanao; in Java, in Old Javanese;

in Sumatra, in Toba; in the islands at the back of Smnatra,

in Nias.— Illustrations. Old Jav., from the Kunjarakarna:
" Clasp his feet !

" = C. f. h. = pamekuli jon ira. Magin-

danao, from Juanmarti's Collection of Dialogues: " Wake
up ! I am awake already " = Awake ! Am + awake I

already = pagedam ! naJcagedam aJcu den.

II. Nias has the formatives a- and o-, i.e. the m of the indi-

cative form beginning with ma- or mo- is omitted. Thus from

a WB gide, " vegetables ", are formed an indicative mogule,

" to cook vegetables ", and an imperative ogule. Illustration,

from the Story of the Strange Cook: " Well, cook vegetables !"

= lau, ogule.

We have noticed on several occasions that Hova has special

relations with Day. But it also shares all sorts of peculiari-

ties with the languages of Sumatra and the islands at the back

of Sumatra. Thus the Nias mode of forming the imperative is

also found in Hova: from leha, " step ", are formed the indi-

cative mandeha, " to go ", and the imperative andeha. Illus-

tration, from Rahidy's Fable of the Crocodile: "Let us

(= isika) go (and) swear blood-brotherhood !" = andeha

isika Mfaniatidra.

79. A fourth kind of imperative is constituted by using the

conjunctive as an imperative.

I. In Old Jav, -a forms the conjunctive, in Modern Jav.j

the formations in -a are used as conjunctives and as impera-l

tives, in the dialects of Madagascar only as imperatives.!

Still, even in Old Jav. we already find passages where -a has

an imperative function.— Illustrations. Old Javanese, from

the Asramawasanaparwa : "Conclude an agreement!" =
gumawayakena n sandJii. Old Mlg., from the sermon Hari-

reunau: "Assent!" =meteza hanaw (= 2nd person singular

pronoun).

II. We have learnt that the formative -urn- produces

aorists, futures, and conjunctives. Hence in some languages
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it is also used to form imperatives as well, e.g. in Tontb.

Illustration, from the Dirge for the Dead Mother: " Step down
here !" = tumuli mai. — In Tag. -wn- is the regular formative

of the imperative, the indicative having a different one. —
Illustration, from Tell: " Quick, old man, set to work!" =
dali, matanda, gumawa.

80. We know that the IN languages have no word corres-

ponding to the Indo-European copula "to be". Therefore

sentences in which, in our languages, the copula forms, or

introduces, the predicate, have no verb in IN. In such cases

the imperative is expressed merely by intonation. Illustra-

tion, Mentaway, from the Fishermen's Stories :
" Be my

bride !" = Bride my you = 7nadi ku dkdw.

81. The imperative of the causative is analogous to that of

the active. In Hova maturi is "to sleep ", mam'paturi, " to

cause to sleep"; the corresponding imperatives are: maturia

and mampaturia. In Bug. the causative patetton is both in-

dicative and imperative. — Illustration, from the first execu-

tioner's story in the Injilai: " Erect it (= the house) at mid-

day !" = At midday of day the you erect it = ri tenesso na

essow e mu patetton i.

82. The imperative of the passive has the formative -en, in

Tag. -in, in Toba -on, in conformity with the phonetic laws

already stated. This formative has a considerable distribution,

being found in the languages of the Philippines, Northern

Celebes, Java, and Sumatra.— Illustrations. Tag., from Tell

:

" Forget it now (and live only for joy) !" = Must + be +
forgotten by + you = limutin mo. Tontb., from the first

Vampire Story: " Let us only look for crabs !" = Must + be +
sought by -f us only c. = umuiien ta reqe Jcoman. Toba,

from the Sangmaima: "What then must be done by me?"
= beJia ma bahenon ku. ^

83. The imperative is often accompanied by particles,

which make it stronger, or milder, or more polite, and so on.

This usage may be called Common IN, In Old Jav. and Bont.

ta is used in that way, in Day. has, etc., etc. Illustrations.
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Old Jav., from Mpii Tanakung's Prosody: " Do hurry !" =
D. h. you = ta iiigal Tcita. Bont., from the Story of the

Brothers and the Rat: " Do let us go into my house !" = Do
go we i. h. m. = ta umuy tako is afon Tco. Day., from the Story

of the Inner Bark of the Tree: " Well," said Hatalla, " be it

so !" = has, koan Hatalla, jadi.

84. Later on we shall meet with a widespread particle ma,

mo, me, yna-ma, ma-lali, etc., which serves to emphasize the

predicate. It is also used extremely often with the imperative.

Illustrations. Toba, from the Sangmaima: "Prepare pro-

visions!" = hahen ma hohal. Mkb., from the Manjau Ari:

" Do smoke tobacco !" = isoq malah santo. Mak., from the

Epic Maqdi: " Only say it (and we will act according to your

words) " = Say only =^ maqkana mama.

85. The IN languages have two kinds of negatives, one for

the indicative and another for the imperative. This pheno-

menon is so widespread that we must call it Common IN.

Thus Masaretese has the two negatives mohe and hara. — Illus-

trations. Masaretese, from the Garuda Story: " His children

did not grow big " = His children the not big = rinenake ariai

TO mohe haat; " Do not be malicious !" =Not you m. = bara

Mmi walekuk.

But in many IN languages the prohibitive negative takes

the indicative, not the imperative. In Hova " to rule " is, in

the indicative, mandzdka, the imperative is mandzakd <^

mandzaka + a. Now in the Testament of Umbiasa we find:

" Do not rule with the flesh, rule with the spirit !" = aza

mandzdka ami ni mifu, mandzakd ami ni fanahi.

86. The Conjunctive. Only a few IN languages have a

iormative for this mood; it is, therefore, not a Common IN
phenomenon. Frequently it is not expressed at all; or else

only by means of auxiliary words of form, such as the Mai.

haran, "possibly". Special conjunctive formatives exist in

particular in Old Jav. and Bont., the former using -a, the

latter -ed, or after a vowel -d. As already mentioned, the

formative -um- may also be used to form the conjunctive;

that occurs in Tontb.
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I. The conjunctive in Bont. Illustration, from the Battle

of Kaloqokan: " We ought to go to Bontok " = G. w. should

to B. = wnuy ka)in-d ad Funtoh.

II. The conjunctive in Tontemboan. Illustration, from

the Story of the Burning of the Vampire: "Do go and tell'

them !" = Go do tell to them = mane oka kmnua an isera.

Here the conjunctive kumiia, from the WB kua, is dependent

on the imperative mane.

In Bont. and Tontb. the conjunctive is not often used; in

the Battle of Kaloqokan — 192 lines of print —• there are only

2 cases. But it occurs quite regularly in Old Jav.

87. The conjunctive in Old Javanese. Its use, whether

as a dependent verb or independently, coincides ahiiost com-

pletely with the Latin usage.* Thus an analysis of the whole

of the Kamahayanikan — 63 printed pages — has yielded the

following results

:

I. The conjunctive of reserved utterance: " (You have now
been instructed, and so your defects) have probably disap-

peared " = Jiilana, corresponding to the indicative Mian.

II. The conjunctive of request: "Let (rice, drink, etc.).

be offered " = ivehakena.

III. The conjunctive of condition: " If (freedom from

desire) be attained (then Buddhahood is also won) " = an

ka'panguha.

IV. The concessive conjunctive: "Even though (no

beauty) is seen (in yoiir teacher, nevertheless be amiable

towards him) " = yadya'pi katona.

V. The conjunctive in sentences denoting intention:

" (Strive after Advaya), in order that (your defects) may dis-

appear " = yatdnyan Ju'lana.

VI. The conjunctive after verbs of command: " (The order

shall be given) that (these men) be slain " = pejahana.

* [The reader will notice that English idiom does not always make
it convenient to render these IX conjunctives by our corresi^jonding

mood.l
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VII, The conjunctive after verbs of permission: " (It is

not permitted) to indulge in (love in the temple) " = gumawa-

ijakena.

VIII. The conjunctive after verbs of doubt and hesitation

:

" (Do not hesitate) to practise (the holy Samaya) " =gumawa-

yakena.

88. The Optative is either an imperative, or else it makes

use of special auxiliary verbs, or, most frequently, the above-

mentioned particles of emphasis, ma, mama, lah, malah, etc. —
Illustration, Mkb., from the Manjau Ari: "May he quickly

grow big !" — Quickly " lah " big = dareh lah gadafi.

89. The Potential has the formative maha-, which has a

considerable distribution, being found in the Philippines,

Celebes, and Madagascar. — Illustration, Bont., from the

Story of the Stars: " But he cannot fly " = But not can fly =
ya adi makatayaw. — Or else auxiliary verbs meaning " can

'*

are used, e.g. in Karo band. —• Illustration, from the Story

of the Glutton: "What then can (one) do ?" = higa kin

hand bahan.

90. The modal shade of meaning represented by " Z will
'^

is often expressed by the future, which in Nias for example

has the formative da- ; or by the conjunctive ; or by means of

auxiliary verbs meaning " will ", e.g. in Gayo male. Illus-

trations. Nias, from the Story of the Old Cat: " Where

is the old thing, I want to kick it to death " = Where old +
one, " cZa " + 1 + kick + dead = hezo nina, da-u-hundrago.

Gayo, from the small vignettes: " I will turn back " = aku

male ulak.

91. The modal shades of meaning represented by " ynust,

shall, may " are rendered by paraphrases like " it is necessary,

it is good, it is seemly", etc.; and this type of phrase is so

widely distributed that we must style it Common IN. Illus-

tration, Toba, from the Sangmaima: " The spear Siringis must

not get lost " = Not good, lost + go s. S. = naso tupa maga

hiijur Siriiiis.
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92. The Irrealis. On account of the interesting character

of this mood from the point of view of general comparative

philology, we must consider it in some detail. It has several

different modes of formation, but none of them are Common
IN.

I. Formation of the irrealis by reduplication of the first

syllable of the verbal WB. This is found in Mentaway; but

an analysis of all the Mentaway texts — 80 pages of print —
has only yielded three instances of it. Illustration, from the

Love Dialogues: " Then there would be naught good in me "

= Not would + be good in + me = ta habara tiktuk hu.

II. The irrealis is expressed with the same means as the

conjunctive, future, or passive imperative. — Illustrations.

Mkb., from the Manjau Ari: " Who should have taught me ?"

= W. s. + h. + t. me = siya ka-7naajari den. Karo, from

the Story of the Glutton: " One would have thought he was

dead " = mate ninen. — ka- is the sign of the future, -m the

sign of the passive imperative.

III. Mas has a special auxiUary word of form for the

irrealis, viz., enao, which is put after the verb. Illustration,

from the Story of Kawofo: " Fain would Kawofo have eaten
"

= F. K. eat " enao'" = omasi Gawofo ia enao.

Note.—The initial of Gawofo follows from the laws of the
" status constructus ", which will be dealt with in Section IX.



SECTION VI : THE TENSES.

93. The IN languages have three means of forming tenses

:

formatives, auxihary words of form, and reduj)hcation.

94. The Present Active. We have given, in Section IV,

the formation of the three genera. The verbal forms of the

active, which we there ascertained, are in some languages

presents, in others they have no implication of any particular

time, and so can be used for the present. — To that rule there

are, however, exceptions. We have already learnt that the

formative -um- is used in certain languages as a future, in

others as an imperative.

95. The Past Active. The past tense is formed either by

means of formatives or with the help of auxiliary words of

form. The first type of past has formatives which are char-

acterized by the possession of the sound 7i. This mode of

formation is found in the Philippines ; the intermediate islands

south of the Phihppines; in Northern Celebes; in Nias, at the

back of Sumatra; and in Madagascar. So its distribution is

quite a wide one; but, on the other hand, it is to be noted that

this type is wanting in Old Jav. ; and, moreover, the formative

is not the same in all the above languages, though it every-

where contains an n.

98. Now t\i.Q first way of forming the past tense is to add

to the active form, as delineated in Section IV, the formative

ni- or no- or in- or -in-.

Formosa, Form, dialect: linummis, Pres. lummis, " to

glow ".

Philippines, Bont.: inumjanak, Pres. umjanaky
" to arrive ".

Intermediate islands, Talautese: inumire, Fut. umire, "to
nod ".

189
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Northern Celebes, Tontb.

:

yiimaali, Pres. maali, " to

bring ".

Islands at the back of Sumatra, nomojano, Pres. mojano, " to

Nias: start".

Madagascar, Hova: nutunena, Pres. tunena, "to
be calmed ".

Note I.—The Form, vocabulary only gives the forms, with-

out telling us what tenses they represent; thus we simply find:

lummis, linummis. But as the better known Magindanao

conjugates precisely like this particular Form, dialect, we may
oonclude from it that linummis is a past tense

:

Word-base Present Past

Magindanao

lutad, " to lower

"

lumutad linumutad

Formosan dialect

lis, " to glow

"

lummis linummis

Note II.—Hova nu- and Nias no- are identical; in accord-

ance with phonetic law Hova represents the o of other lan-

guages by u.

Note III.—In Talautese the form ^^^th an m is not a present

but a future.

Note IV.—The past formative nu- is also found in Toba (in

Sumatra) in the extended form 7iun or nuna. This consists

of nu and the emphatic particle na or o'le, which recurs in several

IN languages; in Karo, which is closely related to Toba, ne

after vowels also appears as n, e.g. in the Story of the Glutton,

1.28.

97. Illustrations of the past formations of the preceding

paragraph. Tontb., from the Story of the Founding of the

Village of Kapoya: "But Asaq set forth from Sonder " =
swpaka si Asaq [ya) nicumesot (ai) an Sonder. Nias, from the

Story of Buruti: " My mother has gone away" = G. + a.

mother my = nomqfano nina gu. Toba, from the Sangmaima

:

" The spear is lost, (dragged away by wild pigs) " = " nuna
"

Jose spear = nuiia mago hujur.
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98. Secondly, the past tense is formed by replacing by n

the m of the present formatives ma-, mar-, mi-, etc., which we

became acquainted with in Section IV.

Phihppines, Bont.

:

nalufug, Pres. malufug, " to

perish ".

Intermediate islands, Talautese : namali, Fut. mamali, "to
buy ".

Madagascar, Hova: natahutra, Pres. matahutra,

"to fear".

99. Illustrations of the past formation of the preceding

paragraph. Bont., from the Lumawig: " Then all the joeople

had perished " = heceii nalujiig amm nan taJcu. Hova, from

the Fable of the Crocodile: " Then rephed the hedgehog " =
dia namali ni sukina.

100. Thirdly, the past tense is indicated by auxiUary words

of form. Nearly all these words mean " finished, completed ".

This hnguistic phenomenon may therefore be characterized

as Common IN, But the same identical word of form sel-

dom runs through several languages: thus Bug. uses jjura,

while the closely related Mak. has leqhaq, Old Jav. huwus,

Kupangese hidi, etc. — Illustrations of this type of past

tense. Old Jav., from the Kunjarakarna: " Your words have

entered into my bones " ^ '' huwus'''' the w. your penetrate

come into the b. = huwus ika pawarah ta anusup teka i n

tahulan. Kupangese, from the Story of the Fool: " We have

now made the hole " = We make " hidi " hole now = kit

sukun hidi bolo son.

101. Words of form such as have been given in the pre-

ceding paragraph are not, as a general rule, used to indicate

merely that the action took place in the past; there is nearly

always an idea of completion or of the pluperfect bound up

with them. When it is merely a matter of past time, these

words of form are hardly ever used, the present, or rather the

verbal form implying no particular time, then does duty as a

past tense. — Illustrations, from Bug. letters :
" I have drunk

the whole of the medicine (and now my motions are really not

so painful as they were) " = Completely " pura " I drink m.
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= aiiJcana piira uw inun fdbura. — "I have bought a house

(and now I have not got enough money to pay for it) " =
House I buy = hola uw elli. — In the first case the idea of

completion is emphasized, hence the use of fura; in the second

case that notion is not present, so the word is not used. — In

the sentence from the second executioner's story in the Injilai

:

*' Scarcely had it taken (the poison, when it died) " = " fura
"

it takes = yura na emtne, the w^ord jyura indicates the plu-

perfect.

102. In the languages which form the past by means of

genuine formatives, the formative may either simply indicate

past time, or completion, or the pluperfect, as well. Should

it, however, be desired to throw special emphasis on the fact

of completion or the pluperfect, then these languages, besides

using the formative, also add words of form meaning " finished,

complete ", like those mentioned above. Thus Hova uses

e/a, which is identical with the Nias efa in aefa, " finished ".

— Illustration from the Testament of Umbiasa: " \\Tien

knowledge has entered into our mind (it cannot be taken

away from us again) " — The k., when " efa " entered into

m. = ni fahendrena, raha efa tafiditra an tsaina.

103. Those languages which possess genuine formatives

for expressing the past employ them in a very consistent

manner. So in the Hova sentence from the Fable of the

Cuckoo :
" They would not receive him ", both verbs, " would "

and " receive ", are in the past tense: Not would have + re-

ceived him = tsi neti 7iandray azi. — In this respect Nias is

an exception; it does not use its past formative no- very fre-

quently. In the Story of Buruti — 46 hnes of print — wo-

only occurs about half a dozen times. That, however, is

without counting the phrase no-mege, " above mentioned ",

as its meaning has faded and it almost does duty as an

article.

104. The languages which express the past by means of

words of form employ them, as already stated, almost ex-

clusively in cases where it is desired to express completion or
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the idea of the pluperfect; but even in such cases the words

of form are often omitted. In the second executioner's

story in the Injilai, we find in 147 Hnes of print less than

half a dozen pura's.

105. The Future Active. This tense has four modes of

formation in IN: first, it is expressed by genuine formatives;

secondly, by enclitic, mostly monosyllabic, words of form,

which are on the w^ay to become formatives ; thirdly, by di-

syllabic, somewhat more independent, words of form; and,

fourthly, b}^ syllabic reduplication.

106. First: the future made by means of formatives.

None of these formatives has a wide distribution, none there-

fore can be styled Common IN.

I. Hova replaces the 77i of formatives beginning with m
by h. Example: " to kiss " = niiuruka, " to have kissed "=
niuruka, " to be about to kiss " = hiuruJca. This A-formation

has originated by analogy with the 7m-formation, which will

be discussed hereafter.

II. Sund. forms the future by means of the prefix /J*- and

suffix -on, e.g., pidatanon, " to be about to come ".

III. In some languages the aorist formative U7n is used to

form the future, e.g., in Tontb. and Bont., thus Bont. umoto,

"to be going to cook ".

IV. Some languages employ for the future the formatives

beginning with m-, which are elsewhere present or have no

implication of time; so Talautese tnamali, "to be going to

buy".

V. Old Jav. uses its conjunctive formative -a as a future,

e.g., matya <^ mati -\- a, " to be going to die ".

107. Illustrations to the foregoing paragraph. Old Jav.,

Mausalaparwa, from the prophecy of the angry Brahman:
" Baladewa will not die at the same time " = Baladewa tan

ilu matya. Hova, from the Testament of Umbiasa: " I shall

be gathered to the forefathers " {i.e., shall die) = S. + b. 4- g.

to the f. I = hihauna ami ni razana aim.

13
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108. Secondly: the future made by means of enclitic words

of form. Tliese are all prepositions indicating tlie direction

" whither". How they come to denote the future has been

discussed in Section III.

I. The Western languages, those of Sumatra, the Malay

Peninsula, and Madagascar, employ the preposition ka, which

in extended form becomes kan and akan, and in variant form

ku. Thus ka is used as a preposition, e.g., in Mai.; akan in

Day. ; ku in Karo. As a sign of the future ka is used, e.g., in

Mkb.; akan in Day.; hu <^ ku in Hova.

II. The Eastern languages, including those of Southern

and Central Celebes, employ the preposition la, which in cer-

tain languages has the form da in conformity with the RLD-
law. As a preposition la occurs, e.g., in Kupangese; the sign

of the future is la in Mak., da in Bareqe, and, far away from

the Eastern group, in Nias.

III. Bont. uses ad as a preposition and as a sign of the

future. It is conceivable that this ad is identical with the da

= la in II. above. For, in the first place, metathesis is a very

common phenomenon in the IN languages; and, secondly,

another preposition in Bont., synonymous with ad, appears

both as is and as si.

109. Like Hova, Day. also employs the preposition ku to

indicate the future, but it has made it into a verb: maku.

Precisely analogous cases are the Bug. matu <^ ma -\- tu and

the Tettum atu <^ a + tu; the preposition tu exists independ-

ently, e.g., in Toba.

110. Illustrations to the two preceding paragraphs. Mkb.,

from the Story of Manjau Ari: " I shall go " = den ka pai.

Mak., from the Jayalangkara :
" I shall now go and sleep

"

= Shall go I sleep = la maiiey aq tinro. Bareqe, from the

Story of the Migrating Mouse: " I shall emigrate " = S. e. I

= da 7)ielinja {mo) yaku. Tettum, from Matthij sen's Dia-

logues: "To-morrow morning (the) horses will come" =
awan saivan kuda atu 7nai.
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111. The tliird way of indicating the future consists in the

use of auxihary words meaning " will " and the Hke, e.g.

hendaq in Mai., issa in Bont., etc. — In the use of the second

and third methods we meet with the same state of things as

we noticed in connexion with the past tense : the particles are

often omitted. In the Mai. Epic Bidasari we ought to find

the future exjjressly indicated more especially in Canto 5,

which deals largely with the making of plans for future action

;

but we find hardly any cases of it.

112. Some languages employ several of the modes of form-

ing the future, for instance Mak., which has both la and

sallaii, and Bont. All the methods possible in Bont. are

represented in the Story of the Battle of Kaloqokan

:

I. The future is not indicated by any linguistic means:
" When will they come ?" = When c. t. = kad (nan) alian ca ?

II. Future with formative -um- :
" We shall run away " =

S. + r. + a. we = lumayao kanii.

III. Future with ad: " It will be much " = ad ansan.

IV. Future with issa: " You will come, the three of you "

= W. y. c. the three -— issa kayu Cd) sumaa ay tolo.

113. Among the languages which form their tenses with

genuine formatives, there are some that have only elaborated

two tenses : thus Magindanao only has the present and the past,

and has to use a periphrasis for the future. Other languages

form all the three tenses, and also bring the imperative into

the ambit of this system of tenses. Such elaborated systems

are found in Formosa, the Phihppines, the intermediate

islands, e.g. Sangir, and Madagascar. Example:
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114. Illustrations of the tense-system in Madagascar, from

the Old Malagasy Sermons:

I. Present :
" Abu Bekr, who fears the Lord " = The A. B.,

f. t. L. = r Ahuhakiri matalmtru an Dzanahari.

II. Past: " My heart has stored it up " = Heart my h. +
st. + up ^=fu hi nitarimi.

III. Future: " They will not see me " = N. w. s. m. = tsi

hahita alii.

115. Tenses of the Causative. These follow the active

closely. Example from Hova

:

" to speak

Present miteni

Past niteni

Future Jiiteni

Illustration from Bont., which, as we already know, uses

pa- as the sign of the causative and in- as the sign of the past

tense; from the Story of the Stars: " Mother has made our

brother fly" = Has + caused + to + fly m. b. o. = ^w-

patayaw ina hawwaan mi.

116. The tenses of the passive sometimes follow those of the

active pretty closely, as in Hova; in other cases, as in Tag.,

they diverge further from them. Examj^les:

I. Hova

—

ume, "to give
"

" to cause to speak
"

mamjjiteni

nampiteni

hampiteni

WB
Present

Past

Future

Imperative

II. Tagalog

—

WB
Present

Past

Future

Imperative

uniena,

numena

hmnena

umeu

to be given
"

tawag, " to call
"

tinatawag, " to be called
"

tinawag •• - ^
tatawagin

tawagin

117. A pecuhar way of forming the past passive is found in

Bug. and the closely related Mak. Bug. pura and Mak. leqbaq,
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which mean " finished, completed ", are put before the simple

underived WB; it is to be remembered that the WB, as already

mentioned above, often has in itself a passive signification.

Bug. example:

WB siyoq, " to bind
"

Past Active pura maqsiyoq

Past Passive pura siyoq.

It is true that this formation is not found very frequently;

in the Injilai the first instance occurs in the first executioner's

story. — Illustration of this mode of forming the past tense,

from the third executioner's story in the Injilai: " A man who
had also been bitten " = tvorowane pura oqkoq to.



SECTION VII : THE PERSONS.

118. The IN languages often possess two parallel series of

personal pronouns: full forms and short forms. Thus in very

many languages the full form of " I " is aku, while its short

form in Bont. is ah, in Mai. ku, in Old Jav. k. Full forms are

found in all the languages, so that this linguistic fact must be

called Common IN; the distribution of the short forms is less

extensive, though we find them in nearly all the great areas of

distribution: in Celebes, Bug. possesses them, but Tontb. does

not. In certain languages the series of the short forms is

incomplete; others, on the contrary, have two series of them.

Note.—With the etymological relation between the full and

short forms of the pronouns we need not deal here, as this is a

monograph on the verb. Nor need we speak of the relation

between the short forms of the personal pronouns and the

possessive pronouns, which also appear as a species of short

forms; e.g. Bont.: "I": full form ^ sahen', short form =
ak; possessive, " my " =^ko. — Besides, I have said something

about this subject in a former monograph.*

119. The full forms of the personal pronouns accompany

the verb, either as subject or as object, in precisely the same

way as substantives do. Thus in the Day. Story of the Inner

Bark of the Tree we find

:

The Inner Bark went = I. + B- the w. = kean-namo td

Jiagoet.

He went = id hagoet.

Hence in what follows we shall have but httle more to do

with the full forms ; we simply refer the reader to Section IX.

On the other hand the short forms are eminently deserving of

the attention of hnguistic students, more particularly of those

* [" Sprachvergleichendes Charakterbild eines indonesischen

Idiomes ", §§ 65, 157 seqq.]

198
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who are concerned with the Indo-European languages and

those who devote themselves to the study of languages in

general, for the combination of these forms with the verb

represents the commencement of a conjugation.

120. We have already learnt that of the languages which

possess short forms of the personal pronouns some exhibit

incomplete, others complete, series.

I. In Mai. only the pronouns " I " and " thou " have short

forms

:

Full form Short form

I aku hu

Thou enkaw haw

II. Mentaway has the two series complete, save that for the

second person plural the full form and the short are identical

:

Full form Short form

I

Thou

He
We
You
They

Note.—The Mentaway grammar does not mention the short

form i, but there are passages in the texts which admit of no

other interpretation than the existence of such a short form.

A passage of that sort occurs at the beginning of the first

Story of the Great Bear: " Father, he twines yarn at home "

= uhui i fuputdrd bakd ka uma.

III. Bug. in addition to a series of full forms possesses two

complete series of short forms:

aku
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121. Use of the short forms. In this paragraph we always

mean the use of the short form as subject; its function as object

wiU be discussed later.

I. The full forms are employed when the emphasis is on

the subject; when that is not the case, the short forms are

used. In the Bug. letter from the Princess Weyanu {i.e.,

Princess X) to Matthes, which is about Bug. manuscripts,

occurs the passage: " I myself will give orders to convey them

there " = I self order, convey them = iyaq fa maqsuro

fanoq i. Here the word pa, " self ", shows that the emphasis

is on the subject. In the same letter there is mention of some

fragrant oils, but there we find :
" I have not handed them over

to him " = Not I have + handed + over him = deq u fati-

wiriw i. Here the important point is the predicate, and hence

the short form u is used for the subject.

II. When the emphasis is on the subject it very often

happens that both forms, the full and the short, are used

together. So in the Mak. Jayalangkara we find the sentence

:

" (Jayalangkara was without fear, but his brothers cried:)

' We are exceedingly afraid !' " = Fear exceedingly we we —
mallaq duduw aq inakJce. Here the emphasis is on the subject

" we ", because of its antithesis to Jayalangkara, and it is

expressed twice, by the short form aq and the full form inakke.

III. In the case of the third person, when that is expressed

by a substantive, the short form of the pronoun is often added

as well. But this does not involve any emphasis or any

other special effect. If we find in the above-mentioned

letter about manuscripts : na ala i karaeri riy anu = " He has

taken them, the Prince of X", this means no more than:
" The Prince of X has taken them ".

IV. There are also certain limitations in the use of the

short forms, which vary from one language to another.

Usually they only accompany the active and causative forms

of the verb. Mai. employs the short forms only with transi-

tive verbs. In Mak. this hmitation does not hold good;

illustration, from the dialogue of the cats in the Jayalangkara

:

" Come on, let us go " = unibamo kiq lampa.
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122. We now come to the question : In what manner do the

short forms of the personal pronouns combine with the verb ?

I. Where the language in question has only one series of

short forms: in some languages they precede, while in others

they follow, the verb. This does not depend on the usual

order of the subject, be it a substantive or a full form of pro-

noun. In Mai. the subject as a rule follows the predicate,

but the short forms of the personal pronouns have to precede

it. — They precede the verb in Toba, Mai., Bareqe, Tettum,

etc., hnt follow it in Bont.

II. Where the language in question has two series of short

forms: in that case the one series always precedes, the other

follows, the verb; that holds good, e.g., of the two Bug. series

given above, the w-series precedes, the ag-series follows.

123. Illustrations to the foregoing paragraph.

I. Position of the forms before the verb. Bareqe, from

the Song about the Beloved Eelatives: " I value (them) hke

gold " = hi timba ewa ivuijawa. Mak., from the Sixth Elegy:

" God, I pray " = Batara, ku kanro. Old Jav., from the

fifth canto of the Ramayana: "He bent this bow" = r

ayat ikanah laras. Mentaway, from the Love Dialogues: " I

will not " = Not I w. = to F oba <^ ta ku oba.

It chances that the short forms of all the personal pronouns

occur in the Mas Story of Buruti and Futi

:

I — "I know my mother well " = I k. w. mother my =
u ila sa nina gu.

Thou— " Why dost thou steal my child ?" = W. t. s. c. my
= hanaiva o tago nono gu.

He — " The ghost Buruti spake " = He s. B. g. = i 7nane

Buruti-hexu.

We — " We will speak " = We s. w. = ta waqo dania.

You—" Give me the child !" = You g. me c. = mi beqe

Xogu nono.

They — " They have stolen my child " = la tago nono gu.

II. Position of the short forms after the verb. Bont.,

from the Battle of Kaloqokan: "" They run into the wood " =
R. they i. w. = uiniiy ca id pagpag.
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124. In languages that possess two series of short personal

pronouns the speaker is free to choose between those that pre-

cede and those that follow the verb. In the Jayalangkara we

find :
" When you arrive at Masereq, you ^^^ll ascend the moun-

tain " = \y. a. y. there at M., y. w. mount up m. = punna

hattu lio mane ri Masereq, nuiv eroq naiq ri moncon, but it could

equally have been: nu hattu and eroq ho. That appears most

plainly from an analysis of the dialogue of the two cats in the

Jayalangkara, when they want to go to Masereq, for nowhere

else in the whole of the Jayalangkara are the pronouns as fre-

quent as in that passage : we see there that the two series are

used indiscriminately.

125. Allien the short forms of the personal pronouns pre-

cede the verb, some languages omit the active formatives,

others do not. In Mai. the word for "to see" is melihat,

but " I see " is ku lihat, the me- being dropped. In Rottinese

" to seek " is akaneni <^ aka + WB neni, " he seeks " is n

akaneni, the aka- being retained. — Illustrations. Mai., from

the Hang Tuah: " I have taken it away from you again " ^
I have + t.-a. again from you = ku anibil fula daripada mu.

Rottinese, from the Animal Play: "He seeks the man" =
H. s. m. the = nakaneni touk a.

126. The most interesting question is as to the degree of

intimacy that exists in the combination of short personal

pronoun and verb. In some languages the connexion is a

close one, in others it is looser.

127. The loose)- combination. This is found, e.g., in Bug.

and Mak.

:

I. In these languages it is not absolutely essential that the

pronoun should come immediately next to the verb. In the

Jayalangkara we find :
" Go you !" == mane ma ko, where the

verb and pronoun are separated by the emphatic particle ma.

II. Genuine suffixes effect a shifting of the accent, but pro-

nouns put after the verb do not.
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III. Pronouns can be used with other parts of speech

besides verbs. — Illustration, Bug., from the Injilai: "You
are a man, I am a bird " = tau ho, Jcu manuqmanuq.

IV. The short form need not necessarily be the subject, it

may be the object.

128. The closer combination. This is found, e.g., in Mai.

Here the short form of the pronoun only goes with verbs;

between the pronoun and the verb nothing can be interposed

;

ku lihat can only mean " I see ", not " see me". — The accent

does not come into question here, for words that precede da

not influence the accent of what follows.

129. But the most intimate combination of the short pro-

noun and the verb is to be found in Rottinese. The verbal

formatives in Rottinese begin with a vowel; and the short

forms of the pronouns, which precede the verb, have lost their

vowels, e.g. " he " = w <^ na. Hence it has become possible

for the short pronoun and the verb to coalesce into a real unit.

For instance, the WB for " to flee " is lai, the verb alai, " he

flees" is nalai. Specimen paradigm:

WB liani

Verb ahani

I wait ahani

Thou waitest mahani

He waits naJiani

We wait tahani

You wait mahani

They wait lahani

Note I.—Rottinese usually also j^uts the full form of the

pronoun before this conjugated verb, e.g. " I wait '' =^ au

ahani.

Note II.—The transition from the short form of the pronoun

with a vowel to a form without a vowel is neatly illustrated

in Mentaway. Whereas in Mak. " I " is only ku and " thou
"

only nu, in Mentaway one can say either ku or k, nu or n,

when a vowel immediately follows. Thus in the same Lcve
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Dialogue we find: " ^Yh.J don't you care to ?" = ^Vhy not you

care = apa ta nu oba, and " Don't you care for me ?" = ta n

oha aku.

130. Illustrations of the Rottinese conjugation. It so

happens that the whole conjugation is represented in the

Animal Play:

I — "I say " = au ae.

Thou — " Don't you know, then ?" = Then thou not

know = te ta malelak.

He — " He seeks the man " = naJcaneni touk a.

We — " We flee " = ata talai.

You — " Eat !" = mua leonma.

They — " That they may not see me " = That they n. s.

me =/o ala hoso lita au.

131. In the languages in which the short pronouns are

closely connected with the verb, the pronoun only does duty

as the subject: Mai. ku lihat can never mean " see me ". In

languages where the connexion is a less intimate one the pro-

noun can also serve as the object. — Illustration from the

Mak. Jayalangkara :
" (It were better that we roam around

than that) the snake should eat us " = Us it eat, snake = kiq

na kanre naga.

132. In the languages which possess two series of

short pronouns, such as Bug., Mak., and Nias, when at the

same time one pronoun is used before the verb and another

after it, then the first one is the subject and the second the

object. — Illustrations. Bug., from the Injilai: " I kill you "

= u sampelle o. Nias, from the Story of Buruti :
" I love you "

= u omasiqo o.

133. We have learnt that the IN verb can express genus,

mood, tense and person. That, however, does not conclude

the cycle of its vital manifestations.

I. We have already heard that certain languages are able

to express the beginning of an action, by means of the aorist

formative um. — Now some languages can also indicate
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duration: thus Old Jav. has given the active formative mail-

and the passive formative -in- a durative tinge which did not

originally belong to them. Illustration, from the Asramawa-

sanaparwa: " As long as Draupadi was being ill-treated " =
D. as + long + as she was + being + ill-treated = Dropadt

kola nira winudan. — Other languages, again, are able to

express the fact that something just intervenes during the

continuance of an action. But here we do not meet with

genuine formatives, but merely auxiliary words of form such

as tehah, sedan, or sadah, and the like. Illustration, ]Mkb.,

from the Manjau Ari: " A woman was engaged in weaving
"

= A person woman '^sadan''^ wove ^= sa oran padusi sadan

hatanun. — Bont. has a formative naJca- to indicate the con-

clusion of the action. Illustration, from the Story of the Rat

and the Two Brothers: "Now they have finished eating" =
Now h. + f. + e. they = kecen nakakanan ca.

II. Here and there we also find participial formatives.

Nias has a present participle in s-, the formation of which has

been discussed in Section III. •— Illustration, from the Story

of the Fish and the Rat: "A woman drawing water" =
Woman d. w. =: alawe sanaqu idano.

III. In several IN languages tiumber can be expressed.

Masaretese has a verbal formative which is da- in the singular,

and du- in the plural. Illustration, from the History of the

Tagalasi Tribe: "He saw the inhabitants of Tagalasi-Miten

sitting there " = Saw i. the T.-M. sit = daanak geba ro

Tagalasi-Miten duptea. — Nias uses an infixed gf as a sign of

the plural. Illustration, from the Story of Buruti

:

Thou weepest mee o

They weep always mege-ege ira.

In Gayo the formative i indicates the plural either of the sub-

ject or of the object, the latter in the following sentence from

the Story of the Blue Princess; " She had all her clothes on
"

= All had + on clothes = mheh seloki pekayan.

Note.—All the phenomena mentioned in this appendix to

Section VII occur only sporadically; we cannot draw from

them any conclusions as regards Common IN.



SECTION VIII : VERBAL PHRASES AND OTHER
MODES OF EXPRESSION.

134. IN often uses the verb in cases where the Indo-

European languages with which we are more generally familiar

employ a substantive, adverb, etc. ; but the opposite also holds

good.

135. IN forms abstract substantives just as Indo-European

does. Thus from the WB ro, " to come ", which is also used

without any formative as a verb, Toba derives the substantive

haroro, " arrival " <^ ha + ^o reduplicated. — Illustration

from the Sangmaima :
" In order that they may know the time

of my arrival " = In -)- order + that be + known time of

arrival my = asa dihoto bakta ni haroro nku.

136. Now the IN languages often use a substantival con-

struction in cases where as a general rule the better known

Indo-European languages adopt the verbal construction; and

that apphes, in particular, to the verbs " to do ", " to intend ",

" to think ", "to say ", "to be named ". This phenomenon

•can be styled Common IN. The IN substantives in question

are either substantival WB's hke Old Jav. do7i, Tag. ibig,

" intention ", or else derivative substantives like Old Jav.

pagaway, " the making ", which exists alongside of the WB
gaway and the verb magaway.

I. Substantival construction with the ideas of " doing ",

" making ". Old Jav., from the Prosody of Mpu Tanakung:
' Well, what had you to do ?" = What then making your =
Dtapa kari pagaway ta.

II. With the idea of intention. Tag., from Tell: " Why
•do you crowd upon me (in the open road) ?"— What the in-

tention your with me = ano an ibig niniyo sa akin. Old Jav.

203
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from the Asramawasanaparwa :
" That is what they desire to

attain " = (That that) may + be + attained, (is) aim that =--

kapangiha don ika.

III. With the idea of saying. Tontb., from the Story of

the Demon that haunts women in confinement: " Then they

exclaimed " = Then speech their = siituoJca kiia era (o).

Nias, from the Story of Buruti: " Then she spake thus" ==

Then thus speech her again = ba simane li nia zui. Day.,

from the Story of the Inner Bark: " Then said he to himself
"

— Then (was) word of the heart = td koa n huan.

IV. With the idea of thinking. Karo, from the Story of

the Glutton: "But I think the Glutton is dead" = Heart

mine yet, that dead the Glutton = ate ku min, eiujo mate si

Lagaman.

V. With the idea of being called. Old Jav., from the

Sakuntala: "' There was once a king, who was called Duswanta

= Was a k., D. name his = hana sira mahdrdja Duswanta

naran ira. Tontb., from the Description of the Sacrificial

Feast: " This sacrificial feast is called the offering for the

plants " = Name of s. + f. this (is) plant-offering = naran i

'pa'peliqin itu manusew.

137. On the other hand, a verb is often used in IN in cases

where the Indo-European languages with which we are more

generally acquainted would employ some other part of speech.

All the instances here enumerated are Common IN.

I. The verb replaces an indefinite fronowi. The verb

that serves this purpose is the verb " to be, to be in existence ",

Old Jav. hana, Mai. ada, Nias so. — Illustrations. Old Jav.,

from the Kunjarakarna: " Some had their heads chopped off
"

= Were, (whose) chopped -j- off -f- were heads their = hana

winadun kapala na. Mai., from Abdullah's Journey: " There

were several islands, some big and some small " = Were

several piece islands, were small, were big =^ ada beberapa

buwah pulaw, ada kecil, ada besar.

II. The verb replaces a preposition, namely, the preposi-

tions " at" or " about " etc., with verbs denoting an emo-
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tion. The verbs doing duty in these cases are " to see " and
" to hear ".—Illustrations. Day., from the second Sangu-

mang Story :
" His mother wondered at what Sangumang said

"

= M. his wondered hearing words S. = indu e henan mahiniii

auh Sanumaii. Old Jav., from the Asramawasanaparwa:
" The king wept, being touched by his condition " = Wept
k. t. seeing c. his = mananis maharaja A'asrejian tunion gati

nira.

III. The verb replaces adverbs such as " up ", " down ">

" out ", " back ", and the hke. — Illustrations. Kupangese,

from the Story of the Fool: " Then he stej)ped in into the

midst " = Then he s. entering into the m. = ti un laoh tama

se tlala. Day., from the second Sangumang Story: " I walked

along by the side of the gigantic chopper " = I w. going +
along (by) g. + c. = aku mananjoii maJioroy fahera.

IV. The verb replaces the affirmative 'particle.-—Illustra-

tion, Nias, from the Story of Futi :
" Have you heard the words

of the chief ? She said: ' Yes !' " = You h. w. c. ? She s.:

' I heard ' = o rono li razo ? i tnane: u roiio.

138. With respect to several of the passive forms of the

verb there is a controversy as to whether they should not rather

be regarded as substantival forms. Bly view is the following:

I. The name " passive forms " is given by the grammars

to certain linguistic phenomena which were undoubtedly

originally substantives. In the Mkb. work Manjau Ari there

is a sentence: " It grows in the field, surrounded by trees ".

"Surrounded by trees" is: dilinhiiaii Jcayu. The form

diliiikuan is explained by the traditional grammar as a pas-

sive, and it is further added that the agent hayu is annexed

without the preposition " by ". But the WB linkuaii is also

a substantive in Mkb., meaning " something that surrounds "

;

and di is also a preposition; so I could also take di linkuaii

kayu as meaning " in a ring-fence of trees ", for the genitive

relation is expressed in many IN languages, and in Mkb. in

particular, by the mere order of the words without the inter-

vention of any preposition. Thus in my view diliiikuan kayu

was originally a substantival construction.
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II. In the Old Jav. Kunjarakarna we find the sentence:

" He came upon a door " = A d. was met by him = hahahan

Jcapangih de nira. Here, no doubt, one might also regard

kapangih as a substantive, for ka- serves in many IN languages

to form substantives as well as verbs. But here the agent

is attached by means of the preposition de, which never intro-

duces a genitive relation. I cannot, therefore, without putting

a strain upon it, construe the sentence as: " the door was a

find of his ". On the contrary, de corresponds rather with the

kind of prepositions that are used in our languages to introduce

the agent in passive sentences; that is shown by active con-

structions like the following from the Asramawasanaparwa

:

" To undergo pain through you " = manemu lara de nu.

III. In not a few IN languages the agent can be intro-

duced in both ways, either genitively or by a preposition

meaning " by, through ", as in Mai., where the preposition

is oleh. An analysis of the whole of the Mai. work Hang
Tuah has resulted in showing that though the construction

with the preposition preponderates, the genitive construc-

tion is freely represented there too, and no difference in mean-

ing is perceptible as between the two modes of expression.

For example: " It was heard by the chief " = didenar hatin;

but: "It was heard by the mother" = didenar oleh ihu.

This interchangeabihty of the two forms indicates, to my
mind, the occurrence of a transformation in the mental atti-

tude with which they are regarded: what was originally sub-

stantival has gradually come to be felt as verbal.

IV. In Bug. the agent is never introduced genitively, but

always by the preposition ri, which never indicates the

genitive. I have analysed the whole of the Paupau Rikadong

— 29 pages of print — from that point of view, and have not

found a single exception. That, to my mind, shows that

what the Bug. grammar calls " passive " is really felt to be

passive, even though one or other of the forms of the passive

may have been originally substantival.

V. In individual cases it will often be difficult to put one-

self into the mental attitude of the IN native so as to be able

14
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to determine whether, for him, a given linguistic phenomenon
which the ordinary grammar calls a passive is really substan-

tival or verbal. — Speaking with some reserve, I incHne to

the view that the construction under I.: dilinkuah kayu is

really felt as a passive by the Mkb. people of to-day, and is,

therefore, a verbal phenomenon, as the ordinary grammar
says it is.



SECTION IX : THE VERB IN THE SENTENCE.

139. Among tlie linguistic means employed by IN for link-

ing the several parts of a sentence together the following are

of particular importance: prepositions, the copula, the status

construetus, and the syntactical order of the words.

140. Prepositions.

I. In Common IN the genitive relation has the preposition

n or ni. This preposition links substantive with substantive.

There are no active or causative verbs that " govern " the

genitive. But, as we have heard, the agent is often hnked

with the passive predicate hke a genitive. — We have also

learnt that the genitive can be expressed by the mere order

of the words, without any preposition at all.

II. In some languages the dative relation has a special

preposition, e.g. in Karo: 7nan; in other languages the dative

is expressed by the same prepositions as the adverbial.

III. The accusative relation is very rarely indicated by a

preposition; as a general rule, the syntactical order suffices.

IV. In Common IN the adverbial is introduced by preposi-

tions. Of these the two prepositions i and ri have a particu-

larly wide distribution.

141. The copula.

I. The Indo-European copula, the verb " to be ", has

nothing exactly corresponding to it in IN. Hence the sen-

tence, " What is the reason that it is so ?" is expressed in the

Kunjarakarna by: " What reason of it, so?" = afa dumeh

na mankana. In Achinese, in the Story of the Pehcan, we
find the sentence, " Then exclaimed all the fish: ' It is good

so ' " rendered by: " Then exclaimed all fish: ' Thus good '
'*
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= temar sent handum enhut : no nienan. In Bug., in a letter

of the Princess Aru Panchana we find the expression: " What
is the price of this gold thread?" = WTiat price of it gold

thread this = siaga elli na wenampidawen ede.

II. IN possesses a feature which the grammars rightly call

a copula. Only it is not a verb, but a particle, viz., i or ay

or ya, etc., which links different parts of the sentence, parti-

cularly subject and predicate, together. The copula is found

in the Philippines, in Northern Celebes and in Madagascar;

it cannot, therefore, be called Common IN.

142. The status constructus, in Nias.

It is formed principally in two ways : words that begin with

a vowel take n oi g before that vowel ; words that begin with

a surd turn it into a sonant. Many words do not form the

status constructus at all. Examples:

Mother Rat

Status absolutus ina tequ

Status constructus nina dequ

The status constructus serves the same purpose as the

copula, it links the several parts of the sentence together,

especially the subject with the predicate. " Rat " is tequ and
" to go " is moi, and in the Story of the Rat and the Fish the

phrase " the rat goes " is: 7noi dequ.

Note.—The first method of forming the status constructus

may be thus explained: the sounds n and g are the preposi-

tions n and ka, respectively. The preposition n has been

mentioned at the beginning of this section; Jca, which, in

accordance with the Nias phonetic laws stated in Section III

had to become ga, has been repeatedly referred to. But we
have also learnt that w is a Common IN preposition for the

genitive relation and ka for the place " whither ". We must,,

therefore, assume that the tw^o prepositions have considerably

enlarged their sphere of action, or have made it more general.

This assumption is rendered credible by the fact that there

are parallel processes in Mentaway, which is a near neighbour

to Nias geographically and shares a number of special featurea
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with it. Now in Mentaway the preposition ka has also con-

siderably extended its functions, so that it is now able to

introduce almost any syntactical relation; and moreover

before vowels it often appears in the abbreviated form /j.*

143. The emphasizing of the predicate.

I. Nearly all IN languages possess particles which serve

to emphasize some particular part of the sentence, so that

this phenomenon must be styled Common IN. The most

widely distributed is the particle ma, which also appears as

mo, me, mama, and man; it occurs in the Philippines, in

Celebes, in the islands lying near New Guinea, and in Sumatra.

Mai. has an emphatic particle lah, Mkb. ma + lah, etc.

Note.—Though some languages have ma, others mo, others

again me, this change of vowel does not as a rule correspond

with the phonetic laws of the languages in question ; we must,

therefore, provisionally call it variation.

II. Now though it is true that these particles can be used

to emphasize any part of the sentence, yet they are most fre-

quently put after the predicate. In the Smnbawarese text

about Dog's Dung — 27 hues of print — mo occurs eleven

times, of which nine are cases where it follows the verb.

III. A minority of the languages makes but sparing use

of the particles of emphasis; thus Kupangese, for example,

where in the Story of the Fool — 10 pages of print — ma
occurs only once, viz., in the phrase haku tna, '*

it is enough ".

The majority use them very plentifully, e.g. Toba. In the

Toba Story of Sangmaima the particle ma occurs in the ordin-

ary course of the narrative after nearly every predicate.

Illustration: ''Sangmaima ate, and then took his provisions

and went into the depths of the forest " = Then ate the S.,

* [The second mode of formation of the status constructus is ex-

plained by the author in his monograph "' Indonesisch und Indoger-

manisch im Satzbau ", § 180, as resulting from the carrying on of the
" voice " of the final vowel (\vith which all Nias words end) onto the

initial consonant of the following word, when it is closely connected

with what immediately precedes, thus changing the unvoiced consonant

into a voiced one. See also Essay IV, § 302, IL]
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then were + taken p. his, then went into forest deep = asa

manan ma si Saiimaima, asa diboan ma hohal na, asa laho ma
tn tombak lono-lono.

144. Sentences that have a predicate but no subject.

I. The indefinite pronouns " it " or " one ", used as sub-

jects, are not as a rule represented at all in IN. — Illustra-

tions. Mentaway, from the Contest between Sun and Moon:
" I am well, it is raining " = akti modru, urat. Bareqe, from

the Song to the Moon: " It gets dark, before one wends one's

way homewards " = Gets dark, before go + home = maweiii

{mo) nepa jda.

It is true that the subject is sometimes indicated in cases of

that kind. In the Bont. Story of the Stars the expression

"it is growing dark " {i.e., night is coming on) is sometimes

rendered by malafi and at other times by malafi nan talon,

" the daytime is becoming night ".

II. When the verb is in the imperative the pronominal

subject may be added or omitted. Languages that possess

short forms of pronouns are fond of adding the subject in such

cases. Thus in the Bug. Paupau Eikadong the king says to

his servants: " Go, then !" = Go then you = lao sa o. In

Mak., in the expressions " don't " = teya ko and " don't let

us " = te^ja kiq, by means of which the prohibitive is formed^

the pronoun always appears; an analysis of the whole of the

extensive work Jayalangkara has hardly revealed a single

exception to this rule.

145. Having in the preceding paragraph dealt with sen-

tences that have no subject, we have now to speak of sentences

that have no verbal predicate.

I. It has already been mentioned that IN possesses no

verb corresponding to the Indo-European copula.

II. When in an IN sentence there is an adverb or a pre-

position indicating a direction in space, the verb of going,

coming, or remaining, which would be the predicate, is often

omitted. — Illustrations. Old Malagasy, from the Sermon

Tonih Zariahary; " AMiere art thou, Moses ?" = Where thou.
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the M. = aiza hanaw, ra Musa. Day., from the Story of the

Inner Bark of the Tree: " For what purpose do you come?"
=: For what you — akan kwe kaw.

III. In IN sentences we very often find the predicate

accompanied by an interjection, mostly an onomatopoeic one.

— Illustrations. Old Jav., from the Kunjarakarna: "Hey
presto ! (she) was at the door " = rep daten ri n lawan. Rot-

tinese, from the Animal Play: " There is a flash; bang ! the

musket rings out " = nandela; dan ! sisilo noli.

Now in such sentences as these the verb may also be omitted,

so that the interjection by itself plays the part of a predicate.

Illustration, Toba, from the Sangmaima: " Then cried the kite

' hulishulis ' " = Then " huhshulis " k. = asa hulishulis {?na)

lali.

The phenomena mentioned in this paragraph are to be

regarded as Common IN.

146. Linking the subject with the predicate. First method:

the syntactical order.

I. The predicate precedes the subject; this rule is Common
IN. —• Illustrations. Old Form., from Vhs's Collection of

Dialogues: " You have evidently been sleeping " := Have +
slept y. e. = nimesip kaw lawa. Old Jav., from the Tantri

Fables: " Thus spake the goose, then answered the tortoise
"

= Thus word of the g., a. the t. = mankana lin n ikan hansa,

sumahur ikan pas. Toba, Sangmaima, from the Burning of

the Book of Magic: " Then his book of magic was burnt, but

a leaf of it fell behind his house " = Then burned magic +
book his, fell at back of house his one leaf magic + book =
asa gor [yna) pustaha na, tirnpal {ma) tu pudi ?ii ruma na sa

lompit pustaha.

II. But this order is not absolutely obligatory. If special

emphasis is to be laid on the subject, it may precede. —
Enumeration: the Mentaway Story of the Spirit of the Palm

Toddy contains 25 lines and three instances of the order sub-

ject + predicate; and in each case this occurs because the

subject is to be emphasized, on account of an antithesis.
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III. Certain isolated languages, which have no close con-

nexion with one another, follow the opposite order as a

general rule. To this category belong Day. and Masaretese.

— Illustrations. Masaretese, from the Story of the Forest

Spirit: "Meanwhile men ate pouched rats"* = Meanwhile

m. the a. p. + r. = gamdi geba ro ka tonal. Day., from the

first Story of Sangumang: " The buffaloes were penned by

me " = B. the w. + p. by + me = hadanan td Tcuroii ku. —
Enumeration. In the Masaretese Legend of the People of

Tagalasi the order subject + predicate is strictly maintained.

IV. The order of the short forms of the pronouns has been

dealt with above.

147. Linking the subject with the predicate.

Second metliod : The copula. This copula, the particle i or

ya or dia, etc., is interposed between subject and predicate,

thus hnking them together. Illustrations. Tag., from Tell:

" That cries to Heaven " = iya i sumisigaw sa lanit. Tontb.,

from the Story of the Water Snail and the Antelope: " I have

been requested by the antelope " = I " ya " h. + b. + r. by

a. = aku ya tinaqaran i tuqa. Hova, from the Testament of

Umbiasa: " The body requires nourishment " ^ ni nufu dia

mila hanina.

148. Linking the subject with the predicate. Third

method: the status constructus in Nias. The subject, which

follows, is put into the status constructus. — Illustration.

from the Kawofo: " Then appeared Kawofo " =ba so Gawofo.

149. The agent relation in the passive sentence. This

has been discussed in Section VIII.

150. Predicate and predicative. The predicative is simply

added, without more, to the verb of the predicate. This

phenomenon is to be regarded as Common IN. — Illustra-

tions. Modern Jav., from the History of the State of Kediri

:

" He was made commander-in-chief " = kadadosaken sena-

foti. Sund., from Van der Ent's Descriptions of Animals

* Cuscus moluccana.
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and Plants: " Their leafribs are manufactured into brooms "

= L.t.a. + m.b. = nere na dijiyon safu.

151. Predicate and infinitive. In this case also there is,

as a rule, merely juxtaposition. — Illustration, Bug., from the

letter of Princess X, wherein she asks Matthes for a copy of

the Jayalangkara :
" That is what I wish to say to you " =

That I wish say to you = iya uw aqkatta powadada r' idiq.

Bont., in this case, employs the copula. Illustration, from

the Battle of Kaloqokan: " We are going to take " = Going

we " ay " take = umily kami ay umala.

152. Predicate and direct object.

I. The Common IN rule is that the direct object is added,

without more, to the predicate. — Illustrations. Simalurese,

from Westenenk's small Collection of Dialogues: "May I

take these coconuts ?" = M. I t. c. these = dai u abe bonol

ereh. Sangirese, from Adriani's Songs: "He longs for the

absent ones " = Desires men absent the = mekati tau tadi e.

Banggayan, from Riedel's text: " We looked for bulbous

roots " = ikami monombolii baku.

This order is not absolutely obligatory. If the object is

to be emphasized it may precede. In the Masaretese Story of

the Forest Spirit there is one case of the order object + pre-

dicate, occasioned by the object being emphasized on account

of antithesis: " (Hereafter I shall only come with my voice),

but you shall not be able to behold my body again " == But

body the you get see no more = bu fatan di kimi beta anak

inela beka.

II. In a very small number of languages the direct object

is linked to the predicate by means of a preposition. This is

done in Bont. by means of is and in Hova, in certain cases,

by means of ani. — Illustrations. Bont., from the Battle of

Kaloqokan: " Then we buy the cake " = T. b. we the c. =
keceh lumago kami is nan kankanen. Hova, from the Testa-

ment of Umbiasa: " Men have begotten thee " = ulumbeluna

{nu) niteraka ani ialaJd.

III. In Nias the direct object is in the status constructus.

Illustration, from the Story of the Woman who wanted to
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eat the Lightning: " Wrap up the dog !" = You w. + u. d.

= mi fanotnbo nasu. — The status absolutus is asu.

153. It very often happens that verbs which are transitive

in the Indo-European languages most famihar to us also take a

direct object in IN. I have analysed from this point of view

the Old Jav, tale which is embodied in Mpu Tanakung's

Prosody, and the result is as follows. Many verbs take the

accusative that also take it in German; but contrary to the

German idiom are: " Helfen gegen Liebespein " (To be of help

against the pangs of love) = atulun riman; and " Den Ver-

gniigen nachjagen" (To race after pleasures) = anrarah rum.

154. All IN languages have verbs of motion which are con-

strued with the accusative, particularly the verb " to go into ".

— Illustrations. Karo, from the Story of the Glutton :
" They

went into their house " = T. w. h. their = si dahi rumah na.

Mai., from the Hang Tuah: "He went into the house" =
masuq rumah.

Amongst all the IN languages of which I have analysed

texts of some length, Day. is the one that displays this phe-

nomenon most frequently, and I have found it occurring

oftenest in the two Sangumang Stories

:

falus Jiuma to enter into the house

tajnd himia to go into the house

lumpat huma to mount into the house

blua huma to come out of the house

huli lewu to go back to the village

sampay kaleka to arrive at the place

mahoroy pahera to walk along the gigantic chopper.

155. In many IN languages we find the phenomenon of

a preposition, particularly the preposition i, coalescing with

the verb. Such verbs in that case require no further hnguistic

means to link up the object, though per se it be an indirect

one, or even the adverbial ; in other words, they are construed

transitively. Example, Bug.:

To go on a path: joppa ri lalen.

To tread a path : joppai lalen.
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I have dealt with this matter in considerable detail in a

former monograph.*

156. The object used with reflexive verbs demands special

consideration. The IN methods differ to this extent from

those of the Indo-European languages best known to us in

that they do not say, for example, " I betake myself " but " I

betake my body " or " my person ". This phenomenon is

Common IN. " Body " or " person " is awak in many lan-

guages, ale in Bug., droi in Achinese, and so on. —• Illustra-

tions. Basa Sangiang, from the First Dirge for the Dead:
" Remove yourselves upstream !" = Remove person your up-

stream = tasat aref m naju-naju. Bug., from the first execu-

tioner's story in the Injilai: " It is to be feared that the king

will repent him of it " = To + fear that repent person his king

the = ajaqke na sessei ale na arun e. Achinese, from the Story

of the Wise Judge :
" He made himself in shape hke a man "=

He shaped person like mankind = ji perupa droi seperti manu-

siija. — Enumeration. In Section I mention was made of an

enumeration which showed that reflexive verbs are rarer in

Mai. than in German, for instance. An analysis of the whole

of the Jayalangkara has had a similar result; yet in the

highly coloured description of the fight waged by the hero

with the inhabitants of Masereq, for example, there are three

consecutive cases: " to guard oneself from ", "to hurl oneself

against ", "to throw oneself upon ".

157. It is a neat coincidence that not a few IN reflexive

verbs find their pendants in French. Bug., as the above

example shows, has a parallel to " se repentir ", Mai. to " se

taire ", Mak. to " s'evanouir ", and Mkb. to " s'agenouiller ".

158. The indirect object. It is the Common IN rule that

a preposition is used to link the indirect object with the pre-

dicate. — Illustrations. Mak., Jayalangkara, from the king's

speech if
" This I lay in charge upon you" = iya {mi) ku

* [" Sprachvergleichendes Charakterbild eiiies indonesischen Idi-

omes ", §§ 116-123.]

t Matthes ed., PI). 143 se^'^'.
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falaq ri haw. Old Jav., from the Asramawasanaparwa :
" To

reflect on death " = atutura ri fati. Bont., from the KolHng:
" Tell it to our mother !" = T. you to m. our = hana m ken

ina ta. Hova, from the Testament of Umbiasa: "He who
follows after the low fellows becomes a low fellow (himself)

"

= izay miaraka ami ni amhualambu, dia amhualamhu.

159. I have analysed the three books of the Old Jav.

Mahabharata entitled Asramawasanaparwa, Mausalaparwa,

and Prasthanikaparwa from the point of view of studying the

dative object, which in Old Jav. is construed with the two

sjmonymous prepositions i and ri, and the result is as follows.

The dative object occurs especially:

I. With verbs of saying, asking, answering, commanding,

and greeting; e.g., manemhah ri, " to ask someone respectfully".

II. With verbs of thinking, knowing, remembering, and

forgetting; e.g., atutur ri, " to think of ".

III. With verbs of desiring, rejoicing, being content, and

being sorrowful; e.g., alara ri, " to mourn over ".

160. Since, as has been shown above, many IN languages

possess formatives which make verbs, that would otherwise

take an indirect object or an adverbial, into transitive verbs,

it follows that in such languages the indirect object seldom

appears. In the Karo Story of the Glutton the first dative

object, introduced by the preposition man, does not occur

till 1. 100: " This stone is suitable for a seat " = Suits stone

this for seat = mehidi batu ndai man perkundulkundulen. On
the other hand, by way of contrast, the quite short Tontb.

Story of the Python contains half a dozen cases of the dative

•object,

161. Nearer and remoter object together in a sentence.

!From what has been said above it follows that the former

•comes next to the predicate without the intervention of any

preposition—and the latter then follows, accompanied by a

preposition. I have analysed the whole of Jonker's Book of

Xaws on this point and find a great many cases of agreement

with the corresponding German idiom, e.g., to give refuge to
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an offender; to give wages to tlie man; to lend a weapon to

an offender; to deliver, to pledge, etc., a thing to someone.

But contrary to the German idiom, " to accuse something

to a person ", meaning " to accuse a person of something ".

162. The adverbial is worked into the sentence by means

of prepositions. Among the widely distributed prepositions

are di, ri, "in, on, at", etc., and Tea, "to, towards"; Tag.

has sa, "in, at"; Timorese hi, "in"; etc., etc. — Illustra-

tions. Lampong, from Ophuij sen's Collection of Mousedeer

Stories: " If you come down to the water I shall catch you "

= If y. descend to w., you I c. ^ asal niku turun di way,

niku ku tekep. Besemah, from Halfrich's Collection of Pro-

verbs: " Where is there any ivory that has no flaw?" = In

what i., not flawed = di mane gadin diq beretaq. Kangeanese,

from the Story of Kandhulok: " On his way Kandhulok

arrived at a ricefield " = O.-h.-w. the K. a. at r. = sa-jhalan-

jTialan-na se Kandhulok teppaq ka saha. Timorese, from

Jonker's text: " What is smelling in the room in there?" =
saan nafo hi keen nanan. Togianese, from Adriani's small

Collection of Texts: " I will not live in my village here any

longer " = Not + more I will live h. in v. my = tamo ku poru

maroro iriqi ri lipu nku. Nabaloi, from Scheerer's Collection

of Dialogues: " We eat on the march " = Eat we during m.

= manan tayo chi chalan.* Tag., from Tell: " You are my
guest at Schwyz, I am yours at Lucerne " = You g. mine at

S., I the yours at L. = kayo i panaohin ko sa Schwyz, ako an

iniyo sa Luserna.

* Scheerer gives no description of his ch, but as he has based his

spelling on the Spanish usage it seems likely that his ch is identical

with the sound rendered in these Essays by c.
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SECTION I : FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS.

1. The present monograph is a dehneation of the phonetic

phenomena of the IN languages.

Note.—As to the method of transcription, see § 39, as to the

abbreviations, § 38.

2. Up to the present no comprehensive work on this sub-

ject has appeared, but a sufficient quantity of material for

such a work has been published in the shape of IN grammars

and vocabularies and a number of treatises. I shall not

enumerate these sources and prelitninary works here, because

I intend to refer to them in detail in my " Geschichte der IN
Sprachforschung " which is to appear shortly. — The works

of my predecessors have furnished me with a relatively small

part of the materials, either rough hewn or more or less worked

up; the greater part has been collected by myself. In its

whole plan, as well as in the execution of the individual sec-

tions dealing with the subject from various points of view,

my monograph takes its own independent line.

3. I have to delineate the IN phonetic phenomena of the

past as well as those of the present time. The past history of

IN sounds can be gathered from the written documents

handed down to us, or it can be deduced by the usual methods

of linguistic science, above all by the method of comparison.

On account of its heritage of written documents dating from

former periods, Javanese is of special importance for the study

of IN phonetics; Bugis, Sundanese, Malagasy, and some other

tongues, are of much less moment.

4. For our deductions we often require a basis to start

from; and that basis is Original IN. In this matter I follow

229
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the same procedure as Brugmann in his " Kurze vergleichende

Grammatik der indogermanischen Sprachen ". Just as IE

comparative research has inferred from the Sanskrit dhumds,

li&tin fumus, etc., an Original IE dJiumos, "smoke", and as

Brugmann (KvG, § 85), in deahng with the vowel u, proceeds

from this dhumos and other such Original IE words as by the

same method have been shown to contain the vowel u ; so from

Hova tdu, Toba tolu, etc., there follows an Original IN tetu,

" three ". This telu, together with the other words in which

an Original IN e has been inferred, serves us as a point of

departure for the discussion of the sound e and its derivatives.

Note.—By far the greater part of the IN words occurring in

this monograph have the accent on the penultimate syllable.

In that case I do not mark it, and accordingly write telu, tolu;

on the other hand, in § 5 I write talo, because this Pangasinan

word is accentuated on the final syllable. For the reasons

given in § 330 I cannot indicate the accent in the reconstructed

Original IN words. — As regards quantity, see §§ 67 seqq.

5. I will now demonstrate by an individual example the

nature of the method by which I reconstruct the Original IN

forms.

Thesis.

" Original IN possessed a neutral, colourless vowel, styled

in Javanese, and accordingly also in IN comparative linguis-

tics, the pepet, which is represented (not very aptly) by the

symbol e, and occurs for example in the Original IN word

telu, ' three' ".

Evidence.

I. As " three " in Pangasinan is talo, in Hova telu, in

Sundanese tilu, in Toba tolu, in Tinggian tulu, the variegated

character of the vowel of the first syllable can be most satis-

factorily explained as a case of differentiation from a neutral

original, just such as the pepet.

II. The pepet still actually exists, even though in a min-

ority of the IN languages, yet in the most diverse local areas
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of the family. Thus in Karo in Sumatra, in Balinese next to

Java, in Tontemboan in Celebes, etc., the word for " three
"

is telii,.

III. Old Javanese likewise has telii; and how important

Old Javanese is will be shown in § 6.

IV. Nias has no pepet; where other tongues have e, Nias

has an o. But this o has a peculiar pronunciation, it is arti-

culated further back in the mouth than the o of a different

origin. If I represent the front o by Oi and the back one by

02, I get (for example) the equations: Nias booli, " price " =
Original IN, and hkewise Gayo, Malay, etc., heli, but Nias

OiHOi, " child " = Original IN, and Hkewise Old Javanese,

Tagalog, etc., atiak. The peculiarity in the articulation of

the 02 accordingly points to an originally peculiar sound, in

fact to the pepet.

V. Iloko knows no pepet; where other languages have a

pepet, Iloko puts an e. But the consonant, which immedi-

ately follows this e, is doubled ; thus the equivalent of Original

IN, and likewise Old Javanese, Malay, etc., lepas, " free ",

is Iloko leppds. This doubling of the consonant does not occur

after an e of any other origin. Now Madurese says leppas;

it also doubles the consonant, but leaves the e unchanged. If

we compare the Mad. procedure with the Iloko, it follows that

the Iloko e, after which the consonant is doubled, points back

to an original pepet.

VI. Talautese lacks the pepet; an a occurs where other

languages have e. But after this a the liquid I is articulated

differently than it is after an a which descends from an Orig-

inal IN a. So in Tal., too, we have an indication of the exist-

ence of the pepet in Original IN.

VII. Hova possesses no pepet; for an e of other languages

it puts in an accentuated syllable an e, in an unaccentuated

one an i. Original IN, and hkewise Karo, etc., telen, " to

swallow ", has therefore in Hova the equivalent telina. Now
before this i <^ e Hova preserves Original IN I unchanged,

whereas before a Hova i <^ Original IN i it becomes d; thus

telina <^ Original IN telen, but dimi, " five " <^ Original IN
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lima. Here again, then, we find in a language whicli itself

has no pepet an argument for the existence of the pepet in

Original IN.

Conclusion.

The evidence of I.-VII. supra, to which many other testi-

monies could be added, shows conclusively that the phonetic

system of Original IN must be credited with the vowel

called pepet.

6. The phonetic conditions of Old Javanese coincide in most

cases with the phonetic system of Original IN as inferred

by the comparative method. Hence we get, from objective

documents, a confirmation of what has been attained merely

by inference. — To this harmonious agreement there are two

exceptions

:

I. Original IN r2 (= uvular r) disappears in Old Jav.;

hence Old Jav. atus, " hundred ", from Original IN r^atus.

II. Original IN successive vowels are often contracted in

Old Jav. Original IN, and also Malay, etc., disyllabic lain,

" other ", becomes len in Old Jav.

7. It is not possible in IN linguistic research, any more

than in IE, to discover the corresponding original values of

all the phonetic phenomena of the living languages. Some
IN languages possess the sound called hamzah ; but, as stated

in § 40, 1 am not at present in a position to decide with absolute

certainty whether it should be ascribed to Original IN.

8. Between any of the phonetic types that exist to-day

and its corresponding archetype in the original mother-tongue,

there may have been intermediate stages. IE hnguistic re-

search possesses the means of determining such intermediate

stages in many cases. Thus Kluge, in his " Etymologisches

Worterbuch der deutschen Sprache ", s.v. Met, shows that

between Original IE medlius and the Modern German Met
(= met), " mead ", we have to intercalate Original Germanic

m'cdus. Old High German mcto, and Middle High German t7ic't

as intermediate forms. IN research possesses such means
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to a much more limited extent, seeing that it has only got one

single language with really important written records of some

antiquity, namely, Javanese; besides which, Old Jav. mostly

exhibits the same phonetic state as Original IN. Neverthe-

less, IN research is in some instances able to detect such

intermediate forms, and the cases where it is possible may be

taken to fall pretty much under the following heads

:

I. The intermediate form is found in Old Jav. :

Original form Intermediate stage Final result

Original IN Old Jav. Modern Jav.

dir.yus dyus adus, " to bathe
"

II. The intermediate form is represented by the native

spelling :

Original form Intermediate stage Final result

Original IN Written Minangkabau Spoken Minang-

kabau

selsel sasal sasa, " to regret

"

III. The intermediate form exists in a cognate dialect:

Original form Intermediate stage Final result

Original IN Tunong-Achinese Achinese Proper

batu batew batee

IV. The intermediate form can be ascertained by infer-

ence. If Original 1^ baroCL, "glowing embers", results in

Bungku wea, we must assume a form waya as an intermediate

stage: see § 136.

9. We often have reports that the older living generation

adheres to an older phonetic stage, while a newer phonetic

type has developed in the speech of the younger people. In

Kamberese Original IN s becomes h, e.g. Kamb. aim, " dog ",

<^ Original IN asu, but " one often hears old people pro-

nouncing the s " (Wielenga).

10. Phonetic changes either take place unconditionally

or are dependent on definite conditions. Original IN pepet

unconditionally, in all cases where it occurs, becomes e in

Dayak; thus Original IN teMn, "staff", results in Day.
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ieJcen. In Hova, which, betrays a somewhat near relationship

with Day., the pepet only becomes e when it bears the accent;

hence Original IN teken produces Hova tehina. Accentuation,

therefore, is the condition for the change of e into e in Hova.

11. The condition under which a phonetic change takes

place is one thing, and the cause which calls it into existence

is another. The conditions are very often recognizable in

IN, but as regards the causes the same observation applies tO'

IN as Hirt, in his " Handbuch der griechischen Laut- und

Formenlehre ", § 71, made about Greek: "We are often

unable to detect the causes of phonetic change ". Neverthe-

less IN linguistic students have set up many a theory on this

subject, and I here repeat some of them, without commenting

thereon: " A peculiarity of certain of the Toraja languages is

the change of s into h. It appears to us that the custom of

filing the teeth quite short or partially knocking them out,,

may be the cause of this phonetic change " (Adriani). — In

Karo, Original IN a remains a, but alongside oijah, " yonder ",

a form joh has appeared, " in consequence of a movement of

the lips, with which one indicates the direction ' yonder '

"

(Joustra). — " The custom of chewing betel explains why the

Javanese often pronounce a velar instead of a labial, e.g.,

hestul for pestul, ' pistol '
" (Roorda).

12. In the evolution of IN sounds a number of other

forces bear sway, which operate in the way of influencing,,

furthering, hindering, crossing, etc., though they cannot be

called " causes " or " conditions " in the strict sense. These

are analogy, popular etymology,* the tendency towards

differentiation, phonetic symbolism, onomatopoeia, euphem-

ism, and the tendency towards disyllabism.

13. Analogy plays as great a part in the phonetic evolu-

tion of the IN languages as it does in the IE family. Thus-

among the IN, as among the IE languages, there is hardly one

in which the numerals have not been affected by its influence;

* [The tendency which produces forms like " Hobson-Jobson",
" sparrow-grass ", etc.]
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cf. Paul, " Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte ", under the head-

ing " Kontamination ".

In Original IN, " hundred " is Toaius and " thousand ",

Tiibu, but for " thousand " Bajo says ribus, having transferred,

to it the 5 of Tofitus.

14. Popular etymology also has the same importance in IN

as in IE. Persian Idzuwerdi, " sky blue ", becomes in Javanese

rojowerdi, in imitation of rojo, " king ", as if it meant the royal

colour. — Particularly frequent is the occurrence in IN of a

species of popular etymology which I will style grarmnatical

popular etymology. From Sanskrit yoga comes Karo iyoga,

" yoke ". But as i- in Karo is a prefix, it appears to the people

who speak Karo as if iyoga were made up of the prefix i +
the intermediaiy sound y + oga, and hence they have ab-

stracted out of iyoga a WB oga, which is now employed along-

side of iyoga. Or, since ka- is a very common prefix in Old

Javanese, the Sanskrit kawi, " poet ", makes the impression

of being a derived word, and from it is extracted a WB awi,

" to compose (poetry) ", from which in its turn various deriva-

tives are formed, e.g., aiviawian, " poetry ".

15. Tendency towards differentiation. Where the origin-

ally single meaning of a word is differentiated, a phonetic

differentiation may also be induced, in IN as in IE. Just as

in the dialect of Lucerne the Middle High German mcsse has

evolved into Mass, " the religious ceremony styled the mass ",

and Mads, " an annual feast and fair ", so too the Original

IN ulu, " head ", apj^ears in Bimanese as idu, " formerly ",

and uru, " beginning ".

16. Phonetic symbolism. In many IN languages we find

phonetic symbolism at work in the duplication of words, as

in the Sundanese uncal-ancul, " to hop hither and thither ",

alongside of ancul, " to hop ". So too the substitution of a

sonant for a surd in the Nias aizo.2-aizoo, " somewhat sour ",

beside aisoo, " sour ", and other cases, may be due to phonetic

symbolism. On the other hand, I do not share the view that

in durative formations such as the Old Javanese mamanah

from the WB panali, " to shoot ", the m replacing the p, that
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is a continuous sound instead of a momentary one, indicates

duration; in a former monograph I have given a purely

mechanical phonetic explanation of this phenomenon, and I

^m convinced that all IE scholars will approve of my view.

Madurese exhibits a peculiar phenomenon in connexion

with words where the WB is partially reduplicated, after the

fashion of los-alos, " very fine ", te-pote, " quite white "
; alos,

" fine ", is evolved phonetically from the Original IN, and

likewise Malay, etc., halus, and similarly pote from 'putili.

But alongside of los-alos, te-pote, we also find forms which have

preserved the Original IN vowels, viz., lus-alus, ii-puti, and

these denote a still higher or more superlative degree than

los-alos, te-pote. In these cases, then, it is the more archaic

phonetic type that denotes the higher degree of quality.

17. Onomatopoeia exercises its influence on the evolution

of the IN sounds mainly in the way of impeding the consistent

operation of phonetic laws. It manifests itself in the first

place in interjections that mimic a sound. In Minangkabau

an Original IN liquid at the end of a WB disappears ; Original

IN lapar, " hunger ", is also written lapar in Mkb., but pro-

nounced lapa. Further, Original IN final explosives turn

into hamzah in spoken Mkb.: thus Original IN atep, "roof",

^ spoken Mkb. atoq. So no r and no p can occur as finals in

spoken Mkb. But interjections like gar, " crack !", dapap,
" plop !", etc., are exceptions to this rule, — Besides these,

the operation of onomatopceia is seen in words of substance,

mostly in names of animals, which have been formed in

imitation of natural sounds. In Tontemboan, in the case of

WB's consisting of a doubled root, the final consonant of the

first half must as a rule become q : thus Original IN korkor,

" to scratch ", becomes Tontb. koqkor. But the onomato-

pceically formed kerker, the name of a species of bird, retains

the r in the first half.

18. Euphemism. For reasons of euphemism certain w^ords,

especially such as are connected with sexual matters, have

been deliberately deformed in the IN languages. A number

of these are given in Van der Tuuk's Toba vocabulary, e.g.,
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Hat, disfigured from filat, " membrum virile ". Such defor-

mations usually occur on the analogy of some other, more or

less comiected, word: thus Hat, on the analogy oiila, " shame ".

19. Tendency towards disyllabism. ^^^lereas the forces

thus far mentioned, analogy, popular etymology, etc., operate

in IE as well as in IN, the tendency towards disyllabism is

exclusively j^eculiar to IN. Its significance was already

recognized by Humboldt in his " Kawisprache ", pp. ccccii

seqq. The WB's of the IN languages are as a rule disyllabic,

and the genius of the IN languages is often impelled to

squeeze into this mould such words as are not really disyl-

lables at all or have lost that form in the course of linguistic

evolution. Thus the Dutch word lijst, " list ", appears in

several IN languages under the form eles, with a prothetic

formative e which has no meaning or significance; and

"Rome", i.e., Constantinople, is called Ruhum in Minang-

kabau, not Rum.

20. Between the written language and the colloquial in IN
there are often phonetic differences. The one of most fre-

quent occurrence is that the colloquial allows abbreviations

which are avoided in the written language. Thus spoken

Javanese says dulur, " brother or sister ", for the written

sedulur.

21. The phonetic phenomena hitherto described occur in

ordinary, normal speech. Besides this we find in IN certain

special modes of s]jeech. These are the language of children,

the language of animals in the beast fables, poetic language,

and various artificial languages.

22. The language of children in IN has the four following

characteristics

:

I. Substitutioti of one sound for another. " As long as a

Bareqe child is unable to pronounce the velars, it regularly

replaces them by the dentals; thus it says atu for Original IN,

and also Bareqe, aku, ' I '. Small children often pronounce

c for s, and accordingly say cucu for Original IN, and likewise

Bareqe, susu, ' breast' " (Adriani).
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II. Infantile repetition. By the change of a consonant,

words are adapted to this type. Thus Bareqe children say jeje

for keje, " membrum virile"; Tontemboan children, kiqJciq

for kiqciq, " to bite ". In Tontb. titiq for hiliq, " to sleep",

both changes have occurred, viz., substitution of the dental

for the velar and also adaptation to the infantile habit of

repetition.

III. Transformation of combinations of sounds which are

difficult for children to pronounce. Thus Karo children say

a-pe for laii-pe, " not at all ".

IV. Besides the above, the language of children exhibits

other isolated phenomena, which cannot be classed under any

general category. Thus Tontemboan children say lileq in-

stead of leleq, " to bathe ".

23. ^\Tien parents speak w^ith children, they use either

the normal form of speech or the children's language; but

they also sometimes make a compromise between the two.

In the preceding paragraph, under subsection I, we saw that

the Bareqe children use cucu for susu, " breast ". But in

normal Bareqe the palatal tenuis only occurs after the nasal,

so that forms like cucu do not exist in the s|)eech of adults.

On the other hand, the palatal media is not subject to the same

restrictions as the tenuis, and so it comes about that parents,

when they sj)eak to children, say neither susu nor cucu, but

juju.

24. It is not uncommon for childish words to make their

way into the language of adults, particularly the forms in-

volving infantile repetition. In Original IN and in most of

the Hving IN languages, " father " is ama, " mother ", ina; but

several languages employ the infantile forms mama and nina.

In Tontemboan, " grandfather " is apoq, and " uncle ", itoq;

but the vocatives of these words are papoq and titoq. — In

Bugis the word for " little girl " is besseq or becceq, the first

form being used only of princesses. According to subsection

I of § 22, the form with s is the normal one, while the one with

^ was originally the infantile form.
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25. The phenomena of childish speech recur to a great

extent in IE. In certain of the Swiss dialects the word for

" father " is Atti, but other dialects replace it by Tdtti, using

therefore the form that involves infantile repetition: see

" Schweizerisches Idiotikon ", I, 585,

26. The language of animals employs {infer alia) the method

of infantile repetition, like the language of children. In the

sixteenth tale in Adriani's " Leesboek in de Bareqe taal ",

p. 17, 1. 10, the old mouse says kuko, for dunJco "crust of the

rice-pap in the pan ".

27. Poetic language. The requirements of rhythm and

rhyme produce all sorts of phonetic changes. Certain litera-

tures, it is true, e.g. the Bareqe, do not tolerate such disfigure-

ments, but others put up with a great deal in this respect.

Such poetical deformations may be divided into two classes,

viz., those which exhibit changes that are still within the

limits of linguistic possibility, and on the other hand such

as exemphfy deliberately artificial modification.

I. To the first category belongs the poetic licence in

Bisaya, whereby i before a vowel may be treated as a con-

sonant, e.g., motya, for the trisyllabic motia, "'pearl". The

change of i in this position into a consonant is found in the

normal form of many IN languages: the Old Javanese WB
ipi, " to dream ", has a conditional aiiifya.

II. To the second category belong the most varied forms

of licence, which for the most part are based on no principle.

Sometimes they result from metric difficulties. Thus in the

Balinese Epic Megantaka, strophe 318, verse 7, we find tos,

for totos, " descendant ", because if totos had been used the

verse would have had one syllable too many. In the second

place, they may be due to difficulties connected with the

rhyme. In the Minangkabau Epic " Kaba Sabay nan

Aluyh ", verses 446, 447, read: " That we say yes, yes, that

we say no, no " = maq kami hario-io, mag kami hatido-tido.

Here the form tido is a deformation of the normal tidaq, " no ",

made to suit the rhyme, which consists in a similarity of both
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vowels of the WB's. Thirdly, these changes may be pro-

duced by the requirements of the lagu, i.e., the current mode
and fashion of reciting. Achinese has [inter alia) a special

lagu for the recitation of solemn or tragic poems. In this

lagu the several syllables are pronounced very long, and here

and there extended into two syllables by pronouncing the

vowel twice over with the intercalation of an ii between the

two: for instance, fuiiucoq instead of the normal jiiicoq, " tip ".

28. In IE we also find both kinds of poetic licence, as de-

picted in the preceding paragraph. If in the Aeneid we have

to scan conubjo, that corres^Donds to motya in subsection I,

while the mutilated form navyasd vacas, cited in Wackernagel,
" Altindische Grammatik ", I, p. xvii, is j)arallel to the de-

liberately artificial deformations of subsection II.

29. In reading aloud, certain phonetic peculiarities also

occur. "It is customary at the Javanese Court, in reading

out official documents, but only in that case, to aspirate

initial vowels, e.g. to say hadalem for adalem, ' to dwell '

"

(Poensen).

30. Artificial languages. In IN there are quite a consider-

able number of artificial languages: e.g., priestly languages,

languages of ceremonious politeness, languages specially used

when hunting, thieves' languages, etc. The peculiarities of

these artificial forms of speech are lexicographical and

morphological, but also phonetic. . From the i^honetic point

of view two principles in particular are operative:

I. Metathesis. The Toba thieves' language, for example,

interchanges the two syllables of the WB, saying therefore

tema for inate, " dead ".

II. Analogical transformation. The Dayak priestly lan-

guage says rolioii, " sword ", for the dolioii of normal speech,

by analogy with rohes, " to slay ". The Javanese language

of ceremonious politeness changes Tcuraii, " too few ", into

kiran, by analogy with liran, " half ".

31. One of the methods of formation of the Javanese

language of ceremonious politeness consists in replacing
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various word-endings by -jiii or -jeii: thus from esuq^

" morrow ", it makes enjih and from hum, " to hunt ", hujeii.

I shall style this mode of formation the /ew-type. Now we

find isolated representatives of this /en-type in other languages

also. Malay has a word anjiii, " dog ", Makassar a word

tojeii, " true ", with e instead of e. These words do not belong

to an artificial stratum of these two languages, but to their

normal form of speech. But inasmuch as anjiii coexists with

the Original IN, and likewise Old Javanese, etc., asu, and

tojen with the Dayak, etc., toto, one must assume that anjiii

and tojeii were originally artificial forms, transformations of

asu and toto in accordance with the /en-type, and that they

subsequently found their way into normal speech and dis-

placed asu and toto. This is an interesting case of the influ-

ence of the artificial type of language upon the normal type.

32. The word anjiii is genuine Malay, the word tojeii is

genuine Makassar, they are not borrowed from Javanese, for

the simple reason that Javanese does not possess these words.

Thus we find the /e^-type of word formation as an estabhshed

institution in several widely separated languages. Hence we

may perhaps be entitled to ascribe this particular mode of

artificial word formation even to Original IN.

33. Influence offoreign languages. This influence, it must

be admitted, shows itself most strongly in the vocabulary,

and only shghtly in phonetic evolution.

I. Phonetic influence of other IN languages. Kulawi

changes s into h, and accordingly says tahi, " lake ", for

Original IN tasiJc. " But many of the men, who nearly all

know Palu, which has preserved the s, often pronounce the

5- even now, whereas the women, who for the most part only

know Kulawi, regularly use h " (Adriani). In Ruso-Talautese

the normal Talautese ^ of a final syllable is pronounced s, e.g.^

dpuka, " lime ", becomes dpusa; " but this pecuharity has been

steadily disappearing since the settlement in Ruso of a number

of people from Niampak, who mock at this idiosyncrasy of

the Ruso population" (Steller). The Tojo-Bareqe has par-

16
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tially adopted the accentuation of its neighbour, the Bugis.

" His dwelling-place " in Bareqe is hanua-na, in Bugis wanuwd-

na; but Tojo-Bareqe under Bugis influence says banud-na.

II. Influence of non-IN languages. Madurese had origi-

nally no/, but the Madurese have no difficulty in pronouncing

the sound and therefore mostly preserve it unchanged in

loan-words from Arabic or from European languages, so that

we must now include the sound /in the Mad. phonetic system.

Bimanese rejects all original final consonants, and treats loan-

words in the same way, thus saying asa for the Arabic asal,

" origin ". " But educated Bimanese often pronounce the

final consonant " (Jonker).

34. Influence oj scliool teaching. Tontemboan has changed

the Original IN, and likewise Old Javanese, Malay, etc.,

media g into the spirant 7.* " Under the influence of school

education, which is given in Malay, the younger generation

now uses the media instead of the spirant " (Adriani).

35. The native systems of writing and spelling are of import-

ance for linguistic research in two sets of cases

:

I. The spelling of certain languages, particularly in Sum-

atra, exhibits a more archaic phonetic stage than the pronuncia-

tion. IN research establishes that the word for " free " in

its original form was lepas. Minangkabau says lapeh, but

writes lapas; the written language, therefore, has preserved

the original final of the word. Such spellings accordingly

confirm the conclusions of linguistic comparison.

II. Words that lean proclitically or enclitically on a prin-

cipal word are in several languages written continuously with

it. Thus in the Makassar tale I Kukang, p. 5, 1. 15: "He
was always presented (with) money " == nanitanrotanrowimo

doweq. Here na, " he ", and 7no, an emphatic particle, are

written together continuously with the principal word nitan-

rotanrowi, " to be always presented (with) ". From the

point of view of hnguistic science this habit must be regarded

as correct.

* [See §41, IV, footnote.]
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36. For the understanding of IN phonetic phenomena it

is absolutely necessary to study texts. Naturally those texts are

most satisfactory which mark accent, quantity, sandhi, and the

like. One can often get more Hght from the texts than from

the explanations of the manuals. For instance, Seidenadel, in

his grammar of the Bontok language, gives no theory of quan-

tity, but out of his most conscientiously edited texts we can

construct the theory for ourselves. Not infrequently the

texts even correct the data of the grammars. Matthes, in

his Bugis grammar, § 193, says that the pronoun of the first

person ku is abbreviated proclitically, but never enclitically,

to u, but in the Budi Isetiharate, edited by himself, p. 294,

1. 8, we find: "My husband loves me" = He loves me,

husband my = na-el6riy-aq woroivane-u. Moreover for

several languages we possess carefully edited texts, indicating

accent, quantity, sandhi, etc., but as yet no grammars or

vocabularies.

37. Comparison of IN with IE. In this monograph I

compare, where it seems to me feasible, the j^honetic con-

ditions of IN with those of IE. The idea of comparing

IE linguistic phenomena with IN is nothing new. Humboldt

and Bopp did it, though with an inadequate comprehension

of the IN material. Kern does it with a true insight into

both the IN and the IE material, and the critical student is

grateful to Kern for his work. But recently certain voices

have made themselves heard, denying the desirability of

such comparisons. Therefore I must adduce some considera-

tions in support of my point of view.

I. IE research has advanced further than IN, its subtle

and highly developed methods can, indeed tnust, serve

as a guide to IN research. For example, many IN scholars

classify the IN languages according to the sounds they admit

as finals; others have classified them on the basis of their geni-

tive construction, particularly as regards the position of the

genitive before or after the principal word. Both systems

depend upon a single linguistic phenomenon. In the IE

sphere we find {inter alia) a classification of the Germanic
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languages into East Germanic and West Germanic. But

Kluge, " Urgermanisch ", § 146, bases this division not upon

a single criterion, but upon a whole series of them, and yet the

classification is not accej)ted by all scholars. That sort of

thing ought to make IN scholars wake up; either they must

discover additional criteria or abandon their classification of

the IN languages.

Note.—The classification of the IN languages on the basis

of one single linguistic phenomenon would only be reasonable

if it were proved that it was the most imj)ortant, significant,

and characteristic, of all linguistic phenomena. But no such

proof has been given, either in support of the phenomena of

final sounds or of the position of the genitive. For my own

part, I do not see why the phenomena of final sounds should

be deemed more important than those that affect sounds in

the interior of words (see §§ 193 seqq.), or the j)osition of the

genitive in relation to the principal word more important

than (e.g.) that of the predicate in relation to the subject.

In the last few years IN research has devoted an undue

amount of attention to the genitive.

II. Conversely, the results of IN linguistic research may
also be applied with profit to IE study. For example, in

Meyer-Liibke's " Historische Grammatik der franzosichen

Sprache ", I, § 43, the word tante, " aunt ", is explained as

having been formed under the influence of the principles of

infantile repetition from an older form ante <^ Latin amita.

This explanation finds its parallel and confirmation in the IN
phenomena of our § 22.

III. Students of hnguistic psychology make use of IN
material, often in fact they seem to prefer it, as a basis for

their inferences. But as their own training has been IE, they

will be enabled to feel their way with greater certainty into

the sphere of IN linguistic phenomena, if these are presented

to them accompanied by IE parallels. For I have shown

clearly enough in a former monograph* how" even the most

* [See " Prodromus ", § 28.]
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eminent students of linguistic psychology may err, when

they venture into IN without definite guidance.

IV. Many scholars who compare the vital phenomena

of different families of speech, inter alia IE and IN, have it

as their aim, either principal or subsidiary, to ascertain what

linguistic phenomena should be esteemed as expressions of

the higher intellectuality. Without exception, they arrive

at the conclusion that the IN languages, as compared with

the IE, bear the mark of inferiority. Now if the deductions

which led them to that conclusion were unassailable, one

would have to submit to them ; but so far as the IN languages

are concerned, I will undertake to show that these arguments,

also without exception, betray inadequate knowledge, par-

tiality, etc. As regards two scholars, Durand and Taffanel, I

demonstrated that in a former monograph.* Let us now take

a more recent case. Finck, in his work "" Die Haupttypen des

Sprachbaues", p. 94, deals with the structure of the sentence

in Samoan, and in connexion therewith, rightly enough, dis-

cusses the part which is played by the numerous particles —
i.e., prepositions, conjunctions, words of emphasis, etc. — in

knitting together the several portions of the sentence. He
then arrives at the conclusion that these particles have not

the power to weld the Samoan sentence into a unity, and his

final verdict is that Samoan does not possess the complete,

definite sentence-structure that IE has. This implies a judg-

ment that convicts a language of the IN-Polynesian family

of inferiority in an important manifestation of its linguistic

vitality. But Finck overlooks the fact that Samoan, like all

the languages of the IN-Pol. family, has other means of attain-

ing the completeness, and in particular the definite rounding

off, of the sentence, means which can be employed in addition

to, or in lieu of, the particles. One such means, for example,

is the tonal accentuation of the sentence (see § 335), whereof

Finck says not a syllable. And how inadequately Finck

—

and his authorities — grasped the real nature of these very

particles, is drastically illustrated by the way in which he

translates the title of the Samoan text selected by him as an

* [See " Tagalen und Madagassen ", §§ 12, 56.]
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example. This reads: 'o le tola i lefuhafuna, and Finck (p. 86»

1. 12 from the bottom) translates it: "
! (or " indeed ") the

tale in the sea-cucmnber ". In reality 'o (in my spelUng qo.

§ 39), which is derived from an older form ko, is a preposition

accompanying the nominative (see Kern FI, p. 30, 1. l);'and i

is a preposition with an extensive {i.e., vague and general)

sphere of 7neaning which in several IN-Pol. languages happens

also to serve for the genitive relation. So Finck has rendered

a preposition by an interjection, and has arbitrarily and

wrongly translated a preposition of vague and general import

by a locative one. — Now if as against this sort of faulty com-

parison of IN and IE another method of comparison is pro-

pounded, which avoids the mistakes of the former and may
therefore be termed the objective method, it would follow

that the former method could no longer maintain itself. And
if our objective method had no other aim or purpose than to

cut away the ground from under the feet of that unscientific,

unjust mental attitude, which is so offensive to our common
sentiment of humanity as well, would not that be a sufficient

justification for its existence ?

38. In this monograph the following abbreviations (besides

such as are obvious) have been used

:

IN = Indonesian.

IE = Indo-European.

WB = Word-base.

Brugmann KvGr = K. Brugmann, " Kurze vergleichende

Grammatik der indogermanischen Spra-

chen."

Meillet GvP = A. Meillet, " Grammaire du vieux

Perse."

Kern FI = Kern, " De Fidjitaal."

Bijdr. = Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volken-

kunde van Nederlandsch-Indie.

Schwarz-Texts = Tontemboan texts, edited by J. Alb. T.

Schwarz.
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Steller-Texts = The texts in K. G. F. Steller, "Nadere

Bijdrage tot de kennis van het Tala-

oetsch."

Seidenadel-Texts = The texts in C. W. Seidenadel, " The first

Grammar of the language spoken by
the Bontoc Igorot."

Tuuk Lb = H. N. van der Tuuk, " Bataksch Lees-

boek."

Hain-Tenj = Jean Paulhan, " Les Hain-Teny Meri-

nas."*

* [See also Essay II, § 15.]



SECTION II : ENUMERATION AND DESCRIPTION
OF THE INDONESIAN SOUNDS.

The Original Indonesian Phonetic System.

39. Original Indonesian must be credited with the follow-

ing phonetic system

:

Vowels
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dentals. But no valid arguments have been advanced against

my view, wliich I supported in a former monograph.*

V. Precisely the same applies to the labial media, which

some scholars likewise refuse to attribute to Original IN.

VI. We must not overlook the fact that the picture which

we are at present able to draw of the Original IN sounds is

very much in the rough. For example, it is certain that

Original IN possessed the dental series, but we are not in a

position to form any precise view as to whether they were

postdental, or supradental, etc.

VII. The symbolization of the pepet by e is clumsy and

misleading, but in general use. It is quite a mistake to repre-

sent the hamzah by an apostrophe, since the latter has also

to serve entirely different purposes, e.g. to indicate the omis-

sion of a sound. The objectionable ambiguity caused by

using the apostrophe for the hamzah is plainly shown by such

a book-title as " De Bare'e-sprekende Toradja's "
: here the

first aj)ostrophe stands for the hamzah, while the second one

serves to separate the sign of the plural from a noun. — For

my part, I denote the hamzah by q.

The Phonetic Systems of the Living Languages,

compared with that of Original Indonesian.

41. The modern IN languages exhibit the following pecu-

liarities in phonetics as compared with Original IN:

I. Some languages have lost certain of the original sounds

;

some more, some less. In Old Javanese, ra has disappeared.

Rottinese has lost the pepet, the palatals, and r, and has got

y and w only in interjections.

II. Some languages have created new sounds; thus Hova
has created the spirants /and z.

III. Some languages have lost certain of the Original IN
sounds, but have formed them again out of other sounds.

Original IN h has disappeared in Hova, hence Hova, fulu <^

* [See Essay II, §§ 37-40.]
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Original IN piiluh, " ten ", but h has again been evolved

from k, hence Hova hazu <^ Original IN kayu, " tree ".

IV. The sounds found in living IN languages, which

cannot however be ascribed to Original IN, are

:

The modified {" Umlaut ") vowels a 6 il*

The nasaUzed vowels. •}"

The cerebrals.

J

The spirants y, x'^ -^^
^'' f-^

42. Some of the IN languages possess some sound or other

in two distinct shades; thus Nias has two o's (see § 5), Talautese

two Ts (see § 5); Original IN had two r's (see § 129).

43. Sounds with unusual articulation, i.e., such as rarely

occurs in human speech in general, are scarce in IN. Busang

has a labio-dental b, formed by the contact of the lower lip

with the upper teeth. Bull has an h formed by expelling the

breath through the nose.

Fixed and Varying Pronunciation.

44. Some of the IN languages have a constant pronunci-

ation of their sounds, others exhibit variations in some sound

or other. In the Philippine languages " * is often not to h&

distinguished from e " (Scheerer). In Dayak " the sound

of varies between o and u, indeed the same person in uttering^

the same word will j)ronounce the sound sometimes more hke

an o, and at other times more like a ii
" (Hardeland). Prob-

ably Bontok exhibits the extreme of arbitrariness in this

respect; thus {i7iter alia) in the short story entitled Rolling

in Seidenadel-Texts, pp. 555 seqq., one and the same narrator

pronounces the word for " then " sometimes isaed and some-

times isaed (see Rolling 1 and Rolling 10).

45. Such varying jDronunciation may be a preparatory

step towards certain phonetic changes. Dayak is somewhat

* [Pronounced as in German, or nearly so.]

t [As in French.]

J [As in Sanskrit, and some other Indian languages.]

§ [See § 65 ; y is the voiced sound corresponding to the unvoiced x-\
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closely related to Hova, and it is to be observed that in Hova

the sound o no longer varies between o and u, but has become

completely identified with the latter, so that Hova no longer

possesses any o at all.

46. The varying pronunciation of sounds also occurs in

certain IE languages. Thus Finck in his " Lehrbuch des

Dialekts der deutschen Zigeuner ", § 1, note 4, notices a case

of variation between w and b.

Full and Reduced Pronunciation.

47. In some IN languages certain sounds are pronounced

not in their normal, full form, but in a weak, reduced form.

In Bontok, final g, d, b " are often scarcely audible " (Seiden-

adel). In Gayo " in the combinations ng, nj, nd, mh the media

is so very much weakened in pronunciation that in many
cases it is impossible to make out whether it is present at all

"

(Hazeu). In Hova "final vowels are on the point of disap-

pearing altogether " (Rousselot).

48. This weak pronunciation is displayed particularly by
such furtive vowels as the Minangkabau a in such a word as

puludh (disyllabic) <^ Original IN 'piduh, " ten "
; by vowels

that owe their existence to the principle of the repetition of

sounds mentioned in § 232, like the y in the Hova phrase ari

gyaga, " and is surprised ", for ari + gaga; by such sounds as

merely serve to separate or link together two vowels, like the

w in Bugis wanuwa, " land ", for which some other languages

say wanua. The weak pronunciation of the last-named class

of sounds is reflected in the varying spelling of the manuscripts,

which sometimes write and sometimes omit the corresponding

letter. In the Bugis tale Paupau Rikadong the phrase " to

the child " = n + anaq is written riyanaq (p. 4, 1. 4) and

rianaq (p. 10, 1. 18).

49. Weak pronunciation is the preparatory step towards

complete disappearance. Thus the media after the nasal,

which as mentioned in the preceding paragraph is weakly
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pronounced in Gayo, has disappeared altogether in certain

other languages, e.g. in Rottinese; hence Rot. tana, " mark "

<^ Original IN tanda.

50. Reduced pronunciation of certain sounds is also found

in IE. In Latin n was weakly pronounced before s, e.g. in

mensa (see Sommer, " Handbuch der lateinischen Laut- und

Eormenlehre ", § L36). Here too reduced pronunciation is

a preparatory step towards complete disappearance, hence

the Romansch form 7nesa.

Preciser Description of the Several Indonesian Sounds.

51. In the following I give a somewhat more precise

description of the several IN sounds, so far as seems to me
necessary and sufficient for the purposes and aims of the

ipresent monograph.

52. Vowds. These will be described in greater detail in

the following Section, with reference both to their quantity

and quahty. Only the pepet will be discussed here.

53. I. The fure pepet. " The Javanese pepet is the inde-

terminate vowel, the sound of the voice when the mouth is

not put into any particular position so as to form a definite

vowel like a, i, etc." (Roorda). The shape of the mouth-

cavity in pronouncing the Madurese pepet is " the same as in

ordinary breathing " (KiHaan).

II. The modified pepet. In this the articulation inclines

somewhat towards the position of a, or i, or u. " The pro-

nunciation of the Bugis e partakes somewhat of the sound of

•a " (Matthes). In Old Javanese the articulation of the pepet

must have approximated somewhat towards the position of

u, for it changes into w when, after the loss of a consonant,

it happens to stand before a vowel; hence Old Jav. hwat for

beat <^ Original IN her2,at.

This shade of a, i, or u is the transitional stage to the perfect

a, i, or u. In Bugis the pepet has the shade of a, while in

Makassar, which is very closely related to Bugis, it appears

as a perfect a.
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III. The fleeting pepet. In some languages the pepet

shares the characteristics of the other vowels : it can occur in

long and short form, accentuated and unaccentuated. In

other languages, e.g. in Tontemboan, it only appears as a

short vowel. Or else, as in Gayo, it cannot carry the accent:

hence Gayo Mluk, " to verify ", but teluk, " bay ".

This fleeting character of the pepet is causally connected

with various IN phonetic phenomena. So far as I am aware,

the pepet does not become a diphthong in any of the IN lan-

guages. In Old Jav., u before a vowel turns into a consonant,,

hence the conjunctive of temu, " to meet with", is atemwa;
.

but before the pepet the u persists, and the pepet is simply

absorbed, without any lengthening of the u; hence the gerund

temun <^ temu -\- en.

54. The modified {Umlaut) vowels are described and dis-

cussed in another connexion (§§ 251 seqq.).

55. The nasalized vowels are not largely represented in

IN. The nasalization is caused either by a preceding or a

following nasal consonant.

I. The nasal consonant ^precedes. " In Achinese the nasals

impart their strongly nasal sound to the following vowel
"

(Snouck Hurgronje).

II. The nasal consonant /oZ^oi^s. " In Hova, as in French,

the nasalization is coincident with the commencement of

the vowel " (Rousselot). " In Sakalava, in the case of nasal

vowels, one also hears the nasal, e.g. in the first a of the word

mandea, " to go ", the w sound " (Fahrner).

56. The semi-voivels y and w. " Javanese ?/ is a semi-

vowel like the French tj in il y a " (Roorda). " Dayak y is to

be pronounced as in the English you " (Hardeland). " Bontok

w is as in (the English) winter; a consonantakw " (Seidenadel).

" Makassar w is to be pronounced like the ou in the French

ouate " (Matthes).

With this articulation of the two semi-vowels all sorts of

IN phonetic phenomena are connected. " When speaking

slowly the Dayak pronounces y as a short i, thus yahu, " I ",
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as a trisyllable, iakii " (Hardeland). In several languages

initial w receives a prothetic u; thus Original IN ivalu, "eight ",

is pronounced walu and uwalu in Tontemboan.

There are however also other ways of pronouncing the

semi-vowels in IN. " Bungku w is dentilabial " (Adrian!)

.

As IV is represented in Rottinese by/, e.g. in falu <^ Original

IN walu^ " eight ", and y in Hova by z, e.g. in Jiazu, " tree
"

<^ Original IN Tcayu, we must assume as transitional stages

semi-vowels accompanied by fricative sounds.

57. The liquids r and I.

I. The liquid r. " In certain regions the Malay r is formed

by the tongue and teeth, in others by the tongue and palate,

in others again it is uvular" (Ophuijsen). "In the north

(of the Peninsula, the Malay r) is guttural " (= uvular) (Win-

stedt). " Madurese r is coronal-cacuminal " (Kiliaan). " The

northern dialects of Sangirese have a labial r " (Talens).

A few IN languages have two differently articulated r's;

thus Besemah possesses a lingual one and a uvular one. That

was also the case in Original IN (see § 40).

II. The liquid I.
" The Gayo I is formed by the articula-

tion of the tip of the tongue against the roots of the upper

teeth" (Hazeu). "Madurese I is pronounced by the articu-

lation of the edges of the tip of the tongue against the fore-

most part of the hard palate, the tip of the tongue being bent

upwards and backwards" (Kiliaan). " Bada has a pre-

palatal I as well as a supradental one " (Adriani).

58. The laryngal q.
" The hanizah is the explosive

formed by the glottis " (Adriani). " The hamzah is formed

by the sudden opening of the closed vocal chords " (Snouck

Hurgronje). " In Ampana the hamzah is as a rule weakly

pronounced " (Adriani).

59. Velars. As regards these there is nothing further to

be said.
^

60. Palatals. " In the Madurese palatals the back of the

tongue, more precisely the middle part of it, articulates against

the back part of the hard palate " (Kihaan). " The Javanese
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c is supradental (alveolar), the Malay one palatal, but not

purely explosive like the Tontemboan one, but to some extent

fricative" (Adriani). " Bontok j and c" (which Seidenadel

writes dj and tj) " are dentals, not palatals; frequently

they are near ds and ts {d and t
' mouille ') " (Seidenadel).

61. From these and other descriptions of the palatals, it

ajjpears that their articulation varies very considerably in

the several languages, so that the name " palatal " is often

inappropriate, but more particularly that in several languages

they are not purely explosive but accompanied by a fricative

sound; in that case they do not represent a single consonant

but rather two. From this circumstance many IN linguistic

phenomena can be explained:

I. Just as no IN word may have more than one consonant

at the end, so too a palatal is not permissible in that position.

II. In Dayak two consonants coming together make the

preceding vowel short, as in scinda, " pawn, pledge ", a simple

media makes it long, as in Iddin, " knife ", but before the

palatal media the vowel is always short, as in mdja, " to

visit ". Thus j operates like two consonants together.

III. In Sundanese the accent falls on the last syllable

when the penultimate contains a pepet; thus for example

in teluk, "bay"; save that if two consonants follow immedi-

ately after the pepet, as in denki, " envious ", the accent can

remain upon the e, and similarly if a palatal follows, as in

seja, " plan ".

Note.—^After the descriptions in § 60 we can understand why
the native alphabets sometimes write the palatal nasal and

sometimes the dental one before the palatals, thus timjun or

tunjun, " water-lily ".

62. Cerebrals or cacuniinals. " In Madurese the cacum-

inals are produced by the articulation of the tip of the tongue

against the front part of the hard palate, the tip of the tongue

being bent upwards and backwards " (Kiliaan).

63. Dentals. " The Achinese d is formed by the articula-

tion of the tip of the tongue against the gums close to the roots
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of the upper teeth " (Snouck Hurgronje). " Malay d and t

are supradental " (Fokker). " In Lebonese d and t are supra

-

dental " (Adriani).

64. Labials. Here there is nothing more to be said.

65. Spirants. " The Dayak s is hard, like the hard s in

German "* (Hardeland). " The Tontemboan s is supra-

dental " (Adriani). " The Gayo s is pronounced a little be-

tween the teeth, somewhat Hsping " (Hazeu).

" The Nias % sounds Hke the German ch in the word wachen
"

(Sundermann). "Tontemboan has no velar media; in place

of it there is a spirant which is pronounced at the back part

of the hard palate " (Adriani). Bontok s is hke " sh as in

(the EngHsh) sJiield" (Seidenadel). Bontok / is "as in (the

English) fine " (Seidenadel). " Buli / is bilabial " (Adriani).

66. The aspirate h. " Gayo It, as in Dutch, distinctly

audible even at the end of a syllable " (Hazeu). " Javanese

h is mute when it is the initial of a word, and very weak as

the final of a word, Hkewise between two different vowels,

while between two similar vowels it is hke the Dutch h
'"

(De Hollander).

* [Or in English.]



SECTION III : QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF
THE VOWELS, DOUBLING OF THE

CONSONANTS.

Quantity in GeneraL

67. In most of the IN languages there are two gradations

of quantity: long and short. In Bontok " lengthened syllables

are but little longer than short syllables " (Seidenadel). " In

figures the quantity of the German long a might be estimated

to be 2, the Malay long a 1 J
" (Fokker). Sangirese has three

gradations, the long vowels resulting from contraction being

longer than the rest. Madurese has no gradations of quantity.

Quantity of the Accentuated Syllable in Words

of More than One Syllable.

68. In a considerable number of IN languages there pre-

vails a law of quantity which we may call " the IN law of

quantity " and which in its two branches is as follows:

I. The law of length: The vowel is long when followed by

only one consonant, e.g. in wcilu, " eight ".

II. The law of brevity: The vowel is short when followed

by more than one consonant, e.g. in gdntun, " to hang ".

69. In several languages the IN law of quantity is modified

by the interference of special laws, e.g.:

I, In Dayak the IN law of length is restricted by the tact

that before unvoiced sounds the vowels are mostly short,

e.g. the a in dso, " dog "
; and even before the voiced palatal

the vowels are short, always (see § 61).

257 17
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II. In Modern Javanese the IN law of brevity is restricted

by the fact that before a nasal + a cognate explosive the

vowels are mostly long, e.g. in dlnten, " day ".

III. Seidenadel, in his Bontok grammar, gives no theory of

quantity, but an examination of his texts leads to the follow-

ing results: The law of brevity exhibits hardly any excep-

tions; in Lumawig 69 we find the word dJcyu, " sun", which

is contrary to that law. The law of length exhibits more

exceptions, esjjecially the one whereby a short vowel is fre-

quently found before a nasal, as in Lumawig 1 dnak, " child ",

13 tdnuh, " reed, hollow stalk ", Kolhng 10 wdnis, " trousers ".

Before / all the texts exhibit no exceptions ; thus we find only

forms hke tuJcfifi,
" star ", etc.

70. There are however also IN languages that display a

law differing entirely from the IN law of quantity, e.g. Dairi.

In Dairi the vowel of every accentuated syllable is long ; thus

for example in pdstej), " to begin ".

71. When the accent is shifted from the penultimate syl-

lable to the final one, as happens in the case of contractions

and in many languages in the vocative, two separate ten-

dencies assert themselves

:

I. The vowel is long. So in Old Javanese in contractions,

where the fact is indicated by the symbol of length in the

manuscripts; e.g., Ramayana, VII, 40, 2: " In order to enter

into the interior " = tumamd riii abhyanfara. Here tumamd
= the aorist tmnama + the sign of the conjunctive a, the WB
being tama. — Or in Gorontalese in the vocative, of which

Breukink says: " Suhu akhir itu boleh menjadi panjan, jikolaw

kata itu ditilik saperti kata seruhan ataw suruhan " = " The

vowel of the final syllable becomes long when the word is used

as a vocative or a command ".

II. The vowel is short. So in Hova in contractions, ac-

cording to Ferrand. Thus it appears that the Hova impera-

tive milazd, ''
tell !" -^ indicative mildza + imperative sign a,

has a short final vowel.
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72. Many parallels can be drawn between the IN and IE
phenomena of quantity. The IN law of quantity coincides with

the German one; r/. Siebs, "Deutsche Biihnenaussprache",

in the section entitled " Vokale ". Madurese knows no dif-

ferences in quantity, precisely hke Rumanian; cf. Tiktin,

" Rumanisches Elementarbuch ", § 15.

Quantity of Vowels in Monosyllabic Words.

73. In some languages the monosyllabic words of sub-

stance are long, e.g. in Karo. Thus even the Karo word

pet, " to seek ", wherein e is — inaptly — used for the pepet,

is pronounced long. In other languages such words are short

;

so in Hova, e.g. in Id, " negation ".

74. The monosyllabic affirmative a or a is long in most

languages, as is shown especially by the spelling of the texts;

thus in the Kamberese Story of the Top, Bijdr. 1913, p. 83,

1. 28, we find: " Yes, yes, said they " == a a hiwada.

75. Monosyllabic words of Jorm are mostly short, because

(for one thing) they have but a weak stress in the sentence.

But they may be long ; thus according to Meerwaldt the Toba

he, " every ", and pe, " even ", are long. When a shortly

pronounced word of form is formed by composition into a

word of substance, length of vowel may ensue. In the Bareqe

Tale "The Monkey and the Pig", Bareqe Leesboek, p. 15,

1. 4, we find: " To dig up roots " = mankae toraa. Adriani's

spelhng with aa indicates the length of the final vowel.

" Root " = tord, with the accent on the d, really stands for

" that (which is) in (the earth) ", the word for " in " being

m.

Quantity of Unaccentuated Syllables.

76. The syllables which precede the accentuated one are

almost always short. Bugis has some long ones, but a search

through the dictionary only reveals about half a dozen cases,

and these are mostly unexplained etymologically, as mencdna,
" shallow ".
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77. Syllables which come after the accentuated one are not

infrequently long, especially when they end in a vowel. In

Dayak all vowels at the end of words are long; thus Immd,
" house ", has both vowels long, the penultimate one being

accentuated. Bugis in certain cases has vowel length in the

unaccentuated final syllable, even when it ends in a consonant,

e.g. in dimen, " longing ".

78. The phenomenon that syllables which precede the

accent are hardly ever long, while those that follow it are

often long, is parallelled by the fact that the former hardly

ever contain diphthongs, whereas the latter often do (see § 171).

79. In Bugis, when a word accentuated on the final syllable

becomes the first member of a compound, the accent may be

thrown back; in that case, if the final syllable was long, e.g.

on account of contraction, it loses its length. From WB
tdfpa is derived tappdn, " creation, model " <^ tappa + afiy

with the accent on the final syllable ; in the compound tdppdn-

matuwa, " model for a father-in-law " = " future father-in-

law ", the accent has been thrown back and the vowel has

become short.

Quantity in Old Javanese.

80. The Old Javanese manuscripts indicate the length of

the vowels. But it is noticeable how seldom the marks of

length occur in them. Judging from the quantity of Modern

Javanese they ought to be much more frequent. In the

Ramayana the long vowels are found, apart from Sanskrit

loan-words, only in interjections, in certain monosyllabic

words of substance, as in kun, " longing ", but not in sih,

"
P^ty "5 ill contractions hke matt, " to let die " <^ mati -j- i,

and in compensatory lengthenings, as in iku, " tail " <^
Original IN ikurz. Hence we meet with whole verses without

a single long vowel, e.g. Ramayana, V, 68, 2 :
" She ther^.

quite alone, entered unafraid " = sira juga tuiiga-tungal

anusup tamatar matakut. Were there perhaps in Old Javanese

three gradations of quantity, as in Sangirese (§ 67), and is only

extreme length marked in the manuscripts ?
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Quantity in Original Indonesian.

81. As we have got an '' IN law of quantity ", but it is

counteracted by all sorts of special laws, as further there are

difficulties about quantity in Old Javanese, and lastly as in

not a few IN languages the available data about quantity

are insufficient, we are not at present in a position to form a

definite and trustworthy picture of quantity in Original IN.

Quality of the Vowels.

82. As regards the quality of vowels in IN we chiefly meet

with two tendencies:

I. The quality depends upon the quantity. Long vowels

are close, short ones are open. This law holds good for several

languages.

II. The quaUty depends upon the sounds that follow.

Thus in Minaugkabau accentuated e before s, as in leseq,

"zealous", is close, while before r, as mlereii, "slope, descent",

it is open.

Doubling of the Consonants.

83. What is called gemination, doub^'ng of consonants,

and the like, may represent several different phonetic values

:

see Sievers, " Phonetik ", in his chapter entitled " Silben-

trennung ". As regards the nature of the IN double conson-

ants, the following definitions {inter alia) give us some infor-

mation. " In all these [i.e., certain Philippine) languages the

gemination is real, that is, the two consonants are distinctly

pronounced " (Conant). " In Bugis the consonants that are

written double are pronounced so that the consonant both

closes the preceding syllable and begins the following one
"

(Matthes). " The dividing line of syllabic stress* lies in the

* [The author gives the foUowmg iUustration of what is meant by
" the dividing line of s^yllabic stress " (Druckgrenze) :

" In the Italian

word anno, " year ", the an- is spoken decrescendo, and the -no cres-

cendo. After the n of ari- the voice is feeblest, weakest, and this is the
' Druckgrenze '."]
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geminate consonant itself" (Kiliaan).—In Bontok the two

consonants may also be separated by a hamzah as well; thus

in Seidenadel-Texts, Headhunters' Ceremonies, 4, we find:

" The old people " = nan amamqma.

84. The rarest cases of doubhng are those of h and q.

Madurese has a few instances, e.g., ehham, " ham ", and

leqqer, " neck ".

85. As a rule doubling only occurs between vowels; before

a consonant it is rarer, e.g., as in the Madurese lommra, "accus-

tomed ", in accordance with the law given in § 86, III.

86. Consonantal doubling in the living IN languages owes

its origin to several distinct factors; these are:

I. Doubling of the root, which is one of the methods of WB-
formation, when the root begins and ends with a similar con-

sonant, as in the Kangeanese fotfot, " tame ". This case also

occurs especially in the language of children, e.g. in the

Achinese childish word mammam, " cakes ".

II. Derivation from the WB. Here it may be simply a case

of mere addition, as when in Toba from the prefix mar + AVB

rara there results the adjective marrara, " red ". Or it may
involve phonetic processes, as when in Madurese from nator

+ the suffix aghi we get natorraghi, " to offer ".

III. Various phonetic laivs . Before r oxl Madurese doubles

every consonant except w, n, and w; hence the above -cited

lommra, as compared with Imnrah in other languages. In

Talautese r is pronounced double when it follows immediately

after the accentuated vowel.

As for consonantal doubling after the pepet, see § 5.

IV. Assimilation. In spoken Toba, in the combination

nasal + cognate tenuis, the nasal is assimilated to the tenuis

:

thus Original IN and written Toba gantun ^ spoken Toba

gattun. Certain cases of assimilation also especially occur in

sentence-sandhi ; thus in Tuuk Lb, I, p. 1, 1. 11, we find

written: " Red because of their ripeness " = Red now because

r. their = ynarrara do dihahen lamun-na; but the spoken lan-

guage says dibahel lamun-7ia.
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V. Haplology, as for example when in Iloko a'po-apo be-

comes afpo, " grandfathers ", from the singular a'po.

VI. Sandhi phenomena not dependent upon assimilation.

These occur for example in Timorese, as instanced in the

text "Atonjes Nok ", Bijdr. 1904, pp. 271 seqq. There we
find, e.g., j). 271, 1. 7: " To marry a woman " = M. w. a =
sao bifel-l-es, from sao + bifel -\- es.

VII. Analogical transference. In Makassar, final n is

assimilated to the immediately following possessive na, hence
" His king " = karaen-na ^ karaenna; through transference

this nna is also added to words ending in a vowel, hence

matdnna, " his eye ", from mata, " eye ".

VIII. Some interjections, e.g. Madurese awwa.

87. Of all these cases of consonantal doubling only the one

"mentioned under I. supra can be positively ascribed to Original

IN.

88. The phenomena connected with the doubhng of con-

sonants have many parallels in IE. Thus, for example, the

Madurese doubling mentioned in III. supra may be compared

with the West Germanic consonantal lengthening (Kluge,

" Urgermanisch ", §§ 157 seqq.). The IE doubling of con-

sonants in personal names (Brugmann, KvG, § 366, 6) has

nothing corresponding to it in IN.



SECTION IV : PHONETIC LAWS OF THE SIMPLE
SOUNDS, SUMMARILY STATED.

Preliminary Observations.

89. I have prepared for my own use a list of all the phonetic

laws of all the hitherto known IN languages. From that list

I here give a selection of the more important phenomena,

being guided in my choice by the interests of IN research on

the one hand and those of IE study on the other.

90. Phonetic changes are either unconditional or condi-

tional (see § 10) ; in the latter case I add the condition. But

it may happen that the condition is composed of several

different factors, which it would take too long to go into; or

alongside of the cases that follow the law there may be a serious

number of exceptions; or the material at my disposal may be

incomplete: in such cases I employ the neutral formula:

" the phonetic change occurs in certain cases ".

Laws of the Vowels.

91. Original IN a. I. It persists for the most part un-

changed in the living languages. Original IN anak, " child ",

appears as anak in Old Javanese, Dayak, etc., as anaq in Bugis,

etc.

II. Original IN a becomes o in several languages; thus in

Tontemboan before w, hence Original IN awak ^ Tontb.

owak, " body ". — It becomes e in several languages; thus in

Sumbanese by Umlaut,* hence Original IN tasik >> Sumb.
iesi, "lake". — It becomes * in several languages; thus in

Taimuruna by complete assimilation, hence Original IN lima>
Taim. limi, " five ". — It becomes o in certain cases in Gayo,

* [" Umlaut " is a particular case of partial assimilation: see § 251.]

264
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hence Original IN ina > Gayo ino, " mother ". — It becomes

€ in Besemah when final, hence Original IN mala ^ Bes.

7nate, " eye ". —
^ It becomes aw in Seraway when final, hence

Original IN mata ^ Ser. maiaw.

III. Original IN a rarely disappears altogether; it does so

in certain cases in Hova after Original IN y, hence Original

IN laija.2 ^ Hova lay, " to sail ".

92. Original IN i. I. It persists for the most part un-

changed in the living languages. Original IN lintah, " leech ",

appears as lintah in Old and Modern Javanese, Malay, etc.,

as dinta in Hova, etc.

II. Original IN * becomes e in a few languages, thus in

certain cases in Madurese, hence Original IN lintah ^ Mad.

lenta. — It becomes ey in several languages when final; thus

in Tiruray, hence Original IN tali ^ Tir. taley, " rope ". —
It becomes oy in certain cases in Achinese when final; hence

Original IN heli ^ Ach. hloy, " to buy ".

III. Original IN i rarely disappears altogether; it does so

in Tontemboan under the exigencies of metre. In Schwarz-

Texts, p. 317, Songs of Martina Romj)as, 13, w^e find: "Do
you mean ?" = cua-mu. That cua <^ icua =^ prefix * -j- WB
kua has really lost an i, is proved by the presence of the c,

which can only occur after an i (see § 103).

93. Original IN u. I. It persists for the most j)art un-

changed in the living languages. Original IN tunu, " to

burn ", appears as tunu in Old Javanese, Hova, etc.

II. Original IN u becomes o in a few languages; thus in

certain cases in Madurese, hence Original IN futih ^ Mad.

•pote, " white ". — It becomes il in Bontok by Umlaut, hence

Original IN bahuy ^ Bont. fafiiy,
"" boar ". — It becomes i

in Loindang by complete assimilation, hence Original IN

kulit ^ Loi. kilit, " skin ". — It becomes ew in several lan-

guages when final; thus in Tiruray, hence Original IN pitu ^
Til. fitsw, " seven ". — It becomes ee in Achinese in certain

cases when final, hence Original IN palu ^ Ach. palee, " to

strike ".
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III. Original IN u rarely disappears altogether; it does so

in Kupangese owing to sentence-sandhi. In Kup. the word

for " to draw (liquor) ", when pronounced by itself or in a

pause, is sulu. But in the Story of the Fool, Bijdr. 1904,

p. 259, 1. 13, we find :
" And drew in order to pour (into

another vessel) " = ti sul le doan.

94. The vowel e. I observed in § 40 that bela, " com-

panion, avenger, to share the same fate ", is the only word I

have hitherto positively ascertained as possessing an original

e. This bela remains unchanged in the several languages

where it occurs, such as Gayo, Bimanese, etc., only the Achi-

nese has bila.

95. The vowel o. I mentioned in § 40 that sor, " below ",

is the only word I have positively ascertained as possessing

an Original IN o. This o persists unchanged everywhere,

thus in the Old Javanese sor, Tontemboan sosor, etc.

96. The vowel e: see §§ 121 seqq.

Laws of the Semi-Vowels.

97. Original l^ y. I. It persists unchanged in many Uving

languages. Original IN layar^, " to sail ", appears as layar

in Malay, Sundanese, etc., as layag in Tagalog, etc.

II. Original IN y becomes j in several languages, thus in

Bugis between a, o, or u, and an immediately following vowel,

hence Original IN layar-z > Old Bugis lajaq, " to sail ". —
^ It

becomes z in certain cases in Hova, hence Original IN kayu

^ Hova liazu, " tree". — It becomes I in Sangirese between

vowels, hence Original IN kayu ^ Sang. kalu.

III. Original IN y disappears altogether in several lan-

guages; thus in Toba, hence Original IN kayu ^ Toba hau.

98. Original IN w. I. It persists unchanged in many
living languages. Original IN walu, " eight ", appears as

walu in Tettum, as waluh in Gayo, etc.

II. Original IN tv becomes u in Toba when initial, hence

Original IN walu ^ Toba ualu , "eight", a word of three
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syllables, also pronounced uwalu. — It becomes h in Mentaway,

as in halu, " eight ". — It becomes / in Rottinese, as in falu,

" eight ". — It becomes ww in Old Javanese, hence Original

IN wara ^ Old Jav. wwara, " to be " (the substantive verb).

— It becomes gu in Inibaloi, as in gualo, "eight". — It

becomes h in Mamuju, hence Original IN tawa ^ Mam. taJia,

"to laugh".

III. Original IN w disappears altogether in a few languages,,

thus in Modern Javanese between a consonant and a vowel,

hence Modern Jav. lir. " manner ", for Old Jav. Iwir.

Laws of the Liquids.

99. Original IN r^, the lingual r. I. It is preserved in

many living languages, but pronounced in various ways.

Original IN pira, " how much ", is also pira in Old Javanese,.

Kamberese, etc., firi in Hova, etc.

II. Original IN rj becomes I in several languages; thus in

certain cases in Bisaya, as in pila, " how much ".— It becomes

d in several languages; thus in certain cases in Balinese, as in

pidan, " how much ". — It rarely becomes g; thus in certain

cases in Toba, hence Original IN iriun ^ Toba igun, " nose ".

—
• It becomes ^ in Nias in the cases where Toba has g, as in

ixu, " nose ".

III. Original IN r^ disappears altogether in several lan-

guages when final; thus in Hova, hence Original IN butiri ^
Hova wutsi, " bud ".

100. As for Original IN r^, see §§ 129 seqq.

101. Original IN I. I. It mostly persists unchanged in

the living languages. Original IN lanit, " sky ", is also lanit

in Old Javanese, lanitra in Hova, etc.

II. Original IN I becomes r in several languages; thus in

Toba by a regular assimilation whenever the word contains

an r, hence Original IN lapar ^ Toba rapar, " hunger ". —
It becomes y in several languages; thus in Bareqe between

vowels, hence Original IN jalan ^ Bar. jaya, " path ". —
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It becomes w in several languages; thus in certain cases in

Tagalog, hence Original IN puluJi, '' ten " ^ Tag. powo. —
It becomes n in certain cases in Timorese, hence Original IN
kali ^ Tim. hani, " to dig ". — It becomes d in several lan-

guages ; thus in Hova before an original i, not an * derived from

e,hence Original IN ^ma^Hova dimi.—It becomes g in several

languages; thus in certain cases in Batanese, hence Original IN

ulu ^ Bat. ogo. — It becomes h in some Formosan dialects in

certain cases, hence Original IN ulu ^ Form, uho, " head ",

III. Original IN I disappears altogether in several lan-

guages; thus in Boano, hence Original IN halay, "house" ^
Boa. hae.

Laws of the Laryngal q.

102. For the laws of the laryngal q, see §§ 140 seqq.

Laws of the Velars.

103. Original IN k. I. It persists for the most part un-

changed in the living languages. Original IN kuran, " defi-

ciency", appears also as kuran in Old Javanese, Makassar,

etc., as koran in Tarakan, etc.

II. Original IN k becomes g in several languages; thus in

Tiruray between vowels, hence Original IN laki y> Tir. lagey,

" man " (as opposed to " woman "). — It becomes 7i in several

languages; thus in Hova when initial or between vowels,

hence Original IN kuku ^ Hova huJiu, " claw ". — It be-

comes q in several languages; thus in Bugis when final, hence

Original IN anak ^ Bug. a7iaq, " child ". — It becomes c in

Tontemboan when an i precedes, hence Original IN tasik ^
Tontb. taqasic, " lake ". — It becomes t in Hova in sentence-

sandhi before s, e.g., Hain-Teny, p. 264, 1. 4: "Young lark
"*

= zanat suruliitra <^ zanak <^ zdnaka, " young " + suriihitra,

"lark". — It becomes s in Kawangkowan Tontemboan in

the cases where the standard Tontemboan has c <^ k, thus

Kaw. taqasis for the above taqasic.
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III. Original IN h disappears altogether in several lan-

guages; thus in certain cases in Bugis, hence Original IN
kulit ^ Bug. uliq, " skin ".

104. Original IN g. I. It mostly persists unchanged in

the living languages. Original IN gantun, " to hang ",

appears in Old Javanese, Sundanese, etc., as gantun, in Bugis

as gattuh, etc.

II. Original IN g becomes k in Bugis after w, hence Orig-

inal IN iuiigal ^ Bug. tunke, " alone ". — It becomes gh in

Madurese, hence ghantoh, " to hang ". —-It becomes a velar

spirant in Tontemboan (see § 65). —• It becomes h in Hova
when initial, hence Hova hantuna, " to hang ".

III. Original IN g rarely disappears altogether; it does so

in Bottinese after n, hence Makassar, etc., gengo appears in

Rot. as ngeno, " to rock to and fro ".

105. Original IN n. I. It mostly persists unchanged in

the living languages. Original IN anin, " wind ", is also

anin in Old Javanese, Malay, etc., hanin in Tagalog, etc.

II. Original IN ii becomes n in several languages; thus in

Hova, save before a velar, hence in dnina, " wind ". — It

becomes n in several languages; thus in certain dialects of

Tontemboan after i, hence Original IN and Tontb. Una ^
dialectic Tontb. Una, " to hear ". — It becomes k in several

languages by assimilation; thus in spoken Toba, hence Orig-

inal IN haiikay ^ written Toba haiike ^ spoken Toba hakke,

" corpse ".

III. Original IN ii disappears altogether in several lan-

guages when final; thus in Nias, hence Original IN ar^ew ^
Nias a-)(p, " charcoal ".

Laws of the Palatals.

106. Original IN c. I. It is preserved in some of the lan-

guages. Original IN riacun, " poison ", appears in Old Java-

nese and Malay as racun, in Bimanese as racu, etc.

II. Original IN c becomes s in many languages; thus in

Tagalog, hence lason, " poison ".
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107. Original IN ;. I. It persists unchanged in some of

the languages. Original IN jalan, " path ", appears also in

Bontok, Besemah, etc., as jalan, in Bareqe as jaya, etc.

II. Original IN j becomes c in Bugis after n, hence Original

IN janji ^ Bug. janci, " promise ". — It becomes jh in

Madurese, as in jhalan, " path ". — It becomes d in several

languages; thus in certain cases in Old Javanese, as in dalan,

" path ". — It becomes z in certain cases in Hova, hence

Original IN tuju ^ Hova tuzu, " direction ". — It becomes

s in Lalaki, as in sala, " path ".

108. Original IN n. I. It persists unchanged in some of

the languages. Original IN penu, " turtle ", appears also in

Old Javanese as peiiu, in Madurese as fenno, with doubling of

the n in accordance with the law in § 5, V, etc.

II. Original IN n becomes n in some languages; thus in

Toba, as in ponu, " turtle ".

Laws of the Dentals.

109. Original IN ^ I. It mostly persists unchanged in

the living languages. Original IN tali, "rope", appears also

in Old and Modern Javanese, etc., as tali, in Tettum as tali7i,

etc.

II. Original IN t becomes d in several languages; thus in

certain cases in Sawunese, hence Original IN tnata ^ Saw.

mada, " eye ". — It becomes is in Hova before i, hence Orig-

inal IN tilik, " to peep at " ^ Hova tsidika. — It becomes k

in several languages ; thus, according to Aymonier and

Cabaton, in Cham before I, hence Original IN telu ^ tlu ^
Cham klaw, " three ". — It becomes

;)^
in certain cases in

some of the Formosan dialects, hence Original IN tai, " dung "

^ Form. p^;e. — It becomes h in several languages; thus in

certain cases in Kamberese, hence Original IN pitu ^ Kamb.
pihu, "seven". — It is cerebrahzed in several languages;

thus in certain cases in Madurese. — It becomes s in Bolaang-

Mongondou when in contact with *', hence Original IN kulif

^ Bol.-Mong. kulis, " skin ".
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III. Original IN t disappears altogether in several lan-

guages; thus in Nias when final, hence Original IN kulil,

" skin " ^ Nias uli.

110. Original IN d. I. It j)ersists unchanged in many-

languages. Original IN dagan, "stranger", appears also in

Old Javanese, Toba, etc., as dagan, in Bimanese as daga, etc.

II. Original IN d becomes t in several languages when

final; thus in Malay, hence Original IN anud, " drift " ^ Mai.

Jianut. — It becomes dh in certain cases in Madurese, hence

Original IN damar ^ Mad. dhamar, " resin ". — It is cere-

bralized in several languages. — It becomes r in several lan-

guages; thus in Bugis after n, hence Original IN lindun ^
Bug. linrun, "shade".

111. Original IN d disappears altogether in some languages

;

thus in Kulawi after n, hence Original IN tanduk ^ Kulawi

tonu, " horn ".

III. Original IN n. I. It is preserved in the hving lan-

guages in a great majority of the cases. Original IN anak,

" child ", appears also in Old Javanese, etc., as anak, in Nias

as o^noi, etc.

II. Original IN n becomes n in several languages when

final; thus in Bugis, hence Original IN anin ^ Bug. anifi,

" wind ". — It becomes / in several languages; thus in certain

cases in some of the Formosan dialects, as in alak, " child ".

— It becomes t by assimilation; thus in spoken Toba, hence

Original IN gantuh ^ spoken Toba gattun, " to hang ".

III. Original IN n is lost in several languages; thus in

Nias before t, hence Original IN lintah ^ Nias lita, " leech ".

Laws of the Labials.

112. Original IN f. I. It mostly persists unchanged in

the hving languages. Original IN yitu, '' seven ", is also

pitu in Old Javanese, Masaretese, etc., opitu in Gorontalese,

etc.

II. Original IN p becomes h in Achinese when final, hence

Original IN idup ^ Ach. ndeb, with metathesis of the vowels
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and change of i into e. — It becomes/ in many languages;

thus in Hova when initial or between vowels, as in fitUy

" seven ", — It becomes w in Nias in sentence-sandhi in

accordance with the law changing surds into sonants (§ 302K

Original IN farymj, " rice ", appears in Nias as fa-)(e; but in

the Dancing Hymn in Bijdr. 1905, p. 12, 1. 4 from the bottom,

we find: " I winnow rice " = m six- '^o,X^- — '^ becomes h.

'' Some of the tribes of the Eastern Toba cannot pronounce

f and make a k of it, thus kiso for the standard Toba fiso,

' knife '
" (Van der Tuuk). — It becomes h in Rottinese, as

in Tiitu, " seven ".

III. Original IN f disappears entirely in several languages;

thus in certain cases in Kissarese, hence Original IN pira ^
Kis. ira, " how much ".

113. Original IN h. I. It persists unchanged in many of

the living languages. Original IN banaw, " heron ", appears

also in Malay, Dayak, etc., as banaw, in Old Javanese as bano.

II. Original IN b becomes bh in certain cases in Madurese,

hence Original IN bum ^ Mad. bhuru, "to hunt". — It

becomes p in Buli in certain cases, hence Original IN bulu^
Bull plu, " hair ". — It becomes w in several languages; thus

in Hova when initial or between vowels, as in wanu, " heron ".

— It becomes / in Rottinese, hence Original IN )\ibii^ Rot.

lifu, " thousand ". — It becomes h in the Silayarese dialect

of Makassar in certain cases, hence Original IN beli, " price
"

> Mak. balli > Sil. halli..

III. Original IN b disappears altogether in several lan-

guages; thus in Gayo in certain cases when initial, hence

Original IN batu ^ Gayo atu, " stone ".

114. Original IN m. I. It persists for the most part un-

changed in the living languages. Original IN tnata, " eye '%

is also niata in Old Javanese, Bagobo, etc., matan in Tettum.

etc.

II. Original IN 7n becomes n in several languages: thus in

Hova when final, hence Original IN inuni, " to drink " ^
Hova inuna, "to drink poison ". — It becomes ii in a few
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languages when final; thus in Bugis, as in hiuii, " to drink ".

— It becomes 'p by assimilation; thus in Toba, hence Original

IN lujnpat ^ spoken Toba luppat, " to jump ".

III. Original IN m disappears altogether in several lan-

guages when final; thus in Bareqe, as in inu, "' to drink ".

Laws of the Spirant s.

115. Original IN s. I. It mostly persists in the hving

languages. Original IN susu, " breast ", is also susu in Old

Javanese, Malay, etc.

II. Original IN s becomes s in several languages; thus in

Mentaway when initial, hence Original IN siwa ^ Ment.

siba, " nine ". — It becomes h in several languages; thus in

Kamberese, as in hiwa, "nine". — It becomes t in several

languages; thus in Buol, hence Original IN si, the article ^
Buol ti.

III. Original IN s disappears altogether in several lan-

guages; thus in Hova in certain cases, hence Original IN besi

^ Hova wi, " iron ".

Laws of the Aspirate h.

116. Original IN h. I. It persists unchanged in a min-

ority of the IN languages. Original IN penuh^ "full",

appears also as penuh in Old Javanese, as panuh in Tarakan,

etc.

II. Original IN h becomes q in a few languages; thus in

certain cases in Tontemboan, hence Original IN lintah ^
Tontb. lintaq.

III. Original IN disappears altogether in the majority of

the living languages; thus in Bugis, hence Original IN penuh

^ Bug. penno, " full ", and Original IN ilili ^ Bug. He, " to

choose ". — In such cases a u or i preceding the h becomes

or e in Bug., whereas final Original IN u and i remain un-

changed, hence Original IN and likewise Bug. tunu, " to

burn ", kali, " to dig ".

18
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Laws of the Simple Sounds in Indo-European and

in Indonesian.

117. A large majority of the IN phonetic changes also

occur in IE, partly under similar conditions, and partly under

different ones. I give here a selection of parallels between

IE and IN:

Sanskrit and Toba: s -\- s '^ ts. — Sansk. vatsydmi, " I

shall dwell " <^ vas -\- sydmi; Toba latsoada <^ las ~\- soada.

" not yet ".

Old Persian and Kamberese: s ^ h. — Old Pers. haind, as

compared with Sanskrit send, ''army", Meillet GvP, § 130;

Kamb. liiwa <^ Original IN siwa, " nine ".

Armenian and Rottinese: p ^ h. — Arm. king, " five ", as

compared with Sanskrit pawca, Greek pente; Rot. hitu, " seven"

<^ Original IN pitu.

Greek and Modern Javanese: w ^ nil. — Gr. oikos, as com-

pared with Sanskrit vesa; Modern Jav. lir, "manner" <^

Old Jav. Iwir.

Latin and Toba: y between vowels ^ nil. — Lat. tres <^

treyes; Toba hau, " tree " <^ Original IN kayu.

Old Bulgarian and Makassar: All original diphthongs

become simple vowels, cf. Leskien, " Grammatik der altbul-

garischen Sprache ", §§ 43 seqq.

Old Prussian and Cham: il ^ kl. — Old Prus. stacle, " sup-

port " <C statle (Trautmann, " Die altpreussischen Sprach-

denkmaler ", § 67); Cham klaiv <^ tlu <^ Original IN telu,

''three".

Germanic and Hova: k^h. — Gothic Mian, " to conceal ",

as compared with Latin celare; Hova hazu, " tree " <^ Original

IN kayu.

Old Irish and Rottinese: w ~^
f.
— Old Ir. fer, "man",

as compared with Latin vir; Rot. falu, " eight " <^ Original

IN walu.

Sicilian dialect and Bugis: media after nasal ^ tenuis. —
•Sic. ancilu, " angel " <^ Latin angelus; Bug. janci, " promise

"

<^ Original IN janji.
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German dialect of Lucerne and Mori: nt ^ nd. — Luc.

dialect Mdcmdig, "Monday" (High German Montag); Mori

mondasu, " sharp ", as compared with Petasia montaso, from

the Original IN WB tajem.

118. There are two IN phonetic laws for which I know of

no parallels in IE; both are pecuhar to Achinese and both

appear in the word Ihee, " three " <^ Original IN telu: Initial

Original IN tel ^ Ach. Ih, and final Original IN m ^ Ach. ee.

See also Section V, ad fin.



SECTION V: THE MOST IMPORTANT
INDONESIAN PHONETIC LAWS, SET FORTH

IN DETAIL.

Preliminary Observations.

119. The most important IN phonetic laws are four in

nmnber: the pepet-law, the RGH-law, the hamzah-law, and

the law of the mediae.

120. Now the course of our enquiry is as follows

:

I. In the case of the pepet-law we have to ascertain what

are the representatives of the Original IN pepet in the living

IN languages.

II. In the case of the RGH-law our enquiry has to pursue

the same course as with the pepet-law, we have to find out by
what sounds the Original IN uvular r (r-z) is represented in

the Uving IN tongues. This law is also called, after its dis-

coverer, by the name of " Van der Tuuk's first law ". I

have preferred to designate it by the more convenient and

significative name of " RGH-law ", a name based on the fact

that Original IN fg is represented in many of the living lan-

guages by g, in some by h ; and I observe that this designation

is gradually gaining ground.

III. In the case of the hamzah-law our business is to set

forth from what Original IN sounds or by what hnguistic

processes the sound hamzah has originated in the living IN
languages. Here, therefore, the procedure differs from that

which is to be followed in the case of the pepet-law and RGH-
law; we start from an Original IN multiplicity and arrive at

one uniform result in the living languages, viz., the hamzah.

For the hamzah is a secondary sound in IN ; we cannot there-

27G
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fore proceed from an Original IN hamzah. The hamzah-
law is peculiarly interesting for the following reason: in IN
the hamzah is very widely distributed, in IE on the other

hand it is very little known; the phenomena connected with

the hamzah therefore mark an important difference be-

tween IE and IN.

IV. The law of the mediae. In a number of IN languages

media and continuant interchange in one and the same word.

Thus in Bugis the WB for " to cut off " appears sometimes as

hetta and sometimes as wetta, thus at times with the momentary
media h, and at other times with the continuant w. Probably

there was nothing corresponding to this in Original IN; so in

this case (in contrast to the other three laws) we cannot have

recourse to Original IN at all.

The Pepgt-Law.

121. Original IN possessed the vowel e, described in § 53,

produced with the mouth-cavity in a position of indifference,

and often called pepet.

122. This pepet has been preserved in a minority of the

IN languages, e.g. in Old Javanese, Karo, Bugis, etc. Thus

Old Jav. has j)reserved the original phonetic condition in the

case of the pepet, while abandoning it in the case of the EGH-
law.

123. The pepet can change into all the other vowels:

a, i, u, e, o. Original IN teken, " staff ", results in Makassar

takJcan, Dayak teken, Tagalog tikin; Original IN enem, " six ",

becomes in Toba onoili, in certain Formosan dialects unum.

124. In several languages Original IN e has a multifarious

resultant.

I. The accent is the determining factor. In Hova e in an

accentuated syllable becomes e, in an unaccentuated one *',

hence Original IN enhn^ Hova enina. In Kolo in the same

way the resultants are o and u, hence Original IN enem ^
Kolo onu. Notice the parallel between the more sonorous
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e and o and the less sonorous % and u of Hova and Kolo re-

spectively.

II. The consonant following the pepet is the determining

factor. In Pabian-Lampong, e before r becomes a, while

before m it becomes u, etc. Hence Original IN sembah,

" respectful salutation " ^ Pab.-Lamp. sumbaJi.

III. The determining factors cannot be ascertained; thus

in Bimanese, where the pepet can be replaced by all the other

vowels.

125. In Old Javanese, in consequence of the loss of an

r^, the pepet may be left standing before a vowel, in which

case it changes into w and forms with the vowel a rising diph-

thong, as in bwat <^ Original IN ber^at, " heavy ". In its

further evolution the diphthong becomes a simple vowel,

hence Modern Jav. abot <^ Old Jav. bwat.

126. In a few languages the pepet disappears altogether.

I. Disappearance before the accentuated syllable, in several

languages, when the pepet stands between a mute and a liquid,

e.g., Original IN beli, " to buy " ^ Gayo bli, also however

pronounced beli. — In Tagalog this phenomenon only occurs

w^hen the word is also extended by a prefix, so that even after

the loss of the e the word remains disyllabic, as in itlog, " egg
"

<^ Original IN telur^.

II. Disappearance after the accentuated syllable, in several

languages, when the pepet stands between a semi-vowel and

a consonant. Thus Original IN dawen, " leaf ", results in

Dayak in dawen, which is quite in conformity with the rule

(§ 123), but in Malay it is not represented, as one might have

expected, by dawan, but by daufi (a disyllabic).

III. In Old Javanese inscriptions the pepet is often

omitted. Thus we find in Kawi Oorkonden, II, 10, b:

" Shall be seized by tigers " = dmaken in macan. As Modern

Javanese pronounces the pepet in these cases, thus saying

demaq, "" to seize ", I do not quite know what to think of this

omission of the pepet.
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127. Languages that are closely related to one another

often display a similar treatment of the pepet. But that also

happens in the case of tongues that are widely apart; thus

both in Toba and in Bisaya, e changes into o, hence telu,

" three " ^ Toba tolu. Bis. tolo. Finally, it also happens

that languages which are very closely related to one another

differ just in their treatment of the pepet; thus in the two

principal dialects of Minangkabau it is precisely the difference

in the representation of the Original IN e that forms the chief

differentia between them: the Agam dialect has a, hence

Original IN hef^as, " rice " ^ Agam hareh; the Tanah Datar

dialect has o, hence boreJi.

128. The pepet and prosody. In some languages the pepet

is replaced by another vowel when the verse accent falls

upon it. In Tontemboan it is changed into e. " God " in

Tontb. is empun, "friend", rehan, "friends", rena-renan;

but in a poem in Schwarz-Texts, p. 139, 1. 16, in an iambic

verse, we find: " Now, gods, friends, ho !" = ja empun rena-

renan e. — In Talautese, e has become a, but under the in-

fluence of the verse accent even this a is replaced by another

vowel, either e or o; thus in Steller-Texts, p. 66, 1. 2, we find

sasoban for sasabbah, " to appear ", and elo for alio, " sun ".

Note.—For other phenomena occurring in connexion with

the pepet, see §§ 5 and 148.

The RGH-Law.

129. Original IN had two r sounds, a lingual r (= ri) and

a uvular r {— r-z).
" Thousand" in Original IN was r^ibu,

but " hundred " was ro,atus.

130. The Original IN condition has only been preserved

in very few of the living languages, and even there not quite

undisturbed, for example in Besemah. Bes. r-^^ibu, " thou-

sand ", r^acon, " poison ", surioh, " to push ", contain r^, Hke

the corresponding Original IN words riibu, rxacun, suriun;

Bes. daroflt, " mainland ", jaropm, " needle ", nioro,, " coconut

palm ", are pronounced with r,, hke Original IN dar-Mt, jar^um,

niur^.
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131. In several languages r^ and r^ have coalesced: thus

Madurese pronounces the r in soroii <^ Original IN sur-^un just

like the one in jharum <^ Original IN jar^um, both being

cacuminal.

132. Original IN r^ becomes I in some languages, as in

Tagalog liho <^ Original IN r-^ihu, in others it becomes d, in

others again some other sound (see § 99). I have included

these phenomena of the r^ sound under the designation of

" the ELD-law ", a name which is analogous to that of the

EGH-law.

133. Original IN r^, that is to say, the r of the RGH-law,

in some languages remains r, which need not however be

uvular; in some others it turns into g, or into 7i; in a few it also

becomes t or ij ot q. Example: Original IN uroat, " vein " =
Malay urat = Tagalog ugdt = Dayak uhat = Pangasinan

uldt = Lampong uyak = Tontemboan oqat. See also §§ 135

and 139.

134. A comparison of the two preceding paragraphs shows

that the further developments of r^ and r2 are in part iden-

tical, e.g. both ri and r^ can result in I. But they never have

an identical evolution in one and the same language. Thus,

for example, in Tagalog, r^ does in fact become I, as in liho

from r-jibu, " thousand ", but r2 turns into g, as in ugdt <^

UTzOt, " vein ".

135. In several languages Original IN r2 is represented by

more than one sound.

I. Its 'position in the word is the determining factor. In

Talautese, r^ becomes k when final, otherwise r; hence Original

IN har2at, " west " ^ Tal. bdrata, but Original IN niur2,

" coconut " ^ Tal. niuka.

II. The contiguous sounds are the determining factor. In

Sangirese, rg results in h, but after o <^ e it appears as 7;

hence Original IN r2atus, " hundred " ^ by metathesis

Soasul ^ Sang, hasuq, but Original IN hevoas, " rice " ^
Sang. b6<yaseq.
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III The determining factors cannot he ascertained. In

Hova, Original IN r<>, sometimes produces r as in awdratra <^

Original IN har^at, " west ", sometimes s as in wesatra <^

Original IN betoat, '' heavy ", sometimes z as in zaiu

<^ Original IN r^atus, " himdred ", and sometimes disappears

altogether as in wau, " new " <^ har^u.

136. When Original IN ro, becomes y, further developments

may occur. The semi-vowel y may unite with the preceding

vowel to form a falling diphthong, as in Lampong ihuy, " tail
"

<^ Original IN ikur^. By a further phonetic process such

diphthongs may become simple vowels, as in Pampanga iki <^

ikuy <^ ikur^.

137. In some languages Original IN r^ disappears alto-

gether, particularly in Old Javanese, as in dyus <^ Original IN

dirius, " to bathe". AVhen the r? was final in Original IN,

then in Old Javanese the preceding vowel is lengthened by

way of compensation for the disappearance of the to, as in

Old Jav. iku, " tail " <^ Original IN ikur2-

138. It is to be supposed that this disappearance was not

a single, momentary change. In Old Javanese, f2 probably

first turned into h, as in Dayak; such an h is still preserved in

wahu, " new " <^ bariU. — In other languages where rz has

likewise disappeared the hamzah may have been the transi-

tional sound. In Tontemboan, Original IN r^ becomes q, but

in several cases this q has disappeared: Original IN idar^,

" snake " >> Tontb. ulaq, but Original IN timuro, "' south
"

^ Tontb. timu.

139. Languages that are closely related to one another

often exhibit a similar treatment of the r2- But this also

occurs in the case of languages that are widely distant from

one another ; thus both in Lampong and in Pampanga, r-z ^ y.

Finally, it may happen that languages, which difier so little

from each other that one can only call them dialects of one

another, nevertheless diverge in this matter of the treatment

of the To; thus in the various dialects of Talautese it is just

the divergent representation of the r-i that forms the differ-
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entia between them. The chief dialect turns final Original

IN r2 into k, hence Original IN niuro, " coconut " ^ niuka,

with the supporting vowel a; for this oiiuka other dialects

have niuca, niuha, niuta.

The Hamzah-Law.

140. In the living IN languages the hamzah is found as

an initial sound before vowels, as a medial sound between

vowels or between a vowel and a subsequent consonant, and

as a final sound after vowels; in such positions, in fact, as in

the Achinese qanco, "to melt", Madurese leqer, "neck",
Bugis biriqta, "report", Makassar anaq, "child". — Other

positions are rare, such as in the Bontok allqo, " pestle ",

Tontemboan elaqb, "torch"; and the words in question

nearly always offer etymological difficulties.

141. Hamzah is found occasionally as initial, medial, or

final of the WB, in which case it is not derived from another

sound.

142. In many IN languages words that " begin with a

vowel " are pronounced with an emphatic enunciation, where-

by in fact a hamzah is sounded as initial before the vowel;

this rule holds good for Achinese, Tontemboan, etc. It is

true that neither the native script nor the transliteration made
by scholars is in the habit of representing this hamzah; thus

the word for " child " in Tontb. is written analc, but in reahty

pronounced qanak, with an initial hamzah.

143. In several languages we find hamzah as a medial

between the two vowels of the WB, when there is no other

consonant there. In Nias, as the dictionary shows, this is

often the case, though it is of course true that a percentage

of these q's result from k, as in ataqu, " to fear " <^ Original

IN takut, and so fall under § 147. In Madurese such a hamzat

is found in cases where other languages in the respective

words have h or w or no sound at all, as in Mad. foqon, " tree
"

= Malay pohon = Bugis poh, or in soqon, " to carry on the

head " = Javanese suwun.
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144. In many languages hanizah is found as a final,

abruptly closing the final vowel.

I. In very many interjections, thus in Bugis, Tontemboan,,

etc.; the interjection " fie !" in particular very often has a q
as final: Makassar ceq, Bugis caq, Sangirese siq, etc. The

frequent occurrence of q in interjections is connected with the

emphatic, abrupt way in which they are uttered.

II. In names of relationship in the vocative. Original IN
ama, " father ", results in the Tontemboan aman, with a

particle welded on to it; but the vocative is amaq. Here the

abrupt utterance has created the q.

III. In names of relationship generally. Thus alongside

of Original IN pu, " grandfather ", we find the Tontemboan

apoq, beside Old Javanese bi, Modern Javanese bihi, " woman,

aunt ", the Madurese bhibbJiiq, etc. These forms with q were

originally vocatives.

IV. In numerals. In Madurese the numerals which in

Original IN ended in a vowel are pronounced with a final q,

whenever they are used by themselves, thus Original IN
telu ^ M.a>^. telloq, " three ", but tello ratos, " three hundred "..

The occurrence of the q is either due to the force of analogy,

on the pattern of empaq, " four " <^ Original IN pat, where

the q is in accordance with rule, or else it is connected with

the abrupt enunciation which sometimes occurs in counting..

V. In negatives, very frequently. Thus alongside of Orig-

inal IN, and likewise Old Javanese, aja, a vetative negative,

we find the Bugis ajaq, beside the Malay tiada a form tidaq,

etc.

VI. In words of any category of meaning. In Busang an

Original IN final vowel usually has a hamzah added to it; in

particular, Original IN i becomes eq and u becomes oq, hence

Original IN beli, " to buy " ^ Bus. beleq and Original IN batu,.

" stone " ^ Bus. batoq.

145. Just as in several languages the interjections often

end in q, so in other languages they are particularly frequently

found with an h as final, thus in Madurese.
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146. Just as vocatives and negatives may have a final q

added to tliem, so in certain languages they may receive a

final a. Toba has a vocative angid corresponding to angi,

"younger brother"; alongside of the Tagalog negative di

there is a Dayak dia.

147. Hamzah proceeds from certain Original IN sounds

in conformity with phonetic laws

:

I. From Original IN k in several languages, thus in

Talautese; Original IN aku, " I " ^ Tal. iaqu = article i +
aqu.

II. From fa in several languages, thus in Makelaqi; Orig-

inal IN jar-ium, " needle " ^ Make, raqum. From h (see

§ 116).

148. While some languages double the consonant that

follows upon an accentuated pejDet (see § 86), others develop

a hamzah between the pepet and certain consonants that

follow it. In Makassar the pepet becomes a, but the hamzah

persists; thus Original IN hedem, " to close the eyes ", becomes

kaqdan in Mak.

149. Hamzah arises in several languages from sjjecial laws

of the interior sounds of words, when the interior is of the

tapap type (see § 198), thus in Tontemboan; hence Original

IN pukpiik, " to break in pieces " ^ Tontb. puqpuk.

150. Hamzah results in many languages from special laws

of the final sounds :

I. In some languages Original IN final k^ q, thus in Malay,

ience Original IN anak ^ Mai. anaq.

II. In Minangkabau all Original IN final explosives result

in q, hence Original IN atep, " roof " ^ Mkb. atoq.

III. In Bugis, q results from all final consonants save the

nasals and h, hence Original IN nipis, '' thin " ^ Bug. nipiq.

151. Many IN languages add to the Original IN final

consonant a supporting vowel, thus Hova, hence Hova dnaka

"child" <^ Original IN anak; several languages employ
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suf'porting vowels + Tiamzah, thus Makassar, hence Original IN
nipis, " thin " ^ Mak. nipisiq.

152. Hamzah arises in sentence-sandhi from the abbrevia-

tion of words that are weak in stress. Thus the Sangirese

preposition su can be pronounced q. We find in the " Chil-

dren's Games", Bijdr. 1894, p. 520, 1. 2: "Yonder in the

inland country " = dala q ulune for dala su ulune.

153. Initial and final hamzah may be lost in sentence-

sandhi, either regularly or arbitrarily. Tontemboan aiie,

" hither ", is pronounced qaiie in conformity with § 142, but

in the text Weweleten (Sacrificial Prayers), Schwarz-Texts,

p. 309, 1. 7, we find: " Come eat here !" = niai cummi ane,

the q being lost. In Busang the word for " house " is umaq.

But in the poem Boq Uyah Batang, p. 285, 1. 2, we find:

" The house (named) Lang Dehaq " = umaq Laii Deliaq, and

on p. 284, 1. 2, uma Laii Dehaq.

The Law of the Mediae.

154. We meet with the law of the mediae especially in

Celebes and the neighbouring smaller islands, thus in Sangirese,.

Talautese, and Tontemboan, three languages that are closely

related to one another, in Cenrana, and in Bugis; also apart

from Celebes in Ibanag, Nias, Mentaway, and Hova.

155. I. The Sangirese law. In Sang, the media comes after

a consonant; after vowels, the media g turns into the spirant

7, the media d into the liquid r, the media h into the semi-

vowel w ; thus the instantaneous mediae become continuants

;

and this holds good both of a single word and of words in a

sentence. As initial of a single word pronounced by itself

or at the beginning of the sentence, the media persists. Hence

hera, " to speak ", meqbera, the future active of the same, but

iwera, the future passive. In the story in Bijdr. 1893, p. 354,

1. 1, we find: " I will tell of the ape " = iaq meqbio n baha,

but 1. 4: " Said the ape " = aiikun i waha.

II. The Talautese law agrees with the Sangirese, Thus

the word for " house " is bale, as in Sang., and the word for
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'' edge " is hingi, but in the Story of Parere, Steller-Texts,

p. 89, 1. 2, we find: " At the edge of the river " = su wingi it

sdluka.

III. The Tontemboan law. The media g becomes 7 in all

cases; d and h interchange with r and w as in Sangirese. But
as initial of a single word pronounced by itself or at the be-

ginning of a sentence, the continuant is used, in contrast with

the Sangirese usage. Original IN halay, " house ", therefore,

is Sang, hale but Tontb. wale; " to remain at home " in Tontb.

is maqmbale. Within the sentence the law only operates in

certain cases. Thus in the Story of the Newly Wed, Schwarz-

Texts, p. 82, 1. 3 from the bottom, we find: " In the house "

= am bale<^an wale; but 1. 20: " Yet corals " = taqanwiwin,

without alteration of the iv.

IV. The Cenrana law. The mediae d and h become r and

w respectively after a vowel, e.g., dami, " only ", but 7nesa

rami, " one only ".

V. The Ihanag law. Initial d becomes r, when an a is

put before it: dakay, " badness ", but marakay, " bad ".

VI. The Bugis law. In Bug., initial w and r turn into

6 and d respectively, when a prefix is put before these sounds,

no matter whether the prefix ends in a vowel or a consonant.

Thus from wenni, " night ", are formed maqhenni, " to spend

the night (somewhere) ", and pabenni, " to cause (somebody)

to spend the night (somewhere) ", and from remyne, " soft ",

maqdemme, " to soften ", and fademme, " to cause to soften ".

But the rule is not consistently carried out: from wetta, " to

cut", comes maqbetta, "to cut off", but also fawetta-wetta,

" headhunter ". Evidently compromise has been at work

here, and probably the regular rule is the one exemplified in

pawetta in relation to maqbetta.

VII. The Nias law. When a WB begins with d 01 b and

a prefix is put before these sounds, b becomes w and d becomes

r; in similar circumstances x becomes g, thus conversely the

continuant turns into a media. Thus bua, " fruit ", but

mowua, " to bear fruit "; dua, " two ", but darua, " to be a
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pair";
x^'''^^^

"dig", as a WB, but mogaru, the verb "to

dig ". In Nias also the rule is not strictly observed.

VIII. The Mentaway law. We always find the media 6,

never iv instead of it. As initial the media g always appears,

but in the interior of words g and 7 interchange j^retty irreg-

ularly. An examination of the whole of Morris' texts shows

that the word for " banana (plantain) " occurs four times

under the form of hago and twice under that of ha^yo.

"The media d is mostly a variant in pronunciation for/-"

(Morris).

IX. The Hova law. In Hova, Original IN initial g ^ h,

hence lidntuna <^ Original IN gantun, " to hang ", and Jiuruna

<^ Original IN gulun, " to roll ". But Original IN k also

becomes h, hence Hova huditra <^ Original IN kulit, " skin ".

When the prefix ma + nasal is put before h <^ k, the h <^k
disappears in conformity with § 16,* hence manuditra, "to

peel". But if this same prefix appears before h <^ g, the

g reappears, hence manguruna, " to roll ". But here too there

have been changes based on analogy, for from hdntuna is

formed mandntmia, instead of the maiigdntuna which one would

have expected. From Jiudina <^ Original IN gulin, " to turn",

is formed the verb manudina, but the substantive sangudina,

" top ".

Comparisons with Indo-European.

156. We do not find many parallels in IE to the four

principal IN laws.

I. The IE indeterminate vowel turns into i or a (Brugmann

KvG, § 127), just as in IN a and i {inter alia) result from e,

but after the description in § 53 we cannot absolutely

identify the pepet with the IE indeterminate vowel.

II. In contrast with the IN r, the IE r is a very constant

sound.

III. The hamzah plays but a very small part in IE. Just

* [See also Essay Til, § 30.]
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as IN possesses many interjections ending in hamzah, so in
the Lucerne dialect the word for -yes" is in certain cases
pronounced yoq instead of yo.

IV. With the law of the medise may be compared certain
instances in Italian dialects, such as donna and la ronna
(Grrober).



SECTION VI : THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT
PHONETIC COMBINATIONS AND THEIR LAWS.

Preliminary Observations.

157. The two most interesting phonetic combinations in

IN are the combination of a vowel with a semi-vowel and the

combination of an explosive with the aspirate h. The first

are called diphthongs, the second aspirates. In the diph-

thongs the semi-vowel may precede, as in the Dayak yaku,

" I ", or follow, as in the Tagalog 'patdy, " to kill ". Only the

second kind can lay claim to special interest, and we shall

therefore deal only with it.

158. In many writings on IN subjects — to some extent,

I regret to say, in my own former monographs also — the

semi-vocalic components of the diphthongs have not been dis-

tinctly indicated. Thus in Malay textbooks one meets with

such spelhngs as, for example, hau, " smell ", and rantau,

" coast ", the end of the word being spelt in each case in the

same way, though it is only in the second case that the end is

a diphthong, while in the first word the a and the u belong to

two separate syllables; I now write hau, and, on the other

hand, rantaw.

159. Madurese spelhng has no means of denoting aspira-

tion, and accordingly spells gJiulun, "to roll", and gulun,

" a delicacy made from glutinous rice", in the same way.

The Diphthongs and their Laws.

160. The IN diphthongs are mostly combinations of vowels

with one or other of the two semi-vowels y and w. Other

possible combinations are rare; Original IN final i becomes

in certain Achinese dialects the diphthong oy, thus Ach.

289 19
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hloy, " to buy " <; Original IN heli, but the standard dialect

says hloe, with a semi-vocalic e.

161. The IN diphthongs only appear exceptionally in the

accentuated syllable of the WB. That is a contrast with IE,

if we call to mind such cases as the Greek kairios, " fitting ",

or the Gothic skaidan, " to sever". Hova has certain cases

like tdwlana, " bone ", where contraction has produced the

diphthong, as there is an Old Javanese tahulan corresponding

to tdwlana. Mentaway has also a few cases, e.g., rdwru, " to

journey downstream"; they are mostly words of which the

etymology is obscure.

162. In by far the greater number of the cases the IN

diphthong appears in the final syllable of the WB, and con-

stitutes the end of it. Though that is usually the syllable

that does not bear the principal accent, its sonority is, never-

theless, not very much weaker than that of the accentuated

syllable (see §§ 329 seqq.).

163. The diphthongs most commonly met with in the IN

languages are aw, ay, and uy, and these we must ascribe to

Original IN. The words paraw, '' hoarse", banaw, " heron ",

patay, " to kill ", balay, " house ", apuy, " fire ", babuy, " pig ",

which are found in many IN languages, must also be regarded

as Original IN, the first of them in the form par^aw.

164. The Original IN diphthongs aw, ay, and uy, have

undergone various vicissitudes in the living IN languages

:

165. In many languages the diphthongs, as mentioned in

§ 163, have been preserved. Iloko has, for example, the words

patdy, apuy, etc.

166. The a of ay and the u of iiy may, under the influence

of the y, be modified in the manner technically termed " Um-
laut ", hence Dayak atdy, "" heart " <^ Original IN atay,

Bontokfafiiy, " pig " <^ Original IN babuy.

167. The first component of the diphthong may change

into another vowel, thus in certain dialects of Borneo both ay

and uy appear as oy, hence 2^citoy as well as baboy. — As Orig-
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inal IN pataij results in Bontok in paddy, we must there assume

jpatoy as an intermediate stage.

168. The diphthongs become simple sounds:

I. The first component of the diphthong disappears, as

in Malay api <^ Original IN apuy.

II. The second component disappears, as in Hova afu <^

Original IN apuy.

III. The two components unite into a simple vowel, the

sound of which lies intermediately between the two com-

ponents, as in Toba pate <^ patay and poro <^ paraw.

169. The Original IN vowel sequences au and ai, where

the vowels belong to two distinct syllables, as in tan, " man ",

Udn, " other ", are in several languages contracted to o and e

respectively, hence e.g., Old Javanese len <^ lain. Here we

must assume their pronunciation as diphthongs as an inter-

mediate stage, thus : taw and layn.

170. This contraction to simple vowels takes place:

I. Without limitations, in several languages.

II. Only when the word is burdened with an enclitic, in

Karo. Thus, " water " = Karo lau, " his water " = lo-na,

" distance " = dauli, " his distance " = doh-na.

171. In several IN languages new diphthongs have arisen,

which do not therefore represent Original IN diphthongs:

I. Several languages turn the i and u of the final syllable

of the Original IN WB into ey and ew respectively, for example,

Tiruray; hence Tir. taley, " rope " <^ Original IN tali, Tir.

fitew, " seven " <^ Original IN pitu.

II. Other languages turn i into ay or oy, u into iw or aw.

Thus Original IN beli, " to buy ", becomes in Daya-Achinese

blay, in Tunong-Achinese hloy; Original IN batu, "stone",

ajjpears as batiiv in Lanniga-Achinese, and as bataw in Miri, a

Borneo dialect.

III. Seraway turns Original IN final a into aiv; thus Ser.

iiiataw, '' eye " <^ Original IN tnata.
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172. All the cases of diphthongization mentioned in the

preceding paragraph occur as a rule only when the original

vowel, from which the diphthong has proceeded, was a final.

This phenomenon runs parallel with the fact that the Original

IN diphthongs aw, ay, and uy also appear only as finals. Only

in certain languages of Borneo are vowels closed by conson-

ants also sometimes turned into diphthongs, thus in Dali

and in Long Kiput, hence Dali laiiayt, "sky" <^ Original

IN laiiit and Long Kiput fulawt, " gum " <^ Original IN
piilut.

173. Diphthongization may also be the result of various

other phonetic processes. Such processes are:

I. Vocalization of consonants, in Lampong. e.g., ikuy,

" tail " <^ Original IN ikur^.

II. Reduction of vowels that originally belonged to two

distinct words, as in Bangkalan saybu, " a thousand " <^ sa

+ ehu.

III. Reduction of vowels after the droj)ping out of a

consonant, as in Hova fay, " ray (fish) " <^ Original IN

par21.

174. WTien originally simple vowels are turned into diph-

thongs, as in Tiruray taley, " rope " <^ tali, the process of

diphthongization must have been preceded by length of

the vowel; from § 77 we know that final vowels are often

long.

175. As stated in § 76, syllables coming before the accent-

uated syllable are very seldom long, and similarly diphthongs

very rarely occur before the accentuated syllable. In a few

Sanskrit loan-words beginning with s, Lampong has the di] h-

thong ay in that position, as in saygara, " sea " <^ Sansk.

sdgara. " " -*

176. I know of no case of the pepet turning into a diph-

thong. After what has been said in § 40, I, there can

be no question of the diphthongization of Original IN e
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The Aspirates and their Laws.

177. As the majority of the IN languages only tolerate

combinations of consonants to a limited extent, some of them

merely the combination of a nasal with a cognate explosive,

the aspirated consonants are not widely distributed in IN.

178. Aspirated consonants have arisen in the hving IN

languages in the following ways

:

I. They are found in WB's formed by the doubling of

roots having h as their initial and an explosive as their final,

as in Old Javanese hathat, " to take care ", Bisaya hagliag,

" texture ". These cases are not numerous.

II. A few languages, like Tagalog, allow the comhination

of most of the consonants with a subsequent h, and conse-

quently also that kind of combination which we call the

aspirates. Hence in Tagalog a word like bughdw, " blue ",is

just as permissible as a word like panhik, " to ascend ".

III. In Madurese, aspirates arise in conformity with plio-

mtic law by the change of Original IN mediae into aspirated

mediae; hence Original IN gantuii, " to hang " ^ Mad. ghanton;

Original IN jalan, "path" ^ Mad. jhalan; Original IN
dagah, "stranger, trader" ^ Mad. dhaghah; Original IN
kemban, " bud " ^ Mad. kembhan, " flower ".

IV. In a few languages, as in Cham and Achinese, aspirates

arise through the elision of vowels. Hence Original IN pohon,

"tree" ^ Cham phun; Original IN tahu, "to know" ^
Ach. thee.

V. Aspirates are found in loan-words from the Sanskrit, as

in Tagalog katha, " speech ".

VI. Achinese renders the Arabic f by ph, as in kaphe,

" the infidel ".

179. Only the few isolated cases of aspiration mentioned

under § 178, I, can be ascribed to Original IN. There is

therefore a great difference in the relative importance of the

aspirates as between Original IN and Original IE.



SECTION VII : SPECIAL PHENOMENA OF
INITIAL, INTERIOR, AND FINAL

SOUNDS.

Preliminary Observations.

180. We have often been able to notice in Section IV that

the condition under which a phonetic change takes place con-

sists in the fact that the sound in question is an initial, interior,

or final sound. Thus Original IN a changes in Besemah into

e when it ends a word, but otherwise remains unchanged. We
will not discuss these phenomena again in this place, but will

deal with a series of phonetic facts which are particularly

characteristic of the nature of the initial, interior, and final

sounds and which we have, on that account, reserved for this

Section. Hereto belong also the phenomena connected with

the enunciation of vowels, whether as initial, medial, or final,

in words.

Initial, Medial, and Final Enunciation.

181. The enunciation of IN words, that begin with a vowel,

may be soft, hard, or aspirated. Hard enunciation, that is

to say the sounding of a hamzah before the vowel, is evidenced

for a considerable number of IN languages (see § 142), and we
may therefore with very fair certainty ascribe this pheno-

menon to Original IN. Moreover, hard and aspirated enuncia-

tion may interchange. " At the beginning of Achinese words

h and q occasionally interchange, either because one dialect

uses q and another uses h, or because the choice between them

is left to the fancy of the individual speaker " (Snouck Hur-

gronje). The Minangkabau vocabulary contains a great

number of words beginning either with or without 7i, such as

hindu and indu, " mother ".

294
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182. Initial hamzah is replaced in certain languages hy

other sounds : 7, y, w.

I. In Muna we find 7, as in 'yate, " heart " <^ Original IN"

atay, or more precisely: qatay.

II. In Buli we get y, as in yataf, " roof " <^ Original IN
atep, or more precisely: qatef.

III. In Bulanga-Uki we meet with w, as in wina,.

" mother " <^ Original IN ina, or more precisely: qina.

183. The occurrence of these sounds, 7, y, and w, instead

of q, is explained by the phenomena of sandhi. In Malay

the word empat, " four ", when it stands alone or at the be-

ginning of a sentence, is pronounced qempat. In the phrase

" four pieces of sugar-cane " = s. f. p. = " febu wempat buku,

the initial q is replaced by w ", under the influence of the

preceding u (Fokker). Now in Bulanga forms such as

wina this w has simply become permanently affixed, and

the y of Buh and 7 of Muna are the result of similar pro-

cesses.

184. Medial enunciation. In some IN languages the most

various vowels may succeed one another. The sequence of

vowel + pepet or pepet + vowel is rare; it is found in a few

instances in Madurese, as in taen, " rope ". In some languages

intermediary or separating sounds arise between two vowels.

And here two cases in particular are to be observed

:

I. Between u + vowel or i + vowel the appropriate semi-

vowel steps in. Some of the IN languages say buali,

" fruit ", others buwah; some say ia, " he ", others iya.

II. In some languages q 01 h appears between vowels,

especially when they are similar, as in Malay leher, Madurese

leqer, " neck ".

185. Final enunciation of a word ending in a vowel may,

like initial, be soft, aspirated, or hard (with a hamzah). In

Madurese every word ending originally with a vowel receives

a final h, Mad. matah, " eye " <^ Original IN mata. — In
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Busang in the like case a hamzah is used, and i turns into e,

u into 0. Table of examples

:

Original IN lima Busang limdq, " five
"

defa depdq, " span
"

huta hutdq, " blind
"

heli heleq, " to buy "

lahi kikeq, " man "

tali taleq, " rope
"

asu asoq, " dog
"

batu hatoq, " stone
"

kayu Jcayoq, " tree ".

186. In Madurese all three grades of enunciation may
occur in the same word. If a word in Original IN ends in a

vowel or diphthong, as mata, "eye", lajii, "to proceed",

patay, " death ", the word is pronounced in Mad. with aspir-

ated enunciation, hence matah, pateJi, lajJiuh, "thereupon".

In the interior of a sentence the aspiration is lost, and thus in

the texts appended to Kihaan's Grammar, I, p. 124, 1. 12, we
find: " Thereupon (he) died " = lajhu mateh. Before a pause,

due to the speaker being at a loss how to proceed, the word is

pronounced with a hamzah, thus lajhuq . . . mateh.

The Initial.

187. IN words can, as a rule, begin with a vowel, a semi-

vowel, or a simple consonant; and this state of affairs is to be

regarded as Original IN. In connexion therewith the follow-

ing points are also to be noted

:

I. Before the initial voivel some languages sound a hamzah

(see § 181).

II. Few words in the IN languages begin with the semi-

vowel y, and none of them can be shown to be Original IN.

Initial w is more frequent, but it mostly originates from h.

Of Original IN w there are only three cases: walu, " eight "

,

wara, " to be, to exist ", and way, " water ".

III. In contrast with the IE languages, n is not a rare

phenomenon among the initial consonants.
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188. Some IN languages also admit an initial formed of

two consonants. The commonest cases are mute + liquid and

nasal + cognate explosive. In connexion with initial double

consonants the following points are also to be noted

:

I. Initial consonantal sequences are the same as those that

occur in the interior of words; thus in Nias, where we have,

for example, mh both initially and medially, as in mhawa-

mhawa, "spotted", alongside of mamhu, "to forge (as a

smith) ".

II. The initial allows fewer consonantal sequences than

the interior of words, as in Hova. The sequence n -{- t -\- s

does in fact occur medially, e.g. in untsi, " banana (plantain) ",

but not initially.

III. The initial admits of more consonantal sequences than

the interior of words, as in Rottinese. The sequence n -\- d

does in fact occur initially, as in ndala, " horse ", but not

medially.

189. Three consonants, mostly nasal + cognate explosive

+ liquid or semi-vowel, rarely occur initially. Nias, for

example, has n -\- d -{- r, as in yidrundru, "hut". Old

Javanese has w + c? + ?/, as in ndya, " where, what ".

190. When words begin with two or three consonants, they

usually remain unchanged in all positions in the sentence. In

the Gayo text, " The Blue Princess ", p. 46, 1. 4, a sentence

begins with a word having the initial nt :
" That I may not

marry " = N. I m. = nti aku kerjon. In Ramayana, VIII,

171, the above-mentioned ndya occurs after the word toll,

" well ", which ends with a consonant.

191. Initials of more than one consonant are not Original

IN; they have arisen through various phonetic processes:

I. In conformity with phonetic law, e.g. in Hova. Original

IN d changes in certain cases in Hova into tr, as in truzuna <^
Original IN duyun, " sea-cow ".

II. Through loss of a voivel, as in Gayo hli <^ Original IN
heli, " to buy ", or in Makianese into, " eye " <^ Original IN
?nata.
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III. Through word-Jonnation. Alongside of the Old

Javanese ndya we find an Old Jav. ndi and a Toba dia, with

the same meaning; accordingly ndya is analysable into the

three elements n + di -\- a. I have dealt with such com-

binations of words of form in previous monographs.

192. Through the process of word-abbreviation (§§ 274 seqq.)

initials arise which would not otherwise be possible in the

languages in question. Examples:

I. In Tontemboan k is pronounced c when an * comes

before it, either in a word or in a sentence, but in no other

case. Thus from the two elements raqi + Jca comes the

negative raqica. This is often abbreviated into ca, and then

the initial c is allowed to remain unchanged even if there is

no i before it, as several passages prove. Thus in Schwarz-

Texts, p. 61, 1. 17, we find: " He said: He does not catch " =
Jcuanao : ca maindo.

II. In conformity with the law of the mediae (§ 155, III)

an initial media must become a continuant in Tontemboan.

But in proper names abbreviated as explained in § 276 the

media persists, as in Biraq, abbreviated from Imhiran, a

personal name.

The Medial.

193. In the interior of the IN WB, which is mostly di-

syllabic, thus between the two vowels of it, we meet either

with no consonant, or one, or two, but rarely three.

194. Of the cases where there is no consonant, or only one,

between the two vowels, there is nothing more to be said.

195. Among the cases where two consonants occur between

the two vowels, two types in particular are frequent, the

Lintah-tyj)e and the Taptaf-type. Both are to be ascribed to

Original IN.

I. The Lintah-type. In almost all the IN languages the

combination of nasal + cognate explosive is permitted

medially. Thus, for example, the word lintah, "leech",,

recurs, with n + t, in nearly all the IN languages.
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II. The Taptap-type has originated from the doubling o£

the root, as in Old Javanese, etc., taptap, " to strike ".

195. Now some of the living IN languages have preserved

both the Original IN types, others have modified them.

197. The Lintah-type has remained unchanged in by far

the greater number of IN languages; only a small percentage

of the languages has altered it, entirely or partially, and in the

follomng ways:

I. Some languages, such as Toba, assimilate the nasal in

the combination of nasal + tenuis to the tenuis; thus spoken

Toba gattuh, " to hang " <^ written Toba, and likewise

Original IN, gantuii.

II. Some few languages allow the nasal to disappear en-

tirely; thus Nias, as in lita <^ Original IN lintah. But rnh

and ndr <^ nd persist, as in tandru, " horn " <^ Original IN
tanduk, fandra, " mark " <^ Original IN tanda.

III. Conversely, other languages allow the explosive to

disappear; thus Rottinese, as in tana, " mark " <^ Original IN
tanda.

198. The Taptap-type has remained unchanged in Old

Javanese, Karo, Tagalog, etc., but yet in fewer languages than

the Lintah-type. The modifications it has undergone are of

the following kind:

I. Assimilation has taken place, as in Makassar; Original

IN, and likewise Old Javanese, paspas, " to cut off ", appears

in Makassar as pdppasaq = pappas -\- the supporting syllable

aq

II. The first of the two medial consonants becomes a

hamzah, as in Tontemboan, which accordingly says taqtap'

instead of taptap.

III. The first of the two consonants disappears entirely,,

as in Besemah, hence Bes. tatap.

Note.—The rules mentioned in this paragraph do not hold

good of all possible cases of the Taptap-type, but they always

apply to certain classes of cases, determined by regular laws.
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199. Sequences of three consonants in the interior of words

are rare and cannot be ascribed to Original IN. They arise

chiefly in two ways:

I. By mere operation of phonetic law. The sequence nd in

Nitis becomes ndr, hence Nias tandra <^ Original IN tanda,

" mark ".

II. By the springing up of intermediary sounds. From the

Old Javanese WB prih is derived the verb amrih, " to strive ",

for which Madurese has anibri, the h having arisen as an inter-

mediary sound forming the transition from the m to the r.

Of hke origin is Modern Javanese ambral <^ amral <^ admiral.

The Final.

200. In Original IN a word could end in a vowel, a diph-

thong, or a single consonant, other than a palatal (see § 61, 1).

A final palatal is quite rare in the hving languages, though

found in Tontemboan as the resultant of k (see § 103).

201. The developments in the hving languages of the

Original IN final vowels have been dealt with in §§ 91 seqq.,

those of the diphthongs in §§ 160 seqq. ; those of the consonants,

wliich can lay claim to very special interest, will now be

discussed.

202. The Original IN condition as regards final consonants

persists unchanged in Old Javanese, and also, with very few

exceptions, the loss of h for example, in several of the Phihp-

pine languages.

203. In the remaining IN languages we can discern three

tendencies in the treatment of consonantal finals: unification,

loss, and addition of a suj)porting vowel.

204. Unificatio7i. This is applied in various degrees in the

several languages, as will be shown here by reference to the

explosives

:

I. Malay unifies the mediae with the tenues. Original IN
bukid, " hill " ^ Mai. hukit. Thus among the explosives only
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the three tenues k, t, and y, are in this case capable of serving

as finals.

II. Masaretese behaves like Malay and further unifies p
with t, hence Original IN ate'p = Malay atap = Masaretese

atet, " roof." Here, therefore, among the explosives only two

tenues, k and t, are capable of serving as finals.

III. Primitive Bugis, as I showed in a former monograph,

unified all the explosives into k, hence Primitive Bug. laiiiky

" sky " <; Original IN laiiit, and atek, " roof " <; Original IN
atep. Here, therefore, out of all the explosives only the one

tenuis k is capable of serving as a final.

205. Loss. The disappearance of the final consonants

takes place in the several IN languages in various degrees

:

I. Makassar allows only one consonant, namely h, to dis-

appear, as in panno <^ Original IN penuh, " full ".

II. In Hova, s, h, and the Uquids disappear, hence Hova

manifi <^ Original IN nipis, " thin ", jenu, " full " <^ Original

IN penuh.

III. In Bimanese, Nias, and some other languages, all

final consonants disappear.

206. Addition of a supporting vowel. In this connexion

two tendencies may be discerned among the several IN

languages

:

I. The same supporting vowel is added in all cases; in

Talautese and Hova a, in Ampana i, in Kaidipan o, or excep-

tionally u, etc. Hence Original IN inuni, " to drink " ^
Tal. inuma = Hova inuna = Kaid. inumu; Original IN
putih, " white " ^ Kaid. putiho.

II. The supporting vowel imitates the vowel that im-

mediately precedes the final consonant, as in Mentaway,

hence Ment. tukulu, " to push ", alongside of Karo tukul, but

rdpiri, " wall ", hoholo, " a species of Uly ", etc.

III. A few languages, such as Makassar, further add a

hamzah after the supporting vowel, hence Original IN nipis.

" thin " ^ Mak. nipisiq, lepas, " free " ^ Mak. Idppassaq,

atur, " to put in order " ^ Mak. dtoroq.
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IV. The consonant saved by the supporting vowel may
nevertheless disappear owing to further phonetic processes,

while the supporting vowel may be preserved, as in Ambon;
hence Original IN fuwak, " palm-wine " ^ Amb. tuwao,

Original IN atef, " roof " ^ dteo.

207. Some of the IN languages only recognize one of the

tendencies dehneated in §§ 204 seqq., others two, others again

all three of them.

I. Nias only has loss of the final: all Origmal IN final

consonants disappear.

II. Minangkabau has both unification and loss. The

explosives are unified to q, the liquids disappear. The nasals

and h persist, s becomes h.

III. Makassar employs all the methods. The aspirate

disappears, the nasals are unified into ii, the explosives into q,

the liquids and s receive a supporting vowel + hamzah.

208. In all the IN languages we meet with the pheno-

menon that final consonants are interchanged. In Malay

alongside of hutir, " grain ", w^hich is in conformity with

phonetic law, there is also a form hutil. Hova has as a pendant

to the Malay hurvt, a phonetically regular word wurutra, but

alongside of it it also has a form wuruka, " broken, torn,

rags ", etc. This phenomenon occurs everywhere in isolated

cases, mostly only in a few cases. Probably these are due to

prehistoric formative processes, or to the working of the

principle of analogy, and the like.

209. We very often meet with the phenomenon that in

some language a word ends in a consonant, while the Original

IN and some of the other hving languages have a vowel as final.

Here we are dealing with words of form that have become

annexed to the original word. " How much " in Original IN

is pira^ but in Makassar pirah; "this" in Old Javanese is

ika, but in Modern Jav. Jcah. The h is an article welded on,

originating from such formulas as the Old Jav. for " this

-child " = Greek tuto to teknon = Old Jav. ika ii anak. Such
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annexed articles are also not uncommon in the IE sphere; we

find one for example in the French lierre, " ivy ", etc,

210. Now, when a svjffix is added to a final that has been

modified through the influence of the laws affecting finals, we

observe the following phenomena

:

I. The original state of the final, as it was in Original IN,

again appears. When from the Bugis nipiq, " thin " <^

Original IN nipis a verb " to thin " is formed by means of the

suffix -i, it does not take the form nipiqi but nipisi. More

correctly expressed, the formation nipisi has been handed

down from a period when people still said nipis.

II. The derivative exhibits the modern state of the final.

Original IN hanun, " to stand up, " apj)ears in Makassar as

banun, and from it is derived the verb banvnan, " to raise ".

This formation dates from a period when n had already turned

into n.

III. The derivative displays an intertuediate state of the

final, a stage of development lying between the Original IN
and the modern form. As shown in a previous monograph,

Original IN selsel, " to regret ", turned in Primitive Bugis

into sesser, whereof the Modern Bug. has made sesseq. The

derivative "reproof" in Modern Bug. is pasesserren; it dates

from a period when people no longer said selsel, and had not

yet begun to say sesseq.

IV. The derivative has both the original and the modified

state of the final, side by side. Original IN lepas, " free ",

appears in Minangkabau as lapeh. The derivative " to free
"

is both malapasi and malapelii. To this there is an exact

parallel in Hova. Original IN lepas appears in Hova as

leja. But the passive imperative is both alefasu and alejau.

V. The derivative shows none of the forms we should be

disposed to expect; for just in this sj)here there have been

many cases of analogical transference. Original IN epcl,

" four ", appears in Primitive Bugis as eppaJc, in Modern Bug.

as eppaq, but the derivative " to divide into four " is eppati.

This formation is based on the analogy of words like appaq :
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appdri, "to display", where the r is in conformity with

phonetic law, for Malay and other languages have the form

hanipar.

211. Behaviour of the sufporting vowel in derivatives and

with enclitics :

I. On the addition of a suffix the supporting vowel is

dispensed with. From Makassar sdssalaq <^ selsel comes the

derived verb sassdli, " to refuse ".

II, Before enclitics we find both persistence and dis-

appearance of the supporting vowel. In the Makassar

romance Jayalangkara, p. 72, 1. 9, is the expression: "The
people of Egypt " = P. E. the = tu-Mdserek-a. Mdsereq

<^ Mesir has the supporting syllable -eq, and this persists

before the enclitic article, the hamzah turning into a Jc. In

the Hova Fables of Eahidy, V, 1. 3, we find: " Killed by him "

= nuwunuini, for nuwunuina -\- ni. Here the supporting

vowel has disappeared, and the two n's coming together have

coalesced into one.

The Final in Rottinese.

212. Eottinese displays pecuhar phenomena in the final,

which require special consideration.

213. In Rot. three of the consonants are capable of serving

as finals, viz. k, n, and s, Original IN awak, " body " ^
Rot. aok ; Original IN ur-^an, " rain " ^ Rot. udan ; Original

IN nipis, " thin " ^ Rot. niis. But Original IN her^at,

" heavy " ^ Rot. belak ; Malay, etc., ruaii ^ Rot. loak,

" room ".

214. One might endeavour to explain these facts by the

principle of unification (§ 204).

215. But we are faced by a circumstance which excludes

any explanation based on the j)rinciple of unification; the cir-

cumstance is this, that in an extraordinary nmnber of cases

the final is different from what one would expect on general

hnguistic principles or from IN usage. Examples: Original
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IN jalan, " path " ^ Kot. dalalc ; r.^afus, " hundred " ^
natmi; niatay, "to die" '^ mates, "dead"; lidi, "nerve of

a leaf " ^ lidek. And alongside of the above-mentioned

niis ^ nipis there is a form wnA;.

216. To explain this state of afEairs, one might then have

recourse to the principle of the interchange of finals, as in

§ 208. But this is countered by the fact already mentioned,

that the phenomena illustrated in the preceding paragraph

are exceedingly common in Rot., whereas interchange of

finals in other languages only occurs in isolated cases.

217. Accordingly we must look around for another ex-

planation, namely the following one:

I. Negative part of the explanation. The cases in question

are not really instances of a law affecting finals. The three

final consonants, k, n, and s, are not the representatives of

Original IN finals ; even the n in udan is not a survival of the

n of Original IN ur^an.

II. Positive part. In a former period of its existence Rot.

cast off all its final consonants; there was, therefore, a time

when it said dala, " path ", uda, " rain ", nii, " thin ". This

condition is the same as the closely related Bimanese has

preserved to this day, e.g. in ura, " rain ", nipi, " thin ", etc.

The finals which occur nowadays in Rot. are articles, which

have become annexed and have lost their force, like the ones

mentioned in § 209.

218. Articles and demonstratives beginning with k, s, or

n, are found very frequently in the IN languages. It is also

no uncommon phenomenon for such words of form to occur

without a vowel. The Old Javanese article for things is an

and ii. The Bontok article for persons si is often abbreviated

into s, and so is the Inibaloi si. Thus in the text " Kalinas ",

in Scheerer, "The Nabaloi Dialect", p. 149, 1, 5, we find:

" I have met the captain " = H. + m. I the c. = inaspol

ko s kapitan.

219. The article is put after the principal word in many IN
languages, and particularly in those that are near neighbours.

20
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and relatively close connexions of Rot., for example in

Sawimese. Thus in the Sawunese Story of Pepeka, Bijdr.

1904, p, 283, 1. 10 from the bottom, we find: " In the cave
"

= In c. the = la roa ne. The Modern Rottinese article a

also follows the principal word.

220. The fact that we therefore have to credit Rottinese

with four articles, k, n, s, and a, makes no difficulty, for the

number of articles in Bugis is even larger, as I showed in a

previous monograph.

221. We therefore assume that in a former period of its

evolution the final in Rottinese had become exclusively

vocalic, and that in the modern period it has again to a large

extent resumed the consonantal form owing to the welding

on of articles containing no vowel. The assmnption of such

a divergency in development involves no impossibility. As

was remarked above, the Bimanese is a language with purely

vocaHc finals, yet it employs certain enclitic pronouns

even in forms devoid of vowels. " Child " in Bim. is ana <^

Original IN ayiah, " my child " is and-Jcu or and-h. And such

forms even occur at the end of a sentence; thus in Mpama
Sanaji Ali in Jonker's " Bimaneesche Texten ", p. 55, 1. 15

from the bottom, a sentence ends with the words: "At the

house of our prince " = At p. o. = labo rumd-t. In Bim.

such pronouns are still mobile, they have not been welded

together with the principal word to form a new WB as in Rot.

222. The crucial test of the correctness of these conclusions

consists in the following : If the finals k, s, and n, are articles

that have been annexed and have lost their original force,

they must not occur in verbal words, vocatives, or the like.

And that is really the case. The word taek, " young man ",

is tae in the vocative. " To rain " is uda, " (the) rain " udcn.

Accordingly the Original IN ur-i^an has undergone the following

development in Rot.

:

Original IN ur^an.

Rot., older period vda.

Modern Rot., verb uda, " to rain ".

Modern Rot., substajitive udan, " rain ".
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It is true tliat there have also been compromises and cases

of transference. In niih or niis (§ 215) we should not have

expected to find an annexed article but a vocahc final,

223. Phenomena similar to those of Rot. are also exhibited

by some other languages spoken on islands in the same part

of the sea, for example by Timorese.

Comparison with Indo-European.

224. The IN phenomena of initials, medials, and finals

have a very large number of parallels in IE. Only a few of

them will be selected for mention here

:

I. Old Slavonic and Buli. Before an originally initial

vowel an *-sound appears. Buli yafof <^ Original IN atef)

for the Old Slavonic see Leskien, " Grammatik der altbulgari-

schen Sprache ", § 57.

II. Greek and Madurese. Between medial tn and r the

intermediary sound h appears. Mad. amhri <^ anirih (§ 199)

;

Gr. mesemhria, " noon ", alongside of Jmnera, " day ".

III. Portuguese dialect of Alta Beira and Talautese.

Final consonants receive a supporting vowel. Alta Beira

deuze, " God "
; Tal. inuma <^ intim, " to drink ".



SECTION VIII : CERTAIN SPECIAL CLASSES OF
PHONETIC PHENOMENA.

225. In this Section will be discussed certain phonetic

phenomena which occupy a somewhat special position and

are also usually dealt with separately in the IE textbooks.

These phenomena are: prothesis, anaptyxis, repetition of

sounds, metathesis, haplology, assimilation, " Umlaut ",

dissimilation, and fracture.

226. The most frequently occurring kind of prothesis

is the affixing of a pej)et before words that were originally

monosyllabic or had become monosyllabic through some

process of phonetic change. The cause of this phenomenon

is the tendency towards disyllabism (§ 19). Old Javanese

gon, " gong ", appears in Modern Jav. as egon as well as gon.

Original IN durJ, " thorn ", passes through ruui into Old

Jav. rwi, in accordance with the principle mentioned in § 137,

and then in Modern Jav. undergoes a further evolution into

ri, by the side of which now appears a form eri. Dutch lijst,

" list ", appears in IN languages as les and eles.

227. This prothetic e is also subject to the phonetic laws

of change; hence " gong " in Toba is ogun, as Toba alters the

pepet into o.

228. Instead of the pepet, i may also appear before y and

u before w. The Old Javanese conjunction ya, "that", is

likewise ya in Tontemboan, but people also use both the forms

eya and iya, in accordance with what has been said above.

Original IN buwah, " fruit", becomes Old Jav. wwah; from

this is regularly derived the Modern Jav. woh, but alongside

of the latter there is also a form uwoh.

308
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229. Besides this prothetic e, i, or u, we meet in various

languages with yet other vowels affixed before words that

originally had a consonantal initial. Original IN, and like-

wise Old Javanese, Malay, etc., lintah, " leech ", appears in

several languages as alintah; Original IN telur2, "egg", is

represented in Tagalog by itlog, etc. I am not in a position

to decide whether these are cases of a purely phonetic process

or whether we are here dealing with creations of a formative

import. Parallel phenomena offering similar difficulties of

explanation are also found in IE : see {inter alia) Hirt, " Hand-

buch der griechischen Laut- und Formenlehre ", §§ 193 seqq.

230. Anaptyxis is found in Pabian-Lampong, where an e

appears between r and the immediately following consonant.

To Malay, Karo, etc., serdah, corresponds a Lamp, form

saredan, " a species of palm ". This sort of anaptyxis may
be compared in the IE sphere with phenomena hke the Oscan

aragetud = Latin argento. Of another kind is the appearance

of vowels between consonants in loan-words, where facilitation

of pronunciation is the cause of the phenomenon (see § 284).

231. Repetition of sounds may affect vowels or consonants,

may be progressive or regressive, and may occur merely in

isolated cases or in series of cases.

232. When in Hova an i is put before a velar, it is without

exception repeated after the velar, in consonantal form and

at the same time very softly pronounced. " Surprised " in

Hova is gaga, and "to be surprised " is not migaga but

migyaga.

233. Bajo " fractures "* an a of the second syllable of a

WB into ea, when the word ends in n; Original IN benan,

" thread", therefore appears in Bajo as heneaii. In the one

case of geanteah <^ Original IN gantan, " a particular measure

of capacity ", the e has been repeated in the first syllable.

234. In very many cases in IN languages there appears

before a consonant a nasal, which is wanting in other IN

* [See §260.]
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languages, and which we cannot ascribe to Original IN either.

The word for " brain " in some of the languages is uteh, in

others untek; " to pursue " is usir and uiisir in Old Javanese.

Now there are in the IN languages a great number of very

commonly used prefixes and suffixes containing nasals, and it

is from these that the nasal has forced its way into the interior

of the WB by means of the principle of the repetition of

sounds. From the Old Jav. WB usir, for example, comes the

active anusir or maiiusir, and from this aii- or man- the n has

been projected into the variant form unsir of the WB.

235. Repetition of sounds is also found in IE, and IE

research avails itself of the same explanations that have been

applied above to IN: see {inter alia) Zauner, " Altspanisches

Elementarbuch ", § 78.

236. Metathesis is a phenomenon of very frequent occur-

rence in IN ; it turns up in all sorts of forms, either sporadically

or in regular series.

237. The following are the sorts that occur most

frequently

:

I. The vowels of the two syllables of the WB change

places. Original IN, and likewise Malay, etc., ikur, " tail ",

is pronounced ukir in some other languages; thus in some

dialects of Madagascar: uJii <^ ukir.

II. The consonants of the first half of the word change

places. Original IN, and likewise Old Jav., etc., waliih,

" pumpkin ", appears in Bugis as lawo.

III. The consonants of the second half of the word change

places. Original IN r^atus, " hundred ", appears in several

languages as rasut.

IV. Two interior consonants change places. Toba furti

<[ Sanskrit futri, " daughter ".

238. Tontemboan possesses a peculiar, optional kind of

metathesis, which will be illustrated by the following example.

In the Story of the Poor Woman and her Grandchild, Schwarz-

Texts, pp. 107 seqq., we find on p. 110, 1. 5: " Why should we

respect?" = What the cause-for-respect = sa^a en i'pesiriq.
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On p. 109, 1. 1, we find as an equivalent for the same phrase

safa im fesiriq. From en ipesiriq there has been metathesis

to in epesiriq, then the initial e has disappeared, making in

pesiriq, and finally by assimilation im pesiriq has resulted.

239. Metathesis may either be definitive or optional, per-

mitting both forms, the original and the modified one, to

exist side by side. Original IN jyar^i, " ray (fish) ", appears

in Tontemboan as pair, and in no other form ; but in Sundanese

ayud and aduy, " soft ", exist side by side.

240. We notice in various languages a certain preference

for particular kinds of metathesis.

I. The preference is connected with the position of the

sounds in the word. The Mantangay dialect of Dayak favours

metathesis in the case of the first syllable of trisyllabic words

;

it has dahanan for the hadanan, " buffalo ", of the standard

Dayak dialect.

II. The preference is related to a particular result. In

Sawunese metathesis mostly operates so that an a of the

second syllable comes into the first one, the a also changing

into e ; hence Original IN pira, " how much " ^ Saw. peri,

r^umah, " house " ^ emu, etc.

241. In certain languages we meet with metatheses occur-

ring in regular series. When in Original IN an I immediately

precedes the second vowel of a word and an r immediately

follows it, then these consonants invariably change places in

Gayo; hence Gayo terul, "egg" <^ Original IN teluro, arul,

" brook " <^ aluro, etc.

242. Haplology. This occurs in IN in the first place

sporadically in various languages, thus in Tsimihety. In
" Chansons Tsimihety ", Bulletin de I'Academie Malgache,

1913, p. 100, V. 10, we find mani-rehono, " growing densely ",

for maniri-rehono, from the WB tsiri, " to grow ".

243. Haplology also occurs in most regular series in con-

nexion with the doubling of words. Here either the first or

the second term of the duphcation may be abbreviated by

the method of haplology. The first kind, the abbreviation of
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the first term, appears in every imaginable form, whereof we

now give a selection

:

I. The last sound is omitted: Dayak hiyu-luyut, "some-

what soft ", from luyut, " soft "; similarly aki-akir, " to push

slightly ", etc.

II. The last two sounds are omitted : Bull lis-lisan,

" broom ", from lisan, " to sweep ".

III. All sounds except the last are omitted : Tontemboan

u-anu, " such and such a person ", " Mr. What's his name ",

from anu, " some one ".

IV. All sounds except the first are omitted ; Mentaway

o-ogdog, " a tool for opening coconuts ", from the WB ogdog.

244. The second term is abbreviated by the method of

haplology. This case is rare. Padoe laqika-ika, "hut",
from laqika, " house ". Javanese Roso-so, famihar mode of

addressing a person whose name is Roso.

245. As all the species of haplology instanced in §§ 243

seqq. are cases of the eUmination of sounds that were not in

direct contact wdth the corresponding similar ones, they are

analogous to the haplological phenomena of IE described in

Brugmann KvGr, § 338, A, 2, like the Latin latrocinium <^
latronicinium.

246. Assimilation displays in IN all the possibilities that

also occur in IE: compare the cases in Brugmann KvG,

§§ 319 seqq., with the following scheme. In the IN languages

assimilation may be:

la. Vocalic: Original IN ^aw ^Tontemboan
tow, " man ".

lb. Consonantal: Original IN g^aw^wn ^ Toba gattun,

"to hang".

Ila. Progressive

:

Original IN garuk ^ Bimanese garo,
" to scratch ".

lib. Regressive: Original IN iaw ^Tontemboan
tow.

Ilia. Unilateral: Original IN tau ^ Tontemboan
tow.

I
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Illb. Mutual: Original IN aur ^ Bimanese oo,

" bamboo ".

IVa. With contact: Original IN gantun ^ Toba gattun.

IVb. Without contact: Original IN A;w/i^ "> Loinan kilit,

"skin".

Va. Partial

:

Original IN bahuy >- Bontok fafuy,
"pig"-

Vb. Complete: Original IN A:wi*^ ^ Loinan M*7.

247. Assimilation occurs in IN not only within the WB,
but also, though not often, between the WB and the formative

:

I. The formative affects the WB : Dayak tuli, " to moor ",

talian, " mooring place ".

II. The WB affects the formative: Tontemboan seraq, " to

eat ", seraqan, gerundive of the same <^ seraq + formative

en; siriq, "to honour", siriqin, gerundive of the same <]

siriq + formative en; and so with all the vowels, when the

WB ends in a vowel + hamzah.

248. Assimilation of one part of a compound word by the

other is rare. In Busang do, " day " + lialem, " past ",

becomes dahalem, " yesterday ".

249. Certain assimilations occur in IN in regular series.

If in an Original IN word there is an I together with an r, then

in Toba the I is in all cases assimilated to the r ; hence Original

IN lapar-i, " to hunger " ^ Toba rapar. The assimilations

between WB and formative mentioned in § 247 also occur

invariably.

250. We find in several IN languages the change from

Original IN final aya and ayu to ay. We may believe that in

these cases there was first assimilation into ayi and then

simplification of the y -j- i- Examples: Original IN kayu ^
Sigi I'ay; Original IN layar-j, " to sail " ^ Hova lay.

251. The term Umlaut is really a superfluity in linguistic

terminology, for it only denotes a species of partial assimila-

tion. But the term is used in IN as well as in IE, and usually

denotes the partial assimilation of the three vowels a, o, and

M, under the influence of ^.
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252. Umlaut is fairly widely distributed in IN. Examples

:

Umlaut of a ^ d : Original IN lima ^ Dayak liind, " five ".

Umlaut of a ^ e : Original IN Jiatay ^ Sumbanese eti,

"heart".

Umlaut of a'^d : Original IN vatay >. Bontok faddy, " to

kill".

Umlaut of ^ e : Toba subdialect oyo ;> Toba eo, " urine ".

Umlaut of « ^ it : Original IN bahwj >> Bontok fafiiij,

"pig"-

Note.—The symbol a is used by Hardeland for an a modified

by Umlaut in Dayak, and I have retained it.

253. Gayo has a sound similar to the German d, but not

originating through the modifying influence of an i, as in

dddd,-" breast " <^ Original IN dada.

254. Umlaut may be a preliminary step towards more

complete assimilation. Original IN lima appears in Dayak as

lima; and Hova, which is very closely related to Dayak, has

dimi.

255. Dissimilation is rarer in IN than assimilation.

256. Dissimilation occurs:

I. If ^t(;o similar sounds would otherwise follow one another.

The duplication of Modern Javanese ro, "two", takes the

form of loro. Original IN babuy, " pig ", and babah, " to

carry ", appear in Mandarese as bagi and baga respectively.

II. If three similar sounds would otherwise follow one

another. Original IN anin, " wind ", appears in Bugis as

aniii, but maninan, " to dry in the air ", has preserved the n

through the operation of dissimilation. As in wanuneh, " to

raise ", from ivaiiun, " to stand up " <^ Original IN banun,

the same principle has not been at work, we may assume that

in maninan the vowel i has been a contributing factor. — Or

is this case simply an application of the rule in § 210, I ?

257. Dissimilation operates either with or without contact

:

I. Dissimilation with contact: e.g. in Toba in the case of

s + s, when these two sounds would otherwise come together,

e.g. inUat-soada, " not yet " <^ las, " yet "
-f soada, " not ".
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II. Dissimilation without contact: thus in Dayak in the

case of s : Sj e.g. in tuso, " breast " <^ Original IN susu,

tisa, " remainder " <^ Sanskrit sesa.

258. Dissimilation operates between WB and formative.

In Sangirese the suffix -an is replaced by -eh when the last

syllable of the WB contains an a.

259. A special case of dissimilation is the one that goes so

far as to cause one of the two sounds to disappear entirely.

Whereas Dayak says tisa for sisa <^ sesa (§ 257), in Minang-

kabau the word takes the form iso, alongside of siso. This is

a proceeding similar to the elision of the r in the dialectic Greek

fhatria, " brotherhood "
<^ fhratria (see Brugmann KvG,

§ 336).

260. Fracture'^ is a term used in IE research to denote

various processes; I use the term for the change of a into ea.

Bajo changes the a in final ah into ea, at the same time trans-

ferring the accent on to the e; hence Bajo padeah, " grass " <^
Original IN pddah. The cases are numerous.

* [In the original, " Brechung ".]



SECTION IX : PHENOMENA CONNECTED WITH
THE AGGREGATION OF SOUNDS INTO

SYLLABLES.

261. Each individual syllable has a summit. In IN this

is almost always a vowel, and only quite exceptionally a

voiced sound of some other kind. It is true that IN pos-

sesses words of form having no vowel, such as n, " of ", m,

"thy", but these appear almost invariably only after a

vowel, with which they then combine to form a syllable.

" Thy gain ", in Toba, is lahdm <^ laha + m, but " thy

house " is bagasmu. — An exception is formed by Gayo,

where w, "of", can stand between two consonants, as in

bet n se, " (after the) fashion of this ". Here the nasal n is

placed between two sounds that are deficient in sonority; it

must therefore be a nasalis sonans, and is accordingly the

summit of a syllable. The same is the case in Dayak pheno-

mena Uke bliSn-m, "thy chopper", where m for wm also

comes after a consonant and is a nasahs sonans. An illustra-

tion in support of this is to be found in the Story of Sangu-

mang, Bijdr. 1906, p. 201, 1. 10: " How many choppers hast

thou ?" = How + many are choppers thine = pird aton

hlioh-m. — Seidenadel says in § 17 of his Bontok grammar:
" Final I often becomes a sonant liquid, similar to I in our

(EngUsh) word bottle "
; but he gives no instance, and in all the

texts I have found nothing to correspond with this assertion.

262. Certain phonetic processes may cause a shifting of

the summit of a syllable. Most of the IN languages (as stated

in § 4) accentuate the penultimate, thus dwak, " body ",

hdyar, " to pay ", and the hke. The summit of the first

syllable of each of these words is the a before the semi-vowel.

Toba changes awak into aoak, Tawaelia turns bayar into
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haeari. It must not, however, be imagined that the o and e

here merely fulfil the consonantal function of the w and y : they

become full vowels, and hence take on the accent and become

the summits of syllables; accordingly the results are the

trisyllabic aoak and the quadrisyllable haeari.

263. WTien a word consists of several syllables, there

arises the question where the limits of the syllables lie. In

Bontok " two intervocahc consonants are divided and dis-

tributed among two syllables ", but " ds (and) ts are con-

sidered as one sound " (Seidenadel). According to § 60, ds

and ts represent Original IN palatals. " In Achinese, when

there is a combination of nasal with explosive or even of

nasal + explosive + liquid, as in cintra, ' wheel ', the first

syllable ends with the vowel and the second begins with the

combination " (Snouck Hurgronje). This rule must also hold

good for some other IN languages; various phenomena point

in that direction. In several languages, as in Nias (§ 188), a

WB can begin with nasal + explosive ; in others, as in Modern

Javanese (§ 69), such a combination does not make the pre-

ceding vowel short. And is perhaps also the het n se of § 261

to be regarded as het -\- nse ?

264. Variahilitij in the division into syllahles also occurs.

" In Madurese a hamzah between vowels may be pronounced

as the end of the first syllable or the beginning of the second
"

(Kiliaan): accordingly 'poqon, " tree", is either poq-on or /jo-

qon, or even poq-qon.

265. In Bontok we find a few cases where the hmit be-

tween syllables is further marked by the shutting of the vocal

chords, i.e. by hamzah; thus in the Headhunters' Ceremonies,

Seidenadel-Texts, p. 512, 1. 3: totokqkonan, " to watch ".



SECTION X : PHONETIC PHENOMENA
CONNECTED WITH THE COMBINATION OF

WORD-BASES WITH FORMATIVES.

266. Ill the IN languages the WB's occur either unchanged

or else combined with formatives, i.e. prefixes, infixes, or suf-

fixes. In Ophuijsen's " Bataksche Texten, Mandaihngsch

Dialect ", p. 16, 1. 14: " The story of the old ox " = S. of ox

which old = hoharan ni lomhu na tohan, the words lombu and

tohan are unchanged WB's, but hoharan consists of the verbal

WB hobar, " to tell a story " and the suffix -an, which is used

to form substantives.

267. The addition of formatives may, or may not, involve

phonetic changes. In the " Pantun Melayu", edited by

Wilkinson and Winstedt, Pantun 4, 1. 1, we find: " Whence flies

the dove?" ^ W. d. f. ^ dari-mana punay meLayah, and

5, 1. 1 :
" How can one catch a porcupine ?" = How catch p. =

hagay-mana menahJcap landaq. The WB's are layan and

tankap; in the derived form melayaii we observe no phonetic

change, but in menankap the t has turned into w.

268. The phonetic phenomena occurring in connexion with

the extension of the WB by means of formatives are either the

same as those which we also observe in the interior of the WB
itself, or they are different. Old Javanese contracts the

Original IN sequence a + * in a WB into e; but it similarly

contracts if this sequence should happen to occur in a deriva-

tive word. Original IN lain, " other " ^ Old Jav. len, but

likewise ma + ihet ^ mehet, " to take care ". — Toba assi-

milates the r of a prefix to an immediately following I, and

accordingly pronounces par -j- lanja as pallanja, " carrier of

burdens ". But in a WB, such as torluk, " bay ", the /• per-

sists unchanged.

818
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269. The jDlionetic phenomena which we observe in the

various IN languages in connexion with the addition of

suffixes, are chiefly and more particularly the following; and

it is to be noted incidentally that the suffixes nearly all begin

with a vowel:

I. Intermediary sounds appear; after t-souuds naturally y,

after w-sounds w. Hence Bugis tunuwan, " to set on fire " <^

tunu -\- an from WB tunu, " to burn ". Or the intermediary

sounds are h ov q; thus in Southern Mandailing parkalahan,

" prophetic tables " << par + WB kala -\- an; or in Madurese

mateqe, " to kill " <^ fate, " death " + e.

Such intermediary sounds may interchange. After e in

Makassar the intermediary sound is y, after oitisw; but in the

" Journal of the Princes of Gowa and Tello " we always meet

with Bontoya, " the (country of) Bonto " <^Bonto + the article

a, instead of the modern form Bontowa, e.g. on p. 8, 1. 15.

II. The final vowel of the WB becomes consonantal before

the suffix : thus in Old Javanese i^ y,u^ w, as in katmiwan,

" to be burnt " <^ka -{- WB tunu + an.

III. The vowel of the WB and that of the formative are

in many languages contracted together. Old Javanese WB
kela or Ma -f- the gerundial termination -en results in kldn, as

in Kawi Oorkonden, I, 3, 20: "Shall be cooked in (the)

cauldron of Yania " = kldn i kawah san Yama.

IV. The consonantal final of the WB is doubled in Madurese

and a few other languages. From the WB ator Mad. forms

the verb hatorraghi, " to offer " <^ n + ator + agJd.

V. In Gayo a final nasal of the WB changes info cognate

media + nasal, e.g. in kuddnon, " more to the right " <^ WB
kudn, " right " + on. Mentaway inserts the tenuis instead

of the media, as in 7)idmdrdpman, " to want to sleep ", from

WB nidrdm. Illustration: Ghost Stories, in Morris' texts,

p. 82, 1. 8: "I want to sleejj there " = Sleep + want + to

there I = indindrapman Id aku.

VI. In Bontok « media becomes a tenuis. From WB kaeb

is formed the verb kapen, " to make ", from Jaeg,
"" to whip ",

l'ayeke7i.
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VII. In Madurese a tenuis becomes a media. The WB for

" to suck " in Old Javanese and Mad. is sepsep, and " to

suckle a child " in Mad. is nepsebhhi.

VIII. In the combination nasal + cognate media between

the two vowels of the WB tJie media is lost in Maananese.

From WB enddy, "to take", there is a derivative form

endyan.

270. Quantity in contraction.

I. In most cases vowel-length results; thus in Makassar,

e.g. in kasaldh, " compensation (for a wrong done) ", which

has a long a in the final syllable <C.ka -\- sala, "to err

"

+ an.

II. In other languages length of vowel does not result;

thus in Toba, as in parhutdn, " locality of a settlement ",

with short a in the final syllable <C par + huta, " settle-

ment " + an; see also § 71.

271. The phonetic phenomena to be observed upon the

addition of prefixes to the WB are less multifarious than in

connexion with the addition of suffixes. They are the

following

:

I. Elision. In Bugis from WB onro, " to dwell ", are

formed both paonro and potiro, " to cause to dwell ".

II. Contraction. In Old Javanese, from ma + WB inet is

formed menet, " to take care ".

III. Appearance of intermediary sounds. Thus in Dairi

pehuwap <^pe -\- uwap, " steam ".

IV. Change of the explosive, with which the WB begins,

into the cognate nasal, as in Malay menahkap, " to catch ",

from WB tankap, see § 16.

272. Upon the addition of formatives vowel-harmony may
also supervene (see § 247).

273. We noticed in § 168 that the Original IN final diph-

thongs, as in punay, "dove", patay, "to kill", become

reduced to simple vowels in several languages, as for instance

in Bugis, which says pune. — But in connexion with this
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appearance of simple vowels instead of diphthongs we meet
in several languages with phenomena that cannot be simply-

explained as contraction, weakening, and the like. For the

consideration of these cases we will use the following table

as a basis:

Original IN: gaway, " to make " patay, "to kill" funay,
"dove".

Tagalog: grai^ay, " to bewitch " fatdy punay.

Old Javanese : gaway pati

Later Old Jav. : gawe

Malay: mati punay.

Dayak: gawi patdy pundy.

Here we are struck by two sets of facts. Why do Malay

and Dayak in some of these cases have the diphthong, as in

punay and pundy, respectively, while in others they have a

simple vowel, as in 7nati and gaidl Why does Original IN
ay appear in the Old Jav. pati as i, while in gawe we observe

that it is regularly contracted into e ?

The answer to these questions is given by certain pheno-

mena of the Philippine languages. In these a word ending

in a diphthong appears in different forms according to whether

it stands alone or has a suffix or enclitic attached to it. Origi-

nal IN halay is also in Ibanag haldy, " house ", but " their

house 7 is hale-ra. In Tagalog the word for " to give " is

bigdy, but its passive is higydn. Now I assume that a similar

change used to take place in Original IN, so that one and the

same word was e.g. sometimes pronounced gaway and some-

times gawi; Old Javanese, Malay, Dayak, etc., then com-

promised the matter, so that in some cases the form with the

diphthong and in others the form with the vowel came to be

used exclusively, and hence e.g. Malay mati side by side with

punay.

21



SECTION XI : ABBREVIATION OF WORDS.

274. Abbreviation of words occurs in very various kinds

of cases; certain languages use it in words of every category,

others in certain sorts of words, e.g. proper names. Most

commonly a word is abbreviated at the beginning, less often

at the end, and least frequently in its interior, as for example

in the case of Napu au <C Original IN anu, " such and such

a one, that which ". Very rare indeed are such cases of

irregular compression as the Karo erhuhai, " to announce a

marriage formally " <^ erdemu hayu. Abbreviation always

occurs in isolated cases, here and there pretty commonly,

but never in definite series determined by phonetic laws, apart

from the haplological abbreviations in the doubhng of. words

(§ 234), which are, however, a special phenomenon. The full

form may give rise to several short forms: thus of the above

mentioned mm there are in Napu the two short forms au and

u. All three forms figure side by side in the Napu text,

" The Creation of the World "
; p. 393, 1. 6: " that which we

see " == anu ta-ita; p. 394, 1. 11 :
" that which is wild " = au

maila; p. 394, 1. 11 :
" that which lives " = u tuwo.

'

275. Abbreviation in WB's, irrespective of the category to

which they belong.

I. In Achinese, in consequence of the accentuation of the

last syllable, the first syllable of many WB's is dropped. In

the Story of the Clever Blind Man, appended to Van Langen's

grammar, p. 109, 1. 12, we find in the second sentence two

abbreviated W^B's next to one another: " To climb a coconut-

palm " = iA; ur. Here •i^- <^ Original IN naik and wr <C

niar^.

II. In Cham we meet with similar abbreviations, e.g. in

Ian, "month ", " aphseresis from Original IN hulan " (Cabaton).
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Cham has a very large number of loan-words from neighbouring

languages having monosyllabic WB's, and these loan-words

have had their influence on a part of the disyllabic WB's of

IN stock.

276. Abbreviation in certain categories or functions of

words.

I. In exclamations. In various languages a disyllabic WB
will lose a -syllable when it is used as an exclamation, thus

imitating the interjections, which are very often monosyllabic.

— In Tontemboan they say deq, "oh, horror !", from indeq,

"horror". Thus we find in "The Burning of Kinilow",

Schwarz-Texts, p. 156, 1. 2 from the bottom: "Horror, oh

horror for me !" = deq e deq aku.

II. In vocatives. In many languages abbreviations are

used in the vocative. Vocatives, like exclamations, imitate

interjections, and besides that, many languages accentuate

the last syllable of a word when used in the vocative.* Such

vocative abbreviations are found, in the first place, in words

of relationship and friendship, as in the Madurese con, " lad !"

<^kacoh, "the lad". Thus in the Story of Kandhulok in

Kihaan's Texts, II, p. 153, 1. 9 from the bottom, we find:

" Well, lad !" = hemma con! Longer formations are reduced

to disyllables or trisyllables, as in the Toba vocative maen

from parumaen, " daughter-in-law ". — In the second place,

they occur in personal names, as in the Modern Rembang-

Javanese vocative " Wir !" <C Wiryadimejo. — In some lan-

guages such abbreviations are also used when the word is not

employed vocatively, e.g. Tontemboan itow, " the little boy "

<^ mahalitow. — The Rottinese feo <^feto, " sister", is pri-

marily a vocative but is also used in other ways.

III. In the imperative, which is very similar in its nature to

the vocative, e.g. Toba botson, " give (it) here !" <^ boan tuson.

IV. In proper names, especially those of persons. In some

languages, as for example in Dayak, personal names are formed

from descriptive words by omitting the initial consonant.

* [See Essay II, i^ 79.]
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Such Dayak names are, e.g., Agap <^ tagap, " strong ", Adus

<^radus, "stout", IlaJc <CJ>:ilaJc, "love", Iriaw <^ginaiv,

" to shine ". These abbreviations imitate the words of

relationship " father ", " mother ", and " child ", which in

most of the IN languages begin with a vowel, the Original IN

types being, of course, ama, ina, and anak.

V. In technical terms. Here we often meet with very

drastic abbreviations, just as in similar cases in IE : of. English

pops <^ popular concerts (Brugmann KvG, § 366, 5). Thus

the Bugis ida-ida, which denotes a certain poison, is an abbre-

viation of " quickly-working poison " = p. q.-w. = racun

maqpacidacida.

VI. In compounds. Here, in the first place, the abbre-

viation may occur at the point of junction of the two words.

The first member of the compound loses its final vowel, more

rarely a consonant and in that case mostly the aspirate h.

Examples: Ampana toranie, " water-spirit " <C spirit + water

=^ torara -\- ue; Minangkabau tigari, "a festival " <^ %o,
" three " + hari, " day ". Or else the first member of the

compound, which usually has the weaker stress, may be abbre-

viated; as in Busang betaoq, "right side'' <ibeh, "side"

+ taoq, "right".

Particular notice is due to certain Bugis abbreviations

wherein the first member of the compound loses a final n, as

in po-lila, "back part of the tongue" <^pon, "stem" +
lila; similarly po-lima, " back part of the hand ". The abbre-

viation is explicable by the fact that a sequence like ii + / is

not permissible in the interior of a WB ; but why should there

be abbreviations like po-kanuku, " back part of the nail "^

seeing that the sequence n + k occurs very often in WB's ?

The reason is that these are analogical formations; po-kamiku

has imitated po-lima.

VII. In groups of words that denote a single idea and

therefore approximate to compounds. In the first place,

such groups as have for their first element a title. In the stoiy

Ja Bayur, in Ophuijsen, " Bataksche Texten, Mandailingsch

Dialect", p. 74, 1. 4 from the bottom, we find: "His name
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became Ja Baynr " = N. h. the b. J. B. = gorar nia % man-

jadi Ja Bayur, where Ja is an abbreviation for raja, " prince ".

— Other abbreviations falHng under the present category are,

e.g., Sawunese dupamu, " wife " <^ " person in (the) house
"

= dou fa emu; Napu anahkoi, " httle child " <^ ana, " child
"

+ a7iu, " which " + koi, " little ". — We particularly often

meet with such cases of compression in words of form, as in

Dayak ranen, " and so on " <^ ara, " name "
-f enen, " what-

ever ".

VIII. In numerals. In Javanese, in counting (according

to Poensen), or in counting rapidly (according to J. N. Smith),

the disyllabic digits 1-10 are usually docked of the first syllable,

e.g. people say tu for pitu, " seven ". Here the abbreviated

forms imitate the forms which are really monosyllabic, like

pat, " four ".

IX. In auxiliary verhs. In verbs which are usually

followed by another, dependent, verb that contains the leading

idea, abbreviation may occur in several languages, the medial

sounds of the word being reduced. Thus, for example, in

Karo, dapet, " to be able ", is abbreviated to dat. In Minang-

kabau the full form of the word which would correspond to

the Malay, etc., pergi, " to go ", no longer occurs, but only

the short form pai or pi. But an analysis of the Manjau Ari

shows that pai or pi mostly occurs only in the above-mentioned

kind of context; thus p. 8, 1. 1: "We go to fetch (him)"

= written: hita pi japut = spoken: kito jn japuyq.

X. In enclitics and proclitics: see § 302.

XI. In euphemisms: see § 18.

XII. \\\ loan-words: e.^/. Modern Javanese deler <^T)\\tc\i

edele Jieer. Here the tendency towards disyllabism very often

asserts itself.

XIII. In colloquial language: see § 20.

XIV. In poetry: see § 27.

277. Abbreviation, particularly in the case of compounds,

may go so far that the significative nucleus is lost altogether.

This is especially the case with compound negatives in several
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languages. The Tontemboan negative raqi is often strength-

ened by the particle ka, thus forming raqica (in accordance

with the rule in § 103, II), which again by abbreviation be-

comes ca. As appears from an examination of all the texts,.

this ca is especially found in dialogues.

278. The full form and the short form may serve side hy

side in the language. In Cham " a certain " is holey, or, abbre-

viated, ley. Now, in the story Mu Gajaung, p. 22, 1. 29, we

find: " On a certain day " = harey holey; but in 1. 11: horey

ley.

279. In abbreviations, phonetic phenomena may occur

which are not otherwise possible in the language in question.

Rottinese has a word hindoe, " a sort of vessel " <^ hinOy

" shell " + doe, " earth "; but in the interior of Rot. WB's
the sequence n + d does not occur.

280. A considerable proportion of the IN abbreviations of

words have parallels in IE. In IE, as in IN, the species of

abbreviation whereby sounds in the interior of words are

eliminated, is the rarest: see Brugmann KvG, § 366, 5. —
Ehmination of the final vowel of the first part of a compound

is found in Gothic, e.g. in hauhhairts, " proud ", as compared

with armahairfs, " merciful "
: see Wilmann, " Deutsche Gram-

matik ", the section entitled " Der Vokal in der Kompositions-

fuge". Abbreviations of titles are found, e.g. Middle High

German ver <^ vrouwe, Itahan wa <^ donna. An instance of

abbreviation in exclamations is the Swiss-German tndnt <^

SaJcrament. A case of the abbreviation of the negative going

so far as to deprive it of its significative nucleus is the Swiss-

German at, " nothing ".



SECTION XII: PHONETIC PHENOMENA IN

LOAN-WORDS.

281. Wlien a loan-word is taken up into an IN language,

its sounds must accommodate themselves to the phonetic

capacities of the language that accepts it. Exceptions are

rare and are found mainly among educated persons; but here

and there a foreign sound has persisted even in popular pro-

nunciation. Madurese has no /, but loan-words containing

that sound preserve it even in popular pronunciation " pretty

generally" (Kiliaan).

282. The change of sounds takes place in certain cases

because the recipient language absolutely does not possess the

sound that occurs in the loan-word.

I. Loan-words from IN languages. The commonest case

is that of the palatals, which are wanting in certain IN lan-

guages; they are replaced by a velar, a dental + i, or by the

semi-vowel y. Table:

Malay jambatan^ Napu gambata, " bridge ".

Malay janji ^ Sangirese diandi, " to promise ".

Malay jaga ^ Tontemboan yaga, " watch, guard ".

II. Loan-words from non-IN languages. The commonest

case is that of the various sibilants, as most of the IN lan-

guages possess only one, viz. s. Thus the Dutch sjaal, pro-

nounced ml, " shawl ", appears in Madurese as sal or cal.

283. The sound may occur in the loan-word in a position

which it is not allowed to occupy in the recipient language.

In Busang no word ends in s, Original IN roCitus, " hundred ",

becomes atu, and hence Bugis ^ Bugit and English ^
Ingelit. The s has only persisted in Jcertas, "paper". — A
particularly common case is that an IN language having only

vocalic finals adds a vowel to loan-words that end in a con-
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sonant. In the Tsimihety Poem on the Telegraph, p. 116,

we find telegrafi, Parisi, and Madagasikara.

284. The phonetic combination may be alien to the reci-

pient language. Here it is mostly a case of combination of

consonants. The linguistic methods then applied by the IN

languages are the following:

I. Elimination. In Jonker's Rottinese Texts, p. 44, 1. 1,

we find: " Service letter" = L. s. = susula dis; dis being from

the Dutch dienst.

II. Metathesis, as in the Old Malagasy Serafelo, the name

of a certain angel <^ Arabic Asrafil. This form is found in

Ferrand's text Niontsy, p. 24, 1. 1 from the bottom: " "WTiere

art thou, Asrafil ?" = aiza hanaiv ra Serajelo?

III. Insertion of a sound, as in the Bugis porogolo <C Dutch

verguld, " gilt ".

285. The selection of the inserted vowel is determined

:

I. By the nature of the neighbouring vowel, as in Makassar

parasero <I Portuguese parceiro, " partner ".

II. By the nature of the neighbouring consonant. Be-

tween the s and the % of a Dutch initial sch Makassar inserts

an i, as in sikau <^ schout, " mayor ".

286. Special consideration is due to the developments of

the phonetic combinations of explosives + h, i.e. the aspirates

of loan-words in languages which themselves have no aspirates.

I. The aspiration disappears altogether, as in Malay bumi

<^ Sanskrit bhumi, " earth ".

II. A vowel appears between the explosive and the aspira-

tion: Makassar pahala, " utility " <C Sanskrit phala. Madur-

ese, in accordance with the principle in § 184, II, has paqalah.

Dairi dehupa <^ Sanskrit dhupa, " incense ".

III. Owing to some secondary process the aspiration dis-

appears, but the inserted vowel persists; hence Toba daujM

and budd <^ budaha <^ buddha.

287. Tbe phonetic phenomena hitherto delineated are

either sporadic or else form regular series. Of the latter kind
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is the Biigis rendering of the Dutch initial sch- ; the dictionary-

contains half a dozen cases, and in all of them sch- is rendered

by sik-, e.g., sikemboro <^ Dutch schenkhord, ''tray". The

Hova dictionary has eight loan-words which in their original

languages began with hr. In five cases hr- becomes hur-,

as in hurdkitra <^ English bracket. In the three other cases

the inserted vowel is determined by the neighbouring one, as

in biriki <^ English brick.

288. Loan-words may either, submit to the laws of phonetic

change governing the several IN languages or they may
struggle against them. In Saqdanese w is omitted in loan-

words as it is in native words. That appears from the text

" Tunaq Pano Bulaan ", where {inter alia) on p. 225, 1. 6 from

the bottom, we find saa, " snake " <^ Original IN sawa, and

on p. 228, 1. 8, deata, " God " <^ Sanskrit dewatd. — In

Minangkabau an Original IN final at becomes eq, but loan-

words preserve the pronunciation at unchanged even in collo-

quial, hence Mkb. adat, " customary law ".

289. In connexion with the reception of loan-words the

forces of analogy and popular etymology are particularly

operative. The word for " veil '' in Bugis is bowoh, or in its

contracted form boh, and in imitation of it the Dutch bom,

" bomb ", appears not only as boh but also as bowoii. In

Hova it chances that no words begin with ^ + a + 6, but

several with I -{- a ^ yn -\- b, hence the French la bride

appears in Hova as lamburidi. In the Old Sundanese legend

Purnawijaya, verse 154, the hound of hell is called Sirabala;

that is a deformation of the Sanskrit sabala made under the

influence of the article si, which in Sund. is used with names

of animals.

290. In the reception of loan-words IE displays much the

same sort of j)henomena as IN. To mention only a single

case, we observe in Italian as in Makassar the insertion of

vowels into awkward consonantal combinations, hence Ital.

lanzichenecco <^ German Lanzenknecht, " spearman ", like

Mak. parasero <^ parceiro (§ 285).



SECTION XIII : PHONETIC PHENOMENA IN

THE SENTENCE.

291. In the interior of the sentence we may either meet

with the same phonetic phenomena as in the interior of words,

or with different ones.

I. In the standard dialect of Tontemboan a Tc after an *

changes into a c, both in the sentence and in the individual

word. Hence in the story told by S. Pandey, Schwarz-Texts,

pp. 12 seqq., we not only get on p. 13, 1. 25, lalic <^ lalik, " to

go to law (about something or other) ", but also in 1. 23 si

cayu <^ si kayu, " the tree ".

II. In the Kawangkoqan dialect the change of k into c

takes place only within the word, not in the sentence. Hence

in the story told by A. W. Rompas in the Kawangkoqan dia-

lect, p. 156, 1. 5, we read pasicolaan, " school-house ", from

WB sicola <^ sikola, but on p. 155, 1. 11, we find si kayu, " the

tree ".

292. A sentence may either be a perfect unit, or may con-

tain within it certain parts which combine into a more closely

connected group. Such groups may either be knit together

more intimately by the sense, thus to the Hnguistic conscious-

ness of the people of Nias the combination of " principal

word -|- subjective genitive " is more intimate than that of

" principal word + objective genitive ". Or the closer rela-

tion between certain parts of a sentence may be constituted

by the fact that they are subordinated to a single accent\or

stress). This is the case with the group of " proclitic or en-

clitic + word of substance ". — Now in these groups of more

intimate relation phonetic phenomena may occur which other-

wise do not appear in the body of the sentence (see § 302).

330
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293. The yhonetic phenomena that appear in the sentence,

as such, are especially the following: assimilation, metathesis^

appearance of intermediary sounds, doubhng of final con-

sonants, turning of vowels into consonants, contraction, loss

of vowels, and loss of consonants. These phenomena are to a

great extent similar to those that have been noticed in con-

nexion with the combination of the WB with formatives

(§§ 266 seqq.).

294. Assimilation, in many languages, e.g. in Toba. In the

story Nan-Jomba-Ilik, Tuuk Lb, p. 1, 1. 4 from the bottom, we
find written: " ^Vlly comest thou?" = di-bahen ro hamu, but

it is pronounced di-baher ro hamu.

295. Metathesis, in Kupangese. According to the text

Bihata Mesa, Bijdr. 1904, metathesis occurs in certain cases

in the second syllable of a WB when used in a sentence.

Original IN aku, " I ", appears also in Kup. as aku, and laku,

" to go ", as lako; hence on p. 253, 1. 1, we find: " Then (he)

went and reported (it) " = Then w., then r. = ti lako, ti tek.

But on p. 253, 1. 2, we find: " I went to hang him up " = I w.

hang -f up = auk laok tai.

298. Appearance of vowels or consonants as intermediary

sounds. In the Tontemboan story " Kariso and his Children ",

Schwarz-Texts, p. 129, 1. 8 from the bottom, we find: " A rela-

tion of his " = esa taranak-e-na. The intercalated pepet is

the intermediary sound; na = " of him". Hain-Teny,

p. 186, verse 5, has: " To be able to keep back the stream
"

= nahatan-d-riaka. Here Hova employs the consonant d as

an intermediary sound between nahatan{a) and riaka.

297. Doubling official consonants, in Ibanag. " I am big
"

= B. I = dakall ak <^ dakal and ak.

298. Change of vowels into consonants , in several languages,

as in Old Javanese, Timorese, etc. Old Javanese, from Mpu
Tanakung's Prosody, str. 41, v. 1: " A bird likewise " = 'pak^y

adulur <^ fakbi and adulur.

299. Contractio7i, in Old Javanese and other languages.

Ramayana, II, str. 43, v. 1 : "His big bow" = Bow his

big = laras nirdgoh <^ nira and agon.
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300. Loss of vowels.

I. A\Tien tlie vowel ends the word and the next one begins

with a vowel, e.g. in Hova. Hain-Teny, p, 136, v. 6: " To be

disquieted " = Have disquiet = manan eritreritra <^ 7nanana

eritreritra.

II. When the vowel ends the word and the next one begins

with a consonant, in Kupangese. From the story Bihata Mesa,

Bijdr. 1904, p. 257, 1. 3: " (They) sit together" = dad huan

<^ dada and huan.

III. l\Tien the vowel is closed by a consonant, in Timorese.

From the story Atonjes, Bijdr. 1904, p. 271, 1. 17: "This

mother " = M. t. = ainj i <^ ainaj and i.

301. Loss of consonants, in Kamberese. From the Story

of the Top, Bijdr. 1913, p. 82, 1. 7: " Pasture (for) horses " =
fada njara <^ 'padan and njara.

302. Special phenomena of the groups of intimate relation

mentioned in § 292.

I. In Old Javanese certain pronouns when in a prochtic

position may lose a final vowel, even before a word that begins

with a consonant. Thus Eamayana, XXII, str. 17, v. 1:

" Then shall I recognize thy love " = iike k tona asih ta. The

Jc is an abbreviation of ku, the prochtic pronoun of the first

person, which appears in that form and with that function in

many IN languages; tona is the future of ton, "to see".

Apart from these cases Old Javanese does not employ eUsion

but only contraction or the change of a vowel into a consonant.

II. In Nias after a final vowel in certain groups of intimate

relation the voiceless initial consonant of the next word is

changed into a voiced (or sonant) one; thus in the combination
" principal word + subjective genitive ", or the combination
*' preposition + principal word ". The word for " heart " in

Nias is toodoo, but in the story Siwa Ndrofa, Bijdr. 1905, p. 34,

1. 7, we find: " In (the) heart " = ha doodoo.

303. The phonetic phenomena of the sentence sometimes

take place with strict regularity, sometimes less regularly.

I. Voicing in Nias takes place with strict regularity.
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II. Elision in Hova in the group " predicate + object " is

left to the discretion of the speaker, at least so it appears

from Hain-Teny. On p. 188, v. 2, we find: "To want to

swallow stones " = W. to sw. st. = hitelim hatu <^ hitelin{a)

watu, but p. 80, V. 2: "To smell (of) lemons" = manitra

wuasari. EUsion of the vowel would produce mani huasari.

304. Interjections often dechne to conform to the laws

affecting the sentence. In Toba the final a of a word invari-

ably disappears before an initial a of the next one, as in the

Hiddle Stories, III, Tuuk Lb, I, p. 50, 1. 1 from the bottom:
" If it is not permitted " = molo soada adon, which is pro-

nounced molo soad adoh. But if the word with final a is an

interjection, the a persists, as in Riddle Stories, I, Tuuk Lb, I,

p. 49, 1, 11 :
" No, father " = indadon ha amdn.

305. Within a group of intimate relation the O'peration of

the phonetic laws of change is often suspended.

I. In words of substance. In Makassar, final ^- changes into

q, as in Mak. a^iaq <^ Original IN anak, " child ", but before

the article added enclitically this change does not take place,

e.g. in anak-a, " the child ".

II. In proclitics and enclitics. In Minangkabau, final a

changes into o, as in niato, " eye ", <C Original IN mata; but

proclitic words hke the j)reposition ka keep their a unchanged.

303. Finally, here are some parallels between IN and IE :

I. Assimilation in Greek and in Toba. Greek dialect in

Thumb, " Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte ", § 203: tol

Labyaddn <^ tdn Labyaddn. Toba sal lappis, " one layer " <^

san lampis.

II. Voicing in Sardinian and in Nias. Sardinian tempus,

" time ", but su dempus, " the time ". Nias toodo^, " heart '\

but ba do2,do2, " in (the) heart ".

III. Loss of vowel. The word of substance loses a vowel

before an enchtic: Rumanian and Balinese. Rumanian:

casa, " the house " <^ casd and the article a. Balinese, from

the texts appended to Eck's grammar, p. 62, 1. 2 :" To be con-

tained in the letter " = mungw in sural <^ muiiguh in sural.
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— The enclitic loses a vowel: Latin and Karo. Latin viden,

" seest thou ?" <^ vides + ne. Karo, from the story Dunda

Katekutan, p. 34, 1. 17: " (It is) done ",= eiigom <^ engo +
the emphatic particle me.

IV. Resistance of inferjections to the phonetic laws affecting

the sentence: Sanskrit and Toba. Sanskrit, in Wackernagel,

" Altindische Grammatik ", I, § 270. Toba: ba amdii (see

I 304).



SECTION XIV : ACCENT.

In General.

307. Accent in the IN languages is either determinate or

free. It is determinate, when its place in the word is deter-

mined by definite rules; it is free, when such rules are wanting.

308. The positioti of the accent in the WB is either on the

penultimate or the final syllable. Other modes of accentua-

tion are rarer phenomena.

Accentuation of the Word-Base.

309. There are four systems of accentuation applicable to

the IN word-base:

I. All WB's accentuate the penultimate. This is the

penultimate type.

II. All WB's accentuate the final. This is the ^wa^ ^^^e.

III. The WB's accentuate either the penultimate or the

final, according to definite rules. This is the Toha type.

IV. The WB's accentuate either the penultimate or the

final, but without definite rules. This is the Philippine type.

310. The penultimate type is the most widely distributed

one. — Moreover in the Toba type also, and in many repre-

sentatives of the Philippine type, accentuation of the penulti-

mate syllable preponderates. This appears clearly from an

examination of accentuated texts, e.g. the Mandailing texts in

Van der Tuuk's Toba grammar, p. 31 (which exempHfy the

Toba type) or the text Lumawig in Seidenadel-Texts, pp. 485

seqq. (Philippine type). Hence by far the greater number of

the IN WB's have the accent on the penultimate

835
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311. The languages which accentuate the penultimate,

however, admit exceptions to the general rule.

I. In several languages of the penultimate type the jjefet

cannot take the accent. Therefore if the penultimate con-

tains a pepet, the accent falls on the final syllable, as in Gayo

seLuk, "tortuous". If both syllables have a pepet, some

of the languages accentuate the penultimate, others the

final.

II. Some languages of the penultimate type have a small

number of ivords of substance that are accentuated on the final

;

thus Mentaway, e.g., ardt, "to go in". These are mostly

words for which no cognates are to be found in the other IN
languages.

III. Several languages of the penultimate type possess a

few words ofform, especially demonstratives, that are accentu-

ated on the final. Examples: Mentaway, oto, "so", Bugis

nianrd, " yonder ", Hova iti, " this ". Mas accentuates most

of its demonstratives on the final syllable.

In various languages of the penultimate type we find words

of form that are accentuated either on the penultimate or the

final, but with variations in meaning; e.g. Sangirese tdnu, " on

that account ", tanu, " thereupon ".

IV. In interjections too we not infrequently meet with

accentuation of the final, as in Bugis awi, " indeed !" (implying

surprise).

312. The fifial type comprises but few languages. It in-

cludes, for instance, Busang, which accordingly pronounces

andk, for " child ".

313. The Toha type comprises Toba and cognate languages,

such as Mandailing. Here too the accent mostly falls on the

penultimate. But in certain definite cases, determined by

rules which are given in the grammars, accentuation of thiff

final occurs. One such rule is : Verbal WB's denoting a con-

dition that has been caused (by some external agency), accen-

tuate the final ; hence the accentuation of tanom, " to be

buried ", as against hundul, " to sit ".
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314. In the languages of the Philippine type some WB's
accentuate the penultimate and others the final, without there

being any rules on the subject. We can form no idea why
Bontok says pito, " seven ", but wdlo, " eight ", the more so

as there is no certain etymological explanation of these words.

315. Unusual modes of accentuation: accentuation of the

antepenultimate results from the addition of a supporting

vowel in all languages that add it. Hence Hova dnaha,

" child " <^ Original IN anah, Makassar nipisiq, " thin " <^

Original IN nipis.

Equal accentuation of both syllables of the WB is found in

some languages in onomatopoeic formations, as in Toba

bumbdm, " to beat ".

Accentuation of Derivatives from the Word-Base.

316. When a disyllabic — or polysijllabic — WB is ex-

tended by means of prefixes, the accentuation is not affected

thereby; Bugis peseq, " to feel ", and papeseq, " feeling ", are

accentuated alike.

317. When suffixes are added, we observe the following

phenomena

:

I. In languages of the penultimate type the accent is

shifted, so that it always falls again upon the penultimate.

From the Bugis tiwiq, " to bring " <^ Primitive Bug. tiwir,

are derived: tiwiri, " to bring to somebody ", and patiwiriyan,

" to give something to somebody to take with him and bring

it". Only a few languages of the penultimate type fail to

shift the accent, e.g. Gayo, which accordingly accentuates

kebdyakan, " riches " <^ bdyak, " rich ".

II. The other types also shift the accent, hence Toba

isian, ^^ vessel^'' <^isi, "contents". But alongside of this

they also possess suffixes which attract the accent to them-

selves. In Toba the suffix -an of the comparative takes the

accent, thus: birondn, "blacker", from biroh, "black", as.

against the above-cited isian.

22
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III. When contraction results upon the addition of suf-

fixes, accentuation of the final syllable is also produced, as in

Toba hadiiwdn, " the day after to-morrow " <^ formative

ha + duwa, " two " + formative an. — If the feeling, that

the word is a derivative, becomes lost, the accent may be

shifted back again; hence Mandaihng haduwan, " the day after

to-morrow ".

318. When suffixes are added to monosyllabic WB's —
which in all the IN languages amount to only a very small

percentage of the vocabulary — there is nothing new to be

remarked as to the accent. From the Bugis noq, " down-

wards " << nor <^ sor (§§ 40, 1, 150, III), is derived: nori, " to

bring down ", which gives rise to no observations.

319. When prefixes are added to monosyllabic WB's, the

general rule is that the accent does not shift away from the

WB, e.g. Bugis patioq, " to let down " <^ noq, " downwards ".

Here, therefore, even the languages of the penultimate type

have the accent on the final. — But if the feehng of derivation

becomes obscured, the accent may shift back. Bungku has

opd, " four ", from epat = prothetic e (§ 226) + Original IN
'pat, but Nias has Oofa, with o <^ e in conformity with § 227.

Accentuation of Doubled Words and Compounds.

320. WTien a word is doubled, the first element preserves

its accent in some of the languages, but loses it in others. In

Dayak both alternatives occur side by side, with differentia-

tion in meaning: gila-gila, " all stupid ", gila-gila, " somewhat

stupid ".

321. Here too the Toba type has all sorts of peculiarities,

e.g., jaldh-jaldk, " to seek everywhere ", alongside of manjdlal:,

" to seek ", from the WB jdlak.

322. In Bugis a certain number of words that have a long

and accentuated final syllable, such as a])elldn, " cooking

utensils", atinron, "sleeping apartment", arun, "king",

shift back the accent, and thereby also lose the length of the
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final syllable, whenever they serve as the first element of a

compound; e.g., drum-pone, " king of Bone " <^ arun and Bone.

In a Bug. sentence it hardly ever happens that two accentuated

syllables follow one another, for almost every word is accom-

panied by enclitics ; hence in a compound an accentuation like

arum-pone makes a disagreeable impression, and is therefore

altered. As to mp <^ mh <^ n + b, see § 117.

Accentuation of the " Complex ": i.e. Word of

Substance + Word of Weak Stress.

323. The complex (or conglomerate) may consist of a word

of substance + a monosyllabic enclitic. In that case we

sometimes find the accent shifted, and sometimes not, in

accordance with definite rules:

I. In Makassar, for example, when the article a is affixed,

the accent shifts if the principal word ends in a vowel, but

not if it ends in a consonant: hence ulu, "head", uluw-a,

*' the head ", jdraii, " horse ", jdrah-a, " the horse ".

II. If the enclitic loses its vowel, that does not prevent

the shifting: Bimanese and-t, " our child " <^ dna + ta.

III. The Toba particle tu, " too", attracts the accent to

itself: madae-tu, " too bad " <^ madde + tu. This is in imita-

tion of the accentuation of the comparative (§ 317, II).

324. Again, when disyllabic or several ynonosyllabic en-

clitics are added, shifting of the accent may result, or it may
not, or the complex may even have two accents. An instance

with two accents is found in Pau23au Rikadong, p. 19, 1. 4 from

the bottom, in Matthes' Bugis grammar: " They also reported

it " = T. r. a. it = na-letturi-to-n-i . Here n <^na is an

emphatic particle, homonymous with na, " they ".

325. There is little to remark in connexion with the addi-

tion of proclitics. When a monosyllabic proclitic combines

with a monosyllabic WB, some of the languages accentuate

the WB, others the proclitic. Toba says si-gdk, " the crow "

<1 the article si + ga^', Sundanese, on the other hand, si-pus,

"the cat".
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Accentuation of Loan-words.

326. Loan-woids mostly acccmmcdate themselves to the

native laws of accentuation; thus the Dutch gezaghehlery

" ruler ", becomes sahebar in Dayak. Exceptions are rare, e.g.

the Bugis sikelewd <^ Dutch scliildwacht. This cannot have

been a case of imitation, for Bug. native words never end in an

accentuated a.

Quality of the Accent.

327. All our previous researches have been concerned with

the 2)osition of the accent. Let us now enquire as to its

quality. In IN the accentuated syllable may dift'er from the

unaccentuated ones thus: by greater loudness, by a higher

pitch, or by increased length.

328. Select descriptions of the quality of the IN accent:

" Accent in the IN languages is of a different kind from what

it is in the IE. In Dutch, and particularly also in English,

the principally accentuated syllable is pronounced loudly,

the other syllables softly. That is not the case in the

IN languages. There the unaccentuated syllables receive

fairer treatment, but in consequence the accent is of course

less distinct. In some languages the accent is nothing more

than a lengthening or extension of the accentuated syllable.

But Sangirese has not gone to such lengths as that ; its accent

is distinctly audible " (Adriani). — "In the IE languages

accent is stress, but in many IN languages it is a rise in pitch

of the voice. It is true that this rise in pitch is accompanied

by an increase in loudness, but that does not cause the un-

accentuated syllables to be j)ronounced in a more cursory

manner. As in Tontemboan the accent is produced by a rise

in pitch and the unaccentuated syllables are all distinctly and

perfectly pronounced, the Tontb. accent gives one the im-

pression of being weak. It is, how^ever, distinctly audible that

it falls upon the penultimate " (Adriani). — " In Rottinese

the accent is distinctly audible and falls upon the penulti-

mate " (Jonker). — " In Minangkabau all the syllables have
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the same loudness but the penultimate one sounds somewhat

longer or more extended and thus has the accent " (Van

der Toorn). — " When pronounced alone, in fact simply

mentioned, all Achinese words are sounded so that both

syllables have an equal stress, but the second syllable is

pronounced in the higher tone " (Snouck Hurgronje).

The Unaccentuated Syllables.

329. It appears from § 328, that so far as the loudness of

the tone is concerned the unaccentuated syllables do not differ

very considerably from the accentuated. At the same time

the syllable preceding the accentuated one is somewhat

weaker than the one following the accentuated syllable. On

this fact are based all sorts of phenomena that we have noticed

in the preceding parts of this monograph, e.g. that the syllable

after the accentuated one is pronounced long in several Ian

guages, and that it is capable of becoming a diphthong. On

the other hand, length is of very rare occurrence in syllables

preceding the accentuated one, and diphthongization is still

rarer. Ampana sounds the syllables before the accentuated

one so softly, " that it is only when a person speaks slowly,

that one can hear what vowel they have " (Adriani). In

several languages a syllable preceding the accentuated one

may lose its vowel: in Dayak they say hlaJcu as well as halaku,

" to ask ". Loss of a vowel following after the accentuated

syllable is very rare; it is found in Makianese, which has lim,

" five " <^ Original IN lima.

Original Indonesian Accentuation.

330. In former monographs I assumed that the deter-

minate system of accentuation, and in particular the penul-

timate type, was the modern representative of the Original

IN law of accentuation. Since then, doubts have arisen in

my mind. In IE there are languages with determinate, and

others with free, accentuation, and Original IE is credited with

the free system, the IE languages with the determinate accent
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being taken to represent a secondary development. Might not

something of the kind be possible in IN also ? In that case

the free Philippine type would be the primitive original, and

not the determinate penultimate type. This supposition

arose in my mind when I observed that in the languages of

the penultimate type, there occur, though very sporadically,

cases of accentuation which are at variance w4th the law of

penultimate accentuation and coincide with corresponding

Philippine cases. The Philippine languages often accentuate

personal pronouns on the final syllable, and Nias (which in

other respects follows the penultimate type) also has ami,

"you".

Comparison with the Accent of the Indo-European

Word.

331. In this sphere also a large number of parallels be-

tween the two famihes of language may be found. For in-

stance, Latin and Makassar have quite similar systems of

accentuation

:

I. Principal rule. The accent falls either on the penulti-

mate or on the antepenultimate, as in Lat. cadaver, " corpse ">

Mak. kanddwo, "hollow", Lat. cddere, "to fall", Mak.

kdttereq, " to cut ".

II. Subsidiary rule. In a minority of cases the accent is

on the final syllable, viz. as a result of contraction, as in the

Lat. perfect audit <^ audivit (Sommer, " Handbuch der

lateinischen Laut- und Formenlehre ", § 71, I, e), Mak. kodiy

with a long *,
" to make bad " <^ WB kodi -\- the suffix i.

332. It is true that the principal rule in Latin has a dif-

ferent linguistic basis from the one in Makassar. In Latin

the quantity of the penultimate is the determining factor,

while in Makassar the question turns upon the origin of the

final, viz. whether it is an original syllable or merely a syllable

added as a support.
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Sentence Stress.

333. Under this head we must consider the relative accen-

tuation of the several parts of the sentence, and especially

the phenomena connected with the accentuation of the end

of the sentence, for these are of great importance as character-

istics of the IN languages.

334. Relative accentuation of the several parts of the

sentence. " Toba only has accentuation of a syllable of a

word. It does not employ word-stress, which we use in order

to throw emphasis upon a particular word in the sentence
"

(Van der Tuuk). — " Busang accentuates the final syllable of

the last word of the sentence ; but one can also accentuate any

word in the sentence, if it contains a leading idea " (Barth).

— " Accent in Javanese consists merely in this, that the last

two syllables of each subdivision of a sentence are pronounced

somewhat long and slowly, but both in an equally high tone.

All the other syllables of a subdivision of a sentence are pro-

nounced in a similar tone. If it is desired to throw special

emphasis upon a word, it is given a position just before a

break in the sentence, so that its last two syllables are as a

matter of course pronounced more slowly, with the accent as

defined above " (Eoorda). — " In the Achinese sentence it is

not the several words that are the units for the purpose of

accentuation, but rather groups of two or three words, linked

together as one whole. In the phrase, ' a new-born child

'

= c. n. b. = anoq haro na, the na deprives the other two

words altogether of any distinctive accent; they become, if

one hkes to put it that way, unaccentuated " (Snouck Hur-

gronje).

335. Relative accentuation of the end of the sentence.

" The end of a Sundanese sentence is always pronounced long

and in a singing {zangerig) tone, and the penultimate syllable

of the sentence mostly receives a special emphasis " (Coolsma).

— " The pronunciation of the Mantangay dialect of Dayak is

much hke that of the Pulopetak dialect, only the last word of

each sentence is pronounced longer and louder " (Hardeland).
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— "In Minangkabau the last word of a sentence, or its final

syllable, bears the principal accent; thus they say, with a

stronger intonation :
' He sleeps ' = inyo laloq " (Van der

Toorn). " In Bada the last syllable of a sentence is spoken

with a rising (opgang) of the voice, i.e. with a rising accent"

(Adriani). — "As regards rise and fall of tone, or the musical

accent, Malay pronounces the phrase: ' Is that a stone ?' =
That stone = ini batu, in a rising tone, but :

' That is a stone

'

= ini batu, in a falhng tone " (Van Ophuijsen).

336. The interrogative sentence. In the Bontok interroga-

tive sentence the intonation rises and reaches " its highest

tone at the final vowel of the sentence " (Seidenadel). — " The

assertive and the interrogative sentence in Dayak may be

illustrated by the following examples. Assertive :
' He is

sick ' = id hdbdn. Interrogative: ' Is he sick?' = id hdbdn,

in an interrogative tone which somewhat accentuates, and

makes half long, even the last syllable of haban " (Hardeland).

337. In many IN languages the vocative, whether standing

by itself or forming part of a sentence, throws the accent on to

the last syllable of the word or group of words. Hence in

many languages: ind, "0 mother", the vocative of ina,

"mother". Karo, from the story Kaja Ketenahen, in

Joustra, " Karo-Bataksche Vertellingen ", p. 92, 1. 19: " Weep
not, father !" = Not thou w., f. = ola ham tanis bapd. Ibid.,

p. 91, 1. 18: " Let us go home to eat, my prince " = Eat we
to house, prince mine = mati hita ku rumah, raja-hku. — This

fashion of accentuating the vocative must be regarded as

Original IN.



SECTION XV : LAGU.

338. The word lagu in IN signifies " modulation of the

voice, melody, tempo, and style, in speaking or reciting ".

339. We may distinguish between three kinds of lagu, viz.

those characteristic of particular languages, particular in-

dividuals, and particular circumstances, or the emotions

arising therefrom, respectively. Of the second sort there is

nothing to be said here.

I. The lagu of particular languages. " The Sundanese are

in the habit of speaking slowly and quietly, in a peculiar tone,

lagu, which sounds singing and prolonged " (Coolsma). —
" The Achinese speak rapidly " (Snouck Hurgronje). — " The

Puqu-m-Boto dialect is spoken in a tone that sounds more

cheerful and is more prolonged, than the average Bareqe. The

tone of the To-Lage dialect sounds somewhat proud and mock-

ing, even in the mouths of slaves and children " (Adriani).

II. The lagu of particular circumstances. Here the exces-

sive lengthening of vowels and even of consonants is a pheno-

menon of particularly frequent occurrence. "In Minangkabau,

if one wants to express pity for the person addressed, one says

:

tuaaan, ' lord !' ; if a man sees a runaway horse, he shouts out:

kudooof^ (Van der Toorn). — "In Madurese, they say

kab . . . bhi, ' all !', instead of kabbhi, if they want to express

astonishment ".

340. From the tem fo there result certain phonetic pheno-

mena, viz. the lento an d alltgro forms. In Dayak the article

i coalesces with the pronoun aku to form yaku, " I ". When
speaking slowly the Dayak says iaku. This iaku is the lento

form, and at the same time the exceptional one, the normal

form being yaku. According to Ophuijsen the Malay duwa-

345
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helas, "twelve", when spoken rapidly, is sounded dohelas.

This dohelas is the allegro form, and likewise the exceptional

one. In Achinese hah + le, " let be !", has become hale,

but when people are speaking quite slowly the h reappears,

haJde being therefore the lentissimo form.

341. On the differentiation into lento and allegro forms

depend such double forms in Latin as nihil and nil (Sommer,
" Handbuch der lateinischen Laut- und Formenlehre ", § 80);

the case of the Karo negative lahah, beside Ian, is exactly

similar.



SECTION XVI : AS TO THE INVARIABILITY OF
PHONETIC LAWS.

342. When one studies certain descriptions of IN phonetic

conditions, it aj)pears not infrequently as if the IN languages

were less consistent in their phonetic phenomena than the IE

ones. But the trouble is not always in the language, it may
be due to the writer:

I. Something may be given as a striking instance of a

phonetic phenomenon, though in fact it is not a phonetic

phenomenon at all. On the assumption that the phrase
'' come here !" is mari in Malay and some other languages,

but mai in Bugis, it has been asserted that in Bugis the r has

disappeared. This would be the only case of the loss of r in

Bugis. However, mari <^ ma + ri is a verbal derivative

from the locative preposition ri, while tnai is a derivative

from the locative preposition i, and does not mean " come

here !" but " to go yonder ". So the Bug. mai is not a case

of phonetic change at all.

II. False etymologies are propounded. Thus in the Old

Javanese dictionary (Kawi-Bahneesch-Nederlandsch Woor-

denboek), vol. IV, p. 226, the Old Jav. pula, " to plant ", is

connected with the Dayak pamhulan, " garden ". But Dayak

pamhulan <^^t:q&x. p{a) -\~ imbul, "to plant" + suffix tn.

In conformity with a strict law of Dayak phonetics (§ 247),

the * of imhul has had to assimilate itself to the a of the suffix.

III. The phonetic phenomena are wrongly explained.

Original IN tunu, " to burn ", appears in Pampanga as tuA.

Now according to Conant, in his article entitled " Mon >-

syllabic Roots in Pampanga ", Journal of the American

Oriental Sosiety, 1911, p. 392, tun <^ tunu has lost the final u
^ 347
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by apocope. That would, however, be the only case of apo-

cope in a WB in Pampanga ; and accordingly every representa-

tive of IE scholarship will regard this explanation as unaccept-

able, because it leaves the case standing as an isolated pheno-

menon. — In reaUty, Original IN tunu was changed by meta-

thesis (an extremely common phenomenon in IN, as we saw

in § 236) into tuun, which was then contracted to tun.

IV. Too httle consideration is given to the meaning of

words. Conant {ibid., p. 392) adduces yet another instance

of apocope: sut as compared with the Bisaya suta. But

according to Bergaiio sut means " humillarse, rendirse yendo

a la presencia de aquel a quien se humilla "
; while suta,

according to Encarnacion, signifies: " descubrirse, hacerse

patente, pubhco ". The meanings of sut and suta are there-

fore very divergent, so that it is impossible to connect these

two words together.

V. But there is, above all, yet another thing which makes

it appear as if the phonetic evolution of the IN languages were

less subject to the rule of law than is the case with the IE

ones. And that is a certain practice, widely spread in IN
research, and not exactly wrong per se, but defective and apt

to give rise to confusion. It is this: many lexicographers are

in the habit of adding etymologies to their key-words; but in

doing so they omit to indicate whether the words adduced

for comparison from other languages are to be considered

identical with the particular key-word in conformity with

some phonetic law, or are merely in some way or other related

to it. Example: in the " Kawi-Balineesch-Nederlandsch

Glossarium", p. 313, we find: '' Panas; Malay, Sundanese,

Madurese idem, Bimanese pana, Malagasy /awa, ' warmth' ".

Here the words panas, pana, and Jana coincide with one

another, in perfect conformity with phonetic law. — But on

p. 302 we find:. ^^ Pakan; Sundanese haJcan, Madurese

kakan, Malay makan, 'to eat'". Here the words do not

coincide according to phonetic law, for in no case does, e.g., an

Old Jav. p correspond with a Sund. h; we have here several

variant formations from the WB kan, which in its monosyllabic
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shape exists in many IN languages. In Old Jav. the WB kan

has been combined with the formative syllable fa-, in Sund.

with ha-. — The IN lexicography of the future must perform

this part of its work more precisely than has been the case

hitherto.

343. In reality the occurrence of phonetic phenomena in

IN is certainly not attended by any greater irregularity than

it is in IE. We observe in IN the strictest regularity in a very

great nmnber of cases. Brugmann KvG, § 19, 7, remarks:
" That certain phonetic changes take place in regular con-

formity with some law, is often enough an obvious fact, e.g.

the change of Original IE -m at the end of a sentence into -n

in Greek ". We can say precisely the same of the treatment

of Original IN -m in Hova, for it appears there invariably as

-na = n -\- the supporting vowel, e.g. in inuna <^ Original

IN inum, " to drink ".

344. Though on the one hand we observe in many cases

the strictest consistency in IN, yet on the other we also some-

times observe the contrary, but such instances are not more

frequent than in IE nor do they dift'er in kind from IE cases.

345. There is a series of phonetic phenomena, in IN as in

IE, in which science neither can, nor does, expect absolute

invariability. Such are metathesis, assimilation, dissimila-

tion, and the like. But even here IN not infrequently dis-

plays a thorough-going consistency (see § 241).

346. A strikingly large percentage of the IN vocabulary

is of onomatopoeic origin ; and it has already been observed in

§ 17 that onomatopoeic formations may evade the operation of

phonetic laws. For the actions of beating, tapping, and pound-

ing, there are in the various IN languages the interjections tuk

or duk or puk or bug. Now from these interjections are de-

rived a large number of WB's, whose meaning preserves the

fundamental idea of beating or the like, or has diverged from

it by transference. Examples: Karo tuktuk, "to knock";

Gayo tumbuk, " to beat "; Malay tunibuq, " to pound "; Old

Javanese gebug, " to beat "; Karo batuk, "' cough "; Malagasy
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dialects MtuJca, "beak"; Old Javanese tutuJc, "mouth"; in

several languages tuktuh, " woodpecker "; Karo puJcpuk, " to

labour hard "
; Tontemboan sinduk, " pounded rice "

; Javan-

ese fUfugan, " fragment ".

Here, for example, there is no question of any phonetic

connexion between duk in Tontb. sinduk and hug in Mai.

iutnbuq, for a Tontb. d never corresponds with a Mai. h.

347. In IN and IE the operation of phonetic laws is very

often countered by the powerful influence of analogy and

popular etymology. The power of popular etymology is

very aptly and generally noticeable in names of animals,

especially trisyllabic ones, as exemplified by the " Schweizer-

isches Idiotikon " on the one hand and the Old Javanese

vocabulary on the other: see e.g. in the former s.v. Ameise,
" ant ", and in the latter s.v. alifan, " centipede ".

348. In IE research difficulties arise in connexion with

certain phenomena that have been termed root-variation,

root-determination, and the like: see Brugmann KvG, § 367.

I refer to such cases as the existence alongside of one another

of forms like the IE trep: trem: tres, in the Latin trepidus,

" timid ", tremere, " to tremble ", and the Sanskrit trasati <^
treseti, " to tremble ". We find precisely similar phenomena

in IN also: thus in Tontemboan there are the forms rep, rem,

and res, in urep, " to cover ", rerep, " to overlap "
; ureju, " to

clasp round ", tirem, " to enclose "; keres, " to clasp round ",

kures, " to cross one's arms ". And in IN such phenomena

are even less easy to tackle than they are in IE. As a rule we

are not even in a position to form any certain idea that they

really involve phonetic questions.

349. But there still remain in IN as in IE some phonetic

phenomena, of which one can only say either: "Here law-

less chance holds sway", or: "Research has failed to dis-

cover the principle of the occurrence ". To such alternatives

I feel that I have to resign myself after considering the repre-

sentation of Original IN t in Bimanese and Original IN k in

Nias.
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I. Original IN t in Bimanese:

Original IN Bimanese

tanda iant^a, " mark "

.

tanah dana, " earth ".

r2atus ratu, " hundred ".

hatu wadu, " stone ".

II. Original IN ^ in Nias

:

Original IN Nias

Tearail kara, " coral".

kandan kandra, " stable ".

kima ginia, " shell ".

kasaw j/aso, " rafters "

.

ken -^02,
" to ".

kait '^ai, " hook ".

kayu eu, " wood ".

kulif. uli, " skin ".

350. Regularity in the occurrence of phonetic phenomena

is greater in some languages than in others; it is greater, for

instance, in Minangkabau than in Bimanese. It is also greater

in some sounds than in others: in the nasals very much more

than in the liquids, so that Bopp in his " Ueber die Verwandt-

schaft der malayisch-polynesischen Sprachen mit den indisch-

europaischen ", p. 66, 1. 15, rightly speaks of a "fluctuation

of the liquids ".

351. AVhen we observe the phonetic processes of the IN
languages we often get the impression that the movement is

still going on and tending towards some end, which it has not

yet attained. Such a presumable end, for example, is that
" in Bugis initial tenues are endeavouring to disappear ".

I. Initial k has to a great extent disappeared already, as in

uliq, " skin " <^ Original IN kidit.

II. Initial f has disappeared m two words. Viz. uso,

" heart " <^ Original IN pusu and uro, " quail " <^ Original

IN puruJi.

III. Of the disappearance of initial c and t there are no

certain instances.
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